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PREFACE
It is the purpose of this hook to indicate the genius, develop-

ment, and spiritual core of the major contemporary religions.

This also h a study of religion in its relation to the world crisis-

The central theme of the symposium—originally proposed in a

preliminary formula—was really achieved by the persistwt en-

deavor of the contributing group; and, in due course, it was

adapted by each author to the peculiar nature of his subject.

It is hoped that the result of our concerted effort may provide

a background of understanding to all who, as lay reader, his-

torian, philosopher, comparative religionist, apologist, mission-

ary, or parish minister, wish to approach the great religions in

the light of their affirmations and impact upon human society

and culture.

In keeping with the above purpose the authors have sought

to express themselves as simply as possible. For example, dia-

critical and orthographical symbols have been omitted in the

spelling of foreign words even when they would normally be

required according to certain systems of transliteration. In

short, the reader visualized for this book is a general reader,

not a technician.

The editor desires to acknowledge the counsel and encourage-

ment of Datus C. Smith, Jr., Director of Princeton University

Press. George F. Thomas, Professor of Religious Thought at

Princeton University, read the manuscript and offered many

valuable suggestions. In this joint volume, the willing coopera-

tion and mutual esteem of the several writers concerned lays

each under heavy indebtedness to all the others. In connection

with the chapter on Roman Catholicism, appreciation is due to

the Right Reverend William A. Griffin, D.D., Bishop of Tren-

ton, who gradously granted an Imprimatur. Insofar as the me-

chanics of the volume are concerned, Miss Gladys Forncll, and

the Press staff, have been constantly helpful. To all these, as

well as to my wife, Nahia Khuri Jurji, I am deeply grateful.

Edward J. Jurji

Princeten, N. J>
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Confucianism
LEWIS HODOUS

The Confudan g;roup has had a continuous history for about

twenty*five centuries- For almost twenty centuries it has been

the ruling group. During these years the Chinese built up and

held together the largest social-political structure in history.

While many forces cooperated in this process Confucianism

was the formative one. Today at Oiu-fu the descendants of

Confudus arc carrying on the cult to their great ancestor and

the great teacher of Oiina. According to Y. C. Yang all Chinese

are basically Confudanists with a leaning toward Buddhism

and Taoism-

Confucianism is a modem term coined by llie Catholic mis-

sionaries. The Chinese employ tlxe term Ju^chia, literati, mean-

ing the foDowers of the teaching of Confudus which was in-

herited from the sages of antiquity, embodied in the dassics,

interpreted by the commentators and pliilosophers, and now is

in process of adjustment to the modem world.

Confucius (55I-47P b.c.) lived in an age when the feudal

system and its institutions were dying and a new China was

emergii^. He was of humble origin. Up to the age of thirty-five

he was unknown. He studied the andent governments and cere-

monies and established a school in which he trained a few dis-

ciples. In the latter half of his life he visited different states

seeking an opportunity to put his teaching into practice, but the

rulers of these states were too much occupied in holding their

insecure positions to pay much attention to him,

The China of his day consisted of a number of states under

the Chou emperor. In the early years of the dynasty, when the

royal prestige was high, the emperor was able to settle quarrels

between claimants for political power in the various states. But

after 800 B.c. the authority of the ruler was disregarded by the

vassals. Strife and confusion followed. The strong conquered
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CONFUCIANISM

and absorbed the weak. The cement whicli held the feudal social

order was cracking and disintegrating.

In this situation three problems emerged. One was the prob-

lem of the source of sovereign authority. Tlie answer of Cot-

fucius to this problem was that sovereign authority roots in the

mandate of Heaven. The second problem ws£ that of the le-

gality or constitutionality of political power in the several states.

Increasingly this was claimed by several aspiranU. The solution

of Confudus was the restoration of the waning authority of

the aou emperor as ruler and as priest. The third dimcuUy was

the growing confusion in the social order. To meet this Con-

fucius advocated loyalty to Heaven, to the Chou emperor, ftlial

piety, but espedally the education of rulers of character and

ability.

The most important contribution of Confucius was the train-

ing of disciples, who, with their successors, collected the pre-

Ccnfucian works, edited, and inteipreUd tliem. Tliey also com-

piled the sayings of Confucius and Mencius and produced the

Great Learning and the Doctrine of the Mean as well as nu-

merous other works. Eharing the Han dynasty (206 ».c.-a.d.

220) the Five Classics were assembled-^ In a.o. 252 they were

engraved on stone tablets in the capital, thus providing a stand-

ard authoritative text. Later to the Five Classics were added

the Four Books.* The two coDections constitute tlie bible of

Confucianism.

COSUOLOCY

Confucius left open several problems. One was that of cos-

mology. In the latter part of the fourth century a.c. the yin-

*Tbe Five Classics include: The Book of Changes, Yih Chlng; The

Book of Poetry, Shih Ching; The Book of History, Shu Chii^; The

Book of Rites, Li Cbi; and Spring and Autumn, Chun Chiu. They

may be found in The Chinese CUusicSj by Jam® Legge. Oxford, 1893-

*^lee Analects of Canfneius, by W. E. SoothiU. World’s Classics,

1937 ;
Analects af Confitcins, by Arthur Waley London, 1938 ;

Menems,

by L. A. LyalL London, 1932; The Great Learning and The Af««-t»-

ection, by E, R. Hughes. Dent, 194a.

2



LEWIS HODOUS

vona theory was formulated, and the Confucianists adopted it.

According to Cm Hs5, who flourished in the thirteenth Chris-

tian century and is reckoned as the greatest Neo-Confuaamst

scholar, the universe and every particle in it are composed of

two principles which are coetemal, infinite, distinct, but in-

separable. Li, the psychic principle, is the principle of move-

ment comparable to the ^lan vitale of Bergson. Chi is the mate-

rial principle which gives the Li a point of contact. The two

principles operate tlirongh two modes
:
yin, the negative mode,

characterized as dark, cold, passive, and female; the yang, the

positive mode, characterized as light, warm, active, and nule.

These two inodes operate through the five agents, water, fire,

wood, metal, soil. Tlicsc agents arc composed of varying propor-

tions of the two modes. Water, for example, has a great deal

of yisi, and very little yang. Fire, on the other hand, has much

yang and little yin.
. , , ,

Matter is conceived as a great globe which begins to move

when informed by the psychic principle. During tl^ movemwt

the two modes are gradually separated, but as the speed in-

creases they mix again and give rise to the five i^ts wluA

form all beings. The first pair of each spedcs is produced by

spontaneous g^eration. Then from the two all the rest come

by transformation.
, .

The universe is creative, has beauty, utility, and potentiality.

These emerge respectively in the seasons, creativity m the

spring beauty in the summer, udltty in the autumn, and poten-

tiality in the winter. These qualities in the universe emerge m
man as the constant virtues of love, justice, reverence, and wis-

dom- Man accordingly is good because he possesses this endow-

ment of Heaven.

The presence of the psychic principle makes all men equal.

In this philosophical theory, which came from Mencius and wm
broadened and deepened by Buddhism, Chu Hsi ran counter to

the social situation in China which denied It. Chu Hsi met the

objections by explaining that all men are fundamentally eqi^

because they have a portion of the Li. Their differences an«

from the different grades of the material principle. Thus this

3



CONFUCIANISM

profound theory and the inequaJities of Chinese life were har-

monized. All men arc brothers. One of the philosophers of that

time put it thus: “The people are my brothers, and inferior

beifigs are my companions."

The philosophy of Chu Hsi favored a patriarchal govern-

ment. The emperor was regarded as a saint and as the father

and mother of the people who could do no wrong. The actual

government was in the hands of a dominant minority of the

Confucian group.

ETHICS OP CONFUCIANISM

Confucius left open another problem, namely, tliat of the

source of evil. Mencius held that human nature is good, being

the deposit of the Tao which is good. Evil according to his

doctrine is due to environment, or to education, or to lack of
forethought, or to wrong judgment of life’s values.

This pragmatic view of evil did not satisfy the scholars of
Neo-Confucianism. Buddhist philosophy deepened their insight

into the mystery of evil. According to Buddhism evil in human
life was due to cosmic ignorance which conditioned phenome-
nal existence. To meet this challenge the scholars felt compelled

to place the source of evil in the material principle Chi. But this

principle is essential in the universe because through it the uni-

verse takes form. This principle is originally good and pure.

The evil creeps In not because the universe is blinded by illusion

but because enmity and strife enter with the process of differen-

tiation which accompanies the functioning of the material prin-

ciple. The evil is not in the original state of the universe. To
the Neo-Con fudanists this theory made the ethical values se-

cure and at the same time opposed the escape-salvation of Bud-
dhism. Furthermore, it emphasized the duty to return to the

psychic principle Lt and not be enslaved by the material prin-

ciple Chi. This theory reaffirmed the doctrine of Mencius that

human nature is good In due time this teaching was embodied
in the Three Character Classic (San Tzu Ching) ascribed to
Wang Ying-lin (1223-1296) which was memorized by all stu-

dents up to the year 2912.

4



LEWIS ffODOUS

Another problem which Confucius left open was, “how can

a mail become good?** NoConfudanism taught that the mind

could be transformed by the study of the principles underlying

human history and by right education which included study of

the classics and following the example of the sages. To this was

added, from Buddhism, the practice of meditation,

Ethical life is conceived in the Five Relations. These are the

ruler-subject, father-son, husband-wife, elder-younger brothers,

and friend-friend relation. The sovereign should be benevolent,

the subjects, or officials, loyal. The husband should be just, the

wife obedient; the father kind, the son filial; the elder brother

considerate, the younger obedient- Friends should be faithful.

Each individual is thus subject to three pressures. The first is

from above, tlic elders and ancestors. The second is from the

sides, tJie equals
;
and the third is from below, This system has

developed highly integrated social groups held together by privi-

leges and duties.

The family is the basic unit in Chinese society, all three of

these relations having to do with it. The pattern of the family

rests upon the succession to the cult of ancestor worship or to

the paternal stock (Uvng) and to the patrimony. Thus the prin-

ciples of the religious, economic, and political life are rooted in

the family and in ancestor worship. Filial piety is the keystone

of the Chinese ethical order and embraces all the virtues of

human nature, Confucius organized life about Goodness. His

successors made filial piety the center. Filial piety includes not

only service to the dead and obedience to the living, but ordains

that any act which dishonors the parents is unfilial. In modem
as well as in ancient China loyalty to the ruler or state viS the

completion of filial piety.

The relation of teacher to pupil is scarcely less important.

It belongs to the friend-friend category. The teacher is aUo con-

ceived as the intellectual and moral parent This relation has

been somewhat disturbed in recent years ;
there are signs, how-

ever, that it is reg^ing its importance.

The ruler-subject relation is being clarified. In pre-republican

China the state rested on a divine mandate, The emperor was

5



CONFUCIAf^ISM

the $on of Heaven. There are indications lliat j*oinl toward a

continuation of this theory in modem form. Sun Yat-sen is the

father of modern China. He is a sage who has based his 'Three

Principles” upon cosmic reaJity. The emperor has been replaced

by the state and its representatives. The “subject” of imperial

China has become the citizen of a democratic state.

The ConfucianisU hold that moral conduct is not merely the

endowment of the Universal Order, Tao, but is also dependent

upon man. The purjwse of justice is to give each man his place.

Man is father, son, elder brother, friend, or citizen, Eacli status

has certain privileges and certain responsibilities. This means

that each inividual lives in a system of loyalties which he owes

to others and which others owe to him.

The rites control these loyalties and prevent the individual

from neglecting them. The rites fix the individual in his rela-

tionships and direct him in the performance of his duties in

these relationships. The rites are not merely rules of etiquette,

they are a way of life in human relations and in relations be-

yond the human. In other words they are also religious, a fact

which has sometimes been overlooked. In the period of the

Contending States (403-321 b.c.) the theory was developed

that in religion the reality of the spirits was not necessary. But

the ceremonies were necessary for the peace of the individual

and the security of society. Accordingly rites were developed as

forms of social control while the reality of the gods was ob-

scured. This has persisted to the present time.

Music was also a means of harmonizing the individual in

himself and with society. The Confucianists governed by rites

and music. Rules and punishments were employed to promote

rites and music, The rites and music were modeled upon

Heaven. The universe was originally harmonious. The rites

and music were established to improve the universe, make it

more beautiful.

In the past few years, music and the closely related poetry

have been employed widely to stir up patriotism. According to

the Book of Rites “Poetry is what gives the first stimulus to

6



LEWIS aODOUS

duracter; ceremonial U what gives it stability; muaic is what

brings it to full development.”

There are two norms which Confucius proposed and which

have been the ideal since his day. Heaven has placed these norms

in man. Stated simply, one is that man should do to others what

he desires them to do to him. This is the principle chun^, loy-

alty. "What we ask of the son we should give to the father.

What we ask of the official should be given to the ruler. What

we ask of the younger brother should be given to the elder

brother. What we ask of the friend sliould be given to him.”

From another aspect we should not do to others what we

do not wish ourselves and should do to others what we wish

ourselves.

"What you hate in him who is above, do not do to the one

below. What you hate in the one below, do not do to die one

above. What you hate In your elders, do not do to your juniors.

What you hate in your juniors, do not do to your elders. What

you hate on the right hand, do not do on the left hand. What

you hate on the left, do not pass on to the r^ht. This is called

jhu/' All men have desires. All men know what they desire.

This should be the standard in their beha^or to others.

The hapinness of life is to be achieved not in the result but in

the act done In good conscience regardless of consequences, The

Confucian theory is that good should be sought in the act, in

the process, and not in the result. "The gentleman is not to

grumble at Heaven nor blame men.” Mencius said : "The gentle-

man follows the model and thereby awaits the order of

Heaven." Doctrine of the Mean states: ^The gentleman abides

in change and awaits the mandate of Heaven."

The Confucian group has always stressed the doctrine of rec-

tification of names, that is, rectifying of terms—^ving to

things names that tndy describe them, in order to distinguish

between right and wrong. A name was regarded not merely as

a symbol but as conveying the essence of the object or idea.

This was expressed by Confucius when asked about govern-

ment in these words, “Chun chun, chen ck^, fu fu, tzu tsu/*

7
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(Let ruler be ruler, official be official, father be father, and son

be son, is government.)

TEE CULT OP COHPUCIANISil

Worship of Shangti. Confucianism was established as the

slate religion by the emperor Wu-ti (140*^7 b.c.) and held this

position till 1913. The emperor was the high priest. Tlie literati

were the teachers. The faithful were the scliolars and tlie gentry

of the towns and villages. The cult consisted of the worship of

Heaven and Eartli, the ceremony to Coiifvtdus, and ancestor

worship.

The center of the state religion was Shangti or Heaven.

Shangti, meaning the ruler above, was the high god during the

Shang period. The term Ti was also used to designate the an-

cestors of the ruling house. Heaven was worshiped by the Chou
rulers before they conquered the Shang. It came to be used as

the general term for the ancestors of the ruling family who
were supposed to be located in the sky. After the conquest of

the Shang by the Chou the two terms vrere combined to form
Hao Tien Shangtl> the Shangti of Exalted Heaven, or Hiiaiig

Tien Shangti, the Shangti of Imperial Heaven, Personal traits

were ascribed to this being but a clear conception of vital per-

sonality was never achieved. Later the term Tao, Universal

Order, obscured the personal traits of Shangti. At present the

term Shangti is employed for the term God by the Protestant

churches abng with the term Chen Shen, True God. The Catho-

lics have adopted the term Tien Chu, Lord of Heaven,

The annual offering to Shangti was made by the emperor ac-

companied by the highest officiaU at the winter solstice on the

round three>terraced marble altar south of the capital. On the

north side of the top terrace facing south was the tablet of

Shangti. On the left and right were the tablets of the ancestors

of the reigning dynasty. On the second terrace were arranged

the tablets of the sun, moon, the seven stars of the dipper, the

five planets, the twenty-eight constellations, the signs of the

zodiac, the clouds, rain, wind, and thunder. In the first month

8
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of the year the emperor made an offering at the Temple of

Prayer for a Good Year, known to Westerners as the Temple

of Heaven.

Opposite the great enclosure of the altar of Heaven was a

large park. In this was a square altar of two terraces to the

Divine Husbandman, Shen Nung. Here also was the field on

which the emperor plowed the first furrow and thus inaugurated

^icuJture. Near by was the temple of Jupiter, the Star of the

Great Year, so called because Jupiter makes one revolution in

about twelve years and is regard^ as the ruler of time.

North of the capital was the square altar of two terraces to

Sovereign Earth. Around the altar were deep trenches with

water representing the earth surrounded by four seas. On the

fop terrace were the tablets of Sovereign Earth and the imperial

ancestors. The time of worship was the summer solstice. There

were also tablets of the five sacred mountains, the four seas,

and the four streams.

Across from the altar to Severe^ Earth was the temple of

the goddess who presided over the weaving of silk. She was

worshiped by the empress and was added to the pantheon after

the Christian era. In the sixteenth century the temple was built

in the palace grounds for the convenience of the empress.

Besides these there were appropriate ceremonies to the pa-

trons of medicine, war, cannon, palace doors, porcelain kilns,

granaries, fire, walls and moats, and literature. Kuanti, a hero

of the Three Kingdoms (a.o. 220-265 ) was deified at the end

of the sixteenth century. Also there was the god of the polar

star and the Great Eastern Mountain, Tai Shan. Among the

lesser gods of the imperial pantheon there was considerable

turnover during the centuries.

This worship of Heaven and Earth, imperial ancestors and

heroes grew up during the course of centuries. In the fourth

century ».c. it was strongly infiuenced by astronomical knowl-

edge from the Mediterranean world. The new astronomy be-

came the celestial pattern for the rising empire. The polar star

about which the heavens revolve became the symbol of the em-

peror surrounded by his loyal vassals and counselors, Shangti

9
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was personalized. Tills was the contribution of Moti, or Mo Tzu

(ea. 479-381 S.C.), a philosopher, who lived between the t*me

of Confucius and Mencius. This personal god was regarded as

having a righteous purpose in governing the world. The world

of man and the realm of nature were viewed as an organism.

The ethical was embedded in the natural and was regarded as

a force which evoked response in nature- Injustice and oppres-

sion in government were disturbing elements and were followed

by signs, such as eclipses of the sun and moon, and )jy the ap-

pearance of comets, In some cases nature responded to such acts

by warnings such as earthquakes, laiKlsIldes, and cxtrtU)rdinaTy

phenomena. The literati employed these signs and warnings to

curb the oppressive measures of the bureaucrats who sur-

rounded the emperor. This humanistic motive operated as late

as 1910 when Hailey’s comet made its appearance in our corjicr

of the universe and caused consternation among the Mancliu

oligarchy, The emperor abdicated in 1912.

The offering to Heaven was regarded as the keystone in the

arch of empire. It rested upon the theory of tlic state which is

analogous to the pattern of the family. The emperor as the son

of Heaven was the head of the cult and of the patrimony.

Heaven was his father to whom he owed the service of a filial

son. The relation to Heaven included the control of men and

gods. The emperor had the mandate of Heaven to rule the

world. This mandate was not perpetual but was dependent upon
the character of the emperor. The relation of the officials and

the literati to the emperor was not based upon the political point

of view but upon the religious. The problem of the present gov-

ernment of China is how to conserve this aspect of the tradition.

Cult of Confucius. The cult of Confucius originated with

his disciples. In due time the Master became the symbol of the

people’s political unity and cultural life. This symbol was vita-

lized in the Confudan group who viewed China’s culture as a
whole, appropriated it, interpreted it, and embodied it in the

political and cultural heritage. The Confucian group thus be-

came the incarnation of the growing Confucian tradition. It

combined politics, ethics, and education, and suffused them with

10
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a spirit of reverence and devotion. Confucianism then became a

religion. It lived on while dynasties rose and fell and conquer-

ors marched and retreated. Even when the other-worldliness of

Buddhism lured the minds of a people already weakened by

suffering, distracted by confusion, and decimated by war, the

cult of Confucius, though it passed through many a dimout,

never suffered a total eclipse.

The high spots of the historical process reveal the general

trend. The first emperor of the Han dynasty visited the tomb of

Confucius. In a.p. 44a a temple was erected at Chu-fu, the place

of his tomb. In 505 one was erected at the capital. This was

canoniaation. From now on honors multiplied. Tai Tsung of

the Tang dynasty (a.d. 618-906) put the cult on a new basis-

In 630 he decre^ that all districts in the empire build temples

to Confucius with statues of the Master dressed in royal robes.

This xuiiversaJized the cult. In 647 he made the Confucian Tem-

ple the Hall of Fame for scholam and offidaJs. In the capital he

established imperial colleges in which the Confucian classics

were taught- Graduation from these colleges, examinations, and

special eicaminations by the emperor became the doors into of-

ficial life. This made Confucius not merely the patron of the

Confucian group, but the patron of the government and the

symbol of national unity. In 665 Confucius was given the title

of Supreme Teacher. In 735 he was granted the title of Kix^,

in 1013 that of Supreme Saint, and in 1330 his descendants

were ennobled. After 1 530 the images in many Confucian tem-

ples were replaced by tablets so as to avoid the semblance of

idolatry.

In 1905 the examinations for ci'ril office based upon the clas-

sics were discontinued. This took away the political basis of the

cult. After 1912 the study of the classics was dropped in the

government schools, though it continued in some private

sdiools. The abdication of the Manchu dynasty and the estab-

lishment of the Republic obscured the meaning of Confucian-

ism but at the same time introduced a period of a new evaluation

of the Master.

Ancestor worship. Ancestor worship has been called the reli-
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gion of the Chinese. During the Shan^ period (1766-1122
B.c.

)
it was a fertility cult During feudal times it was the cus-

tom to have a pcrsonator of the dead at the offering, a child

descendant representing the dead. As the feudal system disinte-

grated the character of the family changed. Personal relations

of father and son replaced the formal relations of lord and vas-

sal. The family of the common people followed the pattern of

the aristocratic family. Filial piety became the center of the

new family. The child was taught “not to move one step with-

out thinking of one^s parents, not to utter one word without

thinking of one^s parents."

The tablet took the place of the personator. It became ani-

mated by a special ceremony after the najne of the deceased was
written upon it, and the dot was placed over the character chu
meaning the abiding place of the soul of the dead. Along with

the tablet portraits of the dead were also made. They were con-

sulted before making important decisions; for it was believed

that the intentions of the dead could be discovered by the facial

expressions on these portraits.

The funeral rites occupied an important place. By them not

only were the dead made happy but the status of the family was
reinforced. Funerals were elaborate- Moli, or Mo Tzu, who
came after Confucius, states that "When a member of the

people dies they use up the family property. When a feudal

lord dies they empty the treasury of the country." Coffins were
made of solid timbers to preserve the body. The site of the

grave was selected by a geomancer. It was located at the con-

fluence of celestial forces and offerings were made at the criti-

cal times in the periods of nature. Thus ancestral worship was
intimately connected with the agricultural cult.

In addition to these customs there grew up stories to stimu-

late the cult. A filial son chastised by his mother lamented : "She
is old and unable to chastise me properly." A mother who liked

fish was brought some in midwinter by a son who melted the
ice by his breath. Marital authority was promoted by filial piety.

Thus a young wife being courted by another man cut off her
Dose saying; "Dishonored by mutilation who will look at me?"

12
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Later the theater aJso took its part in stimulating filial piety. AJl

these means bolstered up parental and marital authority at a

time when the family was adjusting itself to the freer situation

of postfeudal times.

Ancestor worship is now passing through another crisis. The

growth of modem industry in the cities is breaking down the

peasant family. The individual is becoming conscious of his

freedom and demands the right to choose his occupation, his

partner in life, and the place where he shall live. The small fami-

lies have increased in number, Divorce is more common. In the

last few years the Chinese have realized that the family cannot

guarantee complete security, and are placing their faith in the

nation.

But ancestor worship is still the religion of the Chinese. Mod-

ern ancestor worship centers about the tablet, the funeral, and

the grave. The tablets are kept in the main hall of the house, or

in a special cabinet to four or five generations. After that they

are placed in the ancestral temple. The worship :n the house is

simple. The priest on the occasion is the head of the household

—

the father, grandfather, or the eldest son. In the worship of the

dan the senior member takes the leading part.

The offerings placed before the tablet consist of food, in-

cense, flowers, and candles- The food is served hot with chop-

sticks placed beside the dishes. When all is ready the head of

the house lights three sticks of incense, comes before the tablets

and holds them as high as his forehead. Then he places the in-

cense in the incense burner, and either performs the kcu-tcu,

three kneelings and nine knockings, or simply bows three times.

Sometimes the ancestors are invited to be present, impor^t

matters are announced to them and they are asked for a blessing.

The times of offering vary. In pious families candles and in-

cense are burned on the first and the fifteenth day of the month,

More formal offerings are made on the anniversary of the birth

and death of the departed. At the important festivals special

offerings are made. The most important offering is on the last

day of the year vrhen the whole family gathers in a reunion

including the livii^ and the dead. Offerings are also made at

13
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the time of special announcements such as betrothals, weddings,

births, and deaths. When the revolution was successful, Sun

Yat-sen made the announcement at the imperial tombs at Nan-

king to the ancestors of the Ming dynasty (a,p. 1368-1644).

the last Chinese dynastj.

In the spring the Chinese sweep the graves and make a special

offering to the soul in the grave. In the autumn the people make

a special offering by burning sherts of paper with pictures of

warm clothing and trunks and other necessities for the dead-

Besides the regular ancestor worsliip, offerings are made to the

wandering spirits of the dead who have no one to provide for

them. In many communities elaborate services are held to

ferry such spirits through purgatory where they are suffering

punishment.

In its long history ancestor worship has passed through many

changes. It is connected with the basic belief that the world of

man and of those who have passed on are not two worlds but

make one whole. The Chinese lives with his ancestors aiid his

ancestors live with him and in him.

The ancestor cult guarantees the succession of property rights,

not merely physical property but what we call gowl will. The

ancestors are supposed to transmit good influences which reside

in the bodies of the dead. The tombs are in the fields and by

their ma^c power contribute to the fertility of the fields, This

connection ^ves ancestor worship a solid basis in the economic

and social life. Connected with the clan ancestral temple are

fields, the income from which is used for offerings and for the

support of worthy students of the clan. The clan temple is com-

mon property and in times of need a member of the family may

find refuge in it. He finds a bed and a rice bowl awaiting him.

The cult also supports the marital rights, the morals of the

community. Chinese morality has its center in the family and

filial piety is the fountain source that inspires this morality.

This is operative today when the old patterns of life are break-

ing up. The family is still the enduring pattern.

In East China one dan was reported as giving each soldier,

going into service, land to raise one hundred and ten pounds of
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rici- Before the enlisted man leaves he kneels before the ances-

tral altar and the clan elder fives him the followinf charge:

“You must be loyal to the state, thereby winning glory for your

ancestors. You must never be afraid to die. Nor should you

desert your ranks. Last of all you must never surrender to the

enemy.” Devotion to ancestors is still an important force in

modern China.

CONFUCIANISK AND OTHER 5YSTEUS

Confucianism has great digestive and assimilative capacity.

It developed from the primitive religion and adopted Uie High

God, Slmngti and Heaven, the cult of Mother Earth, the god

of the soil, and the cult of the ancestors. It had a share in the

creation of the cultural heroes Shun, Yu, Shen Nung. In the

fourth century b.c. the new astronomy began to seep in from

the West and during the Han dynasty (206 b.c.—a.d. 220) Con-

fucian scholars organlted the state religion around the new view

of the Heavens. In the Han period Confucianism also assimi'

lated the belief in a personal God, which came from the oppo*

nent of Confucianism, Moti, or Mo Tzu.

During the period of the Contending States (403-221 9.c.)

Confucianism was greatly influenced by Taoism, Mencius

(372-289 B.c.) advocated the dogma that human nature is good

because it Is a deposit of the Tao, the Taoist basic reality. Dur-
ing the Sung dynasty (a.d. 960-1279) Confucianism developed

a metaphysics under the stimulus of Taoism and Buddhism.

Confucianism has revealed durir^ its long history a great

leavening power although It Is not a missionary religion in the

modem sense. For the Confucian group was profoundly con-

scious of the world as “one world.” They hoped to bring the

blessings of Confucianism to the whole world, not by force, but

by the civilizing power of its values. This is expressed in the

Book of Rites as follows : “When the great Tao was operative,

all under Heaven were ruled by justice. Sages and men of ability

were chosen as rulers. Sincerity and peace ruled. Therefore men
loved not only their parents, nor treated as children only their

15
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own sons. Provision was mads for the a^sd till th«r dsath, tbs

able-bodied were employed and children were properly brought

up. Due provision was made for the widows, orphans, childless

men, and the sick. The right of men to work that suited them,

and of women to good homes, was recognized. The production

of goods was so regulated that nothii^ was wasted, while use-

less accumulations for private use were regarded with dis-

approval. Labor was so regulated that energy was stimulated

while activity for merely selfish reasons was discouraged. Thus

there was no room for tlie development of a narrow egoism.

Robbery and outrage were unknown. Hence there was no shut-

ting of the outer gates. Such was the age of the Ta Tung-World

Brotherhood.”

This cultural leaven has been spreading for about twenty-five

centuries. The shamanistic elements of the folk religion were

sublimated by it, or repressed. Human sacrifice and orgiastic

rites were tabooed. The love songs of the Bock of Poetry were

moralized. The animistic gods were brought under the Confu-

cian code of propriety. As Chinese political power advanced

southward and westward Confucianism won new converts.

Taoism as a philosophy opposed the Confudau ethics. As a

reli^on it made them the basis of its teaching. The Buddhists

appropriated ancestor worship and the ethics of Confucianism.

The foreign conquerors of China became more Confucian than

the Chinese. The Jews of Kaifeng have been completely assimi-

lated. The Moslems are slowly but surely becoming Chinese.

The most notable accomplishment of Confucianism was its vic-

tory over Buddhism. This was achieved not merely by assimi-

lating the contributions of Buddhism to Chinese culture, but

also by the fact that Confudanism was rooted in the Chinese

rural family, the unit of Chinese cultural and political life.

Ccnfucianism in Jap<ifi. The Analects was introduced into

Japan in the third century by AchiJri; and a Korean scholar,

Wani, taught it to the crown prince. The constitution of

Shotoku-Taishi (573-621), thou^ claimed to have been based

on Buddhism, was derived from Confucianism so far as its

moral tenets are concerned. In the seventh century the Univer-

16
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sity of Nara used the Chinese classics as textbooks. The Chu
Hsi school (Shushi) founded by an ex-Buddhist priest was

influential throughout the Tokufawa period. It was the founda-

tion of the educational system. At the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury a decree prohibited contrary doctrines.

The Chinese profoundly influenced ancestor worship as prac-

ticed in Japan. Amatcrasu, a nature god, was transformed into

the ancestress of the imperial house. Not only Amaterasu, but

many other nature gods, have become humanized through the

influence of Chinese ancestor worship- In China filial piety was

the supreme virtue. In Japan, however, the emperor, the embodi-

ment of the state, became tJie object of the highest loyalty.

Dr. Inouyi summarized the influence of Confucianism on

modern Japan in this manner: "That the majority of those who
participated in the making of the New Japan toward the end of

the third period consisted of Confucianists is an undeniable

fact ... of all the branches of Confucianism, the Chutsze School

and the Wang Yang-ming School produced most pioneers of

the new era. ... It may be added that the readiness with which

our people grasped and adapted the newly introduced Western

civiliaation was in the main due to the mental training they had

received from the study of Confudanism throughout the Toku-

gawa age.” *

The Imperial Rescript on Education formulated by Emperor

Mdji and promuIg;atcd October 30, 1890, shows evidence of

Confudan influence: ‘Te, Our subjecu, be filial to your par-

ents, affectionate to your bothers and sisters, as husbands and

wives be harmonious, as friends true; bear yourselves in mod-

esty and moderation, extend your benevolence to all; pursue

learning and cultivate arts, and thereby develop intellectual

faculties and perfect moral power."

Ccn/ticmntrm Europe. In 1662 Intorcetta published a

work entitled, Sinanm Scientia, containing a sketch of the life

of Confucius in French and Latin and translations of the Great

Learning and the Doctrine of the Mean in Latin. Confucius was

not described as an idol worshiper nor as an athdst. In 1687

• Okuma, Fifty Years of New Japan, vol. 11, pp. 6a, 63
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wa$ issued a work entitled, Confjicius Sinamin Philcscphus. It

contained an introduction and the Analects, Great Learning,

and the Doctrine of the Mean, with commentaries. On this work

the Jesuits based other works, among them, Jia Morale de Con-

fucius. Here they informed lay readers that this morality came

from the source of natural reason, an idea welcome at the be-

ginning of the Renaissance. This work marks the high point of

the knowledge of Confucius in Europe.

Pater Noel of Prague in 1711 published the six classics, being

the reproduction of the three mentioned above and Mencius,

Hsiao Ching, and Santrc-ching. Noel puts less stress on the

missionary interest and much more upon Oiinese wisdom. In

his introduction he says : ‘'This translation I hand to you. dear

reader, not only tlxat you may learn to know what the Chinese

have written, but that you may do that which they have thought

right.” He adds, “As often as you read the teaching of the Chi-

nese, bethink yourself of the life of Christians. May Jesus be-

come the cornerstone of both.” At the turn of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries there were many works on the culture

and history of the Chinese.

Among the intellectual leaders of Europe, Leibnitz (1646-

1716) was one of those open-minded men who enter into other

cultures and feel themselves into the thought of others. The

first production of Leibnitz which gives his view of Confucius

is found in Novissima Sinica (1697). It is a collection of facts

about China gathered from the Jesuits. In the introduction he

treated Confucius from the viewpoint of Protestant Germany;

stated, furthermore, that the two highest cultures of man were

meeting at the ends of the earth, and hoped that Russia might

serve as a bridge between the two to its own enrichment. To be

sure the West surpassed China in mathematics, astronomy,

logic, and metaphysics ;
but in the ordering of life and in state

morals China surpassed the West. In the same bock LeibniU

wrote: “Who would have believed, indeed, that this people

would have surpassed us who are grown in conventional morals

with forms of an established life? Though we may be equal to

them in cleverness, in industry, and surpass them in contempla-
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tivft knowledge, they surpass iis in practical philosophy, j.e, in

their ethical and political arrangements. So great is obedience to

superiors among them, the respect for old age, the almost reU-

^ous cult of ancestors that a bad word against them is not

heard and is regarded as pairidde is among us.” He went on

to the effect that the Chinese should send missionaries to teach

Europe the practice of their natural theology. He said : “There-

fore I believe if a wise man were made judge, not over the form

of beautiful goddesses, but over tlie superiority of people that

he would hand the golden apple to tJie Chinese, if we did not

surpass them by a superhuman good, namely, the divine gift of

the Christian religion.”

COKPUCIAKZSM SINCE IpZE

Under the Republic the cult of Confucianism has had a varied

history. Under President Yuan Shih-kai (1912-1916) it en-

joyed a brief revival—he made in 1914 an offering to Heaven

at the round altar south of Peking- In the constitution Confu-

cianism was recognized as intimately related to the Chinese

state. Chen Huan-chang, a pupil of Kang Yu-wei and a Ph.0 .

of Columbia University, tried to establish a Confucian Church

and build a Confucian University in Peking, hut vrithout suc-

cess. In Shansi Governor Yen established Heart-cleansing socie-

ties to cultivate the values of Confudanism.

The long connection of Confudanism with the monarchy

made its retention under the Republic seem to be an anachro-

nism. Its emphasis upon the past, upon obedience to the au-

thority of the elders, its support of the patriarchal system made

it appear to be an obswde to the free citizen of a republic. Those

who had drunk from the shallow wells of modernism regarded

it as another superstition to be discarded with Buddhism and

Christianity.

Its nadir was reached in 1928 when the national government

ordered the offering to Confucius to cease. In 1931, when Japan

took over Manchuria and soon planted its guards within a few

miles of Peiping, China needed a symbol of its political and

cultural unity. It turned to the ancient roots of its unity and
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pow«r. Tlie ceremony to Confucius was revived (in 1934)

and was conducted at Chu-fu by the high officials of the

Kuomintang-

The Confudan temples were repaired. The old musical in-

struments were restrung. The old ceremonies were made vibrant

with the spirit of old China conscious of its mission in the mod-

em world. The study of the classics was revived. Plans were

made for the repair of the temple at Chu-fu at government ex-

pense. August 27, the alleged birthday of Confudus, was made

a national holiday. The title of the oldest male of the Confucian

family was changed from “Duke of Extended Sagehood,”

granted in 1233, to “Sacrificial Offidal of the Late Teacher."

The Three Principles of Sun Yat-sen—racialism, democracy,

and livelihood—were grafted upon the Confucian system.

In line with this revival of Confucianism b the New life

Movement esublished by Generalissimo Chiar^ Kai-shek at

Nanchang, Kiangsi, in 1934. This movement reveals the trend

in Chinese thinking and life. Four fundamentals provide the

basis of the movement-

1. Regulated attitude, Li. The people are to be trained to take

a new attitude toward nature as revealed in modem science.

They are to be trained in a new attitude to modern society as

expressed in rules and etiquette. They arc to be oriented in a

new attitude toward the nation by accepting a new discipline.

2. Right behavior, Yi. These new attitudes are to be expressed

in conduct in accordance with natural law, social rule, and na-

tional discipline. Ufe should be orderly, disciplined, obedient.

The habits of solidarity and calmness should be cultivated and

disorganization, irresponsibility, and perfunctoriness should be

Opposed. Life should be productive, frugal, persevering, self-

reliant and not extravagant, luxurious, idle, slovenly, and covet-

ous, Life should be artistic. Good manners should be cultivated.

Tidiness and truthfulness should be emulated as against vul-

garity, carelessness, and hypocrisy.

3. Honesty in personal, public, and official life, Lien. What

agrees with Li and Yi is right; what does not agree is wrong.
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The people are to be trained to do what is recognized as right

and to oppose what is recognized as wrong.

4, Honor, conscientiousness, Chih. When a man recc^ntzes

that his actions are not in accord with Li, Yi, and Litn he feels

ashamed. When he is conscious of the wrongdoing of others,

he is disgusted. But this consciousness must be genuine and

thorough $0 that he will strive to improve the good and get rid

of the evil,

This movement has kinship with Confucianism, The virtues

inculcated are the time-honored Confucian virtues brought up

to date—propriety, justice, integrity, and a sense of shame. The

New Life Movement is a popular movement. Its roots are in

classical tradition, but its motivation arises out of the depths

of the Chinese mind and the needs of the time.

Thus by the philosophical interpretation of the ‘Three Prin^

dplcs,” by the restoration of the service to Confucius, by the

weekly ceremony to Sun Yat-sen, and by the inauguration of

the New Life Movement the Chinese are adjusting their ancient

heritage to modem times.

The metaphysics of Confucius may be called idealistic. Con-

fucius believed in a Regulating Order, Titn Too. This power

was imaged in the Princely Power. Confudus believed in Celes-

tial Providence which charged him with his mission and pro-

tected him. He was in communion with this power.

Whcn Confucianism became the national religion the con-

crete ideas of Heaven, Shangti, faded and became abstract prin-

ciples of organization which united different acts of the state

ceremonial. For a lime during the Han dynasty a personal God

was worshiped. By the time of Chu Hsi the divine in the uni-

verse was reduced to the psychic principle Li and to the material

principle Cki. Confucianism was the state religion in the sense

that the state was the basis of the relipous faith. To Confucius

the state had been the creation of Heaven. To his successors

Heaven was the creation of the state.

As a religion Confucianism developed a civilization and a

state which have had a long and continuous history. This state
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was governed not by force but by moral suasion. The basic pat-

tern of the system is man in relation to the universal order

•which includes the human order, To Confucianism the eternal

order is fixed. The cosmic laws and the great gods desire the

well-being of men. The laws and customs of society have the

same goal. To attain happiness it is necessary to make llxc right

adjustments to the universal order. If men are afflicted by natu-

ral calamities and social disorders it is due to the lawless action

of the state and society. The ethics of Confucianism have been

most effective in the family and in institutions based on the pat-

tern of the family such as guilds and secret societies. The indi-

vidual can serve Heaven and his ancestors best by dcvclaping

his Heaven-given nature The good man need have no fcars-

The trend in China seems to be toward a synthesis in at least

three directions- This process is illustrated in the temple of Con-

fucius at Nanking before the war in 1937. In the highest place

in the temple was the tablet of the Master. Somewhat below it

was a marble bust of Sun Yat-sen, the father of modern China.

On the pillars were portraits of Newton, Lavoisier, Pasteur,

Lord Kelvin, Galileo, James Watt, Dalton, and Benjamin

Franklin. Confucius represents traditional values, Sun Yat-sen

modern nationalism, while the portraits on the pillars stand for

modem science. Thus out of the religious and social chaos is

emerging a synthesis between the East and the West.
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Taoism
LEWIS HODOUS

Taoism started as a philosophy and developed into a religion

in the Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220). In Taoism the emo-

tional, spontaneous, imaginative side of Chinese life comes to

expression. As a philosophy Taoism sought unity
;
not the unity

of organisation but rather the unity of organism. The mystics

sought union with the Tao so that they might bring unity and

peace to the distracted world in which they lived. As a religion

Taoism sought power over nature and over man by adjustment

with the Tao through magic.

The basic intuition of the Taoist mystics is tlie Tao. During

the fourth century b.c. a new astronomy came to China. The

heavens were regarded as revolving about the solid block of the

earth with the polar star as the pivot. This revolution was

marked by the interaction of the negative principle yin and the

positive principle yang. These two principles operated through

the five agents or forces—water, fire, wood, metal, soil. These

operations produced all the phenomena of earth, day and night,

the seasons, man and the activities of man in response to the

natural forces. This movement of the heavens about the earth

was called the Tao by the Yin-yar^ philosophers. They formu*

lated their theory in the phrase, "One yin, one yang is the Tao."

The Taoist mystics accepted this view but found it inade-

quate. They sublimated it by the mystic trance and believed that

they attained ultimate reality and were able to identify them-

selves with it. The Tao Te Ching begins with the statement:

“That which is ordinarily called the Tao U not the real Tao any

more than a mere name is the real thing. As nameless It is

the origin of Heaven and Earth. As having a name It is the

mother of all things."

The Tao then is the physical concept of the way of the heav-

ens in relation to the earth, transfigured and deepened by the

mystic trance. The Tao is universal but not transcendent. It
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produces all and yet is not above all. It 1$ not a person or an

individual It is the basic, cosmic energy winch informs all. It is

in all the phenomena of nature and yet not of them.

The other important term of the TaoisU is Tf means to

receive When things receive the vital principle, that is Te. The

Tao Te Ching puts it this wayt “The Tao gives them life.

Tilrough moral power It nourishes them, through substance

mves tliem form, by environment It completes thcnu" The Tao

is universal energy. is its activity. Thus Te includes both the

physical and the moral aspects of nature and the life of man.

TAOIST LITEBATURS

Taoism produced an extensive literature. Tlie chief

of philosophical Taoism are the Tao Te Oiing and the Ch^g
Tsu Book. The Tao Te Ching has been attributed to Lao Tzu.

of the sixth century, B.C., but this is questioned- It consists of

sayings from various sources—which are embedded in much

older material—and deals with the Tao, ethics, and government.

It was compiled in the latter part of the fourth centuiy b.c. It

is mystic poetry of a high order with an admixture of common

auang Tzu (369K286 B.c.) or Chuang Chou is one of the

greatest Taoist thinkers. He occupies a high place among the

philosophers of the world. The Chuang Tzu Book consists of

thirty-three chapters and may be divided into three parts: inner

part chapters 1-7, by ChuangTau himself; outer part, chapters

8-22. by the pupils of Chuang Tzu; miscellaneous chapters,

2t-t^, by writers belonging to later traditions.

Taoism is treated also in a large collection, Tao Tsang, which

numbers over 5,500 portions. Several codifications of it were

made tlirough the centuries, and during the Ming dynasty (a-i>.

1368-1644) it was published twice. A new collection was in

process of printing in Shanghai when the war broke out in

1937. These works bear no signature as a rule; they are sup-

posed to come from Heaven. Many of them are by Ko Hung

ica. 270-350) and other Taoists. The collection is divided into
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three parts and twelve classes. Although it is the great source
for the study of Taoism, it remains little known in the West.

TAOISM AS MYSTICISM
T^e mystical experience differentiates Taoism from Confu-

cianism. The root of Taoist philosophy is not in observation,
reason, or discussion but in the mystic trance. The Taoists re^
garded books as the "dregs and remnants of the ancients.”
Rewon should be abandoned because it obscures knowledge
which is innate. The real knowledge is not the knowledge of
sensuous things but knowledge of the Tao. This knowledge can-
not be attained by study or by effort. The way to obtain it is
the mystic path.

The mystic path practiced in ancient China resemJ)les the
m)^ic practices of all times. There is a period of isolation de-
tachment from the world of things. Then comes a period of
abstinence corresponding to the via negativa of the medieval
mystia. This leads to a vision, via illMninativa, and finally may
be toUovred by union, via unitiva, with the Tao.
Jht mystical experience resembles conversion, The discipleh^ to enter a new life before he could qualify for full member-

ship m the Taoist community. This is vividly described in Chu-ang Tzu: Yen Hm “the Yen Hui who did not attain this
state IS I, Yen Hui. When I shall have attained this state, I shall
he a xen Hui who did not exist before,”

This conversion is attained by a process called by Chuang
Tim, the renewing of the heart” 'OJnify your attention. Do
not hst« [to that perceived by] the ear, but listen [to that per-
Mived by] the heart. Do not listen [to that perceived by] the
htan, but listen [to that perceived by] the soul [chi]. ThatwhiA^u understand does not come by the ears, but by theh^. The spirit should then be empty and take hold of realityThe union with the Tao is not obtained except by emptinesV
It iS *18 emptiness which is the renewing of the heart” fChu-
angTzu, chapter 4.)

^

The nystic experience does not come without a conflict be-tween the heayenly" and the “human.” The human is the nor-
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mal personality. This artificial and illusory self must be elimi>

nated and the heavenly will then take full possession. Then fol-

lows ecstasy which is described in the following words "His

body was like a piece of dry wood, his heart like ashes.”

(Chuang Tzu, chapter 23.) Lieh Tzu supposedly of the Chou
period (ca. 1027-25$ b .c.) who belongs to this school describes

it as follows : "That which was interior and exterior [in me]
became interpenetrated. I had the same perception through the

eyes as through the ears, through the ears as through the nose,

through the nose as through the stomach. All sensations were

melted together. My heart became concentrated. My bones and

my flesh were liquefied. I did not have any feeling of that to

which my body was attached, on which my feet were placed. At
the mercy of the wind I went eastward and westward as a leaf,

as a dry stalk, so that I did not know whether the wind carried

me, or I carried the wind.”

This ecstasy sometimes was completed in the union with the

Tao. The Taoist philosophy arose out of this mystical experi-

ence. The mystical experience divided nature into two aspects.

One was that perceived by the senses. This sensuous world was

mere appearance. This is expressed beautifully in the Musings

of a Chiiusi Mystic “Once upon a time, I, Chuang Tzu,

dreamt I was a butterfly, fluttering hither and thither, to all

intents and interests and purposes a butterfly. 1 was conscious

of following my fancies as a butterfly, and was unconscious of

my individuality as a maa Suddenly I awaked, and there I

lay, myself again. Now I do not know whether I was then a man
dreaming I was a butterfly, or whether I am now a butterfly

dreaming I am a man.”

Yet this sensuous world has its function. The Chuang Tzu
Book expresses it thus : “The r^son d'etre of a flsh-trap is the

fish. When the fish is caught, the trap may be ignored. The
raison d'etre of a rabbit-snare is the rabbit- When the rabbit is

caught, the snare may be ignored. The raison d'Hre of language

is an idea to be expressed. When the idea is expressed, the lan-

* By tiooel Giles. Wisdom of the East Series. Pa^ 4p.
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guag« may be ig^nored. But where shall I find a man to ignore

language with whom I may converse?"

The problem of the Taoists at this period was the overcoming

of the relativities of their time. Many worlcl-vicws were strug-

gling for mastery. The solution of this conflict could not be

made by classifying phenomena according to their similarities.

This to the Taoists was an arbitrary way of solving the prob-

lem, Their solution consisted in viewing all experience as parts

of the Whole. This Whole is not transcendent. The solution is

to be found in the unity which interpenetrates all and embraces

all.

To the mystics the Tao was the fountain of the ethical cjuali-

ties which the saint or holy man must embody in himsc) f. Wl:cn
he does so the world will submit to his guidance not I>ccausc of
his physical power, but because of his moral character. This has

found expression in the widespread view that only the good man
can bring peace and prosperity to China.

The Tao is impartial. It plays no favorites. This means jus-

tice. The Tao Te Ching slates it this v^ray ; “Heaven is everlast-

ing and the earth is eternal. The reason why heaven and earth

are perpetual and enduring is because they do not exist for

themselves. Therefore they exist forever.” This impartiality

includes being impartial to the self. The complete man is un-
selfish, selfless, without egoism.

The Tao is orderly. There are no collisions in the universe.

The reason for this is that all things operate in mutual compli-
ance. This is also the great trait of the wise man and of the Chi-
nese people. There is much mutual compliance in the crowded
villages. The Chinese like to talk things over. They often settle

local conflicts, or prevent them by a feast There is much self-

government among the people. The mystics practiced forbear-
ance, tolerance, mildness, and self-abnegation and to some ex-
tent at least promoted these qualities among the people.

The finest insight of the mystics is that the Tao is humble.
“The great Tao overflows everything, All thii^ depend upon It

for their existence. Yet it does not desire the reputation of Its

meritorious work. It completes its meritorious work and as-
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8umc$ not the reputation of 4oiag so. It loves and nourishes all

beings and does not make Itself the owner. It is always without
desire. It may even be mentioned in small things. All things are

dependent upon It and yet It does not make Itself their master.*'

'The highest natural virtue is like water. The virtue of water is

to benefit all beings and to occupy the place that all men hate.’*

This is applied to the complete man. '^When the meritorious

work is accomplished and fame follows, then the person retires.

This is the Tao of Heaven."

The outstanding quality of the Tao is spontaneity. The term
used is wiKJJci and is usually translated as "inaction." The term
means “not to do anything for," that is, not to meddle, not to

interfere, to let nature take its course. "The Tao acts constantly

without effort and yet there is notlxing which It does not accom-
plish.” Chuang Tzu states it thus : ‘To rule the empire without

effort, dial is heavenly. Teaching the empire without effort, that

is synonymous with virtue." The Tao Te Ching states it thus:

"Heaven and Earth have the greatest excellence, yet they do
not say a single word; the four seasons follow their dearest

laws, yet they do not discuss; the myriad of beings have their

perfect laws and yet they do not speak. The holiest man is spon-

taneous. This is called imitating Heaven and Earth.” The clas-

sical statement of this quality is : "Busy yourself with no busi-

ness.” This quality was found to be most difficult to attain. It

was misunderstood and easily degenerated into loisses fairs and
inaction.

POLITICAL PRINCIPLES

Taoism consists not so much of doctrines as of activities

making for corporate well-being and salvation. Its mystic reli-

gious insights were part and parcel of political principles which
the mystics sought to realize in the confusion of the time.

Their first effort was to realise a world where there was no

interference with freedom and where special privilege did not

limit the privileges of others. The walled towns with their of-

ficials and soldiers were living on the taxes of the peasants.
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The rulers of these city-states claimed that their position was

granted them by the favor of Heaven. They were diosen to rule

the peasants. This the Taoists denied, saying: "Heaven and

Earth have no selfish interests. They treat all things as straw-

puppets. The sage has no seUisli interests. He treats all men as

straw-puppets.”

The straw-puppets were used in sacrifice and honored during

the sacrifice, but after the offering was over they were tlirown

upon the wood-pile. The meaning is not tlmt Heaven disregards

all, is neutral to all, but that Heaven does not grant siKcial privi-

leges to ajiy whereby they may exercise control over men.

Out of these insights grew the practice of nonresistancc and

condemnation of militarism as practiced by the rulers of the

walled cities.

The mystics attacked also the moral and legal restraints advo-

cated by the Confucian group. One of the keenest ironies is In

the following passage : "When the great Tao is done away with,

then we have benevolence. When wisdom appears, we have hy-

pocrisy. When the five relations are not at peace, then we have

filial piety and love
;
and when the country is in rebellion, we

have the loyal official.” Again, “Do away with saints and dis-

card your wisdom and thieves will disappear.”

The Taoist mystics developed the ideal of the small state.

"[I am thinking] of a small country with a sparse population.

Thty may have many leaders at their disposal, but do not use

them. They may regard death as unpleasant and yet do not move

away. Althoi^h they possess boats and carts, still they do not

use them. Although they have armor and weapons they do not

set them in array. Let them cause the people to make knots or

Strings and use them instead of writing. Then they will enjoy

their food, their clothing will be beautiful, their dwellings peace-

ful, their daily life happy. Although neighboring countries may
be near enough so that they may see each other and may hear

the crowing of the roosters and the barking of the dogs, the

people will reach a great age and die and still not have any

intercourse with each other.”
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ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES

These early mystics tried to integrate their mystic religion

with life. They censured the materialism of their day. They
looked with critical eyes at the luxurious customs of their day.

They urged government frugality and light taxes. “That people

go hungry is due to the fact that the rulers waste taxes. That

people are difficult to govern is due to the meddlesomeness of the

rulers.” “The more beautiful the palaces, the more barren and

neglected the fields. To adorn oneself with beautiful garments,

to carry sharp swords, to be glutted with food and drink, with

treasures in abundance—this means robbers and bcgpng, These

have nothing to do with the Tao.”

The mystic stressed the prindple of maximum contentment

with minimum content. 'There is no greater calamity than not

to be contented. There is no greater evil than continually in-

creasing desires. Therefore note, he who understands suffidcntly

to be content is continually content.”

TAOISM AS A POPULAR RELIGION

When Chin Shih Huang Ti became emperor in 221 ».c. the

country needed peace. He adopted Taoism because its principles

of spontaneity and noninterference, which were readily trans-

formed into laissee faire and inaction, promised cooperation

with the diverse elements of the empire. The first emperor of

the Han dynasty also favored Taoism though he realized that

he needed a group with a historical perspective. His successor

adopted Confucianism as a state religion. This did not prevent

the development of Taoism as a popular religion.

During the disturbed times of the second century a.d, two

leaders formed sects which are the parents of present day Tao-

ism. One was Chang Ling who produced a book of charms.

Those who received his teaching gave him five measures of

rice. The other was Chang Chueh who induced the sick indi-

vidual to confess his sins in a quiet place, make an offering of

wine and read the Tao Te Ching and pray. He also exacted five

measures of rice for this service. The confessions in three
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forms were carried to a mountain, buried in the ground, and

soaked in a river and thus were communicated to the genii of

Heaven, Earth, and Water. Chang Chueh with his brother

Chang Lu gained possession of Shensi. His adherents were

known as the Yellow Turbans who carried all before them, but

were finally subdued.

At the beginning of the third century A.t>. a sectarian move-

ment which centered in Szechuan open^ a dynasty of so-called

Taoist popes with the title of Celestial Teacher borne by the

family of Chang. Tliese religious chiefs levied a tax upon the

faithful and their descendants finally cstahlished themselves at

Lung Hu Shan in Kiangsi. They were officially recognized in

748. From this seat tlicy dispensed charms aiid orders. They

had control over the Taoists living in families, geomancers,

fortune-tellers, and dxtors. The family of Otang were dispos-

sessed by a communistic section of the National Army in 1927.

In the course of time this expanding popular Taoism at-

tracted to itself and gradually assimilated many groups with

various doctrines. One of these originating on the shores of

Shantung developed the idea of the Immortals. Long life was

not in the tradition of Taoism, The ancient Taoists regarded

the body as not worth preserving. These Immortals were located

in the mountains of Central Asia and were presided over by

the Queen of the West, Hs: Wang Mu. In her garden was a

peach tree which bore fruit once in a thousand years and wh>
ever partook of it would never die. They also developed the

legend of the Isles of the Immortals in the Eastern Sea. The
First Emperor—Shih Huang Tt, of the Chin dynasty (221-

207 B.c.) whose system of government lasted until the twen-

tieth century—sent an expedition to these islands. Later were

developed the legends of the Immortals in the moon.
Widi the Immortals is connected the elixir of life. Disease

and death are due to a lack of bodily energy which may be sup-

plied by certain foods and drugs. The mystics abstained from
ordinary food, and practiced breathing. There was the story of

one who could breathe through his heels. The purpose was to

take in as much of the yang force as possible and keep it. These
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hermits lived on seeds and plants and thus added to the foods
and pharmacopoeia of the Chinese.

In the experiments with the elUir of life all sorts of sub-
stances were placed in a caldron made according to specifica-

tions. The fire beneath it was kindled by the pure fire of the sun,
the water was the dew collected from a metal surface exposed
to moonlight. After three years in the caldron the elixir was
called “small perfection” and could cure a hundred diseases.

After six years it was “middling perfection” and a draught of
it would prolong life. After nine years one draught would con-
fer immortality.

This elixir, however, did not produce Immortals who ascended
into Heaven. Various excuses were invented to explain the fail-

le. The material was not good, the heat was not sufficient, the
time was not favorable. This failure led to the practice of inner
methods. The heart had to be pure and quiet. A new theory of
man was developed. He was a small microcosm (Heaven and
Earth) and so everything is already in man. He does not need
to go out for anything. Within the body are three centers called

the “three elixir fields.” Within these fields there is the myste-
rious medicine which can be manipulated, and spiritualized, and
then made to return to the respective field. In the body natural
fire of the heart is transformed into pure spiritual fire, natural
water of the kidneys into spiritual water.
Another influence in Taoism is that of Motl, or Mo Tzu.

During the Han paiod (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) only the Taoists
could stand up a^inst the Confuclanists. Many of the groups
came to the Taoists for protection. The followers of Mo Tzu,
being pacifists, were not too popular in this warlike age. The
Mo Tzu influence is revealed by the adoption of gods and
spirits, prayer and offering. Later Mo Tzu was placed among
the Immortals and to him were attributed powers of controlling
spirits and producing the elixir of life.

Another practice connected with Taoism goes by the name
of fengshui, wind and water. The theory behind this is that,

since man is born on the earth and returns to the ground, the
place of his dwelling and his burial must be decided by the cycle
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of ih< five forces. The manipulators regarded the earth as a

cubic block. This was set in the midst of the sky and was sur-

rounded on four sides by the twenty-eight mansions of the

moon, Since the Han dynasty these observations on earth have

been correiated with the Heavens.

The theory behind fenff-shui was that yin-yanff permeate the

earth and produce all tilings. One breath or vapor permeates the

body of the progeny and the bones of the ancestors. This being

the case the misfortune of one can influence the other.

This theory is the expression of the profound sense of the

Chinese unity and continuity of the family. Tliis unity and con-

tinuity are due to the constitution of nature itself. In this there

is no reference to demons, or to good spirits. The family is the

product of the universal force. It is subject to this force. Out

of this grew the ethics of the Chinese. Man is the product of

universal forces, is subject to them, is connected with the an-

cestors by them. The science of fengshui is the abstract projec-

tion of filial piety.

Taoism as a religion needed a center about wbich to organize

its ritual and values. This was found in the new astronomy in-

troduced from the West. The five forces (water, fire, wood,

metal, soil) were connected with the five planets, the yin and

y<3n^ principles and the seasons. Astronomy connected Taoism

with the Heavens and their influence upon the agricultural life

and the destiny of man. Many of the gods of Taoism have an

astral origin. To these were added gods adopted from Bud-

dhism and from the secret sects.

In due time the Taoists, whose religion of nature was dose

to popular beliefs, appropriated local and domestic gods and

placed them in a hierarchy after the pattern of the officials of

the empire. They superimposed upon the human situation a di-

vine administration. At the head was Yu Huang Shangti, the

Jade Emperor. Under his rule were all the gods and goddesses

and spirits in the universe. They established the idea that each

individual had three genii in charge of him and these reported

on every fifty-seventh day of the cyde of sixty days to the gov-

ernor above. This kept alive the sense of individual responai-
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bilit7. The principal moral censor was the kitchen fod who re-

ported on the last day of each month and at the end of the year

to the Ruler Above.

The local gods and the genii formed an intermediary group.
They could shorten or lengthen life according to the merit of
the individual; thus the Taoists did away with fatalism. These
gods were associated with the soil and so were in contact with
the souls of the dead- The great attention paid to tombs makes
this connection natural. The officers in diarge of life were con-

ceived as functionaries in Hades. Through the influence of Bud-
dhism to the effect that human acts were rewarded after death,

Taoism developed at least from the eighth century a.p, a code
of sins. Each sin, as well as the good action compensating it,

was precisely described and duly rewarded.

The God Tai Shan is chief in the hierarchy of infernal in-

spectors of men’s deeds. In every village the god of the ground
is under the authority of Tai Shan. Outside of the eastern gate

of the large walled dties there is usually a temple of Tai Shan.

The courts of Hades are represented with the punishments for

the various sins, The God of the Walls and Moats is also an
important god in this hierarchy. In some of these temples there

is also a feminine divinity, a daughter of Tai Shan. She h called

the Princess of Azure Clouds, and bears the name of Dawn,
Her acolytes preside over the first days of birth. She herself

gives birth. Tai Shan is honored because he is a great deity of

rural China. Agriculture and the veneration of ancestors are

connected with him.

TAOISU AKD OTEE& SYSTEUS

Taoism as a philosophy suffered many distortions. Its basic

intuition of a spontaneous reality is difficult to apprehend and
more difficult to hold. Spontanei^ readily degenerated into

laissgg fttire and nonaction. The lack of a concrete norm invited

all sorts of fancies and vagaries. When Taoism was favored by
Chin Shi Huang Ti many local superstitions sought shelter

under its hospitable roof. The disciples of Mo Tzu, being pad-
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fists, went underground during this warlike time and provided

Taoism with a belief in spirits and tlie resvards and punish-

ments. Later this stream merged with Buddhist karma and pro-

duced the moral bookkeeping of rewards and punishments in

present day Taoism.

The yin-yang theory through its differentiation of diverse

kinds of cosmic breath gave a basis to Taoist breathing. The

new astronomy supplied not only stellar gods, but a center about

which the new religion was organised and connected with the

Heaven above and the peasant’s need below.

The exorcism of the northern shamans, incantations, the leg-

ends of the Immortals, of the Queen of the West, the h'loaling

Islands in the East, the Immortals in the moon transformed a

mystic phibsophy into a popular religion.

But the largest Influence on Taoism was Buddhism. When
the Buddhists came to China the Taoists became their hosts.

The Buddhist monks were called Tao jin, the term used for

Taoist hermits. The Taoists discovered that the Buddhists had

gone much further abng the mystic way. Early translations of

Buddhist sutras made considerable use of Taoist terms.

The Buddhist trinity, Western Paradise, hell, the order of

monks, karma, transmigration, gods and goddesses were taken

over from the Indian religion. Taoism became a Chinese edition

of Buddhism. Buddhism not only introduced gods and images,

it personalised the natural forms of Taoism and thereby trans-

formed the character of ritual. In the folk festivals ritual was

regarded as a m^cal process stimulating nature to act in the

desired way. A personal god, however, required a different kind

of approach and so prayer was introduced alongside magical

formulas and incantations. Buddhism deepened the meaning of

religion. The Taoists made offerings to the gods for material

benefits; thank-offering expressed gratitude for anticipated fa-

vors ; the gods were really used and not worshiped. The Bud-

dhists condoned the practice, but insisted that the gods made
spiritual blessings which were also available to the believer.

They emphasized faith, defining it as the hand which takes hold

of Buddlu.
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This new attitude m religion brought in by Buddhism began

to transform the demons. They were partly sublimated by the

atmosphere of hope so characteristic of Mahayana Buddhism.

This is a long story and it is not easy to evaluate this aspect of

Taoism. Some people hold that the Chinese live in constant fear

of demons and the many popular stories about them seem to

confirm this. But though the Chinese believe in demons and

discuss them tl:e question arises whether they are more than

mere symbols of undesirable things to be avoided. There is an

extensive literature on demons, and the stories are well written,

widely read and enjoyed. All this leads one to suspect that these

stories are a genre of literature similar to our mystery stories.

Dante consigned some of his contemporaries to special places

in the Hades of his day. Chinese writers have given similar hon-

ored places to officials who failed them in the state examinations.

Another contribution of Buddhism was the hope of personal

immortality. The Taoist mystics believed that they were able

to attain immortality through tlieir mystic practices and through

the elixir of life. But Mahayana Buddhism offered this hope to

all. Immortality did not depend upon offerings, or one's station

in life, but was connected with the character and conduct of the

individual. A moral relation was established between this life

and the condition of the soul beyond this life by the theory of

karma, the equivalence of deed and reward. This proved to be

a great boon in easing the tensions of life. Poverty and wealth,

sickness and health, happiness and misfortune were not only

explained by this formula, but were made endurable.

To the great mass of the people, however, karma was vague.

The Taoists made it understandable and practical by a system

of religious arithmetic. To each evil deed was attached an ap-

propriate punishment either ia this life or in the next. All this

was dearly expounded in a popular work entitled. Book of Be-

wofds tend Puniih*nents by the Great Supreme^ 'This work

States the principles underlying the system as follows

:

i Tai Shang Kan Ying Pien, published daring the Sui^ dynasty Alt.

$60-127^
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“The Great Supreme $ay$ : Misfortune and fortune have no

door; men themselves incur or win them; recompense follows

virtue and vice, as the shadow follows substance.

“Consequently in Heaven and on earth there are genii noting

the sins of men and cutting off from their lives periods propor-

tioned to the slight or great offenses. When their periods of life

are shortened, little by little the people become needy; they en-

counter many sorrows
;
they arc the objects of hatred t>y others

;

punishments and troubles pursue them; prosperity and happi-

ness shun them
;
evil stars strike them with plagues. When the

curtailed periods of their life are completed, they die. . .

.

“For all great sins of men twelve years of life are cut o(t;

for small sins one hundred days. . .

.

“If at death there remains guilt unpunished tlie punishment

extends to the descendants of the culprits.”

The system also provides punishment in Hades which was

taken over from the Buddhists, adapted to Chinese conditions,

and became a vital force in the imaginary environment of the

Chinese.

Again, Buddhism fructified Taoist ethics. The root of Bud-

dhist ethics is in the love of all beings. This love is based upon

the religious insight that every living being has the Buddha na-

ture and is on the way to Buddhahood. Philosophical Taoism

and Confucianism promulgated the teaching that all men have

an endowment of the Tao, but these systems lacked the personal

motivation. The Book of Rewards and Pwnishments by the

Great Supreme brings out clearly this new motivation in the

following passage

:

“The good man is aware that all beings of the earth, the

plants, the birds, the animals on land and in water, all that has

life, have been created by Heaven and earth. Heaven and earth

gave rise to them because they feel pleasure in the beings. If you
cannot protect them, at least do no harm to them, The good
man, while walking and seeing at his feet a blade of living grass,

lifts his foot and passes without treading upon it, Neither does

he deliberately kill an insect, however small It may be, all this
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comes not only from the love for beings, but at bottom from

the love of Heaven and earth.”

This passage is especially interesting because of the statement

that love for beings springs from the love for Heaven and earth.

In China love for Heaven was unthinkable until it was intro-

duced by Mahayana Buddhism.

Taoism was not always on the receiving line. It gave to Con-

fucianism the basis of the theory that human nature is good.

Later it made a large contribution to the metaphysics of Neo-

Confucianism, Its great contribution to Confucianism, Bud-

dhism, and the Eastern world was through its intuition that ulti-

mate reality is spontaneous. This Taoist insight came to fruition

in the meditative sect Chan-men, founded by a simple monk.

Buddhism brought to China Indian quietism with its regimen of

abstinence, contemplation of dead bodies, and other practices to

impress the dogma that this world is suffering. This with elabo-

rate Buddhist ritual, organization, theology, libraries of scrip-

tures, confused and alienated the Chinese mystics. They be-

lieved that if Buddha had anything to say to the individual he

could do it without all this paraphernalia. The Tao was spon-

taneous and spoke to man without trumpery. One of the early

converts to this view advocated the necessity of beating the

ghosts out of the Chinese people. By ghosts he meant the

Buddhist hierarchy and all its works.

This immediate enlightenment experienced by a simple monk
developed into a mystic activism which transformed certain as-

pects of Buddhism and Confucianism and is today as Chan in

China and Zen in Japan a religious force of considerable power.

UOOEfiK TAOISU

Taoism in modern China is divided into two schools, the

Northern and the Southern. The Northern school empha-

sizes meditation, and metaphysical speculation, and practices

breathing.

The Southern school was located at Lung Ha Shan (Kweiki

Kiangsi province) until 1927. It was headed by the so-called
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Taobt pope who had charge of Taoist priests living in families

and dispensed charms, amulets, and incantations-

Behind modern Taoism is the basic concept of cosmic energy

of which Man is a part. By obedience to this energy he can ob-

tain health, wealth, offspring, and a peaceful life. By opposing

it he will meet misfortune, disaster, and death. It operates

through many forces called gods and demons. These forces and

the methods of employing them are known to certain specialists.

Many of the methods are the common possession of the people

pass^ on by hoary tradition.

Another fundamental idea of Taoism is a philosophy of gov-

ernment. The emperor in the Confudan system regarded as the

son of Heaven is to the Taoists the manifestation of the Tao.

He and his officials are endowed with a special amount of this

cosmic power or T«- The emperor is a model for all men. A
good ruler will have a peaceful, harmonious state. If the state

is in disorder this is evidence that the ruler has lost this power

of the Tao, that Heaven is displeased with him. It is tJxen the

duty of men to assist Heaven in removing the ruler and to co-

operate with Heaven in establishing a new order. At this point

the theory of Taoist spontaneity comes out. The Taoists co-

operate with nature in meeting difficulties and overcoming them.

This philosophy of government, which is endemic in China

and not consciously articulated, gives rise to numerous socie-

ties—some of them secret—which spring up to meet any criti-

cal situation in the nation. These societies have no creed, but

they have a ritual. The members are made blood-brothers by

the ancient and sacred ritual of exchanging blood. It was cele-

brated in the novel of the Thrge Kingdotw when three men, of

whom Kuanti was one, made a pact to stick to each other

through life and death. There are other such brotherhoods cele-

brated in poetry and story. These societies are not communistic,

but they often believe in share-the-wealth plans. They often rob

the rich and help the poor.

These societies have a long and interesting record. The Pal

Lien Chiao, the White Lotus, goes back to the time of the

Mongol dynasty. It has had several incarnations. The Society
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of Heaven, Earth, Man (San Ho-hu3) has eight rebellions to

its credit during the last one hundred and fifty years, The great

Tai Ping rebellion which ravaged China between 1850 and

1864 and which had a Christian slant drew its support from

these secret orders. The secret order is the sodal pattern of

Cliinese society in conflict and confusion.

It would be difficult to overestimate the influence of these

societies on modern China. After the Republic was inaugurated

the universal slogan was tu4i “stand alone.” Freedom was in-

terpreted without the sense of responsibility which real liber^

demands. While this attitude weakened the family and folk re-

sponsibility. it did not produce individuals with a sense of re-

sponsibility to the new social order. After the revolution the

students smashed the idols, soldiers occupied temples and mon-

asteries, while the government not only frowned up>on popular

festivals but discouraged and even prohibited them. The old

gods were dethroned but new gods with authority did not

emerge spontaneously, To meet this situation many of these

societies set up more inclusive gods. Some of them placed above

their old gods the God of all Religions. Christianity, Islam,

Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism were viewed as ways of

salvation under the direction of the God of all Religions. For
example, in a model prison in Peking in 1912 there was a lec-

ture hall- Behind the chair of the speaker were five im^sj
Christ, Lao Tzu, Confucius, John Howard (the eighteenth cen-

tury English philanthropist), and Muhammad.
The chaotic social and religious situation spread abroad a

sense of pessimism and frustration. To meet this these sodeties

provided quiet places for meditation and thus promoted certabty

and unity of conviction and an assurance that they had found a

synthesis of truth. Again, in China religion and conduct belong

tegether, These societies are a powerful ethical force elevating

the moral tone of the community as well as that of their mem-
bers. They emphasize such values as sincerity in human rela-

tions and honesty In business. They hold thdr members to a

high moral code and act as a brake at a time when moral values

are skidding toward chaos. But they go beyond the cultivation
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o£ the personal life and try to meet the suffering brought about

by the dislocation of the aodal order. They minister to the

wounded soldiers, to the refugees, and to the needy in the large

cities.

Reli^on in China is connected with politics. It expresses the

emotional and esthetic aspects of life while conduct and politics

express the active aspects. These societies are very influential

in government policies as well as in practical administration.

They exert a powerful pressure not merely on local officials but

on the national government. China is still governed by men

rather than by law and these societies arc able to exert influence

upon the leaders who are behind the modern government.

On the whole the trends of these societies are toward con-

servatism and sometimes toward reaction. Tlieir influence on

policies and administration is quite evident, but many of these

orders have programs for the future political organization of

China. As a rule they do not advertise them. This would bring

about thdr dissolution.

Taoism has always been most prosperous in times of trouble

and confusion. Again it is running according to form. As a

religion it has numerous gods symbolizing natural and social

forces. On the level of magic it promises wealth, health, and

happiness- On the higher level it offers psychic intepation by

mutation and discipline. It has stimulated reform in govern-

ment and has attempted to bring harmony in the soaal and

religious confusion of the time.

The object of Taoism as a mystic philosophy was to obtain

power over self, over men and nature, and to bring unity to the

distracted and suffering people of that period of Chinese his-

tory. This goal was to be achieved by adjustment to the Tao.

Such complete adjustment was not for the common man but

for the saint (shfng) who so identified himself with the Tao

that he could do naturally what the Tao did. The saint was

placed above the gods in China as in Hinayana Buddhism in

India. The saint by his magico-moral power (Te) would at-

tract the loyalty of the whole world. The mystics were striving

for cultural if not political uni^.
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Taoism does not belong to the type of mysticism which re-

gards salvation as complete absorption with ultimate reality. It

belongs rather to a monism which regards religion not as an

escape from illusion but as a means of controlling the relativi-

ties of existence.
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Hinduism
JOHN CLARK ARCHER

The term Hinduism is both broad and vague but for want of

sometliing better we may use it to designate the religion of the

Hindu. The word Hindu itself is an abstract designation of a

class more than of any given persons, for there is scarcely any

concrete person readily to be identified as Hindu, though we
shall have much to say of “Hindus." There are about two hun-

dred and sixty-five millions of them among the nearly four

hundred millions counted in the latest government census of

the homeland India, and their two-thirds' majority is fairly

evenly distributed throughout the land. While numbers may be

a matter of the census, Hindu qualities are not fully to be

known from written records. Hinduism in its vagueness is first

of all an item of the Stone It is so ancient. It comes in

fact mostly from the time of man’s long infancy, however vast

and varied it may be as an accumulation.

Although it is a comprehensive sum of things, it is neverthe-

less to be distinguished ultimately by some process of exclusion

which leaves It as a residue after Wian Moslems, Christians.

Parsis, and Jews are counted, as well as Sikhs and Jains. Hin-

duism as a residue left by this process of exclusion is neverthe-

less the qualifying substance of all Indian religion. The term as

a title and a total represents in the whole field of religion some-

thing peculiarly symbolic. A large part of our task is to find

whatever unity inheres in the vast and vague Hindu variety in

India alone, even though it be often scarcely more than that of

the saying, “The camphor and the cotton are 'one/ in being

white.^' To which we must add immediately that Hindus are

not even one in color, and Hinduism finds coherence and con-

sistenQT chiefly by sheer abstraction.

Hinduism has had no founder to furnish it a basic message,
no early leader comparable with Zoroaster, J«us or Muham-
mad—althoi^h Muhammad counted himself only a restorer,
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Jesus declared his mission to be fulfillment, and Zoroaster felt

called upon to purge and to suminarize what he knew of
earlier religion. These at least, each in his turn, inspired a
“book of wisdom,“ a “gospel,” and a “writing.” Hindus have

had no one even like Confucius to edit fully a long, inherited

tradition. Strictly speaking, they have had for themselves no
such figure as the Jains have in their Vardhaman Mahavlra, as

Buddhists have in Gotama Sakyamuni, or as the Sikhs have in

Nanak. In a sense, the founders of Hinduism are legion, their

figures as shadowy as “doud-messcngers” of changeful consti-

tution and fitful errand. Distinguished persons do indeed appear

in later times, but the early scenes are conspicuously impersonal.

In the earliest deposit of Vedic wisdom no inspired singer

Stands out clearly as does the psalmist David of the Hebrews.
The Indian Kautilya, giver of the Law, is a wraith compared
with Moses, and Yajnavalkya, the priest who took to specula-

tion in XJpanishadic times, was no such s^e and personality as

his Greek contemporary Plato.

This kind of survey gives us a valid introduction to the in-

definite incoherence which has settled down from precedent to

precedent. Consider for a moment how Hinduism has won its

way by conversion in a most peculiar sense. It is easier for a
non-Hindu to comprehend the faith than to be converted to it.

There is almost no provision within Hinduism for conversion

as a personal experience, and Its expansion has come as a whole
rather than by the addition of separate individuals. It repre-

sents the sum of penetration, absorption, and accommodation
rather than the result of creative evolution, and its totality has

been itself exclusive even to the extent of a sloughing-off of
variations which disturbed inordinately the loose balance of the

general framework. At the same time variants innumerable

have occurred within the whole, which being retained have

made Hinduism the most confused, confusing, and distincdve

of all the world's religions. We hasten, however, to say that we
shall in time pick up a due by which to comprehend the whole.

This clue is the major, controlling theory of transmigration

which has posited in a universe peculiarly and altogether ani-
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mate a fixed number of items, entities, or agents knovm as

souls. The Hindu, accordingly, thinks of change within his

universe as relative and compensatory. For the soul of any

single Hindu there is within the total round of life a series of

many births from stage to stage and lot to lot, and his own
career is but a manifestation of universal animation.

If we now seek the full perspective on this Hindu total, we
must first lock in an early age outside of India to a site, whether

Asiatic or European, whence not only many Indians but also

some of us sprang. It is of interest to us, if merely for an un-

derstanding of India, to know of this common heritage and to

keep in mind the timeless Indo-European cultural tradition.

Even as family trees now grow in Western soil, whose roots

suck nourishment from Runnymedc, Eire, Etna, the Bohmer
Wald, Mt. Zion, and Tai Shan—in the figure, for example, of

the Asiatic eucalyptus now thriving in Braail^so also we are

linked with India and Hinduism, as can be proved by archaeol-

ogy, comparative linguistics, and comparative religion. We may
view with spedal interest, therefore, the human stock of related

peoples from whom Vedic, Iranian, Greek, Latin, Slavic, Celt,

and Germanic cultures came, however numerous their divisive

lar^ages have been.

Two kindred branches of the common stem may have wan-
dered far apart in the third millennium, B.C., some to central

Europe and some to Turkistan, but there is evidence in Cappa-

docia, Asia Minor, that circa 1400 B.c. the Vedic Indian deities

Indra, Vanina and the Nasatya twins of the Panjab were

known there. These divinities of the firmament, the all-investing

sky, and the daily sunrise, respectively, were nevertheless but

a few of the many factors in the common lot of the two regions

two thousand miles apart. In the Panjab itself the Indo-

European elements must have found an antecedent culture. Per-

haps as early as 3000 b .c , in India before the Indo-Europeans
came, the great god Shiva Mahadeva was known and wor-
shiped. There is thus early no record of his name, but there is

the relic of a god who must have filled the role assigned to

Shiva as Pashupati, '‘lord of creatures.” Therefore, however
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extensive was the sweep of Indo-European—the so-called

“Aryan"—elements, there were antecedents in India and these

antecedents were the initial ground for the nurture of the Aryo-

Indian or Hindu tradition. Hindus themselves have dung* to a

purely Vedic heritag;e—except for acquaintance in modem
times with the larger world—and have been indifferent to any
outer contacts and especially regardless of any pre-Vedic cul-

ture with its international implications. “Back to the Vedas"

has been the motto, for example, of tlie most influential modem
movement, that of the Arya SamaJ, toward Hindu reconstruc-

tion. Hinduism has yet to reckon seriously and reconstructively

with a larger realm than India.

Let us get now a nearer view of the Hindu in his own India

Both terms, that of the man and that of his home, were foreign,

non-Indian, at the outset. Hindu stems from an Indc^Europcan,

perhaps an Indo-Tranian, root for “river'’—no dan or tribal

name, therefore, or something merely local or ancestral, but

something, rather, whose origin and volume defied locality. We
and they have knovm it since as the Indus, a stream which rises

within the shadow of Mt. Kailasha among the lofty Himalayas,

flows first among these mountains northwestward for five hun-

dred miles, turns thereafter southwestward in debouchment,

and flows a thousand miles across the plains to empty at the

Tropic of Cancer in the Arab Sea, having meanwhile g;athered

to itself from the east the waters of several other streams which

first flowed out from the Himalayan foothills and thereafter

made their level way across the Panjab, land of the “five

waters."

The mo\dng tribesmen were impressed by the mighty river

and called their new home Hindustan, “land of the river," when
the Persian word for river had become, probably in post-Vedic

times, the Sanskrit sindhu. India is short for sindhu ko sihan^
the same as Hindustan—but it was perhaps the Roman Vergil

who first called the whole land “India." Hindus by this and

any other designation are the people of all India, far more than

items in a census, and Hinduism as their common faith is essen-

tially the mind of India.
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For the Western student there (S no single track into tlie

heart of India, into the core of Hinduism. Our ancient kins-

men, the “Aryans,” went by land through the northwest pas-

sage- The Portuguese Vasco da Gama took one sea route to

Goa and the Englishman Job Chamock took another to Bengal.

Perha^is we take a literary passage. And all the while the in-

creasing multitudes live their lives beyond all written records

and casual observation.

It soon appears that Hinduism as a social scheme bulks larger

than it does as creed. There were in 1945 about 17,000.000

Brahmans, at least 185,000,000 members of tbc three non-

Brahman castes, and some 60,000,000 others, including “God’s

people” {harijans') the “untouchables.” These harijajxs arc thus

identified by most reforming Hindus in whose opinion these

former dregs of the Indian social order have come at last to

share divine providence as Hinduism has expounded it Many
Brahmans, however, question this version of the matter, and

the new opinion has come about by a Hindu change of view and

not by the conversion of the outcastes. Obviously something

other than pure and undefiled religion is the issue, something

separate from creed, if those of the fifth estate, these panchor

was, these lowest socio-racial elements in the human scale, are

to be integrated witli the total Hindu order.

What, then, are the tests of the Hindu religion? Literacy and

general education seem not to be indispensable among them, al-

though by their presence or their absence they have constituted

grounds of wide variety in both belief and ritual. Scarcely a

hundred Hindus in every thousand are literate, and they are

mostly males. The Shudras of the fourth estate (ro. 125,000,-

000?) are almost wholly without learning and, of course, the

panchama harijans are quite illiterate. General educarion has

never been a goal of Hinduism, and custodians of learning

have been few. There is no cogent reason for believing that in

any former age education was more prevalent than it 1$ in thia

This is not to say that creed could not be a test of Hinduism—

•

witness the combination of iUitera<y and creed in popular Is-
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lam I It is ratlier to declare that subdivisions of the Hindu mul-
titudes must be classified on other grounds than literacy.

This brings us to the observation that Hinduism is funda-

mentally a joriu-religious order, and to the reminder that Hin-

duism somehow deals directly with the Hindu’s total life, in-

cluding morals, economics, politics, and even music, medicine,

military science, architecture, phonetics, grammar, astronomy,

and ceremonial. Hindus may include all these in what they cil
religion, Continuity has been persistent and ail-inclusive within

the bounds of India for forty and maybe fifty centuries. It be-

comes clear that something more tlum mere persistence has been

required to account for such longevity in the face of internal

reformations and encroachments from without, and that some
potency or other has mixed with mere inertia and the force of

habit. The Hindu woman’s dress, for one thing, has not altered

greatly in two thousand years. The village is still the center of

the people’s Hfe as it was three thousand years ago. The villager

still delights as he did of old to hear related, and himself to re-

cite, the myths and legends woven familiarly into the loose

fabric of the common faith. Although there may be today in

many of the larger towns of India as many as three hundred
theaters showing Hollywood and British pictures, the villager

stJU prefers such films as reproduce, however clumsily, the well-

worn myths of Shiva and Vishnu-Krishna, and episodes from

the Mahabharata, the Ramayana and various Puranas—tales

of heroes, gods, and godlings of the classic days. If indeed some
other kind of interest has been born among ^e viUages and in

many towns, It expresses itself not in films from Hollywood
or Britain, but In didactic strips which, against the background

of the tragedy and comedy of Indian life itself, seek to teach

correction of such current evils as infant-marriage, drink, pros-

titution, and untouchability, and which promote such goods as

the remarriage of widows and a general socio-economic refor-

mation. The Indian order is the Hindu’s first concern and any

interest he may have beyond it is incidental.

It is not a merely superficial interest. There is a subtle and

sometimes explicit consciousness on the Hindu's part of some-
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thing deeper ias than habit and sheer fondness for his order.

There is a consciousness that a potency called feanwo operates a

round of transmigration for him. Herein is the major clue to

the mystery of continuity in the whole ^glomeration. It oc-

cured, for example, to a certain Moslem author, Mohsan Fani,

on his first acquaintance, ca. A-t>. 1 600, with the Hindus, to

introduce them to his coreligionists and to the outer world as

‘'believers in transmigration," even while he made much also

of their “many systems of religion.” He struck a social^note

as well by referring to “the one principal class of people,” the

Brahmans, who held dominion over all the other HincUis- He

realized the force of the brahman ical role and tradition which

had prevailed by his time in theory and in practice for over

twenty centuries,

There had been this spedal “priestly” class of men, these

Brahmans, who, although only a fraction of them served actu-

ally as priests, had provided the highest type of leadership in

education, in current culture, and in sacerdotal service, not the

least of their tenets and pronouncements being that of a com-

prehensive, causal (karmic) theory of repeated births. Mohsan

Fani could not detect a common creed, nor indeed any suw

creedal-mindedncss as Moslems manifested, or even any uni-

versal ritual—no such simple, common ritual, at any rate, as

that of the Moslem public and private prayers, but only some

elaborate rites for occasional and seasonal observances. He

could not discover a brief or simple sacred scripture comparable

in any way with his Koran—he didn’t hear about the Gita until

on but only a miscellaneous and confused assortment of

jealously guarded, often secreted, writings whose very bulk im-

pressed incomprehensibility upon him, although he spurned

them all as falsehood. He was aware of mass on every hand,

but not of harmony and unity, except for what he saw of uni-

versal karma and transmigration. Their many systems were not,

however, many “sects” to him, for he found no sects such as

the Semitic and the Christian world had known, sects which

themselves are the fruits of varied creed Hinduism really has

lacked sects, creeds, councils, and the like, and has been divided
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on 1 theory of universal providence and the circumstance of

birth, and not at all on men’s opinions.

ONE WORD FOR IT ALL—DEARMA
Hinduism is a frame of mind—a mental attitude within its

own peculiar setting, socially divisive, if theologically non-

creedal, unused to common worship In a congregational, eccle-

siastical, or formal way, and a mood or spirit which has been

a substitute for nationality. India has never been a nation under

Hindu rule. Political unity, that is, has never been achieved, no

Hindu civil state has itself been the framework, or the sponsor,

of religion. And yet there is a clue to our ultimate perspective.

That clue is

—

dhanna> The word represents at once the "law"

of life and the destiny which shapes the Hindu's end. It is the

Hindils ovm word for Hinduism, His scriptures and his rit-

ual embody and express it, and his thought and conduct are

guided and dominated by it. Its uses range all the way from the

stricter sense of law or jurisprudence to the broader, vaguer

region which, after the example of Roman religic, "Vft have

called religion.

Some brief notice of dharma as jurisprudence must be given

here. Constitutional administrative procedure has been as no-

ticeably absent from Hindu history as formalired creed. Not

only has no nation been achieved; there have been separate

states, often dozens of them at a given time, each with its own

polity, coinage, and objectives. That each state in modern times

had a partial and peculiar sense of law was soon discovered by

the English who with their own Runnymede tradition of the

ifagna Charta introduced themselves to India and undertook

one by one the administration of many of these dvU units.

When for administrative or other purposes they—Warren Has-

tings, for example, in Bengal—began to study Hindu law,

they found it to be what seemed primarily religious custom.

Dharma the law meant religion also and requir^ of English

justice that it take account of custom; and, as conditions were,

to take account of Moslem as well as Hindu custom, with such
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discrimination in the content and tlie connotation of the term

as good government might require.

There is an ancient Hindu work known as the Arthashastra,

with Kautilya^s name attached, a sort of legal digest or an

epitome of law, which could have been under the circumstances

of its time (co. 300 b.c.) no more in itself than a textbook in

a school of politics, it indeed it was any more than the author’s

own private treatise, his own theory of dharma as legal practice.

In any case, it puts great emphasis on royal cunning and on the

ruler’s cleverness in government. It seems to hold the view that

jurisprudence springs from sovereignty, not sovereignty from

law—the raja wields the danda, the "big stick,” and exercises

*natsya-nyaya, "fish l<^ic” (by which the larger fislics thrive

upon the smaller). And during all the centuries since, whatever

limitations were imposed on kings, the importance and the

hereditary character of monarchy have been widely recognised.

But Hindu history likewise holds evidence of government by

common law. In the very era of the Arthashastra, in the palmy

days of Mauryan rule this side of 300 b.c., a Greek traveler,

Megasthenes, discovered in northern India what he called "re-

publics," even while he observed also that the Hindus "had

no laws” ! He had discovered the samiUs, sabhas, or “associ-

ations,” nonlegisiative bodies ("lawless" institutions) which

the "Aryans" had introduced to various parts of India. But we
should keep in mind the fact that, apart from any such "repub-

lics,” there were everywhere among the villages panchayals, or

“five-fold" assemblies, the only bodies which exercised self rule.

They named their own committees which exercised control,

unless, as was sometimes necessary, appeal was made beyond

ponchayat jurisdiction to the king or governor. Neither the

panchayats nor the sabhas or samitis ever united In larger units

for administrative purposes or even formed a state. The Hindu
masses themselves have always taken pride in qualified dictator-

ship. Kautilya the “law-giv^' (!) himself declared the so-

called "republics” to be "nuisances.”

This brings us back to the thought that the greater force of

dharma has been religious and not legal. It means a broader
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concept of the law than usuah Actually for the Hindu it covers

all that comes within the sphere and quality of the “right aU

that Hinduism has commended, in particular^ beginning with

the Vedic schools themselves which flourished and expounded

the Vedic literature as applicable to life. The literature of this

early exposition expressing the Vedic “wisdom” is itself often

called the dhamia-shastras, the “sacred scriptures,” although

there is a lesser portion of the whole, to which this title may
be technically applied. It is fundamental to the view of at least

the learned Hindu that there is a basic literature of dharma,

which during thirty centuries has embodied ‘'honey for all

things” as does the honey-comb. Dharma Is this “honey” in its

“better form/' with nothing sweeter and higher than itself. He
may even insist that it is the “one only” peculiar element which

Brahman the Absolute has made, itself “eternal law” {sanaiana

dharma), itself harmonious virtue which underlies all things

and life itself, itself duty and the code of duty, the inner law

of men and groups of men, and the destiny of every creature

and the very truth of everythii^.

WISDOM ANO ITS SCaiPTUBES

But consider now the dharma-shastras as the larger literature

of Hinduism. There is no single, simple, indisputable canon of

this basic scripture. No councils ever sat to formulate It, nor

has any editor issued an edition, Certain tests, however, have

been applied to this vast miscellany, the chief of which has dif-

ferentiated the “revealed” (rferuh) and the “remembered”

(jwn?», i.e. men’s own words passed on orally, etc.). The
Rig, the Yajur, and tl:e Sama Vedas represent the basic revela-

tion, and they antedate the year looo b.c. being long preserved

and orally transmitted until “collected” into written samhitas

around 600 b.c. It is not until the fifth century, b.c., however,

that reference can be found to manuscripts and to the copying

of the sacred texts. Meanwhile a “fourth,” the Atharva Veda,

accumulated in completion of the “original” Indo-Aryan

sources. The Rig Veda is the primary exposition of the true

religion (satya dharma), arranged in ten books of i,Os8 hymns
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in aJJ. These hymns were preserved and handed down by fami-
lies of priestly singers. They became the hymnal for "chanting""
(«»m2h) which was called the Sama Veda. Still another adapta-
tion of the basic revelation was made for "sacrifice"" (yajur)
and called the Yajur Veda. While the uses varied, the trans-
mission, we may assume, was fairly accurate. The V«las may
be known rather thoroughly, although men of many different
ages have undertaken their interpretation.

The line between revelation and manifest tradition Ls often
vague. Even the Atharva Veda reflects much that seems "non-
Aryan," whose quali^, therefore, as revelation may f>c ques-
tioned. But in the learned Hindu's view, tlw post-Vedic Brah-
manas also are considered revelation. These textbooks of ritual
and exegesis grew directly from the Vcflas for me around Soo
B.c. and subsequently. Tlie speculative "forest books’" (Arany-
akas) and the Upanishads, which took shape around 500 B,c.
may be on the borderline. They profess to be, and to a large
extent they are, commentaries on the Vedas, and to that extent
they too, are revelation. But there are further writings also
which are clearly smrili, and yet share witlx revelation the
prestige of dharma-shastras. Among these are the great Epics
the Mahabharata (including the famous Bhagavad Gita)
and Valmiki’s Ramayana; the Laws of Manu which are tech-
nically the dharma-shastras par excellence; and numerous Pu-
ranas and Tantras.

But what about the truly Vedic 'Visdom." the basic dharma?^We know now that even the Rig Veda itself had roots and ante-
cedents. It IS manifestly a continuation of an older order Al-
though it does not in itself bri% the gap between earlier pre-Xn^ times and its own time (ca. 1250 b . c.), it does indicate
and identify some antecedent Indo-European concepts, includ-
ing the worshipful sky (dyu, dyoush). the sky-father (dyawk
^tar, somewhat equivalent to the Greek Zeus Pater and theKoman Jupiter) who was a true and generous friend of man

^ lord and the encompasser of all; and many luminaries
known as de^ gods, ’ m the friendly heavens. We would not
miss the early Vedic optimism. The Rig Veda gives evidence
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also that the migrant peoples held some theory of rita, “order/’

whence might have come, had circumstances favored it, the con-

cept of a moral universe. There was even an association in their

minds of the god Varuna with rita, whence the notion of a holy

god who functioned as the cosmic-moral order. If the people

lived in harmony with him, they might become immortal (there

was no theory of transmigration yet), living at last with their

departed ancestors, the “divine fathers,” who had found their

way to immortality, Meanwhile these peoples penetrated into

India, with such a prayer as this

:

Put us across all obstacles

As with a boat, thou radiant god;
For welfare carry us across,

As in a boat o’er Sindhu's waves.
Expelling evil with thy lighL^

Having made their final home in India, they gave prominence
to the four gods Indra, Soma, Agni and Varuna, and the god-
dess Ushas, fair daughter of the dawn. They came as conquer-
ors, led by their warriors, and they sang their battle hymns in

the name of these and other deities. The natives of the land

they treated with disdain, called them riteless, senseless, in-

human, keeping alien laws, referred to them as ugly, stammer-
ing Dasyus, a term that must have had some hostile connota-

tion. Their own gods were conspicuous in distinction from the
heathen Dasyus, although we may suppose that the culture of
the “godless” Dasyus soon modified Ae assets of the settlers.

Shiva, for example, was already present in essence if not actu-

ally in name, and likewise many of his consorts, all of whom
betray the flavor of the native order. Vishnu, a more nearly

“Aryan” deity who in later centuries has divided honors with
the great god Shiva, fihed at first a lesser role. Yama, god of
the dead in some imderworld, was worshiped as god of the

hlesud dead, although in later times he assumes the direful

headship of the demons. There were evil powers, chiefly demons
of the land, but the settlers believed these could be circumvented.

* Rig Veda, I, py. y-8.
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It IS a question, how much to make, in a short chapter, of

Vedic Hinduism since Vedism, strictly speaking, is but a por-

tion of the whole. Hymns to the five great gods make up the

older parts of the Rig Veda, which may be identified by textual

and historical analysis, but Indra, god of the mountain, thun-

derbolt, and rain, who is celebrated in one fourth of aJI the

hymns, and inspiring Soma, god, and food and drink of the

gods, to whom one whole book is dedicated, fade slowly from

prayers and the ritual Gracious, propitious, moral Varuna, brd
of the cosmic order, undergoes some magic transformation.

The charming Usbas is subject to so many births oji endless

mornings that she fades into the light of common day. Agnl,

the god of fire and priestly sacrifice, celebrated in one fifth of

all the hymns, enjoys more lasting honor, hut chiefly through

human sin's persistence and the intermediary character of sacri-

fice and the sacerdotal priesthood- But Agni in a way trans-

formed himself into an abstraction of the learned, becoming

not merely the little flame on many altars but a consuming mys-

tery whence the many flames are kindled-

The more abstract phases of Vedism are likely more impor-

tant if the “development" of Hinduism is the stake. In the later

portions of the Rig Veda and especially in Book x there is evi-

dence of speculation whereby the many gods of the brighter

natural order began to be transformed-—among the thinkers

—

into a mystic, somber pantheism, leaving the masses of men to

add demons to their own theology. This was the beginning of
the construction of the Hindu speculative universe, Hymn 90
portrays Purusha as the universe personified, hymn 121 pre-

sents Prajapati as the ‘'lord of creatures" and the "golden

germ" whence the universe arose SJid within whose limits all

things are comprehended. In such manner the way is slowly

opened for the permanently dominant concepts, which, as we
shall see, come to represent the most important elements in

philosophic Hinduism.

If, however, the four Vedas are studied a little further, their

structure as scripture is more readily seen than is any just

analysis of their freely interchanging concepts and ritual prac-
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tices. We have said above that the U the primary source.

Tl:c Yajur and the Sama adapt it to the ritual of worship and

sacrifice. The Atharva reproduces with or witliout variations

much of the Rig which meanwhile has come to embody later

elements. It is not concerned with Soma of Book ix, because

Agni meanwhile had become the major deity, his fire cult most

prominent. Although the Atharva contains noble hymns to

Vanina and to the cosmic “pillar” Skamliha who plays the role

of Varuna-Prajapati, it portrays far more of the magic which

had cdipswl the power of Indra and Soma, and the prevalence

of tree and seriJcnt worship. It glorifies the sacred C^w which

“hath become this universe,” even while it also ix;rsnnifies the

“pillar” <ldly Skamhlia and ideiitific.® it further with Purusba

and Hralinmn. Wc might here he reminded wisely that many
Hindus, Including Gandhi, have said that “that which distin-

guisiics Hinduism from every other religion is its ‘Cow Protec-

tion/ ” even though in the long perspective it is obviously the

Cow as symbol, rather than as a dumb creature sul^ject to man’s

compassionate humanity.

Let one furtlicr concept serve to illustrate a strain, Rig Vedic

to begin with, whicli tradition has been intent ujwn preserving

to the present, a strain which in itself is both m^ical and mys-

tical, the concept of Savitar. Savitar, the “stimulator,” inspired

what came to be the golden text of ail tlie Vedas. This famous

stanza*:

May the shining excellence of Savitar

Be manifest in us

To his stimulation of our thoughts

has been for three thousand years the morning prayer of Brah-

mans, The mystical significance of this sacred prayer is con-

sidered in the Upanishads but there it has assigned to it the

magic potency of OM (autn), another carry-over from the

earlier times, whose very letters, the a, « and are held to

represent the first three Vedas. 'Ibese same three letters become

in later speculation the theistic triad of Vishnu, Shiva, and

Brahma.

* Rig Veda, in, da, ZO.
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RITVAI. AND SPECVl^TION

Tracing the ^^development” still further, in terms of the sa-

cred writings, we may ootice that about 850 ®.c. the Brahmanas

were composed, those ritual commentaries linked m succession

with the Vedas, whidi have so much to do with "works/' as the

many types of priests, in particular the Brahmans who had

won the leadership in reJigiOT and society, define them in the

light of Vedic wisdom. Works provided in the priestly view, the

first definite THorga, or "way” of salvation for mankind. Each

Bralunana was a commentary to tliat end on one or anotlier o!

the Vedas, and thus the Vedic wisdc«i took tlic form of intri-

cate and numerous rites and ceremwies apportioned through-

out a fixed calendar of worship. Inevitably, some new rites and

rules of sacrifice were instituted and quite as inevitably, some

priests began to minimize tlie ritual and calendar and to under-

take an inquiry into the function of religion among the thought-

ful By the very example of BoeJe x of the Rig Veda itself they

took thought of the character and essence of the universe.

There was no eedesiasddsm to prevent this speculation—Hin-

duism has never been that sort of order—but only such restric-

tions as the lately Illiterate public mind imposed.

With certain priests tbesnselves attending closely to the prob-

lem of reality, Hinduism entered upon a new career. The center

of gravity of the Hindu faith had been gradually moving south-

eastward through the “two-river” country of the Jamna and

the Ganges and on down the latter stream to the neighborhood

of Kashi (Benares) and the time was about 500 b.c. By the

same token, Hindaism was becoming more and more Aryo-

Dravidian, an accommodatioo and an amalgamation. Whatever

the popular mass-colt that would fiourish extensively in the

later centuries, a *'philost^)l^’ was destined to arise among the

thoi^htful few. Indeed it was a time of intellectual fiood, of

idealistic-realistic strug^, and of soda! reformation. Many
thinkers began to onphasize in writings called Upanishads a

new "way" of salvation, the jnana or ^Tmowledge" way, not a

way of scientific knowledge, but one of meditation more ef-
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fectuai than rites, ceremonies, and other kinds of priestly

"works.” These Upanishads were by no means systematic in

any sustained way, and their prominence in Hinduism was

destined to come from what was later made of them by certain

schools and commentators such as Shankara—and their promi-

nence in the West outside of India is somewhat analogous to

that of Plato beyond the bounds of Greects The burden of their

meaning is tliat, while the Absolute cannot be known, the magic

of esoteric wisdom devoted to the quest of it is more powerful

than the magic of the sacrifice, and that human thought and

knowledge arc necessary supplements, at least, to flic gods’ own
providence.

A widely current agitation among high and low alike arose

from the doctrine of ahimsa, “non-kllling" (no shedding of

blood), proposed first and emphasized most by tl:e Jains but

gradually accepted by the great majority of Hindus- But it was

Gotama the Buddha and the Buddhist gospel which, as a social

reformation, subjected Hinduism to its severest test. It offered

Hindus new lessons in economics, government, warfare, and

the theory of soul or “self,” and the contest went on for several

centuries. That Buddhism did not supplant, or at least gain

supremacy over, Hinduism in this long era may be due to Hin-

duism’s own inconsistencies which were socially reconciled by

its theory of “caste.” Buddlnst thought was intellectually diffi-

cult, its order eventually exclusive even though it disregarded

caste, and its adoption of ahimsa too positive if not altogether

arbitrary. Buddhism failed to cope successfully with the social

arrangement then in the process of formulation among Hindus

under the guidance of their Brahmans, a scheme which recog-

nized great diversity of occupation. In Hinduism as a whole

this reconciled warfare, conquest, and ahimsa.

The Hindu dharma was becoming at the time a unique social

demonstration for which their scriptures, Vedas, Brahmanas,

and Upanishads, made provision. And the subsequent literature

of Hinduism assumed all the major premises whatever varia-

tions vrerc proposed. The epic legends, the book of laws, the

systematic darshanas, or “philosophic demonstrations/' took
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for granted kamu and transmigration and the speculative ideas

of both priest and thinker. But for what it would be worth in

later centuries there was noticeable, although vague, diveigence

between the speculative and the practicaL

CASTS nr TSEOSY AKO IM PRACTICE

Hindu caste is in itsdf an impressive lesson m persistent di-

versity within the scope of a congeries of faiths. It looms large

in the Hindu dharma- The term "caste” is not Hindu, nor In-

dian. It comes of the Porti^ese misn«cer coikt. But what the

Portug^rese—and others after them—failed to understand is

something altogether, essentiaUy. and exclusively Indian, and
on the whole unlike any sodal manifestation of the West It has
come to judgment often during twenty ceoturics, and decisions

and practices have varied with regard to it, sometimes almost

breaking up the order. Bat Hinduism as a whole has insisted

on its operation in perpetuity. It is in itself evidence of societal

religion, of a compartmentaJ sodal structure, authorised and
sponsored by rell^on. Its many subdivisions are Hinduism's
equivalents for sects. Its infiuence has pervaded all of India, not
Hinduism alone. Its hundreds of divisions are not merely such
groups, communities, and classes of men as are common In

human history when race, color, conquest, servitude, title, occu-

pation, and property are concerned. Caste is more than all of
these, with an inner essence of its own

It originated in India in post-Vedic times; there are no traces

of it prior to the entrance of the "Aryans.” Its development

began during the transition from Brahmana theology, ca. 850
B.c. and following, to the era of Upanishadic theory. Its tirst

ingredient was voma, or "color" of the skin, with psychological

and racial connotations. Assuming that the “colle^on” {sam~
hito) of the Rig Veda reflects that Veda itself, we find that a
color line was drawn in Rig Vedic tin^ betweoi the immigrant
arya stock and the native desya stock, who are designated dasoi,

"slaves.” The "Aryans” ajplied this color test for many centu-

ries, while an increasing intemuxture of the population of those
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regions under the sway of the sun produced varied shades of

pigmentaHon—and of blood and disposition. The book of laws,

the Code of Manu, of about 200 b.c«, uses the term vama in a

complicated context with something other than a rigid color

connotation. Vama by that time was no longer, as it once had

been, a sole consideration in a marriage bargain, and there had

appeared an economic factor in wliat was said to be a just prCK

vision for the offspring of a proper marriage.

A second determining ingredient appeared in Maiiu’s time,

that of jaii, “birth.” To be well born had come to be essential

among tlxc classes, and good birth was stressed especially by

]3rahmaiis who in their preeminence condemned mixed mar-

riages as something on a level with adultery. Altliough shades

of color were then cominon in every major group or class, mar-

riages could somehow be controlled and birtJis thus regulated.

It was determined that jaii sliould not be promiscuous, nor

'births” intermingled- Off to tht south, far below Benares, Hin-

duism had to face a situation in which birth and color tended

to be uniformly one, and the contrasts of color and of birth

were culture contrasts. One chief consequence was this : that as

South India became brahmanizccl, the people of the lower non-

brahmanic culture became in Brahman eyes untouchable, with

not only intermarriage but tactile association banned. From
this came, in part, at least, the horijans of progressive Hindu-

ism’s recent reconsideration. But birth, rather than color, had

come to be the chief criterion in the brahmanic program.

Then comes a third ingredient into play, the theory of many
births in the longer span of any Hindu’s life. The soul was

subject to rebirth, according to the tradition of ^narjanman,

“still another birth,” a round in which not only men but all

other creatures were involved. Wliat had taken place in the

mind of Hindu men ? Had they noticed death and resurrection

in the world of nature? The seeds they sowed decayed and

renewed themselves in mother earth, and resemblances and

traits often renewed themselves in human generations. If Dra-

vidianism was largely responsible, as we may well believe it was,

for this new phase of doctrine in the Hindu order, the result
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was dearly a axsbinatioQ of the Dravidian cult of mother

spirits, with its rites to gfuarancee fertility in women and the

fields, and to safeg:uard crops and the mother’s life, with tlie

"Aryan" theory of eternal rest among the “fathers.” There had

been since Vedic times a search for the means of longer life on

earth and for the assurance of immortality. Death, resurrection,

rebirth, and immortality unite in a siitgle theory which comes

to be the property of ad. The theory, in fact, becomes the full-

blown dc^ma of transmigration when there is combined with it

the principle of karma, and the whole creation is its field of

operation, with all life sacred and, in the Brahman’s view, at

least, subject to the conservation of aliinis^ The tendency in>

creased to think that the process which was creating ca.<tc was
that by which the universe itself was constituted.

Such was the magic potion brewed of many elements in the

hot cauldron of groping minds and restless times—with some
dispositloa, whether by fate or drcumstance, to look upon the

worldly state with gloom, so great had been during these times

the tragedies of famine, flood, pestilence, and war. The social

situation came to be in man's own thought something predetcr*

mined, and his own lot was inadenta] to the process as a whole.

Life went on by karmic repetition, deeds and rebirtli being

causally related While do individual in a single lifetime could

raster any radical adjustmoit, his religion told him to accept

his lot and live at his best within it in the distant hope that the

round would eventually be broken and his spirit would escape

to another, agreeable portion of the fixed universe, wlience he

would not come back ^ain to birth.

The fuH Hindu dhanna, we now see, is both a way of life

and a form of thought but the role of the former U far tlie

stricter, being the very ground of any coherence and continuity

which Hinduism has maintain»ri for these Tweuty centuries.

Those Hindus, however, who appeal to prior, strictly Vedic,

sources as authority in all life’s phases can justly question caste,

can find in it flexibility, at least, and deem it alterable. The full

course of Hinduism is rightly subject to historical analysis, they

insist Even where th^ And karma in full control, they may
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detect its creative as well as its causal character, and plausibly

suggest that if it be brought under the influence of education,

it may become productive of sodal reformation and may prom-
ise men some role of their osvn in personal redemption. But
meanwhile what may become of caste is difficult to estimate,

while India is India, where life and thought have been co-

extensive and mutually interactive and dependent in the total

dharma. Caste need not disappear with religious reformation,

or with economic and political adjustment The Brahman in

himself miglit even continue to be, however greatly altered, a
living symlxjl of the continuing identity of life and thought.

But what of caste in recent times ? It Is not to be considered

as a tlieory alone. It is not enough to say that upper castes are

class divisions of tJxe Hindu order and lower castes were of

tribal constitution, the ponchamas being the dregs of tribalism.

Nevertheless, tlie four-fold or five-fold structure stands in all

its subdivisions by whatever lines divide the major bodies. Class

and character have somehow predominated, althougfi Bralunans

have not always been priests and learned men, ruling chieftains

have not always been of Kshatriya, or “warrior” stock, and
men of lower castes have sometimes entered the professions.

Brahmans constitute about seven per cent of the total Hindu
population. They have been for many centuries the highest

class, the elite of Hinduism, preeminent for their devotion on
tlic one hand to ritual and on the other hand to learning.

Scarcely a million and a half of them, however, are occupied

today with priestly ministries while yet another million fill minor
temple posts or roam far and wide as mendicants. There are

also non-Brahman priests in Hinduism although Brahmans exer-

cise control Brahmans who are not priests may be land-owners,

clerks In business and commercial offices, assistants on the rail-

ways, professional and governmental servants, or teachers and
educational administrators. All, however, share the common
Brahman attitude and are generally jealous of their traditional

prerogatives. Although Brahman prestige has often been as-

sailed, in south India in particular, it has endured—n.ot least

because sixty of every hundred Brahmans are literate.
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The Kshatriya^ may oatnupiber Brahmans two to one, but

the percentage of their literacy is less than twenty-five. Their

prestige has come from rulerahip, since the ruling chieftains from
earliest times have come mostly from their ranks. Politics and

war have been their prerogatives for thirty centuries although

they have employed in these pursuits many members of other

castes besides. As rulers of the native states which have existed

periodicdlly, they have exercised a qualified despotic rule sudi

as the Indian temper seems to have demanded of them. Politics

and warfare have not entirely absorbed tliem nor liavc all Kshat-

riyas been thus eng^cd—most of tliem, in fact, have liecn men
of industry and peace—bat the peculiar status of titc caste has

often given rise to vexing issues when statecraft lias demanded
some reorganization of die government Other Indian commu-
nities, also, the Moslem and the Sikh, for instance, have been

concerned with government and war. The status of the ICshat-

riya is not only a Hindu question but something national.

Within the total Indian scene caste and communalism make
strenuous demands of out another in andcipation of any unity

in national government.

There are many Vaishya groups, also, in the Hindu social

system, with a membership of at least twenty mUHons, or mayl)e

thirty millions, if the small village tradesmen be included. The
title itself means “vassal,** bat Vaishyas are the trader-folk,

many of them agriculturists, and from thdr ranks some have

come into professional careers to compete with Brahmans. As
a class they are more literate, perh^, than the warrior-folk,

having more to do with figures iftd accounts. Many of them, of

course, are highly literate, but on the whole they unite with all

ranks to keep the percentage of Indian literacy low. Among all

Hindus scarcely fifteen per cent of the males and three per cent

of the females are literate.

Brahmans, Kshatriyas, and Vaishyas make up Hinduism's
upper castes—we may say vamas, for vama and not casta is

the proper tenn to use. These three groups are classified in the

Hindu scheme as dvijas, or the “twice-bom,” and they wear

—

or have the right to wear until they reach a certain variable age
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—the thread which symbolizes the '‘second birth,” attained by
an initiation ceremony during boyliood. Females have never

worn the thread nor experienced this second birth until quite

recently when some have claimed the privilege. The initiate may
wear the thread thereafter throi^hout life, unless he scrupu-

lously observes the traditional Hindu or “stages,”

four in number, and becomes in tlie fourth stage a smnyasi (if

he is a Brahman) or a sadhu (if he is a Ksbatriya or a Vai-

shya). In this fourth su^e the discarding of the thread be-

tokens coniplcte separation from home, family, and any busi-

ness or professional occupation—for the sake of being free to

renovate his soul and justify its true career.

Tire Shudra—“clean” In the ritual sense—is the fourth estate

among tlie Hindus, one hundred and twenty millions, at least,

in number. Tlxeir status is again one of birtli, or rebirth, in the

longer round of karmic transmigration, but not in the sense of

second birth by any Initiation symbolized by the ivearing of the

thread. They are apparently within the pale of Hinduism by
necessity, providing society with servile classes. Their major
occupation has been agriculture and such offices, chiefly artisan,

as village life requires. They have usually had temples, a priest-

Iiood, and a worship of tiieir own although tliey live in associ-

ation with the dvijas. They have been very consuous of caste

limitations, in matters of food and marriage in particular.

Their only opportunities to sliare in a casteless life come not by
way of any formal stage of their career—the (ZsAnzMo provision

does not apply to them—but are occasional, during certain sea-

sons of religious celebration and at times of pilgrimage to cer-

tain centers where caste lines fade for a time and the pilgruns

of all castes attend a common ministry.

The fifth estate, panchamas, pariahs, harijons, and others,

are a great multitude whose total may exceed sixty millions

and whose distribution is country-wide. If they are hard to

reckon with, statistically and otherwise, it is partly due to the

fact that their station has been somewhat uncertain during all

the centuries, shifting often with the changing scene. The
lines of caste are themselves seldom clear and rigid and the
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Ime between ca^te and Mi{-caste has frequently been vague.

Tliere have been and still are “mixed castes” (varna-shankara)

within the pale, intermixtures by a ‘‘marrying-down” of Brah-

mans, for example, and by some “marrying-up” among the

lower castes. As a rule, howeyer, any given Hindu, and espe-

cially any panchama-harijcn, knows precisely where he belongs

by birth and residence, hereditary occupation, and the necessity

of observing regulations with rtspoct to food, drink, and mar-

riage. The most rigid line of demarcation lias been that between

the four major communities and the fifth estate, although some

Brahmans still hesitate to take either food or drink, even from

the Shuciras.

Tile status of the oatcaste is a rivid illustration of the Hindu
state of mind. There is reason to suf^xse that the numlicrs of

this fifth estate have tended to increase by more than natural

reproduction among themselves. Thdr numbers have often in-

creased in staggering proportions as tribes were added to the

list, and the toizi would be far greater nowadays if so many of

them had not become Moslem, or Christian, or Sikh. Many
centuries ago many of them became Buddhists. Or it could be

affinned that outcastes would not be so numerous today if Hin-

duism had made some better prorision for their reception

within the range of operation of the Hindu dharma. Many
Hindus, including many Brahmans, now begin to \mdcrstand

that their own numbers would he vastly la^er and their reli-

gion's social and moral value higher if untouchability had been

itself taboo. Measures have been proposed bymany, not so much
for the conversion of outcastes to Hinduism (we have seen how
little Hinduism has provided for sudi a procss as we under-

stand it) as for their elevaticm within Hinduism, affording

them higher rating in labor, educatiOT, and suffrage as well as

in reli^on. The korijons, in fact, have already won the right

of suffrage, not to vote as a separate community but in con-

stituencies with other Hindus. AJdtough the Vaishya Mr.

Gandhi is their greatest leader they also have leaders of their

own. The outcaste’s ht, however, may prove to be for Hindu-
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ism more critical an issue than any other phase of caste before

the socio-political reformation is complete.

TWO SEATS OF DEMONSTRATION

Two lUustrations, from Puri and Benares, may serve us best

at this point as we follow Hinduism further as a socio-reli^ous

structure.

Puri in Orissa beside the Bay of Bengal is the site of the

shrine of Jagannatha, “lord of the world,” and the chief seat

of his worship. The town is far in miles and years from the

Vedic Hinduism of upper Hindustan. Wliatever Veic original

it may still reflect, it serves rather to show what original Hindu-

ism may have become when once the hinduising of non-Vedic

elements had set in. Almost every element of the Indo-A^^n

and the Aryo-Dravidian accommodations during the accumula-

tion of the larger Hindu whole is reflected there. Jagannatha

fills, to some degree, just such a role as the earlier Varuna the

“encompasser” and Prajapati tlie “lord of creatures” played in

Vedic limes when there was some good prospect that an ethical

monotheism might be realized in India. But Jagannatha for

want of auspicious circumstances and a great advocate is

scarcely more than a shadow of this theme. In the long interval

between him and the ancient, encompassing lord of creation, the

moral aspects of dharma became affected, qualified, and condi-

tioned by the karmic-rebirth theory and the process which grew

under priestly and speculative inspiration. Environmental pessi-

mism repressed and almost obliterated Vedic optimism. In the

lower Ganges valley an era of darkness, the inexorable koHyuga,

was fashioned in which men lost their sense of moral freedom

and responsibility. Now Jagannatha, still further on and down,

seems but an echo of what was lost in gradual transmission.

The joyful disregard of caste in his presence is that echo while

still the mood of Hinduism everywhere without is predomi-

nantly that of kaJiyugo, contemporary darkness, division, sin,

and evil, as the gods themselves have predetermined.
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Jagannatha, after all these centuries, is a composite figure;

an epitome of Hindu history. Jainist, Buddhist, brahmanicaJ,

Puranic, and Tantric elments, with Inddentals of a sun-cult,

have been deposited in the prunor^al, animistic setting. From
this ground the cult of Shiva at first and thereafter the cult

of Vishnu have flowered, choking racst of what had grown
before them. When, in modem limes, the cult of Shiva the

"great god'* gained the ascendancy, its emphasis was feminine;

it lay in the female consort Kali, the “dark" mother-goddess
of Bengal. When the cult of Vishnu took the lead, the priest-

hood of Puri continued to be chiefly Shivile, but tlie Krishna-
avatara of Vishnu became prominent as Jagannatha, the uni-
versal lord, His image has since reedved extrav^ant attention

twice a year, once during the ‘'bathing festival" (snamyatra)
and ^in during the famous "car festival" (ratiuiyatra). Dur-
ing the former it is subjected to devout libations and during the

latter it is moved about on a huge-wheeled platform. As in the
Shiva-cuh, Kali herself was "mother of the world" (Jagana-
mata), so also In the ^^shnu-cult Krishna’s consort Hadba has
filled a similar capacity as the mother of mankind.
The Krishna who is known as Jagannatha and identified with

Vishnu in Puri is, of course, the higher, nobler Vishnuite incar-

nation—for Vishnu has a dual personality. There is a legend,

quite drcumsUntial, which accounts for him at Puri : Krishna
in some form or other once wandering in those parts was slain

^unwittingly ?—by a native ardier who left his body to beasts,

birds, and decay. Some pious persons were prompted to pre-

serve the bones for which they made a little casket. When at the
bidding of a local chieftain an image of \^nu as Jagannatha
was fashioned for the Pun temple, the casket with the banes of
Krishna was deposited within it The image, th^ say, had
neither hands nor feet; but it had by divine provision two pene-
trating eyes and a potent soul, and %vas a most impressive figure.

By whatever drcumstance the local cult of Vishnu was estab-
lished, however, the Jagannatha-Krishna-Radha combination
became most pc^mlar. As the ruling deity it (he or she) could
be approached and worshiped by all “dean” dasses—offal-
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eaters, fishermen, liquor-deaJers, prostitutes, and criminals were
barred—and in the holy presence men of all Castes might eat
together in brotherly communion the food which had been of-

fered to and sanctified by Vishnu. This was a rare fellowship,

therefore, although it was purely temporary and lingered only

in the memory beyond the bounds of Puri. Nevertheless, Puri

epitomizes in its contradictory way the whole of Hinduism—in
being within itself inclusive, as Hinduism is so largely a phe-

nomenon of India- Or, to put it another way, whereas caste dis-

tinction is temporarily lost in Puri, the Hindu who traveled

outside of India "lost caste” entimly and became technically an
outcastc who had to submit to cleansing and restoration on his

return—somewhat similar to the ancient Hebrew theory by
which only the one land was considered holy and its inhabitants

one with it. In such a sense India has been to the loyal Hindu
what might be called Dharma-stan, the true ‘'home of religion.”

It is Benares, however, which may be cited as the center most
typically and fully Hindu in all its various ingredients and its

penetrative atmosphere. Its own emphasis, somewhat in con-

trast with Puri, is on Shiva. The title of Vishveshvara, "uni-

versal lord,” is there applied to him exclusively, although

Brahma and Vishnu, also, have borne the name. His temples,

many of them with gilded pinnacles, crown several of the flights

of spacious steps called ghats which lie against the high, slop-

ing left bank of Ganga-na, or "mother Ganges,” the holiest of
Hindu waters. His, too, is the Golden Temple In the city, in

whose compound arc the famous Well of Knowledge, a com-
panion shrine to Shiva’s consort Duiga (counterpart of Kali),

and yet another shrine to him in the role of Mahadeva, Great

God. Indeed the Ganges throughout its course is peculiarly his

stream even though some theological accommodation the toe

of Vishnu was its heavenly source. Its waters are most sacred

at Benares although they are more transparent upstream, under

the shadow of the Himalayas at Hardwar where Shiva caught

them on his brow and broke their fall from heaven.

Benares may be Shiva’s city, his seat as universal ruler of

tri-loka, the "three worlds,” and the Ganges his peculiar stream,
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but by the very genius of the Hindu faith the city’s site is slU

inclusive, is virtually anything to any Hindu devotee, com>

memorativc of any deity that has a following. Vishnu’s shrines

are there-^though the kgend is that Vishnu first came to do

Shiva homage—and even Shiva’s devotees may properly greet

one another there vrith a **Ram, JUm” (the name of an ovatora

of Vishnu). When the Moslera Mughal Aurangzib razed one

of Vishnu’s temples on the highest ghat and built a mosque in-

stead, all good Hindus felt outrage^-azid many Hindus, both

Vishnuite Shivite, persist in thdr worship in the very

courtyard of the Moslem taosqae. Benares is usually crowded

with people, a combination of re^dent custodians of varied

rank serving various gods and goddesses, of visitors on pil-

grimage to the golden temples, of pillared shrines, consecrated

platforms, hallowed tombs, buming-ghats, memorial towers,

sacred trees and groves, of carved and mc^ten images, magical

relics and holy waters—to mention only the more respectable

items in the total situation.

EIKDV EBACTXON TO SEPORKATIOK

Of the two major ^visions of modem Hinduism, the Shivlte

and the Vishnuite, each bas some prerogatives of its own, and

has its own gods with their peculiar powers, qualities, associ-

ates, and festivals. For emnple, within the huge framework of

caste bitter quarrels have sonsetimes broken out between Shivitc

and Vishnuite Brahmans, either over the sacred literature and

temple ritual or over changes of ownership and administration

of temples, temple lands, and temple income. In theory, at least,

temples of the “twice-bom” arc not strictly, exclusively, either

Shivite or Vishnuite. The distinction is rather that between ( i

)

what is fmarta, or more orthodox, with its Vedic ritual and

litu^ in the name of Shiva, Vishnu, Devi (goddess), Surya

or Ganesha (son of Shiva) and (2) what is more sectarian,

with a religio-magical Tantric ritual and litu^y based on more
recent Vishnuite and Shmte literature and conducted in the

name of one or more sectarian or local divinities. In achxal prac-
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tice simrta temples with their five deities are few. Some Shivite

sinarta groups have insisted on an independent, personal wor-
ship of the lingam, Shiva’s own peculiar symbol, but south In-

dian Hinduism has not permitted this individual observance;
it has provided at each temple a priest, a pujari, for the worship,
pnja. Most modern temples (there are, of course, no real par-

ishes or coiigfegations
) are more nearly sectarian in the relifiq-

magical sense, no matter in whose name the worship is con-

ducted, and there is much liturgical laxity among both devotees
and priests. Jixit it scenus wise to defer our final account of
current, seclarian Ilinchiism until we have seen more of the his-

torical dcvcloinneiit from Upanishadic and Epic times on down,
The Hindu thinker's contribution, in particular, must be traced

amidst the socio-religlous situation which has been depicted,

and, in addition, some effects of the coming of the Moslems
after A.o. looo must be seen.

The fifteen centuries from 500 B-c. to a.o. lOoO provided
Hinduism its intellectual substance—and Hindu thought at
least has been consistently nonsectarian. The Hinduism of these

centuries might be rightly represented by the figure X on its

side, as the Romans once wrote it to signify loOO. This m^ht
represent two highways intersecting, with an indefinite space
for rotary traffic at the intersection, both highways coming
from antiquity and botli leading toward the present, with much
interchange of traffic. These would indicate, for example, the
two great strains of brahmanIsm and of popular rcHgion meet-
ing at the very heart of India, Benares, and leading on by what-
ever interchange into modern Sliivism and Vishnuism, either

destination being for the devotee reminiscent of both highways
from antiquity. The figure will put us on our guard against any
strictly sectarian interpretations of the Hindu order and will

keep us mindful of some indiscriminate interpenetration of the

thoughtful and the popular.

We may take account of a criticism before 500 B-c amoi^
leading Hindus with reference to the sanctity of the Vedas,
the specific requirements of the sacrificial and the dominant role

of the Brahmans. Two of the radical reformers, Vardhaman
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Mahavira the Jain and Gotama Siddhartha the Buddha, re-

jected the Vedic-brahmanic aystem and proposed man’s vir-

tually atheistic sdf-dependence for the realization of human
destiny. Both men, the Buddha in particular, offered a jnana,

or “knowle^” way, not wholly instead of, bvzt as effectual in

contrast with, the karma, or way of “works/’ The two ways
were virtually in opposition. Some Brahmans and others, to be

sure, had themselves proposed a higlier value to knowledge, hut

Buddha made it ultimate. He and Maluvira denied, as no Brah-

man did, the reality of God artd refused to translate Vedic

revelation into any metaphysical theolr^. Tliat is, they would

not work thdr way to a philosophic Absolute tlirough theism.

No mere Intellectual proposal, however, could have a ix>inilar

appeal as reli^on. The success wliicb fretted Buddliism came

of its social gospel—a gospel which was doomed to failure In

the face of caste. Hindu philosophy, on the other hand, kq>t

within the. brahman ical framework and thus did some leaven-

ing of the whole lump before Hinduism felt the disconcerting

shock of Islam. As a result of this leavening Shivism gave in-

creased emphasis to shakH (power, producing principle) and

the mother-goddess cult, and Vi^uism emphasized the way
of bhakti (devotion) to Krishna and to Rama.

If Hinduism had its ‘‘golden age,” it was the unusual era

prevailing midway through these fifteen centuries—during tJic

first Christian centuries. For popular Hinduism it was an epic

age transmitting the lore of the Mahabharata and the Val-

miki Ramayana, rehearsing the innumerable folk tales (e.g. the

Panchatantia), and a legal age abitBng by the Code of Manu.
For the higher Hinduism it was epic, legal, and much more.

It witnessed the fonmilatiM) of the “six demonstrations of

schools” (sad-darskana) of thouglit: (x) the esoteric, realistic,

l<^cal N}'aya of Kanada; (2) the companion of Nyaya, the

atomistic Vaisheshika of (}otama (not the Buddha, of course),

which also recognized a God; (3) the atheistic Samkhya of

ICapila; (4) the theistic Yoga of Patanjali, which together with

Kapila’s Samkhya, rested upon a dualism of the natural order

to which all castes belonged, and a realm of soul, to which indl-
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viduals might have access by an isolation {koivalya) of them-
selves from the realm of nature; (5) the “former inquiry”
[pMTva wwiamsa) of Jaimini; and (6) the “latter inquiry”
(ullara wifnema) of Vyasa, both of which inquiries may be
included in the general term Vedanta, i.e. the ‘'end or object
of the Vedas/’ although the latter is more strictly ik^ Vedanta.
These philosophies, especially the two “inquiries" set the in-

tellectual goal of the “twice-born" castes, without provision for
Shtidras or harijans.

Tlic basic stock of these six schools is Vedic by way of the
Brahnianas and the Upanishads, though also influenced by the
subst'qiicnt cpic-lcgal variations. They are not in disagreement
among themselves in fundamental theory. Rather, they are mu-
tually complementary with some variance of emphasis, and
what they hold in common is tlie ground on which all succeed-
ing Hindu thought has rested, from the “nondualistic" school
{advaita) of Badarayana and of Sliankara through the “modi-
fied itonclualistic” scliool (vishishladvaita) of Ramanuja on to
the realistic or pragmatic idealism and the common-sense em-
piricism of the present time. Tlie theory became general that
the phenomenal world is transitory and unreal, that the reli-

gions of mankind are themselves phenomenal, that there is
sometliing universal and unifying underlying all religions, and
that phenomenal variations are merely different steps and stages

to ultimate, ideal reality, the truth of Brahman, which U the
Absolute. The six schools exhibit a consistency of connection
between mind and soul, and are disposed to provide for the

thoughtful soul within the realm of karma a freedom of action
by which the final goal of truth and goodness is attained. The
schoolmen themselves have not emphasized the currency of the

kaliyu^a “age of darkness," as the masses of Hindus have done
more or less inertly; but to them, as to the masses, the present
order of things is impermanent All of which might be best, but
not exclusively, described in terms of the “latter inquiry" of
Vyasa—or whatever unknown “arranger" it was which gained
preeminence among the schools through the commentacor
Shankara about a.i>. 800.
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SCB00L5 OP WISDOK : SBAHEABA

Shankara’s formulation of the Vedanta is the most idealistic

of all and the most distinctive in comparison with Western
realism. It has been, perhaps, more interesting to idealists of
the West than any otto Hinda thoi^t has been, even to the
point of monopolizing the Western view of India. Its introduc-
tion to the West by the Hegelian idealist Paul Deussen was
somewhat faulty, since Deussen assumed that he had come upon
pure, unvamished Upanishads which were characteristic of the
whole of Hindu though Shankara himself was not conscious
of preempting the entire range of Hindu speculation but was
intent upon offering such a summary of it all as could l>c made
from selected Upanishads, from tboM kast sectarian, and from
Badarayana's commentary on the Vedanta-sutras which were
themselves an arrangement of many Upanishads. Nevertheless
the Vedanta which Shankara erqtounds is actually old, as it

professes to be, representing a tyjwcal strain whose origin was
Vedic but which reached its "culmination” during the long,

eventful centuries which followed.

What Shankara made of the Vedantic tradition is that die

All, whether known as Atman, Brahman, or Ishwara, as God
or the Absolute, Is One and that its essential Unity is real,

whereas duali^ and plurality are phenomenal illusion (tiiayo^

with a peetdiar connotation of its own). He called his exposi-
tion a^voita, "non-dualism,” an apparently negative designa-
tion, although be did not deny philosofdiy the power to reach
and to know the Absolute. He was not, in fact, providing pure
philosophy. He made more than a mere g«ture towanl religion

(dharma) which, he conceded, operated in the immediate en-
vironment He was himself a lifelor^ devotee of Shiva Maha-
deva, without leaving the highway that ran directly from the
Vedas. He may have wished at the same time to challenge

thou^tful Hindus to seek the One immediately, not as one
among the many gods, but as the All, the only One without
another, the authoritative Absolute demanding men's direct
devotion. He could not push any theory of the Absolute to the
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obviously absurd extreme of an abstraction which disregarded

all experience, even though he was emphasizing altogether spii>

itual reality, with all else sheer illusion (maya).

His typical name for tlie All, the Absolute, is Brahman, nor
would he insist tlmt It was altogether name. It was the end of
wisdom, and tlicre were means by which to reach it, the chief

means being "knowledge.'' There were grades of knowledge,

esiKCially a higher and a lower. The latter, avidya, which by
comparison is "ignorance," yields some fruit by sense percep-

tion in the transitory world. Xlie higher (vidya, jmm, or v>
juanu) uUiiiiately etunprehymU the All beyond experience. Thus
the world and i>crsonsil cxjKjrieuce are both minimized but not
<lcniwi. Provision was amply made for thouglxtful men to re-

duce manifest confiLston in thcnuelves and in all about them
to harmony and order, and to see the whole of life in due per-

spective, although indeed by something of a process of abstrac-

tion, Shankara's theory would not obliterate the individual. He
plainly stressed the individual’s own responsibility by making
him the observer, at least, of bis own acts, and to a large extent

the judge of them. However, Sliankara did deny the individual

the power of passing judgment on a good-and-evil situation,

since he aiTordetl no place at all for anything as positive as evil

Tlic judgment was really a distinction between the karma which
could be (and was) the force of good, and the karma that was
at most indifferent. He a.ssumed, however, the force of dharma
winch opcralcs in part by prohibitions. Dharma itself was posi-

tive, was the provision whereby men might be released at last

from the negative and transient in tlieir quest of the positively

truthful and the good, or might be led from tlie unreal to the

Real, as the Upanisliadic phrase Iiad put it Karma itself had

a moral value for the individual and for the social order which
would utilize It. In so far as dharma embodied karma, it too had

moral connotations—although the net result of Shankara’s dis-

criminations was a minimum of ethics. Certainly Shi'dte moral-

ity itself to which Shankara tacitly subscribed has been naive,

even in the stage which Shankara had adopted.

It should be kept in mind that Shankara's method, ti^eiher
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with that of the thinkers in all the schools, was scripturtil; and
his regard for the scriptures may have been itself a handicap^
although his loyalty did not prevent a selection of his sources.

His originality was confined, it seems, to this limited selection

which allowed for some personal assumptions, although he may
actually have made assumption equivalent to revelation. Where
his sources sought the One by inquiry, experience and demon-
stration, he himself assumed It. He scarcely reconciled the
godly, worshipful Ishwara and the impersonal, attributdess,

absolute Bralunan, but simply gave them tlie relationship of the
lower and the higher Brahman. A great deal of his cmplmsis
upon idea seems to come by virtual detachment from experience.

He emphasised the mind without allowing that mcn*s minds had
already thought about the Vedic gods, though he docs not im-
ply the nonexistence of these gods and the unreality of men’s
devotion to them. He seems merely to leave no place for "faith"
(skraddha) as a positive experience. His method is rather the
cessation of the idea which men have of separateness, individu-
ality, variation, and plurality? and of distinction from gods,
God, and the Absolute- His emphasis is, after all, on the idea
of identity with the Absolute.

All this represents what the comparative religionist might
orthodoxy—adherence to scripture and tradition. Sltaukara

is the last and greatest of the scholastic commeittators. His
hhashya, "demonstration," effectually modified and largely nul-
lified the dvaiio^ or dualistic realism, which had lingered in Hin-
duism after the era of the Upanishads and of Buddhism. Under
the influence of his nondualistic advoita tlie pantheistic trend
grew more pronounced. Some minor idealisms appeared whicJi
were more extravagant than his; and some of these gained at-
tention in the West as if they were altogether the true Vedanta.
Hindu thought, however, was not destined to become unquali-
fied abstraction, Certain theisms have competed with it vigor-
ously. Not long after Shankara’s time India and Hinduism
underwent sore trials, were disturbed more widely and with
greater violence than they had ever been before. Hindus were
required not to deny the world but to reckon with it. It Is not
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surprising that gr«at numbers of them questioned the suffi-

ciency of Vedanta or of any philosophic demonstration and
put increased reliance upon the efficiency of ritual, liturgy, and
the gods.

VEDANTA PROPOSED AND MODIFIED:
RAMANUJA AND TULSI DAS

The most effective modiAcation of advaita itself iu the days

of storm and stress was proposed in the twelfth century by

l^amanuja, a Brahman and an heir of the Vedantic tradition.

He proposed an ndwnVn-with-a-difference, one less strictly a

knowlcdgc-way (jna»s-marga) and more emphatically devo-

tional, a bhakti-ntarga of devotion to a personal God. This, he

insisted, would more effectually control or nullify the force of

karma, bring rebirth to an end and guarantee men immortality.

Instead of Shankara’s God Shiva, his God was Vishnu—

a

change of highways, let us say. Nor was Vishnu to Ramanuja
a “lower Brahman" as Shiva was to Shankara; he was truly

Brahman. For Ramanuja rejected the intellectual distinction

between the higher and the lower Brahman, even as he denied

also by qualification the impersonal, attributeless Absolute. This

is theism instead of pantheism. Vishnu-Brahman was Ishwars,

God, at once personal and supreme, the universal Lord dwelling

eternally in his heaven, Vaikuntha, whither he would welcome

any man of any caste whose piety and devotion had saved him,

had brought him release from the perpetual round. This was

salvation by devotion, rather than by any distinction ic the

realm of knowledge. Salvation was available to any man, al-

though to such an end Ramanuja did not propose to ignore or

to repudiate caste. He would only modify the scope of it, as

certain Hindu reformers since his time have likewise done,

while recognizing it in operation.

Ramanuja by no means denied the reality of the world in

which men live, but gave it an existence of its own, even while

another world existed. Men Hved thus in two worlds and their

salvation was a process between them rather than an identifica-

tion of themselves with Brahman and an assumption that this
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world is something phenomenal, an illusion (wcyo), Maya itself

was interpreted by Ramanuja as the will of God—or an aspect

of God's will—operative in man’s world. God manifested him-

self in other ways besides, as Ramanuja could show from the

Hindu scriptures; for he, also, was but a “commentator.”

Ramanuja is a symbol of transition in the sodo-rclig^ous

order. His is not the fuU-fledged "way of devotion” He may
indeed have overemphasized the knowledge factor in the very

stress he put upon the state of ignorance in which, he said, men
lived in this world. His gospel had a highly intellectual content

beyond the grasp of many to whom he offered it. lie virtually

taught that man must add to his works knowIcKlgc and then to

knowledge faith which would be expressed in devotion to his

X.ord- Few of the common people ever find this sequence easy

and effectual. Ramanuja, nevertheless, made a distinctive con-

tribution to the development among the Hindus of this tliird,

or hhakti, way of release and destiny. He sought to take account

of a changing order but did not realize its full extent Thus he
himself conformed punctiliously to the requirements of caste

even while he journeyed here and there in India to see what the

new days were bringing forth and to preach his gospel to the

multitudes.

Something of an effectual symbol of the later transformation

may be found in a sixteenth century figure, Tulsi Das, who took

up the burden of the &Aajfeh*-gospel for the common people in

particular. He had recourse not to the Vedas, the Upanihads, or
to any school of philosophy, but to the Epic tradition, mainly
to legend and to folklore. He took the theme of the ancient

Ramayana, the heroic tale of the princely Rama and the ban-
ished Sita, and added profusely to it, thus fashioning a poetic

bible for the masses according to the Vishnuite tradition. Tulsi

had much to say of the dark age and lauded Rama as the one
to save men from it. He appealed to men to remember Rama
and thus attain their heart's desire, and suggested, somewhat in

contrast with the ascetic way, that ‘Tie will shave his head and
leave his home in vain who does not worship Rama and Jove

him and Sita better than himself.” Tulsi expresses real heart
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devotion for Lord Ram and since his day the most popular of
all the couplets which circulate amoitf the people are those of

Tulsi Das. He sang of ''one trust, one strength, one desire and
one hope,” none other than Lord Ram. A man, said he, might

have scant clothing, eat his meager food without salt and yet

not be poor, if the Lord dwelt in his heart.

HINDU- MOSLEM tHTERACTION

We might now look briefly at wliat Hinduism became in its

stru^le with Islam. In the sectarian Hindu’s coat of many
colors arc strands of Moslem warp threaded through the woof
Indeed many threads of the woof itself are Moslem, altbough

tlic pattern continues to be predominantly Indian. The Moslem’s

own devotion to religion varied from doctrinal fundamentalism

to a tlieological liberalism and even to a radicalism whose advo-

cates were strict adherents of Islam. These component parts are

represented in Indian Islam which began at the dawn of the

eleventh century and moved with such increasing force through-

out hve hundred years that a continuous empire, that of the

Mughals, was built to endure more than two hundred years

(1525-1757). During these centuries of war and politics theo-

laical issues were often most acute. The enthusiastic devotion

of the Moslem as ‘'the slave of Allah’* was most intense, usu-

ally even more intense than any Hindu bhakU. The Moslem

reli^on, with all its dogma, was far more concrete than any or

all Hindu dharma. Tliere was challenge, however, to both in

certain aspects of the times, e.g. in certun theistic tendencies.

Islam was itself a challenge to Hindu theism and the personal

religion of the Hindu was a challenge to Islam.

Moslems in India, in general, believed God to be either nu-

merically One "without a second” or else mystically One, but

no Moslem contemplated a correlation of Islamic theolcgjcal

Unity with Vcdantic “nonduality.” Moslems were intolerant

of Hinduism, being keenly conscious of what to them was "as-

sociation” of another power or deity with God, and the "as-

sodator” was worthy, In Moslem eyes, of nothing less than
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death at Moslem hands unless he repented and became a Mos-
lem. Nevertheless, as time went on, there were Moslem Sufis

who found in Hinduism certain tenets in common with Isiamic
do^a. It remained for Moslems as a wlxole to learn by reason-
able apologetic—by a principle of the Koran itself—that Hin-
dus as a “people with a scripture” might be as tolerable as

Christians, Jews, and Sabians with their New Testament, Law,
and Holy Bible, respectively (for Moslems had not called these

three peoples “associators”). Yet, tlicy were puzzled by both
the quality and the content of tlie Hindu scriptures, The litera-

ture of popular Hinduism was seemingly far too full of magic,
folklore, gods, and goddesses, even as the temples were too full

of images.

Islam could welcome Hindus to its fold even while Hinduism
was not attractive to the Moslem. Many low-caste Hindus and
panchamcj were converted. (Nothing entered Hinduism from
Islam, however, except certain Moslem theological ideas.) But
Hinduism gave Islam more than converts; it affected Islam
through caste, and somethinganalogous to caste appeared among
the Moslems. Moslem theology did induce some Hindus to re-

vise their catalogue of gCKis, and Hindu syncretism appealed

greatly to the Moslem Mughal Akbar. Hindu syncretism and
Moslem idol-smashing induced many Hindus to question their

own idolatry, The very modem Hindu Arya Samaj, a nine-
teenth century movement which still continues, has shared with
Islam an antipathy toward idols.

The most of what Islam and Hinduism found in common
lay in the realm of other-worldly mysticism, in the informal,

spiritual reliance which the hkakta and the Sufi placed on God.
The bhakta could possibly be even more Iheistic tlian the ortho-
dox Sufi. However, some Sufis were pantheistic heretics. Ortho-
dox Sufism, al-Ghazzali’s type, was quite acceptable to many
bkaktas, for example, in the time of Ramanuja. Possibly Shan-
kara himself, bad he known Islam, would have welcomed Sufi
pantheism, for there is close resemblance between the heretical

Sufi's Allah and the Brahman of Vedanta. Certain It is that
Islam was eventually a channel into India of phases of semitico-
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hellciiic culture which in days subsequent to Ramanuja affected

Hindu bhakta.

SHIVA-SHAKTI AND VISHNU-BHASTl

Now at last ag;ain$t the background of the total setting we
have sketched we may look at the highway ends of Hinduism
in our own time; at what Shiva and Vishnu are as facts and

S}'mboIs. Only certain radical intellectuals nowadays deny these

gods and have renorinced allegiance to them and to what they

represent. They arc both very real by one means or another to

the great majority. They are the two of the modem triad who
are supreme. The role of tlie third, Brahma, tliat of creation,

as the theist has described it, was long since fulfilled. The re-

maining two are responsible for the recurrent processes of de-

struction, preservation, and renewal. Nor would the philosopher

who holds the theory of an uncreated, endless universe have

any place for Brahma, the Creator. Shiva has usually sym-

bolized for all Hindus this present, destructive age of evil how-
ever contradictory it may be to hold that this great god of tragic

circumstance has power to save men from it. Vishnu stands

in fairer view although the round of life U likewise tragic from

which he by divine, personal intervention (through an Incarna-

tion) provides his devotees release. It is mainly this element of

saving intervention which differentiates Shiva and Vishnu. A
two-party providence does indeed exist, giving rise to not a

little rivalry, although in general the two gods mutually supple-

ment one another, allowing their devotees ample opportunity

and some occasion for alternative allegiance. Let Purl, Benares,

and many another center give their witness to this.

Shiva, by his characteristic title Mahadeva, Great God, repre

sents after the many centuries a grand agglomeration, his own
personality somewhat vague amidst it. Perhaps, if the unnamed,

homed divinity chiseled cross-legged on the Mohenjo*daru

relic, probably in the role of Pashupati, "Lord of Creatures,^' is

really Shiva, then his age may reach five thousand years. Min-

gled in him are Vedic elements, mostly male and paternalistic,

and pre-Vedic Dravidian maternalism. His very name may have
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been an adjective before it became a noun. Shiva, meaning
auspicious," was often applied to any god men feared, even
when they sought boons of him. Rudra, for example, the minor
Vedic deity of the '‘red" braided hair, a slayer of cattle who was
ever ready to slay men also, and a god whom other gods saw fit

to placate on occasion, was called auspicious and may
have been one of Shiva’s many antecedents.

Wiiatever his lineage was, Shiva became, in the braUnwnic
priestly era of tlxe eighth century n.c. and following, the most
popular of gods, the chief of the sacerdotal or<icr. In time liis

special seat was fixed at Benares on the river Ganges, where he
has since been Icnowii as Vishveshvara, “Lord of All,” Uis con-
sort and cotmterpart, Mahadevi, Great Goddc.ss, early joined
him and virtually acceded to all his powers, taking to herself
most of his own personality an<l leaving him once again a tkitoc,

a symbol of a state of mind expressive of rather indiscriminate
devotion. He is not represented by an image, but by the lingam,
a sometimes most realistic figure of the male organ of genera-
tion fixed in contact with tlie yoni, the female organ of conccj>
tion. But Mahadevi herself appears in graven images and many
sorts of prints as chief of the mother-cult within whose scope
not only humble villagers are enlisted, but also men of promi-
nence, e.g. Shankara, Rabindranath Tagore, and Gandhi. She
may be known simply as Devi, or variously as Uma, ‘light,”
Gauri, the “brilliant," Parbati, “mountaineer,” Durga, the “dis-
tant, inaccessible,” and Kali the “dark” mother. Poets have
sometimes asked if she were father or mother, have glorified
her as the Supreme Principle and have worshiped her even
under the names of Krishna, Rama, and Shiva, for she also is

an agglomeration. She takes by association, at least, the form
of any vill^ goddess whose powers play especially in seasons
of distress among the herds and tlie people.

Shiva in his more paternal role developed on the one hand
as mahayogi (great ascetic) and on the other hand as viyoga
(abstraction). As the great ascetic he is dear to yf^s, sadhus,
sannyasis, and those whose dependence is on works. On the
other hand, he is dear to any who indulge in abstract thought
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in his ndme and engage in penitential meditation as a means to

union with his universal spirit. To devotees of this latter sort,

as to Shankara, he is the AlUgod of scholastic speculation. Al>

though most of these consider themselves heirs of Vedic and

brahmanic tradition, others question the Vedas as revelation and

the brahmanical order as the ruling caste. Some of them, for ex-

ample, condemn infant-marriage and, in defiance of brahmanic

injunction, sanction tlic remarriage of widows. Some devotees

of the Great Ascetic not only prohibit bloody sacrifice but deny

themselves both meat and liquor, whereas some others practice

bloody sacrifice and indulge in meat and liquor on occasion.

Not Shiva himself, but either his abstraction—whence ascedc

imitation—or his "shakti," feminine “energy or power," is tlie

ruling principle. Shakti, in fact, dominates the stage, and that

in a somcwliat dual role. There is a “right-hand," and tliere is

a “left-lxand type, both of which have sometimes been con-

tiguous as in Bei^I. Right-hand shaktism exhibits dean, un-

selfish, matemaJ mercy of an unstrained quality from which

certain devotees, e.g. the notable Bengali saint Ramakrishna

and his faitliful disciple Rabindranath Tagore, professed to

draw their satisfaction, even to the realization of perfect union

with divinity. Tagore and many another have found Kali’s

“grace" rewarding and her “name" a channel of salvation, with

life at this Mother's “feet” in worshipful humility of greater

worth tlian formal acts, austerities, and pilgrimage. They have

sought the exercise of goodness rather than any formal, me-

chanical adjustment, have emphasized affirmation and not as-

cetic self-denial, have idealized pure and positive performance

instead of mere cessation of the karmic process of rebirth.

Left-hand shaktism is of quite another sort, even exhibitir^

wantonness, intrigue, and vengefulness in the Goddess’s name.

One may see at Kalighat, beside Calcutta, something of the

merely gross and bloody cult of Kali- Human sacrifices once

were offered to her there, and now it is the blood of goats. The

murderous “tliags" of a former time who operated over many

parts of India practiced in her name a ritual of robbery by de-

ceit and strangulation, And her worship by whatever name,
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Ka\1, Durifa, or another, has included indecent, orgiastic rites

ma^cal in meaning and eifect, accompanied by the use of wine,
animaJ flesh, fish, grain, and women. Tliis is Tantric shakti,

for the most part, a form which has been slowly disappearing,
but which lias not yet become eWinct. It may be seen in some
central and south Indian villages at the time of “Durga-puja"
(fAcih'-worship), an extensive, seasonal observance with spe-
cial household rites. Lower shaktisiti is yielding, nevertheless,

to education, radio broadcasting, and the circulation of the pub-
lic press.

Vishnu, the other great divinity, represents a more definite

personality tlian anything in the Shiva-cult. He has an image of
his own and there are idols of his avataras. He ha.s had—and
yet has—his female associates, his wives, but no one of them has
infringed on his prerogatives. They have remained subordinate.

The ctwi/arfl-process is altogether different from the Shi\uic

shakti^tmon$tr&tlon, although, as has been mentioned, certain
Vishnuite and Shivite elements do interchange. The analogies

appear chiefly on the lower round of each. Vishnu’s own con-
sorts, his wives in his own right, Lakshmi and Saraswati, in
partied^, are altogether estimable morally. There is some
moral difference, however, among his avataras. Sita, wife of
the gentle, heroic Ramachandra-cwitara, is most exemplary.
There are two types, however, of the Krishna-owt/aro, a higher
and a lower, with a corresponding ethical distinction to be seen
amoi^ their consorts.

Vishnuism, like Shivism, is a bhakii-wzy. Vishnuism is dis-
tinctively a i^Ao^ff-way, however, by the avatara method. Nine
avataras of Vishnu have "descended” from time to time, and
a tenth, the KsM^avatara, has long been expected. Kalk: is the
object of expectant hope for all who desire the destruction of
such oppressive alien orders as Islam and Christianity, and who
are anxious for improvement in the Hindu order. TTiis is in
keeping with the theory of the current kaiiyuga, the "dark age.”
The nine avataras appeared, as legend has it, in the early years
of Hinduism, each on its own occasion for its own specific ob-
ject: there was the 7natsya<vatara, the "fish incarnation,” to
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rescue and preserve the primal, eternal wisdom at a time of
overwhelming flood ; then came kurma, the tortoise, nar-singha,
the mao-lion, varska, the boar, the dwarf, parashwama
(Rama-of-the-axe), ramachandra (Rama whose symbol is the
moon), Krishna, and—Buddlial The Rama and the Krishna
avatoras, the seventh and the eighth, respectively, are the most
important of the nine. They alt—note the Buddha—indicate the
flexibility and absorbent power of the Hindu dhartna and ex-
emplify the development of theism and personal devotion.

Krishna may be actually older than Rama in the literary rec-

ords although theology disregards tlieir sequence. Both are an-
cient and both were early heroes later deified. The higher
Krishna is doubtless prior to the lower, in time as well as in

character. He is known as Krishna Vasudeva or Bhagavata, the
adorable warrior-priest and the adorable God of the subsequent
Bhagavad-Gita. A religious movement in his name was success-

ful and he became identified with the very God to whom he him-
self had first directed worship. The Gita as early, perhaps, as
the fourth century b.c. thus sings of him as Bhagavata, the
divine. His worslup continued unabated, although devotion to
him as reflected in the eleventh century a.d, expressed itself in

a higher and a lower form,

The higher Krishna of the Gita, itself indistinct because it Is

composite, became clear-cut through systematic commentary.
Krishna as Bhagavata-Vasudeva is thus commended as the goal

and refuge of the man of knowledge and devotion. He is the

supreme, the absolute, the All, the universal savior who mini-

mizes works, takes no account of caste, sympathizes with men
whose very status he had himself assumed, and takes men's
works upon himself and rewards men by his grace. The implica-

tion is always that what is done in and by his Name is mistier
than works and more effectual than Imowledge. The intellectual

appeal, nevertheless, is present. Men must set their minds on
Him. The Krishna of the Bhagavata-Purana, on the other

hand, is regarded more emotionally, even without reflection on
his morals, and he affords men greater satisfaction, for they

may laugh and weep in his presence, sing hymns to him soul-
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fully, and gaze raptly on h(S image or lapse into long, finally

unconscious trances. All this provides a rather speedy means of

interruption to the karmic-transmigratory round.

There is, however, a Krishna whose morals may be ques-

tioned. He is the Gopala Krishna, a youthful, musical, mis-

chievous, amorous cowherd. His names, Go-pala and Go-vinda,

mean “keeper of the cattle.” He lives chiefly in Vrlndavana or

Mathura (the modem Mattra) on the Yamuna river, among
the cow-girls (gopis) who are led by the goddess Ratllxa who
wears a moral cloak of many colors. These ci>w-girls of Krish-

na's adventures are, of course, both symbol and reality, as is

tlieir leader Badha. Tlicy represent cither the erotic or the mys-
tical, the sexual or the sexless. In parts of the Bliagavata-

Parana, Radha is a gopi who "pleases” Krishna and wins hts

special favor by her pure devotion, but in the Gita-Govinda,

Jayadeva's popular twelfth century rendition, she is a creature

of sex“pleasure, the chief companion of the amorous Gopala

who dallies with all the gopis In an expression of sensual pas-

sion quite similar to the Shivite left-hand shakti. Many Vish-

nuites, however, see Radha in a higher role, as the very incar-

nation of the pure and estimable Lakshmi and as a mystic

symbol of the human soul itself. Radha is as dear to the Vish-

nuites as is the estimable Lord Krishna; slie is not Krishna's

mistress but a pure and loving female spirit.

The Ramachandra-fltofaru stands at a uniformly lofty level

and holds an equal place with ilie higher Krishna in Vishnuite

esteem. There is a cult of Rama, which is definitely modem.
Rama's career, however, began in ancient times, being men-
tioned first in the Mahabharata. In the companion epic, the Val-

miki Ramayana, he is the ideal hero ready to do homage to any

one or to all of the people's gods. He came by a theological

process into (m3h}r(zship, holding firm meanwhile the noble

qualities of his kshatriyo heroism, While the cider Vedlc gods,

including Indra, Soma, and Varuna, were giving way, and
Vishnu was coming into prominence, Rama’s transformation

issued in a share of Vishnu's own honors. Vishnu himself be-

came the god-preeminent of metamorphoses and soon thereafter
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the god-distinctive of the avataras. He acquired the whole
round to which Buddhists tliemselvcs lud made some contribu-
tion when through their Jatakas, or ‘‘birth” stories, gods be-
came not only men but animals. Vishnu perpetuated through
file Ramachandra-nt^a/ars tlie glory of the marital kshatriyos
amidst the persistent Brahman priestly heritage; and Rama,
who represents him, became liimself an acknowledged object
of devotion.

Rama's distinction rests on his quality of life. He is never
unchaste and impure, as is tlie lower Krishna. Rama's consort,
Sita, is hcTscIf as admirable as Vishnu's wives, Lakshmi and
Sara-swaii, and is far more real and influential than tliey. She is

persojially more substantial even than the higher ^kagesvaii
Radha. Hindus generally accept her as womanhood's ideal, and
no story is more loved among them than the TuJsi Das Rama-
yana rehearsal of her chaste devotion while suffering the se-

verest risks of her husband's banisliment and of her own abduc-
tion—she was never even jealous or suspicious as her husband
was somelimes. Rama gains prestige throi^h her devotion.

He came to earth in this evil age, as TuUi Das narrates, to
wage ejrterminating warfare on all ie demons {rakshoios) of
whom tlie ardi-demon Ravana was chief. Tliey were ravishing
all pure women, breaking aJI the moral laws, and defying every
ordinance of tlie dharma. Although Rama did not dispel en-
tirely the general wickedness, he with his faithful allies, not
the least of whom were Hanuman and his dear monkey co-
horts, rescued Sita, punished the demons, performed many
valiant deeds, and proved himself an example and a savior. He
is hailed as God through whom those who trust him and win
his judgment and his grace may realize a golden age of wisdom,
truth, purity, and joy. Judgment? Grace? There is in EUrnaism
an interesting duality : Rama's northern followers have empha-
sized his “monkey-hold” upon them and tlieir clutching of him
in turn, while his southern devotees have emphasized his “cat-
hold," themselves yielding meekly to his grasp. Tulsi Das him-
self has preached the gospel of the monkey-hold, as did his

predecessor Ramanuja whose theology was yet more widely
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Vishnuite. The cooperative monkey-hold is Hinduism^s freatcst

demonstration of man's own initiative and power in the saving
process aJthough they who depend upon it are a smaJI minority
in the whole Hindu family,

CONCLXrSlON : YSSTERDAY—TOMORROW
In conclusion, we may remind ourselves that Hinduism as a

whole should not be viewed wcclusively from literary somces-
The basic literature, in fact, is still a dosctl book to the great
majority of villagers who arc themselves the vast majority of
Hindus, The ideas and the institutions which wc have reviewed
have, of course, affected all tlic people, but the villager’s ai>j)cal

in matters of religion is still to "custom" {dnstur) mainly. Tlic
dharma of the more highly privileged is the dasiur of the com-
mon man. Both the literature and the common man arc them-
selves the products of India’s own peculiar genius. The writings
are a record of Hindu experience, whatever the sequence of
practices and thoughts. The Hindu attitude has been mainly
pessimistic and provincial with reference to the world and
menu institutions, idealistic with reference to the universe.
Dastur Is local and dharma a closed order, with only heaven a
permanent reward
Hindu pessimism will long continue for many reasons, but

deterministic karma can be modified, can become creative,

realistic- There is such provision in the very root of it. Only
thus can karmic Hinduism become the religion of practical, ag-
gressive men, making for basic moral probity and having due
regard for human welfare. Even pessimism with a realistic in-

terest has affected speculative idealism and has reduced the em-
phasis on renunciation and complacency. Hindus in enlarging
numbers are busy in physical as well as in mental and spiritual

activities through which to renovate their order; and, it may be,
to share in a larger-world activity. Whatever transformations
come, however, through education, engineering, uicrcased eco-
nomic production, and popular consumption, and whatever the
share acquired in international affairs, Hinduism will continue
to be typical of India, and India will continue to be typically
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Hindu. Hinduism as religion will remain theistic, with the

tendency persisting to view all theories and forms as aspects of

one eternal truth and substance, even though Hindu religion

has never yet disclosed within itself a cloudless summit to which

its many paths may lead. There is nothing in Hinduism, in its

consciousness of an all*pervading essence exhaustlessly demon-

strating its wisdom and its power in nature, men, and things,

which will necessarily prevent Hindus from cooperating with

men of other faiths in the discovery and use of paths which

roust leatl eventually to the cloudless summit, symbol of what

all mcji seek in tlwir quest of the highest good.
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Buddhism
AUGUST KARL REISCHAUER

Buddhism, like Christianity and Islam, is a world religion.

While confined largely to Asia it has nevertheless made its

peal to many difierent nations and races. In its expansion it

underwent great changes, sometimes even in the fundamentals

of religion, so that Buddhism ns a whole is renUy a family of

religions vatlicr than just a single religion. It usually won Its

way by stages of easy compromise with tlxc local enUs and this

often resulted in a syncretism of varying slmdes in which tlic

distinctively Buddhist element is difficult to discr>vcr. More-
over in countries like China and Japan many of tlic adherents

of Buddhism at the same time give allegiance to the original

national faiths, making it all the more difficult to know just

what Buddhism really means to them. In view of all this It is,

of course, impossible in one short cliapter to do more than give

tile barest outline of this protean religion which down tlirough

the centuries has Influenced, more or less, so many of Asia’s

millions.

BUDDHIST ORlGINa AND EAKLY
DEVSL0PMBNT3

When Buddhism arose at the end of the sixth century s.c.

India had already passed through a long religious evolution and
had reached a certain maturity of thought about the nature of

human life and Its meaning. Vedic religions, with their concep-

tion of the divine in terms that were all too human and which
sought the good life largely in the ‘licre and now,” were no
longer satisfying the more thoughtful. In fact, the Aryan in-

vaders who in the vigor of their youth had overrun India were
beginning to undergo a profound change. The life of action

was slowing down. Doing thing:$ became more difficult and
seemed less necessary or even desirable. More important was
the meditative life and finding out just what it all meant.
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And as they meditated they became more and more im-

pressed with the evanescent character of man’s life. How
quickly the vigor of youth ebbs and gives way to bodily ail-

ments, old age, and death I How much of life is but sorrow and

suffering 1 How insecure is the very foundation of man’s physi-

cal life and how utterly futile, in the end, are man's efforts,

ambitions and hopes I Is life really worth living? Why does man

ding so tenaciously to life when so much of it is but suffering

and disappointment? U there a way to end it all, or can one

achieve a state of mind indifferent or superior to life’s vicissi-

tudes? And if life is incurably evil, is there a way out and,

perhaps, a true.and better life beyond the present?

These and similar questions thoughtful Indians were asking.

The unquestioning acceptance of life and the vigorous pursuit

of things that make for physical well-being, prosperity, power,

social prestige, and the like gave way to a great doubt. This

doubt turned tlieir quest into a new direction, away from the

outer life to the inner artd spiritual, away from the “here and

now” to the beyond and the eternal.

One clear index of this profound change is seen in the wide

acceptance of the ascetic ideal as the highest This rests on the

belief that the physical life and physical well-being cannot be

the core of the truly good life; rather are they the very antithe-

sis of the spiritual and higher life. Because of this belief, In-

dians in ever greater numbers were turning away from the nor-

mal life of the world to become hermits and recluses in forests

and caves in order to gain their freedom from the ‘1>ondage

of the flesh” and the entanglements of human relationships.

They were in quest of an inner peace and security, something

that is permanent and truly satis f>dng.

It was in such an atmosphere that Buddhism had its begin-

nings. It was one of many similar movements. Most of these

soon disappeared or were absorbed by the older brahman ic reli-

gion as this evolved into the amorphous and all-inclusive Hin-

duism. Buddhism, however, achieved a status as an independent

religion and for several centuries was the dominant religion of

a lar^ part of India- It, too, finally blended with Hinduism.
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But long before this merging took place Buddhism spread be-

yond the borders of India to areas where it has continued as a
separate religion to this day. In fact, in its expansion across

most of Asia it became the great cultural bond which has bound
these lands together in many ways and which may in the future

play a considerable role in that capacity.

The Buddha. The founder of Buddhism is known best as

“The Buddha,” meaning “the Enlightened.” Tliis is but one of
many titles by wludi he has been known to his followers; c.g.

Bhogovat, “Lord,” 5a/?ya«i7«n, ‘Teacher of the Sakyans/' or
just “Teacher” and Tathagata, a title whose meaning is ob-

scure but points to his supcrliuman qualities.

The Buddha was born about 560 B.c. in the land of the Sa-

kyans, a small aristocratic republic located just south of the

present Nepal border, His personal name was Sitidhnrtlia and
the family name was Gautama (Pali Gotama), hence the title

“Gautama Buddha.” His family belonged to the Kshatriya or
ruling class, his father being a raja, not a king as some of the

sources state in their attempt to stress the great sacrifice he
made when he forsook the world. As tlie son of a noble family

he was reared in a way befitting his station in life. He was
married early and had one son, some sources adding that he had
several concubines. In short, he belonged definitely to the privi-

leged class of his day and had the best that life offered, ^ere
came, however, a day when he decided to give up this com-
fortable life to seek something more truly satisfying. Legend
seeks to account for this change, telling how one day driving in

Lumbini Park, his place of birth, he met in succession a de-
crepit old man, a sick man, and a funeral procession; one source
adding a mendicant. This awakened his sensitive nature to the

darker side of life and he is quoted as saying later, “I also am
subject to decay and am not free from the power of old age,

sickness, and death. Is it right that I should feel horror, repul-

sion, and disgust when I see another in such a plight? And
when I reflected thus, my disciples, all the joy of life which
there is in life died within me.”

It is natural that much is made of his great "renunciation”;
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there are many touching references to his departure from Ws
sleeping wife and infant son and of the grief of his parents who
had other ambitions for him. The kernel of truth in all these

stories is in the sober statement, ''He went out from his house-

hold life into the homeless state." This expression, "went out,"

became the favorite expression in all Buddhist bnds for enter-

ing upon the life of monkhood, for the predominant emphasis

in Buddhism has been on the renunciation of the world and

the normal life of man living in a family.

After the young Siddliartha had made his great decision he

joined himself to two hermits who were noted for their life of

contemplation and their skill in the art of inducing trance states,

but he soon discovered that while tite contemplative life had

great merit his teachers really had little to offer in the way of

a deeper insight into life’s values and meaning. He therefore

left diem and next joined a group of five ascetics for, as stated

above, the ascetic ideal was making its appeal to many. He
followed this "liard way" with zeal and determination to the

point of almost starving himself to death. "When I touched my
belly I felt my backbone through it ... so near had my back

and belly come together through fasting. And when I rubbed

my limbs to refresh them tlie hair fell off."

But alt this castigation of the flesh, he found, yielded nothing

In the way of spiritual enrichment. So he abandoned the ascetic

life as an extreme but he did not abandon his quest. Remember-

ing how once he had a Hash of unusual insight and rapture

while sitting in meditation, he decided to make a new start along

that line. He found a quiet spot under a big tree where he was

free from the distractions of the world and as he sat in silent

meditation the great experience known ever after as "the en-

lightenment” came to him, "In me thus set free the knowledge

of freedom arose and 1 knew 'Rebirth has been destroyed, the

higher life has been led
;
what Iiad to be done has been done. I

have no more to do with this world’ . . . ignorance was de-

stroyed, knowledge bad arisen, darkness was destroyed, light

had arisen, as I sat there earnest, strenuous, resolute."

Whatever the Buddlu’s real experience and Insight in this
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hour of '‘Ennfhtenmeni" may have been, there can be Httle

doubt that to him it was tremendously real and deeply satisfy^

ing. He seemed ever after absolutely certain that he had discov-

ered the meaning of human life and a way to live whicli brings

freedom from all bondage and gives the deepest satisfaction.

He was never tempted to return to his former way of life, for

no matter what pleasures it might have it could never yield what
he had found. Tlic one temptation tliat came to him was to keep
his secret to himself and not tell others about it. He knew all

too well how hard it is to renounce the world and how strong is

the downward pull of sense indulgence. “With great pains have

I acquired it. ftnough! Why should I now proclaim it? This

doctrine will not be easy to understand to beings that are lost

in lust and liatrcd.'* Tlic Buddl^a did not, however, yield to this

temptation. He devoted the rest of his long life till he died at

the age of eighty to going up and down India teaching men how
to gain release from their bondage and to attain the state of
true enlightenment.

He had remarkable success almost from the beginning of his

mission. As the story unfolds we see him winning followers

from all classes of society, a surprisingly large proportion com-
ing from the more privileged classes. In fact, one record has It

that his followers from the rich merchant class were so many
that complaint arose from fathers who liad other ambitions for

their sons and who did not want the old order of things dis-

turbed. The Buddha met this with the calm statement: “It is

by means of the true doctrine that the Tathagata leads men.

^^o will murmur at the wise, who lead by the power of the

truth V* Even rulers sought to do him honor, inviting him and
his disciples to meals and then listening respectfully to his dis-

courses. He seemed to impress all who heard him as one speak-

ing with authority.

Among his first converts, apparently, were the five recluses

with whom he had practiced the rigors of ascetic discipline.

They had scorned him when he gave up this way but apparently

were later convinced that he had found the truer way. Among
his earliest followers were also some of his own kin such as
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his cousin Ananda, the '‘beloved disciple** of Buddhism. Like

other wandering teachers, he had a group of disdples wltom he

instructed more thoroughly in the way and who began to share

with him the work of spreading the teaching. He sent them out

usually one by one rather than in pairs or groups for Buddhism

stresses the solitary life, or as the refrain in a scripture has it,

“He wandered lonely as a rhinoceros.”

Those followers who were really serious in taking up his way
of life* he organized into an order, the Sangha. These lived

under definite rules and regulations whicli were gradually for-

mulated as occasions arose and which finally became the well

known Paimokkha, Monk’s Rules, constituting an important

part of the Buddhist scriptures. It became the custom of tlie

order to gather twice a month, and later weekly, for a check-up

on the progress or lapses of the members. A sort of confessional

was developed setting up certain standards, and as this was

read before the assembled group each member was expected to

examine himself and if he felt himself guilty he was in honor

bound to make confession before his brethren. If he failed to

confess he was made to feel that “he is no longer in commun-

ion” and too open a violation of the rules led to expulsion from

the order.

At the instigation of the “beloved disciple,” Ananda, the

Buddlia consented to admit women to an order of nuns but the

record makes it clear that he did so with great reluctance and

grave doubts. He seemed to share the common Indian view of

woman as an inferior being and the Monk’s Rules give unmis-

takable evidence that woman was regarded as the monk’s chief

obstacle to making progress in the holy life.

While the inner group of his disciples received the Buddha’s

continued guidance and instruction he nevertheless gave much

of his time through the long years to preaching to the multi-

tudes, thus winning many who, though not ready to take upon

themselves the vows of the monk's life, heard him gladly and

followed at least “from afar.’' As a matter of fact, the Buddha

often accommodated his message to his hearers and as one text

has it, "he talked about morality, about Nvvana, about the evils.
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the vanity and the sinfuJness of desires, and about the blessings

of the abandonment of desire/'

His daily and yearly routine is pictured in the scriptures. Ris-

ing before dawn he would spend much time in meditation.

Sometimes he would call on some monk in the neighborhood.

Just before noon, accompanied by some disciples, he would go
from liouse to house with his alms bowl accepting whatever

was offered. After this meal, usually only one per day, he would
give a discourse on some subject and catechize his disciples,

following this with a period of rest and nic<litatioii. T!)c late

afternoons and evenings were again devoted to instructing his

disciples or larger groups. The three montlis of the rainy sea-

son, he spent usually with disciples in one or another of the

places bestowed upon the order by some wealthy layman. Tlte

remainder of the year he spent in journeying from place to place

spreading the teachings. This he kept up to the day of his death

for it was on one of these long journeys that he finally died,

his body worn out by his arduous labors.

The BsseniioLs of the Buddha*$ Teachings. What was it,

then, that constitute the essentials of the Buddha's message?
While it is exceediitgly difficult to answer this question au-

thoritatively because of the nature of Our sources and while

scholars, including leading Buddhists, differ rather widely in

their answers, there are, nevertheless, a few major teachings

which can be accepted as characteristic.

The first thing to note is that the Buddha does not put into

the forefront of his teachings what is so characteristic of the

great thelstic faiths or even of religion in general, namely,

thoughts about the divine and man’s relationship to the divine.

He claimed no revelation from above nor did he speak as a
prophet proclaiming the will of God to men or bringing them a
message of divine mercy and redeeming grace. He spoke rather

as a seer who through his own efforts has discovered the truth

—truth about the nature of things and especially the nature of

human life, the cause of its misery, and the way to achieve free-

dom from its bondage and sorrows. He seemed absolutely self-

reliant and self-sufficient He meditated much but there is no
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record of his ever praying or of his teaching his disciples to

pray. It is true that the so-called “Three Refuges,” namely, “I

take refuge in the Buddha, the Doctrine, and the Sangha" are

a sort of confession and prayer which the common believers

used in expressing their allegiance to him, but the Buddha him-

self seemed to acknowledge no Being above himself. *T have

overcome all foes : I am all-wise; 1 am free from stains in every

way; 1 have left everything; I have obtained emancipation by

the destruction of desire. Having myself gained knowledge,

whom should I call my master ? I have no teacher
;
do one is

equal to me; in the world of men and of gods, no being is like

me, I am the holy One in the world, I am the highest teacher.

I alone am the San\huddha [Perfectly Enlightened}
; I have

obtained coolness (by extinction of passions) and have ob-

tained Nirvana. To found the Kingdom of Truth I go to the

city of the Kasis (Benares)
;

I will beat the drum of the im-

mortal in the darkness of this world.” These words ascribed to

him may not be his but they convey the impression he made on

others and give the flavor of much that he did say.

As a matter of fact the Buddha had little interest in meta-

physical matters and scorned the philosophers of his day for

their speculations about the Brahman, the Absolute, and man's

relation to the divine. There are, however, certain assumptions

in his teachings which Irave metaphysical implications. Thus he

accepted the commonly held view about the Saniiora, the world

of innumerable individual beings which are ever passing from

one stage of existence to another, some higher and some lower

than the human stage, All these beings are under a law of cause

and effect, the law of karma, which the Buddlia interpreted

ethically rather than physically. He was too much of a realist

to hold that all this flux of phenomenal existence is waya, an

illusion of the unenlightened mind. He accepted it as real and

believed that this process of “birth and death and again rebirth

and death” would go on indefinitely unless the karma energy,

the blind “will-to-be,” is stopped. Just how the universe came

to be what it Is or whether there is some great purpose in it all,

he did not pretend to know. “The world of transmigration, my
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discipies, has its beginning in eternity. No origin can be per-
ceived, from which beings start, and hampered by ignorance,
fettered by craving, stray and wander/'

But while lie claimed no knowledge of the ultimate origin of
things, of their meaning and destiny, he Iwlicvcd he liad found
a way to free man from this '‘round of individual existences."
His conclusions about the nature of man's life and his practical
solution of life's real problem, he formulated in the fainnus
“Four Noble Truths." That tlicse “Truths” wmsliuite jnucli of
the core of his teachings is iiKlicatcd by the fact that over and
over again his message is represented as an cxptwitioii cjf them,

In the famous sermon of Benares, tlic lUnhlha, aflcr warn-
ing against the two extremes of self-indtilgiiicc and self-
mortification and recommending the “Mi<ldlc Way," prodnima
his “Four Noble Trutlis." The first is that Ininmn life is pre-
dominantly an existence of sulTgring. "Birth is aUendwl with
pain, decay is painful, disease is painful, death is painful. Union
wjih the unpleasant is painful, painful is sqmraiion from the
pleasant; and any craving unsatisfied, that, too, is painful. In
brief, the five tkandfuis, ‘aggregates' [conditions of iiulividual
existence] of clinging [to existence] are jwiuful." The Buddha
did not deny that life had some pleasures and sails facii(jns but
these are overshadowed by sorrow and sufTcring. The best in
hfe is fleeting and impermanent. "Whicli think yr)u are niore^
Ae tears wlilch you have shed as you strayed ami wandered on
this long journey, grieving and weeping because you were
bound to what you hated and separated from what you loved—
which are more, these tears or the waters in the four oceans »

A

mother's death, a son's death, a daughter's death, loss of kins-
men, loss of property, sickness—all these have you ciKlurcd
through long ages."

There was no real consolation in the thought of a future life
in ^e of the heavens of popular belief for, even if there were
such heavens, existence in them, the Buddha said, will also come
to an end some day as does all individual exjstence.
The second '*Truth" offers an explanation as to the cause of

human suffering. “It is the craving thirst that causes renewal
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of becomings, tliat is accompanied by sensual delights, and seeks

satisfaction now here now there—that is to say, the cravir^ for

the satisfaction of the senses, or the craving for a future life,

or the craving for prosperity.” Suffering thus has its roots in

man's passionate desire for things which cannot really satisfy.

The very pleasures of life become fetters, for desires grow with

what they feed on, Desires are a consuming fire, "Everything,

0 Monks, is burning, and how is it burning? ... It is burning

with the fire of lust, the fire of anger, with the fire of ignorance;

it is burning with the sorrow of birth, decay, grief, laments*

tions, suffering, dejection, and despair.” Not only do lust, anger,

and ignorance, the three chief evils, cause suffering, they are

also the fetters that bind man to the endless "rounds of exist-

ence” in this incurably evil world,

In the third "Truth,” the Buddha introduces a note of hope,

namely, that human suffering can be ended and man set free by

ending that craving thirst which is rooted in ignorance. This is

the heart of his message. "Just as the ocean has only one taste,

the taste of salt, so has this doctrine and discipline only one

flavor, the flavor of emancipation,"

The fourth "Truth” states how man is to conquer his craving

thirst and achieve his release, "Now this is the Noble Truth as

to the way that leads to the passing away of suffering. Verily it

is the Noble Eightfold Path, that is to say : Right views, right

aspirations, right speech, conduct and mode of livelihood, right

effort, right mindfulness, and right rapture.” This states suc-

cinctly what i# explained in greater detail in many of the Bud-

dha's discourses.

It is noteworthy that the "Path” begins witli "right views,”

for a true understanding is basic in the Buddha's teachings.

While knowledge as such is not sufficient nor an end in itself,

it nevertheless is indispensable to true “enlightenment.” "Right

views’* include above all else the “Four Noble Truths" but also

certain views about the nature of the self and the destiny of

the enlightened self in the NirvoMa state. These we shall con-

sider briefly after indicating the meaning of the other aspects

of the Noble Eightfold Path.
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‘'Right aspirations" require the renunciation of the life of
pleasure and tl« nurturing of a spirit which bears no malice or
harm to any creature, “Right speech" is to abstain from all

falsehood, slander, harsh words, or foolish chatter. "Right con-
duct" covers the whole range of moral living but special stress

is laid on abstaining from taking life, from taking what is not
one's own, from all forms of immorality and senic-indulgcnce.

“Right livelihood" involves entering only such occupations as
will bring no harm or danger to any living l>eing. Such occupa-
tions as those of caravan traders, slavc-<lcalcrs, butchers, puhli-

cans, and dealers in harmful dnigs are spccificaMy proscriljcsl

With "right effort" the “Path” becomes more positive in

tone. It calls for a resolute suppression of all evil smtus of miiul
or the arising of such states. Sloth and torpor must be replaced

by rcsolutciicsi of spirit and the mind must be ncaipicd with a
quest for the truth, To the thought that "as a man thlnkcth in

his heart so is he" tlie Buddha adds: "All that wc are Is the

result of what we have thought; it Is founded on our thoughts,

it is made up of our thoughts. If a man speaks or acts with an
evil thought, pain follows him as the wheel follows the foot of
the ox that draws tlie carriage. ... If a man speaks or acts with
a pure thought, happiness follows him like a shadow that never
leaves him."

"Right mindfulness" is to keep the bodily life under strict

discipline and demands complete self-control, for “Self is the

lord of self; who else should be lord? With self well subdued,
a man hnds a lord such as few can hnd." "If one man conquer
in battle a thousand times a thousand men and another conquer
himself, he is the greatest of conquerors."

The last section of the "Path" is "right rapture,” or rather

a concentration of mind and meditation ending in an ccstacy
of spirit. This is the complete opposite of those “wandering
desires" seeking for pleasure through things that cannot really

satisfy. It is to be free from all passions and fetters binding
one to this life and it is to enter a state of peace, the peace of
Nirvafta.

And now let us return to “right views," especially the view
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about the nature of the self and the meanmg of Nirvana, or the

state which the cnJightened self is to achieve.

The Self. One of the most important but perplexing teach-

ings of the Buddha is the Anatla, or non-ego doctrine. On the

surface it appears as if the Buddha denied tlte very existence of

the human self, or at least denied Its permanency.

We can understand his teacliing best If we consider it under

three aspects. The first is what we ordinarily call the "lower

self' or the self expressed In our physical passions. This self,

the Buddha held, must be suppressed; the whole import of

much of his ctliical teaching? concerned itself with its sup-

pression.

A second aspect Is what is involved in the ideal of self-denial,

that is, when one, under the impulse of loving service to others,

denies himself and suppresses the “selfish" self. This, too, finds

many expressions in the Buddha's teaching about the self.

Neither this nor the first mentioned aspect is difficult to

understand.

There is, however, a third aspect to his teachings about the

self which is perplexing and with which the AttaUa doctrine

concerns itself. Thus in the Four Noble Truths reference is

made to the so-called "Five aggreptes," Skandkof, which con»

scitute the conditions of individual existence. These five are

the bodily organism as such and four psychic aspects, namely,

sensation, perception, predisposition, and consciousness. The

meaning of these is fairly dear, except, perhaps, ^'predisposU

tion," Sankhara. It seems to stand for one's general diaracter-

istics, inherited or acquired, which condition one's actions and

reactions. Now the Buddha denied tliat the empirical self made

up of these “five aggregates," and usually regarded as the self,

is the self. “The body, 0 monks, is not the self. ... Sensation is

not the self. . . . Perception is not the self. . . . Predisposition

is not the self. . . . Consciousness is not the self." All these are

in constant fiux and nothing is more so than consciousness, he

maintained. Furthermore, at the death of the given individual

these five elements fall apart and cease to constitute an indi-

vidual being. They are like the parts of a wheel—the hub,
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spokes, and rim—which for a while constitute a wheel but fall

apart and the wheel as such ceases to exist. But there is some-

thing; which survives the death of the individual, the Buddlia

goes on to say, namely, karma, and this mysterious psychic

force, perhaps best defined as a **blind will-io be," will assemble

another "five aggregates" and constitute a new individual being.

This new individual, while not identical with the old, is never-

theless conditioned by the old because karma carries over the

characteristics and especially the moral qualities of the old to

the new. This process goes on indefinitely unless it is stoi>j‘c(l.

It can be stopped but only as the individual becomes enlight-

ened and realises that this life of the “five aggregates," or this

empirical ego, is only a quasi-self.

Is, then, karma, which alone carries Over from one existence

to another, the real self in tlw Buddha’s view?

The correct answer seems to be both No and Yes. Karma

apparently carries no consciousness of identity from one exist-

ence to anotlier. On the other hand, the Buddha ascribes moral

qualities to karma which persist and he speaks of both good and

evil karma. Furthermore the individual is held morally responsi-

ble for what he does even though the fruits of his deeds may

not be reaped until the next rebirth. Likewise the individual's

own life reaps the fruits of the previous individual being whose

karma has assembled the “five aggregates" which now consti-

tute the individual in question. In fact, if the Buddha's ethical

teachings are to make any real sense it can be only on condition

that there is some degree of identity between the various indi-

vidual beings in the causal series, Other considerations point in

the same direction. Apparently in spite of the Analla doctrine

which seems to deny the existence of anything but a quasi-self

the Buddha did believe in a higher self. He definitely rejected

views of the self held by his contemporaries, e.g. that the self

is an “unchanging and self-existent" spiritual reality, one in

essence with the philosopher's Brohman-Almcn, that Absolute

Self about which some talked so glibly but about which, the

Buddha felt, they really knew nothing. To him the self ws^

apparently an ever-changing reality. In this very fact that it
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cotild change lie saw an element of hope, for it could change
for the better, become enlightened, and so gain release from
the ‘'rounds of existence” in this evil world- The enlightened

self could attain to Nirvana. Whether this enlightened self is

then a truly higher self and is an immortal spiritual reality, in

the ButUUia's view, depends on the meaning of Nirvana, and
Pari-Nirvana.

Nirvana and Pari‘Nirvana. Nirvana in general means the

state winch the enlightened one attains In this life. Pari-Nirvana

is the Slate beynml the cnliglJlcnwl one's death. The primary
meaning of the word Nirtviia is emptiness, or the void. And
one who has attained the state has emptied himself of

all that makes up the life of the quasi*sclf and feels assured

timt he will never again be born into this world, “Looking for

the maker of this tabernacle [empirical ego] I shall have to run
through a course of many births, so long as I do not find [it],

and painful is birth again and again. But now, maker of the

tabernacle, thou hast been seen; tliou shall not make up this

tabernacle again. All thy rafters arc broken, thy ridgepole is

sundered; the mind approaching Nirvana his attained extinC'

tion of all dc.sires.” Thus Nirvana means first of all release

from ami an emptiness of all that makes up man’s life of desires

and the things that enslave him but that can never satisfy.

Secondly Nirvana is spoken of in more positive terms such

as freedom, joy, happiness, the deathless and the changeless,

and above all as a state of peace where all desires have ceased.

But all this is the state of mind which the enlightened one has

attained in this life. What happens when tlie enlightened one

hnally dies as the Butldha died? Does he continue to exist as a

personal being, a higher self, and what is the nature of that

existence?

It must be admitted that the Buddlia was reluctant to speak

on such matters. As with all metaphysical problems he seemed

to regard discussion of this problem, too, as “not conducive”

to what is really profitable. His own disciples were at times an-

noyed with him for being so reticent in the matter. We read of

several occasions when they confronted him with a demand that
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he tell them plainly whether the enlightened one exists after

death; if he did not know the answer they entreated him to

admit that he did not know it. To these demands the Buddha

usually replied that speculations about such matters are not help-

ful in solving the problems tltat Uc nearer at hand> such as ob-

taining release from rebirth into this evil world. When pressed

for an answer he replied that their questions "do not fit the

case." “Tlic Arhat who is released from what is styled ‘form’

is deep, immeasurable, hard to fathom, like the ocean. It does

not fit the case to say either that he is reborn, not reborn, both

reborn and not reborn, or neither rc1>0Tn nor not reborn." That

seems to mean that the enlightened one continues to exist but

that the nature of his existence so completely transcends all that

man experiences in this life, even its Iiigher spiritual aspects,

that it can neither be expressed in any positive terms nor denied

in such terras, even the terms "existence" and "nonexistence.”

Thus even though the Buddha made the achievement of an

ethical personality the core of his ethical teachings and re-

garded this achievement as the one way to obtain release from

the "rounds of individual existence," he was not willing to

define the state of existence beyond death, or FarUNirvam in

terms of ideal personality or in any other positive terms. Natu-

rally one who had nothing to say about a Supreme Personal

Being could hardly affirm a belief in the personal existence of

the enlightened one beyond death.

Among the last words he spoke on his deathbed are tliesc:

"All that is bom, brought into being and put together carries

within itself the necessity of dissolution." “It may be, Ananria,

that some of you may think the word of the Master is ended.

We have no more a teacher. But you sliould not think thus. The

Truth and the rules which I have declared and laid down for

you all, let them be the teacher for you after I am gone." He
did not say that he would cease to exist but neither did he com-

fort them with the thought of his continuing spiritual presence

with them. The Truth he taught them was to be their guide and

comfort.

Is, then, Truth the abiding and ultimate reality? If so, does
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not this fmply the existence oi something like a Supreme Mind

which tliinks the Truth? The Buddha was never confronted

with the question in this form but he spoke of the Dhamma, or

Dharma, the Truth, as something absolute and not merely what

the finite mind thinks. And in Buddhist thought after his death

much is made of Panna, Sanskrit Prajna, which is the collective

name for the higher slates of mind which alone can comprehend

absolute truth; and this Prajna is actually personified and as

such is one source for the conception of the Eternal Buddlia or

Buddhas so prominent in later Mahayana Buddhism.

Jicliffinn. Teachings about the self and Nirvana,

though <li(Ticult to understand, were cmbcd<lcd often in contexts

which could he more readily grasped by the ordinary layman.

In any case, much of the Buddha’s message dealt witli the prac-

tical problems of the moral life and was cast definitely in terms

applicable to man’s personal life. It was the achievement cl an

ethical life that was the important tiling, In fact, he interpreted

the law of cause and effect which is operative in all things pri-

marily in ethical terms. What a man sows that shall he also reap

either in this life or in the beyond whatever the nature of that

"Beyond” may be.

This could be understood by the multitudes who heard him

gladly and relied on him as a trustworthy teacher- They would

take at least the first step in the Way which would guarantee

them a more favorable rebirth into this world and then by per-

sisting they would pass from one existence to another, each a

little better, till finally they would reach Nirvana which they

interpreted as a happy personal existence.

The layman, though with his mind at times fixed on Nirvana

as a distant goal, remained primarily a citizen of this world. As

such he had his responsibilities which he expected to discharge

under the guidance of certain ideals of conduct Thus he was

expected to observe the five precepts forbidding the destruction

of life, theft, unchastity, falsehoods, and strong driok. Each

particular station in life had its peculiar duties. Thus parents

must guide and protect their children and children honor their

parents and maintain the family traditions. Teachers must in-
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struct tlieir disciples aJid in turn receive due respect. Husbands

were to be courteous, faithful, and respectful to wives while

wives should show fidelity and be diligent in their home duties.

Friends were to be courteous, generous and benevolent to one

another, observe the “golden rule" and keep the faith. Masters

should assigri just tasks to servants, feed and clothe them, pro-

vide recreation and occasional luxuries, while servaJits must rise

before and retire after their masters, I>e content, work well,

and praise their masters to others. Laymen should show alTco-

tion to monks in act, word and thought. Monks must tench lay-

men and restrain them from evil ways,

These and similar teachings make up much of what the Bud-

dha had to say to the coinmou believers. Much of it is cast in

negatives as is the case with commaiidmcnts and precepts of

all the older ethical systems. Sometimes one finds real heights

as in the words, “Aa a mother watcheth over her only child, so

let your hearts and minds be filled with boundless love for all

creatures, great and small 1
" And there is gentleness and warmth

in the passage, “If there be one of you who would wish 10

cherish me, let him go and cherish his sick comrade.”

The whole process of salvation is summarised as follows:

“From birth comes suffering; thence faith in the Buddha, the

Law and the Order, thence ligiitheartedness; thence acst, thence

confidence, thence pleasure or contentment, thence concentra-

tion, thence the intuition of the truth.”

UASIAYANA AifD HIKAYAKA BUDDSIISK

It is not strange that after the death of the Buddha his fol-

lowers differed among themselves as to their interpretation of

the Master’s teachings. According to tradition several great

councils were held to settle matters under dispute. One of these

was conducted under tlie patronage of King Asoka in the tliircl

century B.c. By that time at least eighteen different schools had

arisen, each with its own interpretation and having even dif-

ferent versions of whatever canonical teachings had been

handed down. In fact, the extant Pali Canon, now generally ac-
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ceptcd as the best source for early Buddhism, is the canon of

only one of these schools. The chief matters under dispute per-

tained to questions as to the nafure of the Self, tlie Arhafs sur-

vival after death as a personal being, and whether the Buddha

was more than merely human. There were also differences iit

matters of diselpUne, some schools being more lax than others.

Buddhism was adjusting itself to Itt the demands of man’s life

as a citizen of this world and this together with other external

inducnccs started trends which changed the religion of the

Buddha, sometimes almost beyond recognition,

By the begin II ing of the Christian era this trend had devel-

oped a tyi>c of Iht<ld)ii.Hm centering especially in northwest

India which calleil itself Mahayaim, "Great Vehicle," in contra-

distinction fr<»m the older and more conservative type desig-

nated Ilinayana, "i.esser Vehicle," Mahayana claimed to repre-

sent the true and fuller teachings of the Master and held that

Hinayona was only elementary and provisional in character.

Tliere can be no question that there is a real difference between

the Buddhism of the Pali Scriptures which roughly is the Hina-

yana type and the Buddhism calling Itself Mahayana and having

its literary dqiosit in a much more voluminous canon of scrip-

tures, The latter is, of course, related to the fornier and germs

of its characteristic icacliings are present in tlie older Buddhism

but it owes much to other influences. These influences are partly

Indian In origin, such as tlie renascent Hinduism, but some de-

rive from the religions and cultures of the peoples who invaded

India from the north.

The main features of Mahayana are briefly indicated below

though it should be remembered that Mahayana underwent fur-

ther changes as it spread across Central Asia, China, Tibet,

Korea, and Japan.

There is first the prominence of tlie Bodhi^saitvo ideal which

carries with it a change of emphasis in other important matters.

Tlie Bodhi-sattva is a divine being who having started as human

has perfected himself through countless incarnations until he

has the right to enter Nirvana but who out of compassion for

all creatures foregoes this right and continues to be bom again
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and again into this evil world in order to help others. He may
even desceJid into the depths of the lowest liells to rescue the

hapless victims imprisoned thete. Only after he has provided a

way of salvation for all will he enter the rest and peace of

Nirvana.

While the germ of this ideal is present in the older Buddhism
there is here nevertheless a new turn. There is a more altruistic

ethical ideal. This ideal introduces the principle of vicarious

suffering. It also lays the basis for the principle of transferable

merit which became so prominent in later Butkihism. A:id

Anally it stresses the personal continuity of the Budhi-sattva

from one rebirth to another even though he may a^>i)car in

various guises in Ills loving ministry to helpless creatures.

A second feature is the prominence of the Eternal Buddha
or Buddhas who seem much like the God of thelstic religions.

This is specially true of Amitabha, tlie Buddha of eternal life

and light who saves all who turn to him in simple faith, in his

"l4ind of Bliss/’ At least in the popular presentation the Ami*
tabha doctrine is couched in the language of theism and salva>

tion in his paradise Is a happy personal existence. It Is true Bud«

dhist philosophers treat this as a mere "accommodation*' to the

finite mind but nevertheless the trend is definitely in the direc-

tion of theism with its implications of man’s personal survival

beyond death.

Almost equally prominent is the Buddha Valrocana who
seems to have dose affinities with certain non-Indian sun dei-

ties. He is, on the one hand, a personification of Absolute

Truth, eternal in its nature and apprehended only by the enlight-

ened but illuminating all finite minds like the rays of a Central

Sun brightening all things. On the other hand, he is represented

as the dynamic source and Ultimate Reality from which all phe-

nomenal beings emanate and to which they return. This gives

the basis for the characteristic Mahayana doctrine that every

man has the Buddha nature at the core of his being and is able

to become enlightened and to return to his eternal home.

A third feature Is the prominence of metaphysical specula-

tions. Mahayana philosophers have devdoped great systems of
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tliought, usually of an extreme idealistic type and often quite

arid. However, they stress the thought that man is a citizen of

eternity and in his true being belongs to a world that is real

though Its nature is beyond hiunan concepts. In fact Mahayana
developed theories of knowledge which characteristically make
much of the basic distinction between Absolute Trutli and rela-

tive or “accommodated'* truth. Only the Enlightened One can

know Absolute Truth. For finite minds and the unenlightened

this truth is “stepped down” and “accommodated.” Even the

ordinary teachings of Buddhism itself belong to this category,

It is this concejHion of truth which has made Buddhism so

tolerant of other beliefs and teachings and which lias enabled

it to incorporate as its own things of real value from other

sources. “Every tiling that is well said ... is a word of the

Buddha,” as King Asoka had put it. But this relativity of trutit

can be carried too far and tins, too, is a marked characteristic

of Mahayana. It all too easily “accommodated” its teachings to

the level of its hearers and frequently made Its conquests by

stages of easy compromise which tended to obscure its own
essential message.

But even more fatal is the concealed agnosticism and skepti-

cism that runs all through Mahayana theories of knowledge and

systems of philosophy, Granted that man's knowledge of the

truth is fragmentary and only partial, we must, nevertheless,

hold that in this fragmentariness man has real truth. Mahayana

Buddhism all too easily accepts the widest contradictions as

fragments of the all-inclusive truth and too often cuts the

foundations from all and every truth man lives by with its con-

stant Insistence that all teachings of any and all religions and

philosophies are in the last analysis but “accommodations” to

man's limitations and ignorance.

Mahayana differentiates itself from the older Hlnayana most

of all in its canonical scriptures, so that as one ancient Buddhist

scholar put it when he tried to define Mahayana: “A Maha-

yanist is one who reads Mahayana scriptures.” We must now

discuss this difference in respect to the Buddhist Canon.
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CANOK OF SACRED SCRIPTURES

The sacred literature of Buddhism is voluminous and varied

in its contents. There is no single canon of scriptures accepted

by all branches of Buddhism. There are rather various canons

which though having some things in common nevertheless dif-

fer aUo materially.

Pali Canon. The most clearly delimited canon is the Pali

Canon which is accepted by the Buddhists of Ceylon, Burma,

Thailand and Cambodia- It cmbotlics roughly what in the pre-

ceding section is meittioned as the tcacliings of Hinayana Bud-

dhism. Though, on the whole, the best source for the Buddha's

life and tcachii\gs it also includes a record of the historical <lc-

vclopinent and changes which the faith underwent before this

canon was reduced to writing about 20 s.c.

The various scriptures included are ananged in three major

divisions called Pitakas, '^Baskets/' hence the common term

Tipitaka or Tripitaka for the canon as a whole. These divisions

are: (i) Vinaya-piuka, "Discipline Basket," containing the

rules and regulations for the monk and nun orders together

with accounts of the circumstances under which the rules gradu-

ally were formulated, and accompanied often with important

teachings, (a) Sutta-pitaka, "Discourse-Basket," containing

discourses and sermons of the Buddha and his disciples. This

division is subdivided into the five Nikayas, wliici) arrange the

material according to length of the discourses or their subject

matter. (3) Abhidhamma-pitaka consists of philosophical elabo-

rations and interpretations of the teachings. It is admittedly of

later date. These divisions are more or less arbitrary and there

is considerable overlapping in content.

Tht Makayana Canon (or canons), accepted by the Bud-

dhists of Nepal, Tibet, China, and Japan, is much more volumi-

nous than the Pali Canon. Standard editions of the Chinese

canon contain upwards of 1,600 different works in more than

5,000 volumes. These canons are based on an older Sanskrit

canon of which only a few books and fragments are extant, by

far the larger portion existing only in translations such as
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Kepalcse, Tibetan, and Chinese, Portions of these Mahayana
canons, cspcciaHy the Chinese, represent original works in the
respective languages meulioncd and are of varying dates, some
being quite late. In fact, many of the translations from the
Sanskrit are rather free and inaccurate translations and have
interpretive material added. The truth is, Buddhism, and espe-

cially Mahayana, lays little stress on the fixed and unchanging
Word “once for all delivered,” and believed semper, vbi^, et

ab omnibus.

The Mahayana Canon includes many scriptures which are

roughly idem i cal in content with the corresponding sections of

the Pali Canon, for it is the very genius of Mahayana to be all-

inclusivc. On tlic other hand, the leading scriptures of Malia-

yana and those which are most widely used have no parallels in

tlie Pall Canon. Tins fact alone shows what wide differences

there arc between the various religions that come under the

name of Buddhism.

The canon in Japan, where Buddhism has had some of its

moat remarkable developments and where it is still a real force

in modern life, is the same as the Chinese canon. However, in

actual practice various writings by Japanese BuddhistSi particU'

larly founders of schools and sects, are used fully as much u
tlie canonical scriptures. There is also a trend among the more
liberal elements in recent years to include these books as a part

of the Japanese canon.

Ttie Tibetan Canon, consisting of two great collections, corre*

spends roughly with the Chinese Canon. It has, however, less of

wliat in the ^inese Canon corresponds with the Pali Canon
while, on the other hand, it contains a good many books that

represent a late development of Indian Buddhism and as such
is more akin to Hinduism than to the older Buddhism. A goodly
portion, dealing with various subjects only indirectly related

to Buddhism as a religion, seems to be original with the

Tibetans-

The very bulk of the Mahayana canons and the variety of

their content, sometimes amounting to contradictions on the

essentiab of religion, created problems. One was the problem
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of lurmonizalion, at lea^t for tliosc who boUeved that all this

literature represented tlie teachings of the Buddha. Another

problem was the practical use to which so many books could be

put. While a few learned monks do actually read this veritable

library and have worked out some sdicme by whicli every book

and teaching is fitted into a sort of mosaic whole, it lias been

a more commoit practice to select a few books and make their

contents tlie basis of the religious life. Thus the various schools

and sects of Mahayana Buddhism in China and Japan usually

have based their teachings on one, two, or three of snch impor-

tant scriptures as the famous Lotus Scripture or the Three

Amitabha Scriptures, even though theoretically they accqit tlic

wliolc voluminous canon as authoritative. And at least one im-

portant school of Mahayana Buddhism, the Contemplative

school, lays little stress on any scripture, holding that truth is

transmitted from heart to heart or that eacli man must find the

truth within his own heart.

HISTOKXCAL EXPANSION AND
DSVSLOPUBNTS

Buddhism, though Indian in origin and reflecting an outlook

on life that is characteristically Indian, luu stood for certain

values which have universal validily. Tlie Buddha regarded hii

message as a message for mankind and not merely for his own
people; and as a matter of fact, Buddhism rather early In its

history became a missionary religion, first to the millions of

India and tlien beyond the borders of India.

India, As we saw, the Buddha's teachings received a wide
hearing during tlie founder’s lifetime. While little is known
about Buddhism during the century after Buddha, by the mid-

dle of the third century b.c. it had achieved a large place in

Indian life. The great Buddhist, King Asoka, not only gave it

patronage throughout his extensive realm but even sent mis-

sionaries to other lands. Thereafter Buddhism gained steadily

in strength and influence In spite of occasional setbacks until the

fifth century a.d. This was particularly the case in the Ganges
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Valley and northwest India. Southern India seems never to

have been so much under its sway. We get our best light on
Buddhism’s place in fifth century India from the report made
by the famous Chinese pilgrim, Fa-Hsien. He found it in a

flourishing condition as the dominant reU^on m northwest

India and the Ganges Valley. Hinayana and Mahayana existed

side by side in friendly relation and each had numerous monas-

teries, some of which were of rather magnificent architecture.

All in all, things looked most promising.

However, not long after this India came under the heel of

the Wliitc Huns (a.d. 470^530). Previous invaders had been

rather fricntlly to Butlclhism since they themselves had come

under its influence in their home lantls, but the White Huns
were definitely hostile. They ruthlessly looted and destroyed

many of the monastic centers. This had a most disastrous effect,

for the strength of Buddhism lay more in its monks than in its

lay followers. Under the patronage of Emperor Harshg {606-

648) Buddhism recovered somewhat from this setback, but the

general trend of life in India was rather against it. Emperor

Harsha's patronage, for example, though helpful, at the same

time stirred up the non-Buddhist communions into action and

he was forced to extend to them equal recognition. Tlie truth is,

Buddhism was meeting increasing opposition from a renascent

Hinduism and this more than any other factor accounts for its

gradual decline in the land of Its origin. This adverse trend is

indicated in the report made by another famous Chinese pil-

grim, Hsuan Chuang, who visited India in the seventh century.

He states that while Buddhism was still strong in Magadha,

he found many monasteries in ruins or deserted. In northwest

India a mixed faith prevailed in which the Buddhist element

was giving ground steadily to the rising tide of Hinduism.

I-Ching, another Chinese pilgrim writing at the end of the

seventh century, reports a further decline. The fact is tliat Bud-

dhism, especially in the faith of its lay followers, had all along

compromised with Hinduism and did not stand clearly for the

things that were central in the Buddha’s message. The lay fol-

lowers dung rather tenaciously to the worship of the old Hindu
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deities and to the belief in rebirths into their various heavens.

Just because the Buddha had so little to say about the divine

and the real nature of existence beyond death, or was mis-

understood in what he did say about such essentials of religion,

his followers filled tJie vacuum with gods and Ixeavens of tlicir

own imaginings and even made the Buddha himself over into

the image of the older deities. The monks may have been fairly

true to the teachings of the Master but they did little to check

this natural trend in the religion of the laymen. They were loo

easily satisfied and as long as the laymen .supi^rted the order

with tlicir gifts and followed the ordinary moral precepU they

let them go their own way. It was enough if they subscribed to

the common confessional, “I take refuge in the Ihithlha, the

Law, aJid the Order,’* but what that meant was left largely for

each man to work out for himself. In short, the lay followers

were never really expected to understand the deeper things of

the Master’s teachings nor were they ever made a real part of

an organised Buddhist fellowship binding them together into

a definite communion. Keally, they had much more in common
with their fellow citizens, whether Buddhist or non*Buddhist,

than with their own monks who lived too much aloof from the

world- That is the chief reason why Buddhism gradually lost

its identity as a separate religion in India and was merged more

and more with Hinduism.

The coming of Islam in the twelfth century with its uncom-

promising and militant spirit hastened the process of Bud-

dhism's disintegration. By the fifteenth century it had virtually

disappeared from the land of its birth and thereafter only ves-

tiges of its former glory remained. How much of its influence

survives in Hinduism is another matter. Prolably more than

appears on the surface, for some of the great leaders in renas-

cent Hinduism were accused of being really Buddhists. In any

case, the Buddha is still regarded by intelligent Indians as In-

dia's greatest son and his passion for truth, his deep sympathy

for his fellow creatures, and his ethical interpretation of the

karma law are all regarded as a part of India’s great spiritual

heritage.
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But while Buddhism after a thousand )'ears of great influ*

cnce gradually faded out in its original home, it won a more
lasting place as a separate religion beyond the borders of India.

Beginning with the third century B.c. it gradually spread across

much of Asia. One stream moved southward into Ceylon and
eastward into Burma, Siam, Cambodia, and the Malay Archi-

pelago. Another stream flowed northward into Central Asia

and then eastward, Into China, Korea, and Japan. A subsidiary

and later current, representing a rather decadent Buddhism,

entered Tibet and from there reached Mongolia and Ouna.
Though early in its liistory Buddhist missions are said to have

been sent to western Asia and north Africa, no lasting results

were achieved. Apparently the bulwarks of the great theistic

faiths^Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity, and Island—

were more insurmountable tlian were the mountain ranges sep-

arating India from Central and Eastern Asia.

DOMAIN 07 HINAYANA BUDDHISM

In its conquest of Ceylon and the countries of southeast

Asia Buddhism gained a permanent domain, for these peoples

have been followers of the Buddha for centuries and remain

loyal to this day. The Buddhism o f these lands is predominantly

of the Hinayana type though elements of Mahayana and other

Indian influences arc a part of the accepted religion. In fact,

Buddhism came to these peoples not simply as a religion but as

the vehicle of the higher Indian civilization, thus bringing them

much that is not strictly Buddhistic.

I. Cfylcn. Buddhism was first planted in Ceylon by a relative

of King Asoka. Apparently it won its way rapidly and soon

great monastic centers sprang up, often under the patronage

of the native rulers who claimed Indian descent and seemed to

take pride in Buddhism as the flower of their ancestral culture.

Ceylon not only received much from and through Buddhism in

the way of religious values, art, literature, and general culture;

it contributed much in turn. It was in Ceylon that the Pali

Canon was first reduced to writing and so fixed in a more per-

manent form. The Ceylonese Chronicles have transmitted much
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erf «arly Buddhist traditions and histoty, and in this way liave

strengthened the faith- It was in Ceylon that Buddh^hosa

wrote his great expeditions of the teachings which were ever

after accepted as standards throughout the Hinayana world.

In many other ways Ceylonese Buddhism has been a fountain-

head and seat of authority for the faith. Though there have

been times of weakness and decline so that once it had to be

revived by Burmese monks, Ceylonese Buddhism has continued

fairly true to the Master's teachings and remains to this day

the dominant religion of the island

2. Bunrta. The history of early Buddhism in BurJim is ob-

scure. Hinayana may have reached southern Burma early in the

Christian era if not before- Certainly by the sixth century it

was well grounded. Nortliern Burma first came untlcr Maha-

yana and other Indian inHucuccs. It came also in contact with

Tang China when Buddhism was in its prime in China. Chinese

annals imply that the Burmese were ardent Buddhists. But

whatever the earlier history may have been, by the eleventh

century Hinayana had become the recognised religion of the

Burmese people and it has remained such to the present. During

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries Burmese Buddhism was

renowned for its great centers of learning and for its magnifi-

cent architecture, of which latter the impressive Shwe l^gon

of Rangoon is a worthy successor. In spite of its all too easy

compromises with the lower native cults it has played a very

signi£cant role in Burma's history and the vast majority of the

Burmese people have been and continue to be decidedly under

its influence-

3. i'lom. Like the Ceylonese and Burmese, the Siamese or

Thai are loyal adherents of the Buddha. It is possible that the

Thai people came under the influence of Chinese Buddhism

before they migrated from the north to their present home

some time in the fourteenth century. However soon after their

settling they came increasingly under the influence of Burmese

and Ceylonese Buddhism and $0 came to constitute the tliird

leading member of the Hinayana domain.

4. Cambodia. Buddhism may have reached Cambodia as early
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as the sixth century. Apparently up to the fourteenth century

Cambcxlia’s religion was really a mixture of Mahayana Bud-
dhism and Hinduism. In the latter part of that period one great

expression of this mixed faith was a magnificent style of archi-

tecture, tlte outstanding example of whicli is the ancient city

of Angkor and above all llie majestic Angkor Wat which pre-

served best this ancient glory, After the fourteenth century

Cambodia came increasingly under Siamese Buddhist influences

and thus the Hinayana type gratlually supplanted the older

faith.

5. Malay Archifichgo. Buddhism also found its way into the

Malay Archipelago, especially the island of Java wlicrc is found
one of its greatest architectural monuments, Boroboedoer, The
reliefs of this great structure are a "veritable catechism in stone

where every clause teaches the believer something new.” Bud-
dhism was brought to these islands largely by Hindu colonists,

many of tlicm coming apparently from areas where the Maha«
yana typo prevailed and hence Javanese Buddhism was a mix-
ture of Mahayana and Hinduism, though Hinayana character-

istics wore not lacking. The coming of Islam gradually forced

Buddhism out of t)ie picture.

There are, of course, variations in the Buddhism of these dif-

ferent lands, for in each country It has taken on some local

coloring and made its practical compromises with the ancient

native cults. Thus the average Buddhist layman of Burma fears

and seeks to propitiate the Nats (nature and ancestral spirits)

and Nat worship and festivals have long been a part of the

regular Buddhist Calendar. Siamese Buddhists in the same way
worship their Phis and retain other elements of their ancient

primitive faith. But while there are these variations caused by
the admixture of local cults, one Is struck with the remarkable

similarity that prevails in the main features of religion through-

out the Hinayana domain. Hinayana has remained much the

same through the centuries in all these different lands.

Thus all Hinayanists from Ceylon to Cambodia have vir-

tually the same canon of scriptures, the Pali Canon. These
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scripturts are studied faithfully by the numerous monks, and

portions of them arc read to the lay followers on stated occa-

sions, sometimes in the vernacular and so with real profit. Sec-

ondly, in all Hinayana lands the monks play a real role in the

life of the people. Though there is a marked distinction between

the monks and laymen, as has always been the case in Bud-

dhism, there is nevertheless a feeling of real interdependence

between the two. The very number of monks is indicative of

Buddhism's hold. Among Ceylon's 3,000,000 Buddhists, S,ooo

are monks. For Burma the respective figures arc 11,000,000

and 90,000, and for Slam, 9,000,000 and 50,000. Since the

monks are largely exempt from the ordinary tasks of life and

must be supported in matters of food, clodilng, and shelter it

might seem that these tens of thousands would be regarded by

the populace as a burden. This is, however, not the case, for

they are usually held in high esteem for two main reasons. One

is that they are looked upon as holy men who have forsaken the

world to walk in the Way of the Buddha. While the layman

may not be ready to forsake the world himself he admires the

man who has done 10 and he feels deep down in his soul that

some day, either in his old age or in some future rebirth he,

too, will take this important step. In the meantime it behooves

him to do the next best thing and loyally support those who
have taken the Buddha's teaching seriously, for he believes that

by so doing a certain amount of merit will accrue to his ac-

count. A second reason for the layman's esteem of the monks
lies in the fact that they perform certain tasks which are of real

value to the layman quite apart from their distinctively religious

tasks, the most noted of which is, of course, their function as

teachers. For centuries the Buddhist monk in these Hinayana

lands has been the guardian of learning. In Burma, the rather

high degree of literacy of the population is due almost wholly

to the work of monks. This situation may change and in fact

has begun to change already, for according to recent statistics

the number of monastic schools in Burma has decreased from

3,09a to 928 during the last two decades. But on the whole the
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Buddhist monk still occupies a real place in the life of all these

Buddhist lands and there are other reasons for saying that

Buddhism is still accepted by the vast majority of the popula-

tion as its faith.

Perhaps nothing expresses better what Buddhism in these
lands means to the intelligent layman than a few paragraphs
from a statement nuide by a Ceylonese Buddhist and published

in The Daily Express, ILondon.

^‘Yes, I am a Buddhist. I was brought up as one. My people

arc Buddhists. . . . My parents arc pious people- TlK*y worship
the three Kefuges—Biuhiha, Teaching, Saui/hn; and they keep
the Sihs: not to take life knowingly, mrt to steal, not to )«
adulterous, not to lie, slander or chatter, not to go where strong
drink is drunk. That's what we profess, you know, when we say
we arc Buddhists. . .

.

respect and support the monks; we give them alms when
they pass our houses on their alms-rounds; we give in other

ways; we go to hear them recite from the scriptures. . .

.

"When the monks tell us things out of our scriptures they

always tell of the better way of the men who are monks, the

better fate for tlie man wlio is a monk, We value the moJiks and
their way of life, not because we want to be monks ourselves,

but because we believe that to take care of monks is the surest

way to avoid a dreadful fate after death. Care of them will be
all to our credit then. . .

.

"We believe that he [Buddha] was not just a man; he was
extraordinary, he was a wonder being. And we believe we oth-

ers cannot well enter into what he thought. . . . We believe he
is no more in any world, either earth or any other, as reborn.

It is impossible even to imagine him. We can and do pray to

him; we can and do try to meditate on him, on what we are

told about him. But we never look for an answer. We believe

we shall be somehow better if we meditate and pray. , . ,

"Our Buddha spoke of the good life as a Way, and the monks
teach it as an Earth-Way, that is, how rightly to walk in this

life. But then life, they say is very, very long; and beyond this
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little bit of it we seem to have no good way. We are In the

dark/’ ‘

Then, after expressing the feeling that perhaps Buddhists
have not been quite true to wliat the Buddha really taught on
such matters, the statement proceeds: “Perhaps our Buddha did
not want men to let him go into such utter blankness when he
left the earth. . . . Don’t you think the perfect teacher, the helper

greater than the gods, would be always helping men—at least

till they could themselves see with him tlie end of the long way
approaching

There is more tlian a little pathos In these words expressing,

as they do, man's deep need for certitude about the uliimalc is-

sues of li fc and for personal communioji with God or the “ICtcr-

nal Buddha,’' of whom Hinayana Buddhism has little to say
that is positive and assuring.

While Buddhism has been the dominant religion for centu-
ries in Ceylon and the countries of southeast Asia and while
during all that time it has undergone comparatively few changes,
the impact of the modern world on these peoples is creating a
new situation. Just how successful Buddhism will be in holding
its own or what part it will play in the future remains to be sccji.

There is a growing secularization which runs counter to the
monk ideal and which Is drawing tliis generation’s interest away
from the “other-woridliness'’ of Buddliism to a greater empha-
sis on finding the good life in the “here and now” oJid seeing
the good life more in terms of things which modern science
makes possible. Tliis does not mean, however, that this genera-
tion is turning away from Buddhism in favor of some other
religion, or that Buddhism is unable to adjust Itself to the new
situation. It may require a rather radical change of emphasis
and in this Buddhism may itself undergo a great change. As a
matter of fact there are signs that this Is happening. Buddhism
seems to be less of a spiritual force than it has been in the past

‘ Tbij *tatem«nt ia qu«ed in the Report of the Jerusalem meeting of
the rolemaljonal Missionary Council, ipsS, VoL i, ‘'The Christian Life
and Message in Relation to Non-Cbristian Systems of ThouglU and
Life,” p. mi.
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but there is a sort of resurgence of Buddhism as a political

force. The awakening to the modern world has as one of its

aspects a growing nationalism and this carries with it a pride
in the national heritage. Naturally when these peoples think

about their national heritage they must think about Buddhism,
for no other force has contributed half so much as Buddhism
has. To be a loyal Ceylonese, Burmese, or Siainese is to be a
good Buddhist Tn fact, Buddhist monks, especially In the

larger centers, arc taking more and more interest in |>olitic8

and in the aO’airs of the niotlcm world. Su much is this tlte case

that older and more conservative monks arc expressing concern

lest “true Buddhisnr' will not survive,

IMMAIN OF MAUAYAKA DUODUISM

Buddhisnt, as we said, spread also northward and eastward.

It reached the Tarim Basin probably in the sccorid century s.c.

if not earlier. Numerous archaeological remains show that this

area was once a Nourishing Buddhist domain, Its greater signif'^

icance for Buddhism lay, however, in that it transmitted the

faith to China whence it was transplanted to Korea and Japan.

I. China. Buddhist Influences prol>ahly reached China before

the Oirlstian era. The date of their official introduction is uau*

ally placed at about a.d. 6$ when the first Buddhist missionaries

from Central Asia were given residence at the capita! under
royal patronage. Though beginning under such favorable cir>

cum stances it required many years before it won a real footing

In Chinese life. For several centuries it was propagated largely

by foreigners, mostly monks from Central Asia and India.

These monks devoted most of their energy to the task of trans-

lating numerous Buddhist texts, both of the Hinayana and
Mahayana type. The latter gradually overshadowed the former

in number and importance with the result tlut Mahayana be-

came predominant in Oiinese Buddhism.

One reason why Buddhism was so slow in getting a hold was
the simple fact that China had her own high culture. Whatever

Buddhism gave China later, it did not at the beginning appear

in Chinese eyes as the representative of a higher dviliaation as
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it did to many other peoples. But an even stronger reason was

that Buddhism represented an altitude toward life which dif-

fered radically from the Chinese. Its view of man's life as an

existence of suffering and vanity and its central message of

“release from the dread cycle of rebirths" ran counter to the

typical Chinese view which regards human nature as inherently

giid and this life as meaningful and worthy of prolongation.

In short, there is no greater contrast than between India’s

“other-worldiiness" and China's "this-worldliness," Buddhism’s

“denial of life" and China’s “affirmation of life," the Buddhist

monk ideal requiring “going out into the homeless state’’ and

the Chinese family ideal and love of the natural life. Instinc-

tively the Chinese felt and continued to fed even long after

Buddhism had made many concessions tliat its real spirit untler-

mines the very foundations on which Chinese civiliiation is

built. This has been particularly the feeling of those steeped in

the ideals and traditions of Confucianism. As a stone inscrip-

tion puts it: “Who would feed and clothe the Buddhist monks

if there were no Confucianists? And if all became monks and

celibates who would be the fathers and mothers of the Bud-

dhists of the future,"

On the other hand Buddhism had something which Confu-

cianism lacked, espedally the extremely rationalistic Confucian-

ism of the Han period. It had more of a really religious mes-

sage and fiiled a deep need, especially for the common man
whose life was hard and far from good. It had a peculiar ap-

peal in times of political instability and social insecurity. Such

periods have been all too frequent in Chinese history. One of

these followed the overthrow of the Han dynasty in a.d. 221

and lasted until tlie fifth century. During this period the Confu-

cianist's neatly regulated world was shattered. Foreign peoples

were irrupting into northwest China and were establishing

themselves there while the rest of the country was divided

among warring kingdoms of short duration. Some of these

foreigners had been under the influence of Buddhism and so

helped promote it In their new home. Government restrictions

were removed and Chinese were at last allowed to enter monas-
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teries and «ek the consolation of this “other-worldly" religion,

especially in Amitabha Buddhism with its message about the

Eternal Buddha and his “Land of Bliss/' and in the Bodhi-

sattva of Mercy (Kuan Yin) or other ministering angels. By
the end of the fourth century it is claimed that the vast majority

of the populace in northwest China had become Buddhists and
as far cast as Korea Buddhism was being accepted as the flower

of the higher Chinese civilization. By the beginning of the sixth

century it had made such strides in other parts of China that

the zealous Buddhist ruler, Wu-ti, in 518 ordered the first

great collection of Buddhist scriptures to be made, thereby set-

ting a precedent which subsequent rulers saw fit to follow. Six
similar collections were made during the next two centuries

and, all together, Chinese monarchs have sponsored twelve

major collections, published in numerous editions, some of
which contained upwards of 1,600 different works in more
than 5,000 volumes.

Buddhism reached its highest infiucnce during the great

Tang dynasty (62CH-907). In 740 the capital alone had sixty-

four monasteries and twenty-seven nunneries. It had not only

become the dominant religion among the masses but had

achieved great InBuence in court circles and with the intellectual

classes in spite of the fact that ConfuctanisU continued to con-

trol the affairs of state and jealously guarded their position of

eminence as the scholars of the land. In the field of art and
literature Buddhism wielded a tremendous influence and China
would have been much poorer without its inspiration.

But in spite of its popularity and growing strength Buddhism
frequently met with decided opposition from the hard-headed

Confucianist who continued to regard this imported religion

as inimical to China's best interests. Taolsts, too, though having

borrowed extensively from Buddhism, both in its popular teach-

ings and in matters of ecclesiastical organization and ritual,

used every means they could to down their rival. Repeatedly

government restrictions were ioiposcd^-instigated either by
Confucianisls or by Taoists. The most severe one in 845
amounted to a real persecution. It Is claimed 4,600 large and
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40,000 smaller Buddhist structures were ordered demolished and
260,500 monks and nuns were forced to return to secular life.

These persecutions seldom lasted long for tliey were unpopu-
lar with the common people and Buddhism usually recovered
rather rapidly. However the great blow of 845 liad a more last-

ing effect, at least on Buddhism’s outward power and wealth.
Its spiritual hold was loo deep to be easily eradicated. In fact,

during the Sung period (p6o-:237) it achieved some of its

greatest triumphs, especially in art and pliilosophy. In the latter
field this is shown by the fact that Nc<)-Confuci,'mism» which
claimed to be a restatement of Confucius' teachings, pure and
simple, sliows decided Buddhist trends. This is even nvjrc
marked in the writings of tlic great Confitciaiiist Wang Yang
Ming (i473“^ 5^)« *^hus it may be said that while Buddhism
made few new conquests outwardly and even lost some of its

former prestige, it had nevertheless become so mueh a part of
Chinese life and thought that even Confucianists could not ade-
quately express their philosophy of life without borrowing
heavily from their rival.

During the Mongol period (1280-1368) Tibetan Buddhism,
or Lamaism, came into great favor with tlie rulers. This ex-
erted a considerable influence on Chinese Buddlusm, not al-

ways for the better. The Ming period (1368-1644) rcprcs«ne<l
cm the whole a resurgence of things Chinese and thus Confu-
cianism was specially fostered while Buddhism was placed un-
der certain restrictions. The Manchu dynasty (1644-1911) was
in certain ways even less favorable to Buddhism tliough some
of tlie rulers extended certain favors as good policy since many
of their subjects were after all faithful Buddhists. In fact. Bud-
dhism had so long been a vital factor in the life of the people
that it could not be safely ignored or too openly restricted. As
one of these more tactful monarchs put it: “From of old time
the emperors and rulers of our land have modeled their methods
of government upon Confudan principles. But Confucianism
is not the only doctrine ; there is also Buddhism. These two doc-
trines arc like the wings of a bird : each requires the coopera-
tion of the other.”
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Buddhist Schools of Thought. After Buddhism became more

or less indigenous to China various schools of thought devel-

oped. Most of these were introduced from India but under-

went great changes as they adjusted their teachings to Chinese
life and ideals. Ten or more such schools had developed by the

eighth century. After this others arose hnt instead new de-

velojmients took the form of brotherhoods, laymen's organiza-

tions. ajid semi religious secret societies which have played ^uite

a role up to the present.

Of the ten .scIkxjIs two or three were Hinayana, making the

monk ideal central and promulgating the cartlinal doctrines of

the older type of Indian Buddhi.sm, The other schools were
Mahayana in tyjie. Tlmugh they dilTcred rather radically from
each otlicr when itrst <lcvclo|>ed. they blended later, especially

in the religion of the ordinary believers.

One of the most important of these schools was the Chon, or

Contemplative school, originating in the teachings of Bodhi-

dharma, who came from India in a.d. 520. Bodhidharma
(Tamo), supposedly the twcnty-eiglith Patriarch of this school,

was ill many ways nearer tlie Buddha’s real teachings than most
others, especially witli his emphasis on the thought that the

deepest truth must be attained tlirougli intuitive insight. To hnd
the Buddha nature in one’s own heart is the supreme wisdom
and greatest good. Good works, ascetic discipline, an<l laborious

study of the voluminous scriptures arc all futile unless they lead

one to the ultimately real. All these other things are merely *'the

tracks of the bird which the hunter would catch but not the bird

itself.”

This type of Buddhism has close affinity with Taoist philoso-

phy. Both are kinds of mysticism. Taoism is more of a Nature
Mysticism than Dhyana Buddhism in its Indian form, but as

the latter became more acclimated to China it became more like

Taoism. Thus it not only saw the ultimately real in man’s own
inner nature, in good Indian style, but saw also that man's life

is grounded in Nature, in good Chinese style. This close affinity

was well demonstrated in the Sung period when both Taoism
and Buddhism became sources of inspiration to the great Sung
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painWfs. It was in the quietness of some monastery in the moun-
tains far from the bustling world that the artistic monk not

only found his own soul akin to the Buddha nature but also felt

himself akin to the beauty of nature that surrounded him, and
conveyed this to paper or roll of silk with his brushs

In the Tien Tai school founded by the scholarly Chih-kai we
have a very different emphasis. Chih-kai had been a pupil of
Bodhidharma and while he regarded his master’s teachings as

valid he felt there was more to be said. As a typical Chinese he
had a high regard for books and knowledge acquired througli

formal learning. Man is ignorant and needs instniction. lie
needs to profit by the experience of others haude<I down through
literature, the voluminous scriptures of Buddhism in particular.

And from his studies Chih-kai learned that different ways may
be taken to reach the same goal—silent meditation and mystical

communion with the eternal; ascetic discipline and meritorious

work; and simple faith in the mercy of the all-compassionate

Buddha—all these are valid ways, each being fitted to meet the
needs of a particular temperament. One important result of this

broad-mindedness was that Tien Tai, and iu off-spring Tcndai
In Japan, stood for a comprehensive type of Buddhism and ad
su^ became the mother of various other schools each of which
developed more fully certain aspects of tins all-inclusivc

teaching.

The school which in many ways represents the greatest <ic-

parture from original Buddhism and which has liad the greatest

following in East Asia is the so-called "Pure Land School”
whose teachings center around the Eternal Buddha Amitabha
(Omito-fv) and his “Pure Land of Bliss” to which lie leads

all who put their trust in his name. This school does not deny
the validity of other ways of salvation or the existence of other
Buddhas but holds that for weak and sinful man the best and
easiest way of salvation is not the way of self-reliance or philo-
sophic wisdom but the way of faith and trust in the divine
mercy of the Buddha. It is perhaps not strange that this school
had many adherents and in the course of the centuries its teach-
ings were more or less appropriated by all the other schools.
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A fourth major school that must be mentioned is the Chen-

Yen or Mystery school. The ultimately real U beyond the power

of words to express and is best communicated through sym-

bols and mystic signs. It stands, however, for a sort of panthe-

ism in which the Eternal Buddha Vairocana is represented as

the Universal Idea and the source of all finite thought. Vairo-

cana is also the dynamic source o! all things, the Ultimate Keal-

ity from which all phenomenal existence emanates. Thus man
as an cinanatioti from the Infinite Being, the Eternal Buddha,

has the true Buddha nature and therefore can himself become a

Ihulclha or return to the Source from which he came.

This line of thought has close affinity with Indian Vedanta

and in (act rci>rc«ciUs a late development In Buddhism when it

was lieliig merged more and more with Hinduism. In its more

popular aspects it embraces much that is far removed from

original Buddhism or India’s higher philosophies, especially in

some of its symbolism, its love for magic, and its tendency to-

ward the erotic Tins symbolism and magic finds expression

especially in connection with funeral ceremonies which in Chi-

nese religion have always been so prominent, Certain ceremonies

are believed to have magical elfects. Thus the spirit can be res-

cued from hell and brought into the realm of the saved by a

ceremony expressing tliat idea. It is not tliat the ceremony

merely symbolises a reality but it magically creates the reality

if proiKjrly performed. And what is done for the fortunes of

the deceased can also be accomplished for the living through

appropriate signs and ceremonies.

There were several distinctively philosophical schools which

had importance for a few intellectuals but never affected the

religion of the people very much. One of the last schools arising

was a sort of resurgence of the older monastic ideal and a pro-

test against the whole trend of Chinese Mahayana by which

Buddhism moved even further from its ori^nal basis and be-

came one with its general environment In this process Bud-

dhism gained and lost. As it came to terms with the better as-

pects of Taoistic philosophy and Confucian ethics it became

more truly a religion fitted for the Chinese. But, on the other
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hand, it all too often made eaay compromises with the super-
stitious beliefs and practices of the masses and as a result Bud-
dhism in its popular form would hardly be recognized by its

original founder.

How much of a real force Buddhism is tn present day China
is hard to say, Outwardly it has definitely deteriorated in recent
years. There are still a few great monastic centers and in certain
parts of south China and the lower Yangtze Valley temples arc
kept in fairly good repair, but in most parts of the country
Buddliism seems to be losing out. It must, however, ho added
that tlicrc are a few great leaders who arc trying to hrii^g new
life into this ancient faith. There is also a sort of revival of lay-
man's relipon here and there but it is too early to say liovv sig-

nificant it is,

a. Tibet. Tibetan Buddhism, better known as Lamaism, is in
so many ways such a radical departure that it can liardly be in-
cluded in this chapter. Furthermore, it would require far more
space than can be allowed to present it even in barest outline and
so we mention merely a few characteristic features.

Lamaism is, on the one hand, a form of Tantric Mahayana
which originated in India when Buddhism was definitely degen-
erating and when an elaborate symbolism and magic formulas
were overshadowing tlie Buddhs's real teachings. On the other
hand, it perpetuates much of the native Tibetan religion wliicli

is largely a belief in innumerable spirits and fierce demons con-
trolling man's life and whom, out of fear, man seeks to propiti-
ate or control by magic spells and formulas. In Lamaism there-
fore even the Eternal Buddhas of Mahayana function less as
benign beings than as powerful spirits who by their superior
might subdue demons and force them to serve rather than in-
jure This function of the Buddhas finds frequent expres-
sion in TibetM art portraying the fierce aspects of the Buddhas
and thus making them appear more like superdemons than be-
nign and peaceful Buddhas. The aid from the divine is most
effectively invoked by use of sacred texts, endless repetitions of
certain prayers, and ritualistic formulae believed to have magic
power. Thus the prayer or potent speU, 0« fnani padwe kvm,
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IS on everyone Jips, graven or painted on rocks and walls,
printed on flags and perpetually revolved on countless wheels.
Its exact meaning is not clear but no one doubts its efficacy
against the forces of evil.

Tibet, to be sure, has received something of the purer Bud-
dhism and its great monastic centers have at times been great
seats of Buddhist learning where accurate translations of sacred
texts have been ma<lc, where an approximation to a theistic the-
ology has been devdoped in its Adi-Buddha doctrine, and where
wmc monks live pious lives. And there is also something of the
Buddha^s teacliings transmitted to the common follower. But
all loo often even the sacred texts are more valued for their
supposed magic power over evil forces than for their guidance
to truth and the higher life.

One other striking cliaracteristic of Laniaism that must be
mentioned is the virtual identification of religion and the state.
Tibet is a sort of theocracy in which the Dalai Lama, enthroned
at Liusa, is supreme in both spiritual and temporal affairs and
in which the grand lamas of the various monastic centers, to-
gether with their thousands of lamas or monks, virtually rule
the nation. In no other land is such a large per cent of the popu-
lation engaged in the '‘business’^ of religion. From the begin-
ning of ButUlhism in Tibet the monks took rather lightly the
vows requiring a renunciation of the world. The celibate ideal
was largely ignored, as was perhaps natural since even the great
Buddhas in this Tantric Buddhism are represented as each hav-
ing his Shakii, or female consort, which in Tibetan art receives
an all too realistic presentation.

In some monasteries the very qualifications of the grand
lama to hold his place as head do not depend upon his spiritual
fitness, as the position is purely hereditary. In monasteries of
the "reformed" branch where the celibate ideal prevails, it as
held that the grand lamas, or abbots, are successive incarnations
of some Bodhi-sattva or that each abbot is the reincarnation
of his predecessor. This principle holds also for the Dalai Lama
who is regarded as an incarnation of the Bodhi-sattva Chenrezl
{Avalokitisvara)

,

and thus is often spoken of as the "Living
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Buddha,” All this close Unking of religion and the state natu-

rally gives divine sanction to the rule of the Dalai Lama and

that of the various grand lamas; and this in a very large meas-

ure accounts for the great influence Lamaism has had not only

over Tibetans and Mongolians where it is the dominant religion

but at times even in China where it was fostered by the Mongol

dynasty and even by the Ming as an effective instrument of

state.

3. Korea. Buddhism entered Korea in a.d. 372 where it was

received as a part of the much admired Chinese civilisation, As

such it flourished for centuries in the peninsula. Great monastic

centers were developed, and temples were built in cities and

towns where the masses worshiped or took part in religious

festivals. Even court circles celebrated these festivals with great

splendor and came under Buddhism's influence. But while Bud-

dhism thus became a real force In Korean life it was more as

a part of a borrowed Chinese civilization than as a religion

sunding in its own sovereign right. Korean Buddhists faith-

fully preserved and reproduced what they had received but it

cannot be said that Korean Buddhism added anything original

in literature, interpretation of doctrine, or even in art and the

externals of religion. Because of this comparative sterility it

was perhaps natural that when a new wave of Chinese civiliza-

tion came to Korea in the thirteenth century in the form of

Neo-Confucianism, Buddhist leaders were unable to cope with

the problems created. The upper end ruling classes turned to

this Confucianism as similar classes in China had always done.

While Buddhist monks sought to play a role in the new situ-

ation they failed, for they had forfeited their position as spir-

itual leaders through their worldly mindedness and in the re-

peated political convicts they were usually on the losing side,

Beginning with the fifteenth century Buddhism was being

definitely restricted, monasteries in the capital and other cities

were being closed, and other measures were taken against it by

the government This resulted in a rather rapid decline and

today few of the old temples and monasteries remain except in

some country districts or remote mountain fasuicsses. During
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recent decades Japanese Buddhists have made attempts to re-

vive Buddhism on the peninsula but without much success.

4. Japan. Buddhism reached Japan from Korea in a.d. 55a.

The king of Paikche, one of Ae three kingdoms into which
Korea was then divided, seeking an alliance with the ruler of
Japan sent him presents including Buddhist scriptures, images,

and ceremonial articles. He recommended Buddhism as "the

most excellent of all teachings, though difficult to master and
hard to comprehend, but added, "it brings endless and im-
measurable t)!cssings, even the attainment of the supreme
enlightenment-*’

Buddhism received due consideration and while there were
factions opposing the new religion it early gained a hold, espe-

cially in the upper classes. In fact, Shctc^ Taishl, the Prince

Regent (593-622) became a zealous Buddhist, promoting it in

various ways and actually declaring Its teachings a fit basis for

the state. The truth is, BuddJiism was not only far superior to

the native Shinto cults as a religion but as the vehicle of the

higlier Chinese civilization it brought much in Its train which
was new and interesting to the unlettered and simple Japanese

of that day. Buddliist monks and artists, both Korean and Chi-

nese, during the following two centuries played a big part in

educating the Japanese people and making Japan a part of that

great East Asia cultural area which has Chinsi as Its center.

Thus Japan*$ first great capital, Nara. was largely a Buddhist

city and to this day one can see in its surviving temples and art

treasures the place Buddhism had made for itself by the eighth

century. To be sure, its influence was not yet very great in the

provinces or among the lower classes, and it to6k about four

more centuries before it became really the dominant religion

of the people.

As in other countries, Buddhism in Japan made its conquests

in part by easy compromises with the local cults. The huge

bronze statue of the Buddha Vairocana, erected at Nara in the

eighth century and still an object of veneration, is an outstand-

ing example. It was erected with the explanation that Amate-
rasu, the chief Shinto deity, and this Buddha are one and the
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same. This was soon followed by making room for the myriads

of Shinto deities as emanations of the Eternal Buddha and as

the Japanese forms of the various Buddhas and Bodhi>sattvas

of Mahayana Buddhism. In the practical working out of this

syncretism Buddhism became and remained for centuries the

dominant intellectual and spiritual force in Japanese life, espe-

cially in the upper and more Intelligent classes while the primi-

tive Shinto cults continued their hold particularly in the villages

and among the ignorant masses.

With the ninth century Buddhism made, as it were, a new

start This time the moving spirits were no longer foreigners

but Japanese monks who had studied at the great monastic cen-

ters of China. Two men stand out especially, namely, Dengyo

Daishi and Kobo Daishi, the founders of the Tcndai and Shin-

gon sects respectively. These two sects soon overshadowed the

older six Nara sects and dominated Japan's cultural and reli-

gious life up to the twelfth century, While they were importa-

tions from China and as such represented a new wave of Chi-

nese influence they nevertheless evolved along Japanese lines.

Tendai, like Tien Tai in China, stood for a comprehensive

type of Buddhism making use of the voluminous Buddhist

canon and stressing the many-sidedness of Truth, This broad-

mindedness made Tendai’s great monastic center on Mt. Hici

near Kyoto the fountainhead of Buddhist studies and the

mother of new Japanese sects. In this it ran true to form. There

was. however, in Tendai a little more recognition of the prac-

tical in religion than in the Chinese Tien Tai. That is why, iii

spite of its broad-mindedness which sees truth as many-sided,

many monks went forth from this sect to form new sects that

stood for more specihe things.

SKingon transmitted the “Mystery teachings” of the Chinese

Cheo Yen school but Its founder In Japan, Kobo Daishi, was
far too original to be a mere transmitter. In fact, he worked out

a remarkable scheme of religious harmonization covering the

whole gamut of East Asia religions arranged in an ascending

scale. Thus as a practically minded Japanese he made room first

of all for man’s physical needs at the lowest end of the scale,
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ehen for moral values as expressed in Confucianism, for cosmic
spiritual realities as stressed in Taoism, and for the varioui de-
grees of spiritual insight in the different schools of Buddhism,
ending with his own Shingon, 'True Word,’' as the crown of
all. This highest he defined as a vision of the cosmic mystery in
which one realizes that all tilings are divine. Not only has man
at the center of his being the Buddha nature, but all phenomenal
existence—when seen in its true nature—is a manifestation of
the Eternal Buddha who transcends all concepts and is best ex-
pressed by mystic rites and symbols. This may seem like an im-
practical sort of mysticism but Kobo Daishi and other Bud-
dhists of his day gave their tcacliing a very practical turn in
true Japane.se style aiul Buddhism soon clothed itself in the gar-
ments of man’s worldly interests. As Kyoto, called Htian,
“Peace and Tranquillity,’* grew into a great city it became
studded with magnificent temples and halls in which elaborate
rituals and ceremonies were conducted to impress the populace.
Even emperors who supposedly are descendants of the Shinto
Sun Deity, Amatcrasu, became ardent Buddhists and added to
its worldly splendors. Some became so enamored with it that
they abdicated their tlironc to become monks and regarded it
an honor to receive the title Ho-0, “King of the Law" (of
Buddha). Buddhism’s dominance of the intellectual life may
be seen in the fact that the literature of these centuries was
largely the product of monks who wrote in Chinese, the lan-
guage of the sacred scriptures. And what there was of secular
literature shows a strong Buddhist flavor. Through it all runs
the note of the evanescence of life. Life is like the running
stream ever changing in its seeming sameness, or like the cherry
blossom soon to flutter to the ground.

While Buddhism thus dominated the life of the capital and
the upper circles of society and gained in outward power and
prestige, it did not gain correspondingly in inner resources as
the centuries passed. In fact, it became too much like the effemi-
nate culture of the circles in which it had its main following.

However, when in the twelfth century the center of Japanese
life was shifting to the crude but vigorous life in the provinces
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a chaiige for the better came over Buddhism and it at last be-

came the religion of the common people all over the country.

This change was marked by tJie rise of three new types of

Buddhist sects which differed rather widely from each other

but which had in common the characteristic that they were all

thoroughly Japanese and not merely extensions of Chinese

Buddhism.

First in time and extent of influence is Amida (Amitabha)
Buddhism. This had been a minor strain In the older Tendai
teachings but it now found expression in four distinctively

Amida sects, two of which, namely the Jodo, 'lhare Land” and
the Jodo Shin, “True Pure Land” sects won a great following

and have remained powerful influences down to the present. Tliis

Amida faith has much in common with the Pure Land school

of Chinese Buddhism in that it, too, bases its teachings primarily

on the Three Amitabha scriptures of the Chinese Canon making
the worship of the Buddha of Eternal Life and Light and sa1va>

tion in his Pure Land central. However, these Japanese sects

and particularly the great Jodo Shin sect, make these teachings

far more explicit and practical. Thus Shinran, the founder of
the Jodo Shin sect, regarded man as above all a citizen of Eter*

nity and held that he is made sucit not through profound philo*

sophic insight or by lifting himself to that high plane through

his own moral achievements but by simple trust and reliance on
the mercy of the all^compassionate Amida Buddha. Let him
utter in simple but sincere faith the prayer, "A^omu Antida
Butsu/' "Hail Amida Buddha” or "I worship Thee, Thou Bud-
dha of Eternal Life and Light,” and he shall be saved. Good
works have their place, to be sure, but they are expressions of

the believer’s gratitude for Amin’s gift of salvation rather

than a way of earning one’s salvation.

Man is, however, also a citizen of this world and must do
his share in the normal life. Shinran therefore stressed “house-

hold” religion as more important than "temple” religion.

Though reared as a Tendai monk himself, he gave up the

monk's type of life, married, reared a family, and lived in

other ways Eke a normal citizen of Japan, This naturally
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shocked the more conservative elements, but it explains why
this sect became so popular and why in the modern world it

holds its own.
A second type of Buddhism is Zen. This had its roots in the

teachings of the Chinese Chan school and in some ways seems
nearer the teachings of the Buddha, but it became thoroughly
identified with Japan. When first introduced by Japanese monks
who had studied in China it represented a new wave of Chinese
influence bringing with it much of the Neo-Confucian phiioso-

pliy and Sung art but it soon look on a <lccidedly Japanese col-

oring. It had its chief center at Kamakura, the capital of the

Shoguns who were becoming the real rulers of Japan, and it

attracted many of the more robust natures including military

men. These men rather scorned the '‘Easy*’ and "Short Cut"
way of salvation proclaimed by the Amida sects as a gospel for

weaklings and as mere “wishful tliinking." Zen teaches the doc-
trine of self-reliance and self-discipline though it would add
that tills is possible because man has the Buddha nature at the
core of his true being. And in its deeper philosophy it holds
that the Eternal Buddha or the Absolute so wholly transcends

man's finite concepts that the truth can be best expressed in
paradoxes rather than in straightforward propositions. But all

this is for the serious student. The average Zen follower, espe-

cially among the military men, saw In it a way of self-discipline

steeling one against the hard realities of life and making one
fearless no matter what had to be faced.

The third main type of Japanese Buddhism which originated

in the thirteenth century and which has played a big role ever

since is Nichiren. It takes its name from its founder, Nichiren.

In its main teachings it harks back to one phase of Tendai doc-

trine, especially as it centers around the Eternal Buddha of the

famous Lotus Scripture which even Tendai, with all its regard

for the whole voluminous canon, had selected a$ the greatest.

In fact, Nichiren thought of himself as a restorer of the pure

teachings of Dengyo Daishi, the Japanese founder of Tendai.

These teachings, he felt, were being obscured by the new sects

that were arising, namely, the Amida sects and the Zen. He de-
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nounced these, in most vigorous terms, as faJse teachings. But
Nichircn was not simply an ardent Buddhist, he was even more
a patriot, To him religion and patriotism were one. And he saw
in the divisions of Buddhism the undermining of the state. As
no man has two fathers, no nation two rulers, and as there is

only one sun in the heavens, so there can be only one loyalty in

religion. His loyalty was to the glorified Buddha of the Lotus
Scripture known in Japan as N^Mkekyo. Nichircn impartcrl to
his followers his passion as well as his intolerancc^wlthout un^
fortunately, the restraints of his intelligence—so tliat this sect

has become the one sect In Japan or in Btictdhism a.s a whole
which stands fanatically for its faith as alone true. In fact, the

"//amu Myoho ‘'Hail to the Scripture of the I^ilus

of the Good Law" uttered incessantly by Nichircn 's followers,

eapKially at festivals, is really more a fanatical battle cry than
an intelligent affirmation of faith, for most of these 2ea)ous
followers worship their scripture blindly rather than read its

contents.

These three major types of Buddhism gained in popularity
and overshadowed the cider sects. In the period of ceaseless

wars and internecine strife through which Japan passed be*

tween the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries the Amida faith,

with its message of salvation in Amida's Land of Bliss, natu>
rally had its appeal. Zen as the soldier's religion and Nicliircn's

militant faith appealed for other reasons. There was at the same
time a revival of the communal Shinto cults. This led to a re-

newed syncretism in which the Buddhas and Bodlii-sattvas were
proclaimed as the originals and universals of which the Shinto
deities vrere the peculiarly Japanese form, However most of the
minor Shinto deities faded out of the picture and the vast ma-
jority of the people became adherents of one or another of these
Buddhist sects. So great became Buddhism’s hold on Japan that
each of the major sects had extensive properties contributed by
the faithful and some temples became veritable feudal states

having their own “fighting monks” to defend their temporal
possessions. An index of Buddhism’s worldly power is seen in
the fact that when in the sixteenth century the numerous feudal
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states were being brcught under the military dictatorship of
tlie Tokugawa Shoguns some of the last strongholds to be con-
quered were Buddhist monastic centers. Thus the religion of
tl:e gentle Buddha and his “other-worldly" Indian faith had
become all too deeply “grounded" in sixteenth century Japan.

During the Tokugawa Shogunate (1600-1868) Buddhism
more or less held its own, For reasons of state the shoguns en-
couraged Nco-Confiicianism but Buddhism continued to be a
sort of state religion. In fact, in connection with the suppression
of Catholicism during most of that period all Japanese families
wore required to rcfpstcr themselves as adherents of one or an-
other of the Buddhist sects, so that Bucklhism^s extensive eccle-

siastical organization was used as an instrument of state,

With tlic abolition of the Shogunate in 1868 Buddhism
ceased to hold this position and in other ways it suffered con-
siderable loss of prestige. Certain properties were confiscated

by the state and other similar measures were taken, This had,
at first, an adverse effect on its fortunes. However, Buddhism
has adjusted itself to the new situation. Its 70,000 temples,

many of them of wonderful architecture, have usually been kept
in good repair, and such new structures as the Tsukiji Hong-
wanji of Tokyo with the most modern equipment bear unmis-
takable evidence of Budtlhism’s continuing place in Japanese
life. The destruction of Japan’s larger cities in the war took a
heavy toll of Buddhist structures and it remains to be seen how
many of these will be rebuilt. Each of the major sects has its

own educational institutions, publishes its own literature, and
in other ways promotes its faith. It is true that in recent years
Neo-Shinto has gained in importance but this is due far more
to Buddhism's thirteen ccrituries of influence than to the beg-
garly elements of the older Shinto. State Shinto tended to domi-
nate the scene in recent decades and the Japanese people seemed
to follow its dictates as loyal citirens, but in spite of this they
lived religiously and in matters of general culture far more on
their Buddhist inheritance than on Shinto, Also, the more intel-

ligent classes add to their general Japanese inheritance much
from the religious and cultural heritage of the West. In fact,
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these latter share in and contribute to our growing: common
world culture even though this fact may have been obscured by
the last world contUct

CONTEMPORARY BUDDHISM AS A WHOLE

As one surveys the history and contemporary status of Bud-
dhism as a whole one inevitably gets the impression tliat in

many areas where Buddhism once Nourished as the dominant
faith its strength and influence have waned, if not wholly dis-

appeared. Matthew Arnold’s lines in ‘'Dover Beach” seem pe-

culiarly appropriate.

The sea of faith

Was once, too, at tlie full, and round earth’s shore

Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furled;

But now I only hear

Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar,

Retreating to^ breath

Of the night wind, down the vast edges drear

And naked shingles of tlie world.

Two things should, however, be kept in mind which alter the

picture a bit. One is, as we have stated in the preceding section,

that Buddhism is still the dominant religion in southeast Asia
and in Tibet, as well as strong and influential in Japan. The other

is that even though it has waned as as outwardly organized

and institutionalized power in many lands, in at least some of
these it still Jives on as a pervasive influence shaping men's atti-

tudes toward life and their ultimate aspirations and hopes far

more than appears on the surface of things. Religion is one of
the last things to change and "what goes before becomes (or

remains) master.” In fact, in spite of all the changes taking

place in the modern world some things remain painfully the

same. This generation’s suffering, brought on by the world con-

flict, seems to give renewed meaning to the Buddha’s pessimistic

view that man’s life is predominantly an existence of suffering

and blind struggle. And the Buddhist may quote further lines

from Matthew Arnold’s "Dover Beach’’:
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Ah love, let US be true

To one another 1 for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor lifht.

Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain

Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,

Where ignorant armies dash by night.

This bitter fact about so much of life may lead many even in
'‘this-worJdly’* China to follow the recent example of certain
political leaders who, failing in their ambition to unify and
strengthen their nation, retired to Buddhist monasteries to find
consolation and peace of soul.

On the other hand, the very growth of race and national con-
sciousness so marked in many Asiatic countries works to the
interest of Buddhism, though for a very different reason. This
new spirit carries with it an Intense pride in a nation's spiritual

heritage and while Buddhism has seldom stressed national in-

terests as such it is recognized in all these lands as having made
great contributions to the national heritage, Furthermore, Bud-
dhism, especially in its Mahayana form, has a genius for ad-
justing itself to new situations and what has already taken
place in Japan may be duplicated in other lands. In fact, there
are a good many of the better educated and liberal leaders who
claim that the very essence of true Buddhism is not a fixed or
uncltanging doctrine but rather a certain attitude of mind, a
spirit of free inquiry and passion for truth. Thus they would
make room for all that modern science has to offer and some
would even claim that the Buddha, more than any other reli-

gious leader, laid the basis for the scientific approach, They
would make room also for any insights offered by other reli-

gions, especially by Christianity, in so far as these promote
man’s practical interests. As for the more ultimate issues of
life, these liberal Buddhists are rather reticent, as the Buddha
had been. They hold, however, in a general way that man, in
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his true nature, is somehow akin to the Ultimate Source of all

things, call this source what you may or conceive of its nature
as suits your fancy or level of intelligence.

How successful either the older or the newer type of Bud-
dhism will be in winning or holding the rising generation re-

mains to be seen. It is quite likely that in the immediate future

the next development in the Buddhist world will be along two
main lines. One will be the acceleration of the present trend

toward the secularitation of the masses who in the past sought
the "good things of life"—largely material blessings—through
religion but who will look more and more to modern science and
technology for such gifts. The other Is the semi-Christianization

of Buddhism itself, a trend already seen in the Amida sects of

Japan. Which of these two trends will gain the mastery de-

pends in no small measure upon modern Christianity's own vi-

tality and depth of spirituality.
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Shinto draws atwntion to itself for various reasons. Two of
them are of paramount interest, First, it calls for special scru-
tiny because it lies at the center of an intense nationalism. Japa-
nese writers affirm almost unanimously that it is the mairt in-

spiration and manifestation of their national unity, For some
two thousand years it has furnished an interwoven system of
beliefs and ceremonies whereby the Japanese people have
dramatized and supported the chief interests of thdr national
life, In so far as Nipponism constitutes a threat to the peace of
the rest of the world, Shinto must be subjected to a particular
examination by all who would deal realistically with Japan. The
conditions necessary either to the elimination or the redirection

of some of its aspects must be made plain, for it is impossible
to think of its continued existence in a world of intelligent and
free men without important change, Just as Nazism and Fas-
cism have called for special measures of control on the part of
the democratic powers of the West because they are dangerous
instruments of political and psychological unification, so also

must Shinto be dealt with as the focus of an exclusive and in
certain respects unassimilable Japanese nationalism.

The directive issued on December 15, 1943, by the allied

headquarters in Tokyo disestablishing Shinto from its favored
position as the state religion of Japan and the emperor's re-
nunciation of divinity that followed two weeks later set up new
conditions of control over some aspects of this situation, but
not over all. The sponsorship and dissemination of Shinto by
government agencies and officials were prohibited. State sup-
port, by taxation or otherwise, of the shrines and their priests

was terminated. All propagation of Shinto in the public schools

was banned. The official use of Shinto as the chief inspiration

of militarism was debarred. Forced participation in ceremonies
at the shrines as a test of patriotism was annulled. Most signifi-
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cant of aJI, the traditional claim that the emperor’s right to rule

was a supernatural, and hence inviolable, inheritance from the

ancestral gods was abandoned in favor of the understanding

that it was derived from the will of the people.

Over against all this, however, not a single shrine was dosed.

The organization of Shinto was changed but its continuity was
unbrolcen. The operation of the cultus in fostering sentiments

of loyalty and patriotism was shifted to a new basis but not

destroyed. Emperor and people alike retained the right of par-

ticipating as private citizens in the worship of the traditional

deities. Domestic veneration before the god-shclvcs of the

homes was untouched. Shinto was disqualified as a state religion

but not abolished as a national faith.

Shinto further invites consideration as the only example on
earth today of an ancient tribal faith that has survived the

vicissitudes of the centuries and lived on into the present as the

national religion of a contemporary state. As the thoughtful

Westerner takes a long look backward across the years and con-

templates the dim areas out of which his own communal life

has come, he may perhaps at times be impressed with the fact

that the religion of his remote forebears lies scattered through

the centuries as broken fragments of myth and ceremony or

concealed, often almost beyond recog^iition, as curious folklore

and legend. At times he may try to construct a picture of what
the religion of his European ancestors might have looked like if

it could have lived until today. He may even be tempted to

wonder if his own nation might not have been stronger and
richer if the old streams out of the faraway past had never

dried up. Yet, in spite of occasional endeavors to quicken na-

tionalism by the revival of old tribal rituals, this reaching back
for ancient religious forms must always remain for the Occi-

dental essentially a work of the imagination and the emotions

—

either the antiquarian research of a few specialists or a passing

nostalgia on the part of those who after all is said and done
are obliged to let the dead past bury Its dead.

It is to the Orient that the Westerner must turn if he wishes
to find living su^estions of what his ancestral faith might have
looked like had its unity never been destroyed, In Japan he will
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find surviving as vital social and political entities, institutions

and ideas that are only ancestral memories in the Western story.

In a real sense he can here look in on the life of contemporary
ancestors. In Shinto he will have opportunity to attend cere-

monies to tribal gods that were coeval with Wodin and Thor.
We will return later to this subject of the unique continuity of
Shinto. It is mentioned here because it is one of the special

reasons why the study of the indigenous religion of Japan is

both attractive and profitable to anyone interested in tracing

the origins of human institutions and ideas.

Shinto is extraordinarily composite in its make-up. Confus-
ing heterogeneity is one of its marked characteristics. Bewilder*
ing multiplicity and dissimilarity of parts have been fostered

by the complications of the god-world with its ''eight hundred
myriads of deities”

;
by the changing fortunes of a long history

that has been cut up by much internal strife
;
by the unique geo-

graphical position of Japan just of£ the coast of a culturally

rich continent from which profoundly influential movements
like Buddhism and Confucianism have found ready entrance
along with a vast array of other forces

;
and finally by the re-

markable persistence of local variation within Japan proper.

Isolation of small parts behind mountain barriers and on hun-
dreds of scattered islands has led to what amounts to almost a
national genius for diversification. The much-vaunted modern
unification of Japan has been achieved with great difficulty and,
in many directions, is more formal and external than inner and
spontaneous* accomplished as it Is by police pressure and gov*
ernmental fiat rather than by true growth from within. In reli-

gious affairs all this has found expression in a prolific secta-

rianism. Japanese Buddhism has branched out Into fifty-six

forms. Shinto has a multiplicity of sects and subsects, large and
small* national and local, estimated at dose to a hundred.

So much of a problem did this tendency toward particular-

ism become even early in modern times that beginning with the

'eighties of the last century the government was obliged to take

legal measures to keep the sect-making propensity of Shinto
within control. In 18S2 all institutions calling themselves by
this name were divided by law into two classes, those of the
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national cult centering in the traditional shrines "god-
houses") and those of popular faith centering in a multitude of
so-called “churches" (kyokcti, “propaganda societies"). The
meaning of what is here designated “shrine" should not be col-

ored by the fact that this word is employed in English to indi-

cate a small receptacle containing a sacred object, such as a box
holding a relic, or a wayside image. The Japanese usage may
be best understood as an attempt to distinguish all edifices and
properties of the national religion, whether Urge or small, from
the temples (lent) of Buddhism, and the churches of both
Christianity and lay Shinto, as indicated above.
Thus there are two kinds of modern Shinto which must be

carefully distinguished from each other. Failure to do so has
often resulted in much confusion and misunderstanding, The
one branch is commonly known as State Shinto, sometimes as
Shrine Shinto, or again as National Shinto; the other as Sec-
tarian Shinto, sometimes as Religious Shinto, Until disestab-
lishment at the close of 1945, the state form was subject to
national management through a Bureau of Shrines in the De-
partment of Home Affairs; the sectarian form, through a Bu-
reau of Religions in the Department of Education, This distinc-

tion in control furnished the government with a legal basis for
its recurrent assertions that State Shinto was not a rcligion.

That is to say, no matter how truly religious the actual content
of ceremony and underlying belief might be, the shrines were
not classified by law as religious institutions.

Thirteen sects of Shinto have been accorded government
recognition as independent bodies. Subsects and lesser groups
are given official control by management through the offices of
recognized sects, particularly through one of the largest of the
authorized bodies, the so-called Shinto Honkyoku or “Shinto
Main Office," an agency which acts as a sort of clearing house
for the mediation of government oversight to as yet unrecog-
nized Shinto organizations.

A comparison of the two branches of Shinto would have to
take note of certain points of difference as well as of some im-
portant likenesses. Sectarian Shinto depends entirely on the
voluntary contributions of adherents and income from proper-
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ties for maintenance; prior to disestablishment the stale cult

received a certain degree of support from national, prefectural,

and local governments, supplemented by income from proper-
ties, shrine offerings, and fees from the sale of charms, Reli-
gious Shinto is not permitted to make use of the edifices of
State Shinto as meeting places. The former has depended
mostly on the influence of historical founders for organization
and teaching, and each sect requires a minimum of doctrinal
uniformity from its followers. Tlie latter boasts that, since it

is the spontaneous creation of the Japanese spirit, it is naturally
without special founders and that it makes no creedal demands
from participants in its ceremonies. Formal attendance and
obeisance before the altars alone arc required.

This is far from saying, however, that the national faith is

devoid of underlying doctrinal presuppositions. It is the fact of
ityitr religious beliefs that gives cogency and meaning to the
rites r the immortality of the soul, guardianship over the nation
by the eternal ancestral spirits, the efficacy of prayer and offer-

ing, the presence of the invisible gods at the shrines, commu-
nity between the seen and the unseen worlds, a special manifes-
tation of sacrcdncM in the person of the emperor and his bio-
logical connections in unbroken line with the ancestral gods, and
a divinely ordaind national destiny. To fail to accept beliefs

such as these is to fail in the primary obligations of loyally to

the state. And while it is true that the priests of tlie official cult

were supposed to take no special measures for the indoctrination
of worshipers, yet every school under the control of the national
department of education was an agency for the propagation of
Shinto doctrine. The deities worshiped in the two forms of
Shinto are largely the same. As a matter of fact one will not
be far from the truth if he thinks of State Shinto as just an-
other sect, one tJiat was singled out by the government for
special protection and propaganda, thus legitimatizing a claim
of the emperor on the allegiance of each and every subject

Taken as a group the Shinto sects are the manifestation of
the religious aspirations of the common people of Japan, fre-

quently the creation of the peasantry. Here and there Buddhist
and Confucian influences are apparent, but the fact that on the
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whole the movements have come up from the soil justifies their

classification as Shinto. The faith-healing motive is prominent

in some. As is to be expected the nationalistic emphasis U promi-

nent throughout. The largest and most a^ressive of the sects

is Tenri Kyo, the ‘Teaching of Heavenly Reason,” founded

by a remarkable woman and proclaiming a teaching that sug-

gests that of Christian Science. This church claims over five

million followers and has sent its missionaries to practically all

the countries bordering on the Pacific Ocean. The total number

of adherents of the Shinto sects as a whole is something over

seventeen million. No figures for the adherents of State Shinto

are published, the assumption being Chat Che total population is

included. Priests of the state cult number sixteen thousand and

shrines of all grades total one hundred and eleven thousand.

Small rural shrines frequently have no resident priests. A group

of such shrines is often managed as an administrative unit un-

der one priest. On the other hand a large shrine may be served

by an entire corps of priests.

The ensuing discussion is confined to the account of National

or State Shinto. The pattern is largely that which existed prior

to the disestablishment of 1945.

NATIONAL SHINTO

The most concise statement of the meaning of the system of

ritual and belief that we now have before us is to be found in

the word Shinto itself. The term is the Sino-Japanese reading

of two ideograms, borrowed long ago from China, the first of

which has frequently been rendered into English by the word

“gods” and the second by “way.” Thus Shinto has often been

called 'The Way of the Gods.” The pure Japanese reading of

the original is Kawi MkM {kotni, “gods”; michi, “way” or

“road”: ^0, the genitive particle). But this descriptive title,

simple and explicit as it seems on the surface, covers a multi-

tude of obscurities. As a “Way,” the underlying idea of Shinto

is undoubtedly a reflection of the Too of Taoism. The Too of

the latter and the To of Shinto are written with the same ideo-

gram. The first studies of Shinto made on Japanese soil were

by Chinese scholars who were well versed in Taoism. As cvery-
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one familiar with the thought of China knows well, the meaning
of the Tao or "The Wa/' cannot be written off with a few
words of English. It is the Great Principle with which every-

thing in the universe should be in accord. Mendus said that it

was like a big road which every man should follow. Man finds

virtue and happiness by walking in it. This Great Principle, un-

fathomable and unknowable, self-existent and eternal, is the un-

seen pattern of all things in the visible world. It manifests itself

as the manifold systems of lesser principles that guide human
action and thinking into true and proper forms. With this back-

ground it is easy to see that Shinto means the principles of right

belief and ritual relating to ^a*K<. But what does kami mean?
At this point we encounter even more serious difficulties.

The truth is that Japanese authorities themselves do not know
what kanU means. Tlie great Motoori—certainly one of the

most sagacious scholars that Japan has ever produced^once
wrote, “I do not yet understand the meaning of kamV In a
manner suggestive of the story of the wise men of Ind and the

elephant, some Japanese writers have declared tliat the real

meaning of kami is
*
'superior being,” especially superior men,

hence Shinto becomes primarily an ancestor worship culminat-

ing in the adoration of the emperor as a living god; others have

insisted that Atww signifies "mysterious being,” making Shinto

fundamentally a belief in spirits and their worship, in other

words, animism: others, that the term sets forth an ancient and
persistent tendency toward panpsychism on the part of the

Japanese people and that this has made Shinto essentially a
pantheism. The interpretations are many and it Is sometimes

difficult to reconcile the one with the other.

Behind this wide diversity of opinion lies a strange com-
plexity in the nature of the objects that are called kami No-
where is this pointed out more vividly than in a remarkable

passage from the eighteenth century scholar, Motoori, whose
modest disavowal of ability to understand the meaning of kami
has just been mentioned. Immediately following his protesta-

tion of ignorance, Motoori says

:

"Speaking in general, kami signifies in the first place the dci-
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ties of heaven and earth that appear in the ancient records and

also the spirits worshiped at the shrines.

“It seems hardly necessary to add that it also Includes human
beings. It also includes such objects as birds, beasts, trees,

plants, seas, mountains, and so forth. In ancient usage, any>

thing whatsoever which was outside the ordinary, which pos-

sessed superior power or which was awe*inspiring was called

kawi. Eminence here does not refer to the superiority of no*

biHty, goodness or meritorious deeds. Evil and mysterious

things, if they are extraordinary and dreadful, are called

“It is also evident that among human beings who arc called

kffmi the successive generations of sacred emperors are all in-

cluded. The fact that emperors are called 'distant katni’ (s be-

cause from the point of view of common people they are far-

separated, majestic and worthy of reverence. In a lesser degree

we also find, in the present as well as in ancient times, human
beings who are . .

.

"Furthermore, among things which are not human, the thun-

der is always called 'sounding-i^omi.' Such things as dragons,

the echo, and foxes, inasmuch as they attract attention, are

wonderful and awe-inspiring, are also katni In popular belief

the echo is called a mountain goblin. . .

.

"In the it/fhongi and the Manyoshu the tiger and tlie wolf are

also spoken of as kamt. Again, there are the cases in which

peaches were given the name, August-Thing-Great-.Aro»itt'

Fruit, and a necklace was called August-Storehouse-shelf-Zrantf.

There are further instances in which rocks, stumps of trees and

leaves of plants spoke audibly. These were all kami. There are

again numerous places in which scaa and mountains are called

kami. This does not have reference to the spirit of the mountain

or the sea. but k<m% is here used directly of the particular

mountain or sea. This is because they were exceedingly awe-

inspiring."^

Motoori's analysis of the remarkable variety of objects in-

cluded in the meaning of kami could be extended and illustrated

at considerable length from other sources. What has just been

^MotooH, Toyokai (ed.). Motoori fforinaga Zenshu ("Complete
Works of Motoori Norinaga"), Vol i, pp. 150-152; ToIq^o, Jpoi.
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fiven must suffice for present pai^ses. It seems plain that komi
cannot be translated into English with any degree of complete-
ness by the word “god'’ or even by the word “deity/’ Shinto
must be something other than merely the ^'Way of the Gods.”
A term that comprehends within its wide array of meaning:

fearful animals like the wolf, the tiger, the serpent, and the
dragon; mysterious and awe-inspiring natural phenomena like
the echo, the thunder, mountains, seas, the flowing water of
rivers and springs, plants, ami in particular, trees; old mirrors,
swords, spears and beads tliat were full of wonder-working
force; the magic of the phallus and the vulva (represented in
Motoori’s account by the peach)

;
evil and demonic agencies

tliat brought famijic and pestilence from out of the dark lower
world; spirits; die souls of the dead; majestic, j>ower£ul, or
wise personages among living men; and a great host of legiti-
mate gods and goddesses—such a term is obviously far from
being exhausted when rendered by “gods.” It includes gods and
much more.

As a matter of fact the very complexity of the meaning of
is the key to its understanding. Had Motoori written to-

day instead of one hundred and fifty years ago he probably
would have easily climaxed his remarkable insight by the dis-
covery of the meaning of kami, that is, its psychological origin.
The guiding hands of anthropology and the history of religions,
made sensitive and sure by the keen insights of recent decades
of world-wide research, would liave opened to him the door.
Indeed, when he declared that anything whatsoever which was
outside of the ordinary, which possessed superior power, or
which was awe-inspiring was called kemi, and again that evil
and mysterious things, if they were extraordinary and dread-
ful, were all ^iwi^when he had come thus far he was almost
through the door. For in these words Motoori had practically
defined mana, the term which modern anthroplogy has bor-
rowed from the Melanesians and established as the scientific
name for the conception of occult force emanating from what-
ever preliterate man sensed as awesome, weird, inspiring de-
monic dread, overpowering with fascination, manifesting
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strange and incomprehensible power, thrilling witli the disclo-

sure of majesty, or saturated with mysterium iumendum.

This is a suggestion of the age*oId psychology that called the

Japanese term komi into existence. Here again, as in many

other cases, we are reminded that our difficulty in accounting

for “things Japanese" lies in no small measure in our failure

to travel sufficiently far back along the historical stream to

enable us to tap the primitive reservoir wherein the true expla-

nation lies concealed. Kami, like mana, is fundamentally a word

that distinguishes between a familiar, “profane" world of

everyday things and a “holy" or “sacred" world of special

events and personages believed to be filled with occult, mysteri-

ous force, and under certain conditions with benevolence. A
ftowf'Objcct is a holy or a sacred object; a ^mi-person is a

holy or a sacred person. Shinto, properly understood, is the

Way of the Holy or the Way of the Sacred. In correct Shinto

usage a deity is not properly designated when merely called

kami. Regard for the primitive matrix out of which gods and

goddesses have been bom requires the prefixing of a descriptive

phrase that indicates some primary function or outstanding

characteristic, thus telling what kind of “sacredness" Is in-

volved. The sun goddess is the “Heaven-shining Great Kami,"

the storm god is tlie “Great Impetuous Male Kami," and so on

throughout the entire pantheon.

In saying that Shinto means the Way of the Holy, there is

involved the further observation that the kind of religious ex-

perience discovered in the examination of the meaning of kami

(and the notable array of similar terms that have been identified

in other cultures) is undoubtedly more significant for the evolu-

tion of real value in human society than the idea of gods and

goddesses. The latter come and go in a cycle of life and death

^at parallels the mortality of man himself, but without a sacred

world to challenge his utmost loyalty man would cease to be

truly man. We may accept the opinion of Soderblom when he

says: “Holiness Is the great word in religion; it is even more

essential than the notion of God. Real religion may exist with-
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out a definite conception of divinity, but there i$ no real religion
without a distinction between holy and profane." *

While we may admit that this statement sets forth a pro-
found truth, we must at the same time be prepared to recognize
that the grounds on which the attribute of holiness, or karni-
nature, is assigned to various significant events in Japanese ex-
perience vary greatly with the dianging cultural levels of na-
tional and individual development. At the earliest level it is an
unreflected primitive emotion, a dread and awe in the presence
of mystery ami power. Over against this the modern educated
Japanese fin<ls nothing of the feeling of tlic "liol/’ in the fear
of the wolf or the magical fertility of the phallus. He finds his
sacred world in the values of moral living. He discovers his
holy, /ramirelationships in the highest interests and supreme
personages of the national life, in the deep emotions that they
call forth, and in his participation in the powerful sentiments
and habits that are associated with tried and true tradition,

Nevertheless the primitive survives as a powerful influence
even in the present and mingles strangely with the new in shap-
ing ideas and practices that are associated with the sacred. Thus
it comes to pass tlut composite and often incongruous elements
of belief and feeling enter into the foundations upon which tlic

structure of the sacred is reared. We may list some of tlie most
important of these widiout any special attempt at order, since
they are pretty well jumbled in the Japanese experience itself:

the magical efficacy of sundry personal and household charms,
dispensed by the Shinto shrines as a major business; the emana-
tion of mysterious power from the persons of the great and
the mighty—it is by the "virtue" of the emperor, that is by his
mono, that the armies of Japan win victory in battle; the over-
sight of human affairs, both national and personal, by the spirits

of the dead; the transcendent, superrational authority of the
‘‘unbroken line" of emperors; the absolute obedience of sub-
jects to this divine authority; a peerless national structure; a
superior race, innately endowed by the gods with unique psy-
chological qualities; the conviction of a great national deatiny

•"The Idea of the Holy," Hastirtp's Encyclcpatdia of ReUgiori and
Ethtei, VoL 6, p. 731.
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the duty to spread the glory of Japan throughout the world and
thereby ‘*save the world from injustice and wrong”

;
and—^prior

to surrender in World War II—a sacred land that had never

once been Invaded by a foreign foe and a people who had never

been defeated in war and had never endured a foreign insult.

The picture would not be fairly drasvn without the suggestion

of the presence of higher and more universal forces that feed

the sacred /ire. The enumeration of these would have to include

:

the elation of participation in approved scntimciUs and habits;

emotional expansion arising out of dedications to the higliest

interests of the common life; the thrill of communion in great

ceremonies; conviction of the supreme worth of causes that

demand obedience to the death; pride In racial achievement;

and. finally, the sense of majesty and exaltation In the presence

of the great personages and events of the national life and in the

contemplation of the peerless character of the all-powerful state.

These are some of the elements that have intensified the con-

viction on the part of the Japanese people that a sacred quality

inheres in their personal and national experiences. It is the pres-

ence of sentiments, emotions, and beliefs such as those Just

named that have made Shinto the Way of the Holy. Not all of
these elements of Shinto as a national religion can be reconciled

with one another
;
some of them cannot be accorded either ra-

tional or ethical justification for continued existence in a world
of universally valid truth; some are dangerous for the mainte-
nance of peace among nations. They point to a major problem
in the Par East, namely, the direction and progressive refine-

ment of the meaning of the sacred to the Japanese people.

tB2 OSV5LOPUEKT OF SHINTO

While the general significance of kawi is as outlined above,

the specific coiitent which it enfolds will vary from cultural

level to cultural level and from age to age. To be understood it

must be examined against the background of its total historical

evolution. No contemporary scholar has done more to con-

tribute to our knowledge of Japanese religion in this connection

than Dr. Genchi Kato, for many years the professor of Shinto
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in the Imperial University of Tokyo. A summarized statement
of his analysis follows.

Considered in its broadest historical sweep tJiere are three
main cultural stages in the evolution of Shinto, There is, in the
first place, the stage of primitive nature worship or polydemon-
Ism; secondly, the stage of hiflier nature worship or sheer
polytheism

;
and thirdly, Shinto as an advanced cultural religion

wherein beliefs and practices relating to fcar«>-objccts have come
under the influence of ethical and intellectual influences of a
high order. It is at this last named stage that Shinto shows its

most dcTmiic political pattern.

Tlic earliest discernible stage of Japanese recognition of
the existence of an overlicad world takes us back to re-

mote beginnings at a prcanimistic level in which certain objects
of nature such as fire, wind, sun, moon, rivers, mountains, and
trees are immediately, and in and of themselves, regarded as en-
dowed with marvelous power. Baffling the understanding by
their mystery, and constituting the source of sharply registered
emotions of wonder and awe, they are kami. This is not per-
sonification, nor is it belief in controlling spirits modeled on the

idea of the human loul. It is primitive animat ism. To illustrate:

there Is at this stage no distinction between fire and a god of
fire or between the wind and a god of the wind. Wind and fire

are each immediately experienced as kami. The peak of Mount
Fuji is itself the manifestation of a mighty Aami-power that
guards the land.

At still an early period of development—but one that has not
as yet passed beyond the stage of primitive nature worship
this simple naturism grows into a complicated polydemonism
which registers a belief in the existence of an uncounted host
of invisible superhuman beings dwelling in and controlling the
visible objects of nature. In this state the ifeamf-idea has not yet
advanced to that of true gods and goddesses. The kami are
mere spirits, good and bad, often the rather indefinitely personi-
fied powers that animate the manifold objects of the natural

world. This is the genuinely animistic stage of early Japanese
belief. It finds expression in an unbelievably complicated nature
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worship, wherein cverythinif from clod to comet is believed to

be controlled by its resident spirit.

In the second stage of development this extraordinary poly-

theistic tendency pours forth In a vast array of authentic gods

and goddesses. Kami may now be translated by "deity*’ In the

strict sense. These superhuman beings are regarded by their

worshipers as possessing sex and procreating offspring like

human beings, as engaged In manlike occupations^ and as enter-

ing into various mutually beneficial relations with men, even to

bargaining like sharp tradesmen for good deals in rewards and
offerings.

In the third stage of evolution we reaclt the level of a higher

cultural religion and, in spite of tlie dominance of nationalistic

patterns, certain tendencies toward universalism both in ethics

and philosophy now manifest themselves. In arriving at this re-

sult the natural and independent growth of intelligence and
moral perspective in the Japanese people is enriched by liberal

borrowings from Buddhism and Confucianism. In a very real

sense the former gave Shinto a philosophy; the latter, an ethic.

Before this Shinto was mainly ritual, mythology, and magic.

In this process of tlie gradual refinement of cruder and more
irrational mytholgical elements into higher manifestations,

various local guardian spirits and kami of diverse origin are

amalgamated into single objects of worship, a tendency for

lesser kami to be absorbed into greater kami appears, and under

the influence of more advanced ethical and philosophical in-

sights sheer polytheism tends to pass into pantheism.

Examples of the character of these new ethical attainments

appear in many directions, nowhere perhaps more definitely

than in the symbolical interpretations of the tliree sacred objects

of the imperial regalia that now arise. An outstanding example
of that direct survival in Japanese affairs of primitive folkways,

to which attention has already been drawn, is to be found in the

preservation out of an unknown past of an ancient mirror, a
mysterious sword, and a necklace of stone beads (wagatama)
as the sign and seal of imperial authority. Their custody is

vested in the emperor himself and they are handed on from
sovereign to sovereign as the inalienable certification of the
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Tjght to rule. In thtir original meaning they were mighty fet-

ishes that carried the wana of the kingship across the dangerous
break of death. They were all kami and are so named in the
early Shinto literature. Under the influence of widening ethical
horizons they have become the symbols of the chief virtues of
the upright Japanese. The mirror stands for wisdom, the beads
for benevolence, and the sword for courage. Signs of this moral
evolution appear in other directions. There is space here for
only one additional example. The import of the transition from
tlie earlier jiaturism to the enliglitcninent of the new culture
religion may be gauged by the vastness of the distance that lies

between an old naive regard for the efficacy of phallic rites and
even human sacrifice and the sublime insight of the thirteenth
century "Shinto Penttteuch” when it declares: “The gods de-
sire not material gifts, but offerings of uprightness and
sincerity."

Tliese three cultural levels do not represent hard and fast
chronological divisions. They merge into one another and, like
the contacts of land and sea along an irregular coast, they inter-
penetrate to deep disunces. The old survives in the newj higher
insight is discernible here and there in the old, like the sparkle
of gold in the sand. Even today if one leaves behind him the
sophisticated urban areas and pushes into the more simple rural
byways, he will discover much evidence of the survival into the
present of an old nature worship with its accompaniments of
belief in spirits, fetishism, and even phalli cism.

Dr. Kaio whose outline, supplemented when deemed neces-
sary by explanations of our own, has just been follcnved is of
the opinion that ancestor worship appeared early in the national
story and independently of Chinese influence. Not only were
exalted personages who possessed extraordinary power and
courage, or unwonted skill and intelligence, or majestic mien,
regarded as living kami, but evidence is found for the existence
of genuine ancestor worship as early as the reigns of Jimmu
Tenno and Sujin Tenno. And while it is evident that Dr. Kato
himself does not accept the governmentally prescribed chro-
nology which places the accession to the throne of the former
of these rulers at 660 b .c. and assig^is to the latter an impossible
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reign of sixty-eight years be^nning at 97 b.c., yet his conclu-

sions would give to Japanese ancestor worship an age of ap-

proximately two thousand years. Japan is called “a classical

land of necrolatry or the worship of the spirits of the dead and
of ancestor worship.”

The insistence on a central core of ancestor worship running
through Shinto from early times to the present is thoroughly
typical of the vast majority of Japanese interpreters. The posi-

tion which they attempt to maintain calls for a good deal of

qualification and correction. It was probably not until after the

influence of Confucianism had made itself felt beginning with
the opening of the fifth century of the Christian era that genu-
ine ancestor worship appeared on tlie Japanese scene. By the

time the rituals of Shinto were committed to writing in the

tenth century It is sufficiently definite to constitute an observa-

ble phase of the national religion, but even then relatively in-

conspicuous as compared with the still dominant worship of
nature gods. It is plain that Shinto did not grow out of ancestor
worship. If the indications of origin which we have already
examined are accepted, then Shinto has its beginnings in the

emotionally founded, primitive belief that occult force or kami^
power emanates from mysterious objects of nature as well as

from the personages of exceptional men. This immediately
leads to the establi^ment of a precautionary religious etiquette

or taboo in dealing with power-wielding men, and the necessity

for this kind of procedure continues after their death, is, indeed,

augmented by the passage of the soul into the mysterious spirit

world, This may be the seed of ancestor worship, but it is far

from being the grown plant. Moreover the great deities with
whom we become acquainted in the pages of the Kojiki (a.d.

712), the oldest extant historical writing of the Japanese peo-
ple, are nature forces. They are the personifications of aspects

of earth, sky, sun, moon, and storm, or mysterious and benevo-
lent agencies that preside over growth and food. The sun god-
dess of Ise is, it is true, magnified as the ''great ancestress” of
the emperor, and for a Japanese subject openly to avow dis-

belief in this doctrine was once treason; but no amount of of-

ficial coercion can make the sun goddess an authentic ancestor
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in the records of rcaJ historical science. So also for a multitude
of other deities included in both state and family genealogies.
So-called Japanese ancestor worship is largely nationalistic
rationalization on a grand scale.

We may return to the summary of Dr. Kato's studies long
enough to permit him to tell us how Shinto attains its highest
fulfillment under the influence of political patterns. In this

matter he writes

:

"Shinto has culminated in Mikadoism or the worship of the
Mikado or Japanese Emperor as a divinity, during his lifetime*

as well as after his death. . . , Herein lies, even at the present

day, in my opinion, the essence or life of Shinto, inseparably
connected with the national ideals of the Japanese people, Japa-
nese patriotism or loyalty, as you might call it, really is not sim-
ple patriotism or loyalty as understood in the ordinary sense of
the word, tliat is in the mere ethical sense of the term. It is

more—it is the lofty self-dcnyiitg enthusiastic sentiment of the
Japanese people towards their august Ruler, believed to be
something divine, rendering them capable of offering up any-
thing and everything, all dearest to them, of their own free will;

of sacrificing rot only their wealth and property, but their own
life itself, for the sal^ of their divinely gracious sovereign. . .

.

All this is nothing but the actual manifestation of the religious

consciousness of the Japanese people.”

'

The religious basis of authority in the Japanese state is

herein set forth without reservation. It is not easy to see how
the great ^If by which all this is separated from religious and
moral universalism can be bridged over. We must postpone
final appraisal until we get certain other matters before us.

If we wish to supplement the above account of cultural stages
with more exact clironological references, we find ourselves
again resorting to the idea of three main periods, The first is

that of Old Shinto, dating from remote origins in the indefinite

mythological twilight of two thousand years ago and ending
with the beginning of Buddhist ascendancy at the opening of

•Geochi Kato, A SUiiy of Shinto: Th4 ReUgicn of the Japanese
Nation, pp, flod-ao?; Tok^, 192$.
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the ninth century of the Christian era. The first and second of
the cultural phases which we have already noted, while not lim-

ited to these chronological boundaries, have nevertheless left

their clearest traces within them.

The second period extends from the beginning of the ninth

century to the middle of the nineteenth. For more than a thou-

sand years now Shinto goes to school to Buddhism, or to use

what is perhaps a more apt fig^ire, is married to it. A so-called

'Two-sided Shinto”—Ryobu Shinto—part Buddhism and part

the old religion of the land, is gradually furnished with doc-

trinal coordination by the comprehensive device of making
Shinto deities the avatars of original Buddhist divinities. Thus
the sun goddess of Ise is made to stand as the temporal mani-

festation of the cosmic Buddha—the Maha-Vairo-Cana-^he
transcendent, nonobservable source of all things. So also, in

graded scale and emphasis, for all the other national deities.

This was a lesson in self-interpretation that Shinto was never

to forget. In spite of all the changes that were to come In the

following centuries, Shinto, whenever pressed for a philosophi-

cal account of herself, has always fallen back on the affirmation

of an essential unity beneath her polytheism. The many gods

and goddesses are merely the different modes of operation of
the Great Life of the Universe.

At the same time Buddhist control over the ceremonies and
properties of the shrines was steadily extended. Generations of
Buddhist priests, some of them men of extraordinary ability,

presided over the fortunes of Shinto. Likewise powerful influ-

ences were received from Confucianism, especially in the latter

part of the period. Thus the inner quality of Shinto Improved
notably in the manifestation of higher ethical consciousness and
philosophical worthiness, notwithstanding the persistent sur-

vival of magic and polytheistic confusion,

The final period extends from the overthrow of the Toku-
gawa Shogunate and the restoration of direct imperial rule in

1868 to the present. This is preeminently the period of saisei

itchi, “the oneness of national ceremonies and government” or
the union of church and state. Shinto was made the official reli-

gion of Japan and, the oft-repeated governmental assertions to
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the contrary notwilhslanding, never once relinquished thi$ fa-

vored position until forced to do so after Japan’s defeat in the

Second World War. At the same time all connections with

Buddhism, in so far as they were within the control of official

regfulation, were cut and this great faith was thrown out to

depend henceforth entirely on the devotion of adherents for

support and propagation. In private realms, however, it is a
noteworthy fact that the ingrained practices of century-long

association between Buddhism and Shinto have persisted in

spite of all attempts to pry the two apart and millions of Japa-

nese find it possible to accept both without feelings of inconsis-

tency. They like to say that Shinto looks after their religious

needs in this world while Buddhism provides for the world-to-

come.

DI8TXNCTXV8 CBAttACTBRlSTlCS OF SHIKTO

We have thus far noted the fact of the composite character

of Shinto that comes to such dear expression in the distinction

that must be made between the state cult and sectarian move-

ments, and have examined the underlying nature of Shinto re-

vealed in the meaning of kami. To this has been added an indi-

cation of the major cultural phases and chronological periods

through which the national religion of Japan has passed. In

our discussion thus far we have acted on the belief that the

most important gateway to the understanding of what Shinto

is opens from the side of its own conception of nature and mis-

sion, and that this aspect of the scene comes to clearest outline

in statements made by Japanese writers who have explored by
personal faith and special knowledge the inner resources of

their national religion. In fact such men, operating on the prin-

ciple that an outsider sees only the outside, have never been

over-diffident about protesting that they alone know what
Shinto really is. Reserving the fight to qualify their statements

by our own observations when necessary, it may be worth some-
thing to our study if in the paragraphs that immediately follow,

we continue to let some of these men speak for themselves even

though they are unnamed.

The next matter, then, concerns the special characteristics
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which Shinto manifests when compared with other living* reli-

pons. These are commonly asserted to be the creation of the
inner genius of the Japanese people which supposedly rests ulti-

mately on the possession of peculiar psycholc^cal qualities.
First is a unique continuity. It is true that otlier vital religions
of today have century-old continuity of a sort and that they
have grown out of roots that are deep In tlie soil of the past.
Shinto id not guilty of the absurdity of claiming that it alone
has a history. It does assert however that it has a unique history
and that this appears ii: tlie possession of an insq^arablc an<l
unbroken identity with the national life extending across two
thousand years. A few comparisons make this plain. The na-
tional religions of ancient Greece and Rome ceased to exist
along with the overthrow of the states whicli they served. Tlicy
arc dead religions, moving only as ghostlike memories and
shadows in the background of the Christianity that has dis-
placed them. It is the Vatican that stands as the symbol of life

and power of religion in Rome today, not the ruins of the tem-
ples of Jupiter and Apollo. Not one of the old folk religions of
Europe, faiths that once strengthened the purposes of brave
warriors and enriched with colorful ceremonies the assemblies
of mighty tribes, has survived into the present. It is true, again,
that the Jewish people, though dispersed to the four quarters
of the earth, still cling tenaciously to an ancient Judaism, But
the Jewish state is only a memory of the past. A Jewish people
exists but not an independent Jewish nation, and the historical

religion of the Jews lives on not as a national faith but as a
racial ceremonial and doctrine.

When we turn our attention to the Far East and consider the
story of China, the same kind of picture comes into focus. Ta>
ism may be called the racial religion of China, but no one would
claim that the course of Taoism lies along the same road as
that of the State Shinto of Japan with its headship in one un-
broken dynasty of emperors and its continuous existence for
two thousand years as the national religion of one and the same
people. Taoism bears the scars of the predilection of the Chi-
nese people for revolutionary upheaval and dynastic change.
State Shinto has existed continuously throughout all of Japa-
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nese history as the national religion of one people who have
always had over them a single unchanging dynasty of em-
perors. Nowhere on earth today, then, can we find another liv-

ing national religion which like Japanese Shinto has come down
in unbroken line out of a remote past as the sign and seal of
the unity of a single people.

Not only does Shinto possess a unique continuity; :t also
manifests a peerless inner quality. "The fundamental character
of the Japanese national structure lies in the fact that autliority

is vested not in a mere man but in a god revealed as man,
namely, in a divine emperor.’* *

It is the special function of Shinto to proserve and protect
this divine authority as the essence of the state religion of
Japan. In thus speaking of Shinto as the state religion of Japan
there is an important distinction from so-called "established"
religion as it has existed in European history that must be noted
with special care. Sute religion in Europe for the past many
centuries has meant Christianity. This Christianity is really a
foreign religion which invaded Europe out of Judea. It was
never indigenous to any country of Europe proper, It was a
transplanted affair that had to be Icgitimatircd by adoption. In
contrast with this, State Shinto is the blood offspring of the
Japanese people. It is and always has been peculiarily Japanese.
This national fidelity to essence cannot be reproduced the world
over. This is the unique inner quality of Shinto.

A third special characteristic of the national cult appears in

the existence of a deceptive duality of ethical or ceremonial out-
wardness and religious inwardness. A ritualistic garb, which is

all that many observers—even Japanese—are able to see, covers
a body of genuine religion. This fact has led to much confusion
and calls for careful consideration. It has furnished the grounds
on which Japanese civil authorities have repeatedly proclaimed
that State Shinto is not a religion. Many Japanese have repeated
this misunderstanding and it has found constant reiteration in

non-Japanese expositions.

There are several reasons for the appearance of this error.
The first is theological. It exists in the fact that State Shinto

* Geechi Eato.
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h an anthropocentric religion emphasizing the unity of gods
and men. The Japanese emperor is a god-man; and regardJess

of actual origins the great deities of Shinto are considered to

be the spirits of deified men. Over against this a reli^on like

Christianity which emphasizes the vast separation of God and
man is theocentric. God is “the absolutely other.” When atten-

tion is focused solely on the man-centered manifestations of
the national faith it is easy to conclude that State Shinto is a
kind of humanism, or the Way of the Emperor, and that it Is

essentially Japanese politics, or national ethics, or a state cere-

monial. Strangely enough, Japanese apologists, sometimes of

the most narrow and chauvinistic type, and non-Japanese the-

ologians, often Christian missionary propagandists with the

broadest international interests, have here discovered common
ground. The former have found it poUticaHy expedient to insist

that State Shinto is purely an affair of patriotic ritual; the lat-

ter, conditioned by Christian standards, have been unable to see

religion In anything that did not conform to preconceived type.

Thus, the members of this extraordinary team have united in

substituting appearance for essence and in declaring to the

world that the external ceremonial of Shinto Is the whole thing.

Another reason for the failure to see in Shinto more than the

outward wrappings of an inner reality lies In the difhculty of

according full religious significance to a system that does not

transcend national barriers. Full weight is not given the fact

that the state cult, though admittedly national in scope, is never-

theless a religion. The anthropocentric deities of Shinto do not
transcend the boundaries of a single nation. Over against this,

both Christianity and Buddhism, when It comes to the consid-

eration of the interests and advantages of particular states, are

individualistic and universal. Jesus taught the idea of the vast

separation of God and man and escaped from the problem of

the relation of church and state by saying that the things of
Caesar should be rendered unto Caesar and the things of God
unto God. Buddha threw away hU position as a prince of this

world and became a mere beggar. Both proclaimed that religion

transcends the state. In strict contrast with this, the personnel
of the Shinto god-world and the interests which State Shinto
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promotes are thoroughly Japanese. But on this account Shinto
does not cease to be a religion. There are other kinds of religion
than the personal and universal varieties, and Shinto is one of
them. It is a state religion and a national religion. It reveals a
defect in one’s knowledge of the science of religion to insist

that only a world religion can be genuine religion.

Still another cause of the appearance of the mistaken idea
that State Shinto is not a religion is to be seen in the fact that
it is in essence ihis-worldly rather tlian other-worldly. There is

a view abroad tliat only an other-worldly religion is authentic.
According to this conception of things the main business of
religion is to teach doctrines of heaven and hell and the fate

of the soul beyond the grave. Over against this Shinto has as
its chief object the promotion of practical, this-worldly affairs
like the prosperity of the imperial throne and the welfare of
subjects. For this reason it has been pronounced nonreligious,
and partly on this account the idea has arisen that it is nothing
more than national morality and state ceremony. This again
shows ignorance of the science of religion. The experienced
student of human affairs knows that the history of religions
shows some that are predominantly this-worldly and others that
are strongly other-worldly, with various combinations and
stresses of these two forms lying in between. State Shinto is no
less a religion for being this-worldly. Indeed, there are grounds
for believing that the original teachings of Jesus and Buddha,
with all their indifference to the destiny of particular states,

were very much concerned with the fate of individual men in

this world From such a point of view there is about as much
reason for saying that primary Buddhism and Christianity were
not religions as there is for saying the same thing about Shinto.
To repeat, the science of religion does not permit us to classify
State Shinto outside the religious field just because it is mainly
concerned with the earthly welfare of the Japanese people and
the preservation of the Imperial throne.
To these observations concerning Shinto’s own conception

of nature and mission, for which we are much indebted to
Japanese writers, a further word must be added The most
apparent, and at the same time the most disguised, reason for
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the emei^ence of the declaration that State Shinto is merely
civil ceremony and not religion is political. The subtle exigen-
cies of statecraft have required it. The story behind all this is

a long one and can only be indicated in broadest outline here.

Japan*8 two hundred and fifty years of voluntary seclusion dur-
ing the Tokugawa Shogunate had been inspired largely by a
fear of Christianity and when, in the middle of the nineteenth
century, she came once more face to face with the nations of
the West for better or for worse, she found herself confronted

with a tremendous dilemma growing out of the same fear. On
the one hand, she knew, in spite of the warnings of her isola-

tionists, that she must arm herself with the skill and knowledge
of the West or else go down before it. On the other, she was
convinced that the threatened flood from the great outsideworld
would submerge her own national soul forever unless it were
buoyed up by the preservation of continuity with her own past.

At the center of Western civiUeation was a Christianity that

was feared as the instrument of the dissolution of a national

cohesion that had already been strained almost to the breaking
point by recent feudal strife. At the center of the traditional

national culture was Shinto. The one Wught the existence of a
universal Father-God who laid on the consciences of his chil-

dren the duty of a transcendent loyalty that could repudiate
even the state and its claims, The other taught the supreme obli-

gation of absolute obedience to a God-Emperor which nothing
either In heaven or on earth could be permitted to contravene.
The two had in them the promise of irreconcilable conflict.

When Japanese statesmen met with the representative# of West-
ern powers for the introductory negotiations, the first decision
of the former was in favor of continuing the strict ban against
Christianity which had been used to dose the story of the earlier
Roman Catholic missions. From the Japanese side announce-
ment was made that their state was founded on the Shinto
teaching of the divinity of the emperor, that Christianity by its

repudiation of this teaching undermined the imperial throne,
and that Japan had no choice other than to resist the incoming
of Christianity as it would the invasion of a foreign army. It

soon became clear however that in actual outward practice some
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Other choice had to be made. Shinto and Oiristianity, the old
and the new, nationalism and universalism, foreign and na-
tional, could ttot be permitted to come to an open clash. I i they
did, Japan’s chances of making favorable deals with the West-
ern powers in her hour of weakness were perhaps irreparably

harmed. She quickly saw that her safest play in creating favor-
able sentiment in foreign lands was to appear as a ^'modern na-
tion" and that this involved judicious dissemination abroad of
tile idea that the Japanese people enjoyed full freedom in reli-

gious matters. At the same time the special position of Shinto
could not be abandoned. Thus, from the point of view of the

Japanese authorities the only possible solution of the dilemma
lay in the declaration that the national cult was not a religion,

The propagation of Christianity within their land had to be
risked, but this risk could be taken as long as it was possible

to lay on all subjects, regardless of their other religious affili-

ations, the legal and patriotic duty of participation in the beliefs

and rites of State Shinto. That the solution was purely formal
has never gjven too much trouble to Japanese bureaucratic psy-

chology, steeped as it is in conventionality and accustomed to
the establishment of truth by governmental proclamation.

This nationalistic claim of Shinto was steadily enlarged with
the passing years and extended to whatever territories came
under the sway of Japanese arms. Thus Formosa, Korea, and
later Manchuria, and the islands of the central Paci6c were
brought within the unifying spell of the proper worship of the

gods. Meanwhile foreign nations have been constantly in-

formed that Japan enjoys "absolute freedom of religious be-

lief," and minority groups within the nation have been held

strictly accountable for obeisance before the altars of the na-
tional gods as the certification of their acceptance of the right

to rule on the part of the members of the imperial dynasty and
their bureaucratic and military representatives.

The question has sometimes been debated as to whether State

Shinto possesses a sacred scripture. The answer is a matter of

definition. If this means a dosed canon of books that are re-

garded as inspired and authoritative for faith to the exclusion

of all other writings, then a sacred scripture does not exist. If
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:t means an open and growing national literature in which the
roots of patriotic fervor and religious conviction are nourished,
then Shinto does possess a sacred scripture. This applies espe-
cially to the Kojiki or ^‘Chronicle of Ancient Events^' (a.d.

712), the Nihongi or “Chronicles of Japan” (a.d, 720), the
Kogoshui or “Gleanings from Ancient Stories” (a ,d. 806), the
Engi Shiki or “Ceremonies of the Engi Era (a.d. 927), and in
particular to the norito or rituals of the last mention^ writing,
To these should be added the rescripts of successive generations
of emperors and the rituals published by the department of
home affairs for contemporary Shinto ceremonies.

An important nucleus of Uiis national literature has found
direct religious usage in the public rites of the national faith.

No sacred scripture of any people could be accorded more rever-
ential treatment either as a liturgiul document or as an inspira-

tion to moral conduct tlian the Imperial Rescript on Education,
Issued in 1890 when anti-Western sentiment was running high,
it has been magnified ever since as the flawless epitome of a
**peerless Japanese nationalism”—this in spite of well recog-
nized indebtedness to Confucianism. The official English trans-
lation follows.

“Know Ye, Ovr Suhjtcts:

“Our Imperial Ancestors have founded Our Empire on a
basis broad and everlasting, and have deeply and firmly im-
planted virtue; Our subjects ever united in loyalty and filial

piety have from generation to generation illustrated the beauty
thereof. This is the glory of the fundamental character of Our
Empire, and herein lies also the source of Our education. Ye,
Our subjects, be filial to your parents, affectionate to your
brothers and sisters; as husbands and wives be harmonious, as
friends true; bear yourselves in modesty and moderation; ex-
tend your benevolence to all

;
pursue learning and cultivate arts,

and thereby develop intellectual faculties and perfect moral
powers; furthermore, advance the public good and promote
common interests; always respect the Constitution and observe
the laws; should emergency arise, offer yourselves courageously
to the State; and thus guard and maintain the prosperity of
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Our Imperial Throne coeval with heaven and earth. So shall ye
be not only Our good and faithful subjects but render illustri-

ous the best traditions of your forefathers-

“The Way here set forth is indeed the teaching bequeathed
by Our Imperial Ancestors, to be observed alike by Their De-
scendants and the subjects, infallible in all ages and true in all

places. It is Our wish to lay it to heart in all reverence, in com-
mon with you, Our subjects, that we may attain to the same
virtue.

"The 30th day of the loth month of the 23rd year of Meiji.”

{October 30, I^) [Imperial Siffn Manual, Imperial Seal}

The Shinto foundations of this rescript are more apparent in
the Japanese original than In the English translation. While the
personal and civic virtues that are empliasized are such as any
people might cherish, the source of both the moral teaching and
the structure of the state are peculiarly Japanese. Everything
stems from the “Imperial Ancestors. The Japanese mind can-
not be officially introduced to spiritual powers that transcend
these. The most majestic of these ancestral spirits are the great
deities of the Nihongi and Kojiki mythologies—a sky father,

an earth mother, a moon god, a storm god, a food goddess and,

most sublime of all, a sun goddess. With the exception of the
storm god, these are “The Great Deities" who are enthroned in

the shrines of the Mecca of modern Japan at Ise as the gene-
alogical heads of the national pantheon and the imperial dy-
nasty. Manifestly the state interpretation docs not identify
these deities with the natural phmomena just specified. The
Japanese subject, no matter how well informed and no matter
how serious his private reservations on the subject may be, must
take his cue from his ofBcial mentors and accept them all as
bona hde ancestors without qualification.

As just suggested, it is in the sun goddess that the state wor-
ship of Shinto came to a head. This is clearly implied in the

imperial rescript that we have just examined. Japanese state

education began and ended with this theme. Following primitive

patterns that have remarkable parallels in ancient state-forms
elsewhere, particularly among the early Egyptians and the Inca
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dynasty of Peru, the Japanese government established the sov-

ereignty of the emperor on the worship of a sun goddess.

Amaterasu Omikami, the name by which this deity is known,

was proclaimed to be the “great ancestress" who founded the

state. The will of this goddess as expressed in the literature of

Old Shinto became the primary spiritual bond of national unity

and the means whereby the right of the emperor to rule was

divinely authenticated. The speech, which the Nihongi puts

into the mouth of Amaterasu Omikami when she sent her

grandson down from heaven to have dominion over the tribes

of the “Reed-plain Land" that was to become the nucleus of

the future Japanese empire, was interpreted as the foreordiiia-

tion by which the establishment and continuity of the state were

elevated into the realm of the immutable and eternal. If Japa-

nese us^e Justifies the attribution of sacredness to any words in

the entire range of their literature, It does here: “This Reed-

plain Land of Fifteen Thousand Autumns of Fair Rice-cars

[archaic name for Japan] is the country over which my de-

scendants shall be lords. Do thou my August Grandchild, pro-

ceed thither and rule over it. Gol and may prosperity attend thy

dynasty, and it sliall, like Heaven and l^rth, endure forever."

It is to these words that the Imperial Rescript on Education

points when it declares that the imperial ancestors founded the

state on a bssis broad and everlasting. We cannot examine here

the details of the circumstances which led tlie compilers of the

Nihongi to put these remarkable words into the mouth of the

sun goddess. Suffice it to say that dynastic centralization, con-

summated in the latter half of the seventh century under the

influence of Chinese administrative models, is here at work, and

that modem Japanese statecraft found the superhuman authen-

tication of internal unification and of foreign expansion alike

in these god-given words. Other passages of the ancient litera-

ture were similarly invoiced to hallow the institutions and acts

of the state with a divinely authorised immutability. These must

all be regarded as sacred scripture in a special sense.

The literary resources of State Shinto show their deepest

religious coloring in the ncrito or ritualistic prayers which the

priests chant before the altars of the gods at all important public
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ceremonies and sometimes privately in response to the requests

of individual suppliants or small groups of people, Nonio for

specified occasions were issued under the authorization of the

minister of home affairs and were printed in the government s

rules and regulations for the Shinto shrines, Those in use today

are based on the texts of ancient Shinto as set forth m the Engi

Shiki The style is stately and elaborate, and the religious mo-

tives largely confined to a kind of glori6e<l barter—the enu-

meration of offerings tloat are presented in return for specified

benefits. Tliese include tlie protection and fruition of seeds and

plants, national and domestic prosperity, deliverance from ca-

lamity, success in war, and a long and glorious reign on the

part of the emperor.
. . , ^ .1

Just what these norxto are may best be judged by an actual

example. The one given below is from the ritual performed on

February 4 of each year at all shrines in the so-called “Service

of Praying for the Crops,“ In this ritual supplication is m^c

to the gods that the growing crops may be protect^ from wmd

and water and that the cereals may ripen abundantly. Translated

the text reads

:

"In the dread presence, before the holy shrine [the name of

the shrine is here inserted], the chief priest of tlie shrine [the

name and rank of the officiating priest are here inserted], with

trembling makes utterance:
, . . .

“Now that His Imperial Majesty—about to make beginning

of the rice crop for tiis year—has caused offerings to be pre-

sented in abundance, do we, coming cleansed and purified into

thy great presence, make offerings—of food offerings 1 soft n«

and rough rice [i.e. hulled rice and unhullcd rice] ;
of drink

offerings : making high the tops of the wine jars and arranging

in full rows the bellies of the wine jars; of things tliat

the blue sea-plain : things broad of ^ and things narrow of fin,

even to grasses of the effing and grasses of the shore—all these

do we offer in abundance- And as the fuU and glorious sun of

this day of life and plenty rises, do thou hear to the end these

words of praise, in tranquillity and peace.

“Grant that all things that may be grown—beginning with

the late-ripening rice which wiU be produced by the people by
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stirring with arms and hands the foamy waters and by drawing

the mud together between the opposing thighs, and extending

even to the partial blade of grass—grant that they may not

meet with evil winds or violent waters. Prosper them with abun-

dance and luxuriance, and bring it to pass that the Festival of

New Food [i.e. the autumn thanksgiving festival held on No-

vember 23 of each year] may be celebrated with sublimity and

beauty. So, with dread, we declare the ending of the words of

praise.”

This is thoroughly typical of the entire ceremonial life of

modem Shinto. The focal point of the rituals is definite prayer

to the deities of the shrines. The statement that has sometimes

been propagated, both in Japan and abroad, to the e0cct that

adoration of deities i$ unknown to Shinto appears for wliat it

is; a fundamental error of fact. The source of the error finally

traces back to governmental manipulation which has consis-

tently sought to encircle the shrine with a fog-bank of mis-

representation behind which officialdom might operate with a

minimum of outside interference, If adoration means an act of

profound reverence to a divine being, if it includes prayer and

supplication to deities for specific benefits to family, field, and

nation, then the fiber of modem State Shinto is adoration.

There is a further important point that calls for clarification

in connection with the nature of the worship performed at the

shrines. American readers have sometimes b«n told tliat the

Shinto shrines contain no images or other representations of

deities. The same idea has been stated somewhat facetiously in

the observation that the visitor at the Shinto shrine will find

nothing there and even that cannot be seen. The reason why the

visitor at the shrine sees so little is not because there is nothing

there, but because what is there is too sacred to be subjected to

the contamination of profane gazing. The holy of holies is pro-

tected by the strictest of taboos. Every Shinto shrine encloses

in its innermost parts a material object in which the deity has

residence and from which the mysterious ifeawt-power emanates.

Frequently the object is intrinsically worthless—an odd-shaped

stone, a phallic emblem, a lock of human hair, or a paper wand.
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Commonly it is a mirror after the pattern of the sun goddess

shrine at I$e; sometimes it is a string of old stone beads, an

andent scroll, or a symbolic sword or other paraphernalia of a

warrior hero. Occasionally it is a living tree or even a mountain-

In such case, of course, concealment within a sanctuary is im-

possible. The point to be noted is that no Shinto shrine can

exist without this shinini or “god-body," as it is called- In origin

and essence the shintai is a fetish. It is true that the Shinto

shrine docs not contain an image of the deity in the sense of an

anthropomorphic idol, but it does contain as the indispensable

condition of the oresence of the god, a wonder-working, hatn>

filled, sacred talisman. Shinto does not represent a stage of reli-

gious worship that has transcended idol worship; on the side

of iu most sacred cult-objects it preserves a primitivity that is

below idol worship.

We must pass on to the consideration of certain problems

that have as yet only bcert touched on. It is obvious from what

has already been said that any account of the relations of State

Shinto to modern life—and in the nature of the case this means

almost exclusively Japanese life—as well as any review of the

elements of Shinto that are a threat to a truly ecumenical civi-

lization must be approached from the side of connections with

nationalism. At the beginning of the discussion attention was

called to the fact that Japanese authorities with almost com-

plete unanimity turned to Shinto to find the chief inspiration

and manifesUlion of what they liked to call their unique na-

tional unity. How then has Shinto fostered nationalism?

The answer, in brief, is: just as any other religion fosters

response and dedication to the ideals and objects for which it

stands, mainly by deepening sentiment and conviction. At the

acme of Japan's preparation for the Second World War this in-

volved a control over the shaping of the mind of youth that

amounted to an elaborate state parochialism in education. Every

school in the empire became a factory for conditioning national

psychology in such wise as to preserve a nice balance between

amenability to official direction on the one hand and confidence

in invincibility on the other. All of the agencies of propaganda
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and control of thought open to governmental choice—police

regulation, school, press, and public platform alike—mediated
this offidal purpose to all the areas of the national life so that

none might escape. The core of this was Shinto. It was from
this source that the chief materials of the nationalistic curricula

were drawn. It was in the ceremonies of the shrines that the
gbry of the state and dedication thereto were dramatised and
commemorated. This brings to the point where we must at-

tempt to clarify the distinctive features of Shinto which have
contributed to national solidarity.

First is the support whicli it ^ves to the absolute sovereignty

of tlie state. This rests on the Shinto tcaclnng of the existence

of a superhuman, transcendent authority in the person of the

emperor. Questions of whether the emperor is above the state,

or himself actually the state, or a cooperating member of the

state along with the people need not detain us here. The second
and third decades of the twentieth century saw democratic
tendencies make sufficient headway in Japan to permit a mod-
erate attack on political absolutism and the law department of
the Imperial University of Tokyo was even able to make open
publication of tite view that while the emperor was the chief

member of the state, he waa nevertheless only a part of it.

With the rise of the military clique to totalitarian control in

the fourth decade of the century, this enlightened liberalism

was liquidated and anything less than blind acceptance of the
proposition that the imperial throne stood outside of, and above,
the state was punish^ as a disloyal misconception of ‘'the

unique Japanese national structure ” In the practical outwork-
ing of affairs this merely meant that a group of men—most of
them high officers in the armed services—had succeeded in set-

ting themselves up as the stale and were in control of all the

avenues of the mediation of the so-called will of the emperor to
the people. The real will of the emperor was never known since
he was not permitted to deal directly with the people; and while
it was true that “the emperor could do no wrong” in the sense
that ministers of state were obliged to take responsibility for
mistakes, yet there is room for more than a suspicion that “im-
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periaJ rescripts" were secured rq>eatedly by the ministers to suit

the convenience of their own purposes. From the point of view

of the military control of the nation this meant that soldiers

were able to make their own authority inviolable by sanctifying:

it with the fiction of the absolute infaJUbility of the throne. As
long as the mind and faith of the nation could be kept at a level

where fiction could not be distinguished from truth the scheme

was workable. This is where Shinto fitted into the picture: it

gave superhuman, and therefore conclusive, authenticity to

military command.
Questions have been raised in America regarding the sense

in which the divinity of tixe emperor was promulgated in Japan

and whether all Japanese subjects accepted it or were forced

to profess belief in it. Xn answer, two different views of the

sacrednesa or divinity of the emperor should be noted. The one

may be called the orthodox view, the other, the progressive

view. The former is called orthodox because it is the common
presupposition of Japanese tradition. Its main outlines have

already been suggested.

It will be recalled that, according to this conception, Shinto

attained its highest development in the exaltation of the em-

peror to the rank of a "living god." The written constitution

of 1889 declares tliat the emperor is "sacred and inviolable."

The most important commentary on the constitution that has

yet appeared declares that the sovereign is ^Oieaven descended,

divine and sacred." One of the outstanding Japanese autliori-

ties on Shinto tells us that it is true to the correct line of Japa-

nese belief to regard the emperor as the equivalent of Jotel

among the Chinese or Jehovah among the Jews. Japanese litera-

ture frequently speaks of the emperor 94 Aki l4u Kami ("Mani-

fest JTawi”) and as Ara Mikami ("Incarnate Great Kami”).

The national government itself took the responsibility for the

promulgation of this usage and, while no state shrines were

dedicated to the actual worship of the living ruler, nevertheless

the ceremonies of obeisance before the imperial palace and in

front of the imperial portraits enshrined in the schools, the

practice of hallowing national moments of silence with group
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b^ing m the direction of Tokyo, and the profound taboos
with which all public appearances of the emperor were pro-
tected all pointed to his membership in the raris of divine be-
ings. Most important of all, his unbroken line of descent from
the great katni of the misty past preserved in him an essence
that made him something more than mere man. He had a god-
nature as well as a human nature.

It would be useless to look for logical clarity in this inter-

pretation. It must be taken for what it is—the political exploita-

tion of ait old emotionally engendered belief tJiat occult power
emanates from the persons of mighty men. For such reason
they are hami or sacred.

The progressive view still sanctions the use of koftti in speak-
ing of the emperor but shifts the basis of sacredness from the
supernatural to the natural world, In 1937 the national depart-
ment of education issued a book which deals with this problem.
In it the meaning of kami when used of the emperor is given
the following official definition: “The Tenno [emperor] is a
visible kami who rules over the country In accordance with the
will of our Imperial Ancestors. This visible or manifest kami
revealed as man is entirely different from kami with the mean-
ing of Absolute God, the omnipresent and omnipotent Deity, It

means that the Imperial Ancestors are revealed in the emperor,
who is their sacred offspring, that the emperor is of one body
with the Imperial Ancestors, that he is eternally the source of
the growth and development of the land and the people, and that
he is forever a supremely exalted and majestic personage.”

This manifestly does not call for the worslilp of the living
emperor in the sense of supplication to him or adoration of him
as a superhuman or supernatural being, yet it would be a great
mistake to believe that by distinguishing between the Japanese
ruler and the Absolute God of religious faith it disposes of
the religious problem of the throne. We will have to pass by
the preposterous condescension manifested in the amazing
willingness of the Japanese government to draw a line of dis-
tinction between the omnipresent and omnipotent Absolute
God of religion and their emperor, and come to the ultimate
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issue. Whether we follow the orthodox view or the progressive

view this is always the same, that is, the basis of authority.

Complete state absolutism, manifested and sanctified beyond

all human contravention in the person of the emperor, de-

manded unquestioning obedience from the individual subject.

There was no room whatsoever in National Shinto for pro-

phetic criticism of the state or for the nonconformity of an

enlightened conscience or for large public service growing out

of the mutual cooperation of morally responsible and intelligent

men and women, The individual had but one duty—to obey,

This explains why the Japanese high command so loved Shinto.

Whatever satisfactions the individual enjoyed were found in

the consciousness of being merged in the national destiny as

determined by his betters, or else in innocuous hobbies or other-

worldly pieties where the state laid out no claims. The force

of these remarks is well indicated in the following statement by

a former professor of the Imperial University of Tokyo, "Sov-

ereignty In Japan is vested in a tingle race- father—a form of

government without peer among all the nations of the world. It

is, therefore, not to be tolerated that an authority should be

accepted that is respected above and beyond the emperor and

the imperial ancestors. Our national structure makes it impos-

sible to permit the acceptance of a 'one true God' above the

emperor." *

The £na1 balance sheet for State Shinto leaves most of the

entries on the deficit side of the account Shinto glorifies war

and makes every appeal to arms that has been sanctified by the

will of the emperor a holy crusade. It fosters convictions of

racial and national superiority such as have their counterpart

in Western racial arrogance at ita worst, and in this respect

stands squarely across the line of march of true human brother-

hood. It frustrates genuine international cooperation by mak-

ing Japanese national sovereignty absolute and complete, an in-

violable entity sanctified by superhuman authority. It makes

the chief end of education the inculcation of unquestioning

*Hiroyuki Kato.
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obedience, thus destroying at its foundations any prospect of
building a cooperative human society on inteJIigent personal re-

sponsibility. It stands for a vested reactionism in high places

that tolerates neither discussion nor criticism of its own irra-

tional and mythological roots. It inculcates the idea that every
good thing of life which the individual possesses is received by
him as a benefaction from above, thus sterilizing all personal
initiative and making tlw Japanese subject exactly what he
often calls himself, “the little child of the emperor”—the docile

tool of statecraft and militarism. It prostitutes human dignity

and equality by setting up in the place of God the authority of
a “god-man” who can claim to own the bodies and souls of mil-
lions of subjects while he himself is above all law. In the end
Shinto undermines the very unity which it sets out to adiievc

as the primary condition of a lasting state structure, for with
all their protestations of peerless devotion to country and em-
peror, among themselves, in their ordinary social relationships,

the Japanese people tend to be suspicious, jealous, and unco-
operative. The reason for this is plain: the inner, spontaneous
motives of conduct dry up where everything, including the idea

of truth itself, comes as superimposed regulation from without.
On the credit side of the balance sheet Shinto partisans point

to the unique support it has given to the state in a world of bit-

terly competitive nationalisms. The Japanese passion for Shinto
is vindicated as the registration of their determination to guard
the continuity of their own national existence in the face of the
threat of destruction. This, of course, is only to reiterate the
apology for nationalism. Beyond this, in respect to fitness to
contribute to an enduring world civilization founded on mutual
cooperation and understanding among men, Shinto has pointed
often to its emphasis on sincerity. Just as the ethics of Chris-
tianity revolve about universal love and those of Buddhism
about universal compassion, so also Shinto is declared to cher-
ish at its heart a capacity for comprehensive sincerity. But sin-
cerity alone is not enough. Sincerity unguided by universal
ideals may be merely a rationalization of fanaticism; mis-
directed to the purposes of external authority, it may be merely
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a sterile legalism. Both of these perversions are illustrated all

too well in the story of Japanese Shinto.

At the same time it is no more reasonable to anticipate that

in order to make Japan worthy of participation in a fellowship

of civilized nations everything in Japanese nationalism must be

eradicated than it is to assume that everything in American

nationalism must be destroyed. Preservation of national conti-

nuity by the dramatization of the significant achievements of

the past, commemoration in shrine and ceremony of the devo-

tion of those who have served well both in life and death » the

deepening of reverence foi* ancestors whereby the sense of social

respoi^sibility may be refined and quickened, ministration to

national health and education, and the fostering of a legitimate

pride in the capacity to contribute to a peace-abiding association

of nations—these are some of the possibilities that suggest

themselves when we consider roads that are open to a Shinto

that has been purged of its mythology, sheared of its militarism,

set free from racial arrogance and bureaucratic legalism, and

made responsive to the utterances of tlie universal human spirit.
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One night near the end of the month of Ramadan, about a.d,

6io, Muhammad, according to the belief of his followers, was
seized by the mighty grasp of an angel and heard a Voice say-

ing unto him:

Cry in the name of the I-crd 1

Who created man ... I

Cry, for the Lord is most generous I

. . . who taught man
What he did not know (Kcran 96: 1-5).

That was the fateful *‘N(ght of Power,” celebrated among the

faithful as the Night of Destiny, when amidst the clash of em-
pires and nations, the wild cries of race and clan, and within

the confines of pagan Mecca, the Book was opened to the

Prophet*8 thirsting soul, calling him to preach the God of Na-
ture, who had written His law In the heart of man, and wlio

was now about to restore and perfect the knowledge of His
truth, revealed by the true prophets and seers of preceding

generations.

In the story of its architects and interpreters down the ages
are revealed l»th the creative impulse of Islam, once it touclUs

the lives of men, and the varieties of religious experience en-

gendered by it. Like the representatives of other historic faiths,

these men demonstrate, each in his own way, as William James
has aptly put it, *'that the visible world is part of a more spir-

itual universe from which it draws its chief significance”; and
what is even more remarkable, they all possess ”a new zest

which adds Itself like a gift to life.”

In a sense, however, there has always been but one founder
of Islam. To the devout believer, the name of Muhammad

—

ever to be followed reverently with the mystical formula : God
bless him and grant him peace—is high above every other
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earthly name, designating^ one whose flaming passion for the

truth and luminous presentation of God's purpose has ever in-

spired the hearts of his followers with rapture and adoration,

assurance and faith. This consummate allegiance to the Prophet

springs from the breast of the twentieth-century, often sophis-

ticated, Moslem as it did from that of his spiritual forebear in

the days of untarnished piety long ago. Let Dr. Muhammad
Husayn Haykal, the distinguished Egyptian author, statesman,

and critic of today, express the position of bis coreligionists on

this crucial subject: , . the career of Muhammad, though

thoroughly human, has, nonetheless, ascended the highest sum-

mits ever attained by any man. Upon the Moslems he desper-

ately sought to impress that his humanity was like unto theirs,

inspired though he surely was. He knows no miracle save that

of the Koran. ... No other life can match in sublimity and

power his own achievement in all the phases of existence. No
words can adequately portray the penetrating depth of his com-

munion with t^ life of the cosmos in its inflnite meaning, ex-

tending from eternity to eternity, as he communed with the

Creator of the universe, thanks to His everlasting mercy and

forgiveness. Were it not for this communion, and Muham-

mad's own veracity in the transmission of his Lord’s message,

subsequent ages might well have rejected his affirmations. Yet

thirteen hundred and flfty years have now gone whereas the

message which was delivered unto Muhammad by his Lord

remains the wonder of truth and enlightenment. Suffice it to

cite one corroborative example, namely, the truth revealed by

God to Muhammad that he is the seal [last] of prophets and

messengers. Fourteen centuries have now elapsed and no one

professing to be a prophet or a messenger bearing a divine man-

date has truly captured the imagination of men. Prior to Mu-
hammad, prophecies were successive and divine messengers not

unknown . . . though scarcely any one of these proclaimed a

universal message intended for all mankind, neither declared

himself the seal [last] of the prophets and divine messengers.

Only Muhammad makes these assertions, and the centuries be-

lieve him. .

.
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Through its reflections on the decisive historic movements

in the Prophet’s career, the Koran, above everything else, mag-
nifies the one pivotal point in Iiis character—his unwavering
conviction. His constant and abiding faith in the divine origin

and righteousness of the cause to which he was called marks
Muhammad as a unique figure. His firm belief in those invisible

things which form the content of many an exhortattnn is the
thread of meaning upon which Ins entire preaching is strung.
As a result the message regarding God's transcendent sov-
ereignty begins to acejuire a pregnant urgency. Tliis is the core
of tliat celestial message, delivered unto Muixammatl, without
which Islam's monotheism would be well-nigh unthinkable.

Deep In the heart of that core is an unmistakable cschatolr^.
One may go sc far as to say that if all tlic details of his life,

prior to the emergence of solid faith and conviction within his

soul, were to be discarded as biographical embellishment, his

prophetic role in the history of religion would still remain in-

tact. Indeed the real opening stage of his ministry at Mecca
begins with tlie hour when his voice rings unequivocally with
the words of warning, and his speech bears the accent of eter-

nity and the Last Day, the Day of Judgment and Retributlon.

It is perhaps symbolic of the profound sense of urgency at-

tached to this teaching that the use of the Arabic imperfect
tense—a grammatical device not only Indicative of futurity but
suggestive also of the ever present imminence of the events fore-
told—is invariably in evidence when the hereafter is discussed.

. . All that is in the heavens and in the earth pratsetU God,
for He is the mighty and wise. His is the kingdom of the
heavens and the earth. ... He hath power over all. He is the
first and the last, the seen and the hidden {57: 1-3). Verily
those who recite the Book of God, and are steadfast in prayer
. . . shall not come to nought (35 : 26-7). ... O ye who be-
lieve! Shall I lead you to a merchandise which will save you
from grievous woe? To believe ... is better for you if ye but
did know I He will forgive you your sins, and bring you into
gardens beneath which rivers flow (61 : ii-ra), . . . Verily
the day of decision is an appointed time; it is a day when the
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trumpet shall be blown and ye shall come :n troops; and the

heavens shall be opened. , . , Verily hell is ... a reward for the

outra^ous. They shall not taste therein cool nor drink (78:

17-24). , , . Verily for the God-fearing there is a blissful

abode-garden and vineyard and g^rls with swelling breasts,

their peers in age, and a brimming cup. There shall they hear

no vain discourse nor any falsehood. A recompense from thy

Lord—a sufficient gift (78: 31-36) ” Starting life an orphan,

Muhammad (ca. 571-632) knew hardship and suffering at first

hand. At aiwut the age of twenty-five, Iiowever, his marriage

with Khadijah, the rich and noble widow of matronly virtues,

brought him contentment and domestic felicity. He could well

affiord novi' to give liimself to long and assiduous reflection upon
the nature and destiny of man. With the approach of his for-

tieth birthday his m^iation began to mellow into a startling

spiritual experience whence he emerged with a vast concep-

tion of God and His role in history. Mortified by tlte degrading

idolatry of the Quraysh, his own tribe, and its leading aris-

tocracy the sponsors of al-Kabah, a center of fetishism and pil-

grimage by means of which Mecca acquired a position of pres-

tige and wealth in Arabia, he roundly denounced the ancient

paganism and all its supporters. His first public appearance

showed Muhammad as a prophet of God's wrath, a reviler of

the people, and a preacher of divine righteousness. Astounded
by his audacity, the Meccans at first spumed his message and

scorned his call, but, when they became fully aware of his grow-
ing influence with the people and the subversive character of

his teaching, they turned against him with hate and fury.

Despised and rejected in his native Mecca, Muhammad was

now hounded and persecuted. HU eyes therefore turned to the

north toward Medina, the city of his maternal uncles, to which

he fled in the year of the hegira (a.d. 622). The road from

Mecca to Medina led all the way from precarious living in the

shadow of constant peril to the seat of an august ruler, honored

and feared, before whose tribunal disputes between Moslems,

Jews and pagans were arbitrated. The state of war, existing

between the Prophet and his kinsmen, was brought to an end in
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the total victory of the Islamic forces diina«d by Muhammad^s
triumphant entry into the city of his birth to destroy the monu-
ments of idolatry. Prophetic though his career remained, Mu-
hammad had increasingly come to wield the sword of a militant

ruler and to head the affairs of an a^ressivc political state,

conscious of its role in history. When his death occurred, on
June 8, 632, he bequeathed to his followers a religio-political

heritage ever burdened and harassed for many centuries with
the task of finding an acceptable caliph (successor) to fUl the

highest office in Islam. The caliphate (succession) as an issue,

aggravated by the uniform silence of the Prophet on the 8ul>jcct

of who was to follow him, became the root of much evil, the
chief internal misfortune of Islam, the origin of rifts and
schisms, and a sad patrimony of tears and blood.

Certain of the divine mandate committed to him and of the

Message he was to preach, Muhammad enunciated the new reli-

gion as Islam, that is, submission and surrender to the will of
God. As the movement gained momentum and began to spread
in Arabia and the Near East it invited attention to itself as a
theism inculcating faith in the one, sovereign and righteous God,
and proclaiming a brotherhood of all the believers regardless

of class or pedi^ee. Its professed relation to Biblical tradition

and deep roots in the Semitic soil recommended it to many of
the followers of Judaism and Christianity, the two older mono-
theisms which had also originated in Western Asia.
With this measure of initial advantage, Islam was soon to

draw the su^rt of the Arab, and later Turkish, conquerors,
who carried it westward to the Atlantic seaboard of the Iberian
Peninsula, and eastward to the confines of China. Such was the
background of medieval Islam when it proceeded to create a
gigantic melting pot of races and creeds, out of which emerged
a rich culture, unique in the annals of mankind and, in some
aspects of its scientific and philosophical contributions, fore-
shadowing the subsequent Renaissance of Europe, During this

period of effervescence, indeed from the beginning of its his-

tory, Islam displayed the marked characteristics of theocratic
government, embodied in the idealistic relationship between a
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mighty, absolute ruler—the Commander of the Faithful—and
the subservient citizen—a servant of God and the ruler. In this

outward setting was laid the foundation of the Islamic state

which lasted, amidst many vicissitudes, from the death of the

Prophet on June 8, 632 to the abolition of the Ottoman Call'

phate on March 3, 1924.

As a contemporary non-Christian religion, Islam is surpassed

numerically only by Confucianism. In growth and develop-

ment it leads every other living religion, with the exception of
Christianity, claiming the adherence of about one-eighth of tlie

human race. Mosques and minarets rise as Islamic symbols in

a far-flung spiritual empire, stretching from Mindanao in the

Philippines to Casablanca in northwest Africa, and from the

steppes of Russia to Capetown. The present chapter seeks to

describe the core of Islam’s religious power, the record and
achievements of its founders and interpreters, its world-wide
expansion and modern sense of universal mission. A sincere

desire to let this religion speak for itself accompanies every line,

and the strong temptation to inject elements not peculiar to the

inner genius of Islam has been consistently resisted.

TSE COKE Of REIICXOUS POWER

Islam’s core of religious power is crystallised in its scripture,

worship, theology, and ethics. Beyond the horizon of its his-

tory this religion harks back to hoary antiquity and the begin-

ning of time, laying claim to an “authentic” version of the

Judaeo-Christian heritage. It pays solemrt homage to the true

God and is loath to part company with an a^essive doctrinal

temper. No Islamic theology can begin anyhere except at the

crossroad between polytheism and theism where the ediHce of

heathenism is shattered and idolatry is made anathema in the

name of a pure monotheism,

Muhammad Rashid Rida (1S65-X935), founder and editor

of the Cairo periodical aUMarsat, mouthpiece of the Egyptian

religious reformation, published In 1927 a commentary on the

Koran, based upon the principles of his teacher, the Grand
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Mufti of Egypt and clianceUor of al-Azhar University, Mu-
hammad Abduh (1849-1905), one of the most enlightened di-

vines of Islam and possibly its ablest advocate in the modern

era. In the preface to his work, Rida quotes his former profes-

sor : “In the early epoch of Islam, scholars recognized the power

of the Koran in captivating the hearts of men, and they came

to the conclusion that the faith will not endure without the

Koran. To this verdict further confirmation was added when

the intermingling of the Arab with otlicr races was under way.

Like their Arab coreligionists, foreign converts to Islam came

to appreciate the imperative need to retain tltc integrity of the

Arabic language. Accordingly they applied themselves to the

study of its literature and reduced its grammar to writing. . . .

I, for one, would assert that the Koran Is God's miraculous

proof of His truthful religion. Islam cannot live without a

sound understanding of the Koran, based upon the continuity

of Arabic. If Islam has persisted at all in non-Arab countries,

it is largely because there was a handful of scholars suIBcicntly

versed in exegetical learning to ward off tlie doubts cast upon

the Koran, .

.

This elevated conception of scripture is consonant with the

claims which tlie Koran makes in its own behalf : . That is

the Book; there is no doubt therein; a guide to the pious who
believe in the unseen (a: l, a). . . . And if ye are in doubt of

what We have revealed to cur servant, then bring a chapter like

it (a : ai). . .

.

Lord, there is no God but He, the self subsistent.

He has sent down to thee the Book in truth, confirming what

wu before it, and has revealed the Law, and the Gospel before

it for the guidance of men. ... He it is who has revealed to thee

the Book, of which there are some verses that are decisive; they

are the Mother of the Book; and others ambiguous: but as for

those in whose heart is perversity, they follow what is ambigu-

ous, and do wave for sedition, craving for their own interpre-

tation of it; but no one knows the interpretation of it except

God (3 : I, 5) - . ,

.

These are the signs of the perspicuous Book.

Verily, we have revealed it, an Arabic Koran; haply ye may
understand. We shall recount to thee the best of stories, as We
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reveal to thee this Koran (12: 1-3). .. . Thou couldst not recite

before this any Book, nor write it with thy right hand (29:

47), ... A blessed Book which We have sent down to thee that

they may ponder its verses, and that those endowed with intel-

ligence may be reminded (38: 28). Do they not reflect upon
the Koran? If it were from any other than God, they would
And in it many a contradiction (4: 84). Had We sent down
this Koran upon some mountain, thou wouldst have seen it,

humbling itself and cleaving asunder for fear of God: These

parables do We speak to tlte people, haply they may think ( $9

:

3I)."

Intrinsically, the doctrine of the uncreated Koran—the Word
of God—strikes one as a singular parody on the Johannine dis-

closure: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God," with possible implications

of the ultimate borrowing of the Logos idea from Greek

thought or, more plausibly, the concept of God's Word from
the Hebraic prophetic tradition. It is not idle to refer here to

the repugnance of Islam to any interpretation that makes the

Koran a mere Book, or that, being of uncreated origin, the

Koran is beyond the spiritual sovereignty of God. Equally ab-

horrent would be the suggestion that the holy book is a material

figure, the one and only idol tolerated in the mosques and cov-

ered with honor and artistic embellishment. Ideally, the cen-

trality of the Koran in a mosque has been compared with that

of the open Book in Evangelical churches.

This Bock Is one of boundless spiritual power in the lives of

Moslems. Basically, the People of the Mosque, the Nation of

Allah, the "Mohammedans" are worshipers of God, but in a
real sense also they are "Koranists." No one, save by its au-

thority, may speak about the spiritual realm. Ever since the ap-

pearance of the Koran, Islam has come into being, a religion

without an ecclesia, without a central see. No one may speak

irrevocably for Islam. There is no sacramental cleigy, no

priestly caste. Anyone, without the laying of hands, or any

other form of bequeathing or sharing the sacerdotal office, nuy
become a mosque Imam or member of the conclave of divines.
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The net result is that Islam has tightened the legalistic scrip-

tural belt around its body. A great source of power and pres-
tige, this rigid formalism, in the opinion of many honest stu-
dents of religion, both Moslem and non-Moslem, :s a betrayal
of the believer’s right to direct communion with the Creator. Is
not the main purpose of the Koran “to awaken in man the
higher consciousness of his manifold relations with God and
the universe?” But this complex problem must be understood
in the light of Islam’s conception of religion and its worship
program.

Aside from its communal and legal aspects, religion (diu) in
its simplest essence lias a special connotation as a divine institu-

tion guiding the rational being, by his own consent, into right
relationship with God. In a concrete and vivid manner, religion
acquires two principal faculties, an idealistic ami a behavioristic
one. Within the Idealistic prevails tlie emphasis upon faith

(»«»«)—the tranquillity of the soul and its freedom from fear
by a complete trust in Allah, His Prophet, and His Book. In
the behavioristic realm, a number of characteristics appear,
falling under two main classifications; i. Works, that is, right
doing (ftso»)—serving God as though He were before one’s
eyes; a. Compliance with the five Pillars: profession of faith,
almsgiving, fast, pilgrimage, and worship.

Within the sacrosanct orbit of worship a self-disclosure of
Islam's spiritual potential is encountered. Wlictlier in the pro-
fession of faith, wherein the sole God and last Prophet arc con-
fessed; the rendering of alms, an embodiment of charity into
law; the fast, an abstinence from food and base thoughts by
day; or, the annual pilgrimage, a gatlier Ing by multitudes of
the faithful from their far-flung habitats, crying labbayka
(here I come!) at the birthplace of the faith—the worshipful
spirit permeates everything, revolving about Prayer Islam's
noblest contribution to moral vigor and spiritual elevation. The
Aramaic origin of the word salah (prayer) suggests a common
ground with Judaism and Christianity.

The standing posture, alternating with kneeling, and prostra-
tion, accompanied by Koranic recitation, adoration, and praise,
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is pervaded by a profound humility and devoticitf making for

spiritual expansion. Though the (ace is turned tovrard Mecca
and a 5xed order of worship is followed in most communities,

the form of prayer was not to become a matter of dispute : ‘To
God belongs the East and the West; whichever way ye turn,

die face of God is there. Verily, God is unrestricted, lowing
(a: 109).” Wlien intoxicated persons, causing disorder, were

discovered at the worship services, the use of wine was re-

stricted, later prohibited. Along with almsgiving, prayer came
to be a manifestation of Islamic piety: “Verily the hypocrites

try to outwit God, but He outwits them. When they rise up to

pray, tlicy rise up lasily to be seen of men, and they remember
God but little (4 : 141 ). . . The Islamization of the Arab was

made possible largely by means of the ritual prayer, Through

it today millions of Moslems in many climes—a minority

among their people of course—open up their inner selves to

the working of a higher life. Whether in solitude or in the con*

gregation of the faithful five times a day—at dawn, noon, mid-

afternoon, sunset, and evening—they seek to express their

yearnings in the awful presence of Allah. The greater con-

sciousness of solidarity which communal prayer engenders is

enlarged as the armies of pilgrims from distant lands worship
together at the annual ceremony around the central mosques of

Mecca. Even upon an outsider, the contagious solemnity, de-

corum, and humility—regnant at a Moslem divine service

—

leave a profound impression. The cleansing power of prayer is

graphically described in a Tradition: “Prayer is like a stream

of fresh water, flowing beside the gate of each of you. Into it

you plunge £ve times a day. Thinkest thou that any impurity

can cling to thee after so mud: washing

Perhaps the most gracious thing ever said about Moslem
prayer is that it is an intimate converse («ww/ok) with God.

A creative force In Islam, it has fostered a feeling of equality

among the believers, mitigating the rankling sense of race-

superiority and caste, and opening a new inlet for the entry of

mystical experience into the Moslem heart.

In addition to the scriptural and devotional foci of power,
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there is a third, the theological. The whole gamut of Islamic

theology is determined by the doctrine of Allah which places

the greatest stress on His uniqueness and unity: . . say : He
is God, one; God, the Eternal; He begetteth not nor was be-

gotten. Coequal with Him there hath never been any one (ii2

:

1-4).” Nor was it an abstract, philosophical concept of God
which Muhammad proclaimed when He enunciated the great

affirmation
: “There is no God but Allah.” Rather was it the

positive, persona] declaration of faith in the Lord over all.

Nothing exists apart from Him and His handiwork. The Ko-
ranic conception of God includes, among other elements, a clear-

cut assertion of His Creativeness, Knowledge, Omnipotence,

and Eternity.

A clue to God's dealings with men is offered in the formula

prefacing every sura (Koranic chapter) : . God the Merci-

ful, the Compassionate," handed down from South Arabian
antiquity but made to glow with a new incandescence. Before

His might and righteousness, man stands destitute and with-

out excuse. God is the Forgiver of man's infirmities and iniqui-

ties. His pervasive Ultimate Reality is cosmic like light: “God
is the light of the heavens and the earth; His light is like a

niche in which is a lamp, the lamp in glass and the glass like

a glittering star, lit from a blessed tree, an olive neither of the

East nor of the West whose oil would almost give light oven

though no fire did touch it; light upon light; God guideth to

His light whom He willeth; God coineth parables for the peo-

ple, and God everything doth know (24: 35)." Man’s relation

to Him is one of complete dependence.

The gap between God's transcendence and His immanence
remained a problem of theologians for many centuries. The
gradual merging of the world vrilh Allah b largely the product
of Sufi mysticism. Meanwhile Islamic thought had gone astray

in two different directions: i. The problem of God's personality

exercised the scholastic theologians. Step by step they divested

Allah of His aeation until it was difficult to discover His
relevance to the world- This lamentable fact was further a-

vatedby their introduction of the doctrine of removaJ
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the removal of Allah from all qualities of impermanence and

the final negation of His knowabiUty by declaring Him to be

entirely "other." 2. A quite different mischief played into the

hands of the philosophers. With them Aristotelianism and Neo-

platonic thought had become an obsession. Their interpretation

of the Koran, indeed their whole conception of the Islamic reli-

gion, proceeded from the pantheistic assumption that all is

Allah. It is to the everlasting credit of al-Ghaasali—-the Augus-

tine or Tliomas Aquinas of Islam—that lie composed and har-

monized these contradictory views into a coherent theology. He

took the position that Allah is will. Everywhere he cast his

glance he caught a vision of His work. Man’s kinship to Allah

he explained on the basis of sharing in His will through the

spirit breathed into every human creature. Thus the soul of man

derives its singular role in the realm of beings. It is a spiritual

substance {jotuhar ruhani), created but not shaped, not subject

to dimension or locality. Captive upon the earth, man’s soul

longs for release in order to rejoin its divine maker. With all

the touches of pantheism that might be detected in this theology

it stand# firmly upon the bedrock of orthodox Islam.

Another imporiant phase of Islamic theology relates to the

problem of Providence which upon intimate analysis breaks

down into two distinct doctrines, that of God's decree (goda)

and that of His predestination (qadar). Underlying the decree

is the tremendous assumption of God's creativity and the com-

plete subjection of man to His will. Basically the decree is re-

lated to the essence of the Godhead, all Knowled^ of Whom
must be subject to God's own revelation of Himself. Such

knowledge, obviously limited by man’s intelligence and the

extent of divine disclosure, is nevertheless universal, beneficent,

and edifying. In contrast to the conception of the decree, that

of predestination envisaged a personal unfolding of divine will

in the mdividual’s everyday experience, involving all the aspects

of sin and suffering. The impression created by this doctrine

of predestination ordinarily came to be one of man’s accidental,

perhaps even haphazard, exposures to divine caprice and might-

A determinism of this kind reached an all time low when the
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divme sovereignty and human freedom were set in mutual oppo-
sition. In the end the efforts of philosophers to harmonize free
will with predestination came to naught, Add to that the fact
that the Moslem spirit, poaning under the unrelenting oppres-
sion of secular and religious authoritarianism, was bound to
forget its birthright to freedom, Under these circumstances
there was no other alternative but unimaginatively to magnify
the doctrines of God's decree and predestination, making blind
Fate the sole arbiter of man’s destiny. In a spiritless and skep-
tical age, the further deterioration of tlie once vibrant doctrine
of God's sovereignty could sink to the level of kwwt (lot, por-
tion), especially that of the well-known Turkish brand, wliicli

m reality was not an expression of theological doctrine but a
practical fatalistic mood which accepted with resignation the
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.

For the source of this dilemma one must gp back to the
Koran itself. While in no way to be read as a systematic the-
ology, the Book takes a position on predestination which sharp-
ens as one moves from the earlier to the later chapters. And
when free thinkers and rationalists began to question the harsh
predcstinarianism of Islam they resorted to the ethical argu-
ment that God's justice must of necessity leave intact the free-
dom of man's will. But orthodoxy was disposed to frown on
such ideas. It subscribed to a view which might be taken as
parallel to the persuasive imagery of St. Paul: "Hatli not the
potter a right over the clay, from the same lump to make one
vessel unto honor, and another unto dishonor?" But the nature
of the paradox involved in the freedom of man under God'a
sovereignty never was given a universally accepted interpreta-
tion in Islam.

The perennial debate on Providence might have been resolved
by a more thoroughgoing appeal to the Prophet's belief in a
sovereign, free, and indeterminable God. Implicit here Is a full-
orbed doctrine of election with far-reaching political, social,

and religious significance. For the community of the elect, ruled
over by God’s absolute sovereignty, has a divine heritage in a
geographic, historical, and theological setting which no earthly
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power can permanently disturb. No one but a believer may fully

share In the privileges and responsibilities of a Moslem pet^le

or nation. Thus are the hearts of the believers brought together

by a divine calling and election. The whole structure of Islamic

religion was to be grounded, therefore, in the assumption that

it is God who grants or withholds the gifts of faith, In fairness

one must admit that in Muhammad's conception of God's sov-

ereign power there is encountered not a weak doctrine but a

profound and majestic view of Almighty God and His relation

to the world of man. It is with no small measure of certainty

regarding the essence of tlieir faith that modem theologians of

Islam admonish their folk to shake off an outmoded interpreta-

tion of Providence which makes for a depressed condition of

social and spiritual decadence.

Tlie ethical character of Islam in its broad, world-wide mani-

festation seems to follow a set of patterns fixed by the Prophet

and amplified later, involving tension between a purely religious

motive and one based on the merit and reward principle, An-

other noticeable form of tension arises between the hedonism

bequeathed by both Arab materialistic philosophy and a certain

interpretation of tlic Prophet’s sex life and the Koranic picture

of a sensuous bliss In paradise, on the one hand and, on the

other, the Prophet's austere piety and the ascetic, devotional

example of his daily life in keeping with the more spiritual in-

junctions of the Bc«k. This ethical dualism notwithstanding,

man's dutiful response to Ged’s gifts ought to be governed by

a profound sense of gratitude. Resignation to one's lot is an

imperishable treasure. Other elements in the Islamic ethic reflect

an old Arab origin magnified in the cherished virtues—bounty,

chivalry, forbearance, hospitality, magnanimity, and patience.

The unique position of Mecca as a powerful commercial me-

tropolis, with its established doles for the poor and the sick,

might have contributed in part to the early Islamic interest in

philanthropy. Few world religions today can boast a greater

proportionate wealth devoted to pious purposes than Islam,

with its rich philanthropic endowments (wog/, pi. awqaf), built

up through the centuries as a result of innumerable legacies.
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Th« study of the traits of man’s moral character (khtilq, pi.

cfchlaq) was developed into a didactic science permeated by the

elements of Greek peripatetic thought on the subject. The un*

derlying assumption here is that certain vices must be weeded

out and changed by the right form of nurture, Among the Is-

lamic virtues to which students of ethics give space are delight

of the soul, exalted thought, liberality, tenderness, chastity,

friendship, and sodability. The moral weaknesses which are

commonly recognized include envy, Jealousy, anger, intemper-

ance, arrogance, and falsehood. By these and similar staiular<b

is the conduct of the believer to be safeguarded. Mos-

lems have always stood as uncompromising prohibitionists, and

the Wahhabi firebrands of Arabia in their inflexible zeal have

outlawed tobacco also.

A watchful eye is kept on sexual laxity. Polygamy, rare in

urban centers today, Is understood as an attempt to curb rather

than relax man’s inborn lust It is also regarded by Moslem
thinkers as an attempt to grant the surplus women in the com-

munity a respected status. The veiling of women and their se-

clusion, going against the grain of Arabian cutom, represent in

reality the restoration of an ancient Semitic practice, reflected

In the Code of Hammurabi, and express the desire of Muham-
mad and the early believers to insure order at public gatherings,

and their willingness to catch up with the higher Byzantine and

Persian cultures. A similar motive toward Westernization in

recent decades makes the continued use of the veil precarious,

though Moslems are not altogether satisfied with the position of

women in the West. Islamic morality is guided all along the

line by the desire to work for the cleansing of one’s soul in

order that man may thereby be pleasing to God. The ultimate

goal of the conscientious Moslem is so to live that the weight

of sin may be offset on the Day of Reckoning by one’s good
works.

This religio-ethical structure Is currently discernible in a num-
ber of overtones: x. The fundamentalist, almost fanatical, fer-

vor of Saudi Arabia; 2 . The Egyptian rehabilitation of Islamic

theolc^, blending a high esteem for the past with a healthy
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respect for Western science, in line with the design of Jamal-

al-Din al-Affhani (1839-1897), his pupil Muhammad Abduh

(1849-1905), and tlieir spirituaJ posterity; 3. In India, a more

liberal, avowedly rationalist (MutaziUte) school of Islamic

thinkers, in the tradition of Syed Ameer AH (1849-1928),

Salahuddin Khuda Bakhsh (1877-1931), and Sir Muhammad

Iqbal (d. 1938) ;
and 4, A revival of Islamic mysticism, also

attaining prodigious scope in India, where more than two-thirds

of the faithful belong to one or other of tlie four leading mystic

orders: the Cliishtiyah and Suhrawardiyah, the Qadiriyahand

Naqshbandiyah, The Province of Sind claims the distinction of

being tlie home of Islamic mysticism (Sufism) In India,

A number of undertones that often pass unnoticed may be

said to reflect even more surely the true meaning of ethical re-

vival in modern Islam. Of these two closely related phases may

be singled out : i. A growing dissatisfaction with the theocratic

interpretation of Islam which rolb religion, law, and govern-

ment into one indissoluble unity. Turkey has led the way, and

where Mustafa Kemal Ataturk (d. 1938) and his successors

have walked, other statesmen of Islam must sooner or bter

tread. Throughout the vast world of Islam one beholds today

the belated repercussions of Turkey’s upheaval. The dissolution

of the Ottoman Caliphate In X924 raised a peculiarly Islamic

debate on the mooted relation between “church and state.’' The

outcome, vague and indecisive though it may be, is reflected in

most of the constitutions which have since been written or

amended. 2 . A solemn declaration of the universal, primarily

humanitarian, and peaceful aspects of Islam is under way. It

is patent that the chronic strife and stress of Europe, exempli-

fied in bloody wars and gnawing inner conflicts, have elicited

the downright revulsion of the Islamic soul. Today, Islam, with

hardly any serious opposition, is being dressed up by its cham-

pions as a cathartic for the ailing Western man. Since no

frontal attack on Christianity is feasible, Moslem thinkers are

constantly reminding the Church of her failure to cope with the

recurrent epidemic of war, of her fruitless measures in dealing

with the racial issue, and of her current failure to make a con-
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tribution to the solution of the economic eviU of mankind.
Above all, Christianity is taken to task for her seeming; inability

to tone down the rash imperialistic, materialistic avidity of men
and nations within her borders. With perfect logic, therefore,

the Moslem presumes to present the claims of his faith. An
equally perfect honesty moves him to ask men everywhere,

“Why not try Islam?"

This ethical zeal and vitality is shown in the new interpret

tation of tlic relation between “church" and state. (Islam, of

course, knows no eedesia In the strictly Christian sense, tlic

word church here denotes established religion as such.) While
Turkey staged her upheaval and shattered the Ottoiium tlicoc>

racy she displayed a will militant against the old fomii of Is-

lam. She actually showed disdain for the Arab heritage, and
declared her intention to become a European commonwealth.
In no way did she try to interpret her course of action within

the context of Islamic theology. The task of interpretation,

which would justify modernization on a large scale, was left

for a relatively obscure judge of the i^yptian courts, one wliose

name would sound insignificant alongside that of Ataturk, but

who in the annals of Islamic thought is bound to receive in-

creasing recognition. This man is Ali Abd-ahRaziq (i8Sa- )

wlto at tremendous personal sacrifice made an epoch-making
contribution which entitles him to a place among the makers of
modern Islam. He undertook to show the Moslems of Egypt
and the world not only that the institution of the caliphate did

not measure up as an integral part of their religion, but that

true Islam was a religion in no wise to be confused with the

functions of the state.

Although most independent Moslem states today—Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, Yaman, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, Syria, etc.—in

practice recognize a theocratic principle of union between
“church" and state symbolized in the almost invariable consti-

tutional stricture that the head of the state must be a Moslem,
the voice of Abd-al-Raziq and his ilk has been heard far and
wide. Modem Islam may be said to be moving slowly toward
his position.
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Abd-al-Kaziq crystallized his arguments in a book d-lslAm

wa-Vsid al-Huknt (Islam and the Principles of Government) ^

setting forth, on the basis of historic aJid Koranic evidence, that

separation between religion and the state is a firmly rooted Mos-

lem concept, disregarded though it has been by the believers

throughout the years. Though boldly conveying beyond any

doubt the true sentiment of the progressive liberals and most

educated Moslems, Abd-al-Raziq earned the censure of bis

Azharitc colleagues who brought about his dismissal from of-

fice. The following passages reproduce his thesis in part: “Not

only the ICoran but the Tradition as well disregard the cali-

pliate. . . . God who has ordained the survival of His religion

does not make its rise or fall dependent upon any form of gov-

ernment^ or set of rulers. . . . God does not place the welfare

of His people ... at the mercy of any caliph. . . . Islam Is a di-

vine message not government, a religion not a state. ... It is

true that the Arabs established both an Arab dominion and

government. But Islam, as we believe, is the religion of all

mankind. It is neither Arab nor non-Arab. . . . There is noth-

ing in Islam which should stifle Moslems in their efforts to

emulate other nations in social and political progress. Nor are

Moslems deterred by their religion in their endeavor to destroy

the ragged, worn-out structure which enslaves their spirit. They

are free to lay the foundation of their power and constitutional

system upon the most recent formulations of the human
intellect. .

.

FOUNDSaS AVD IMTE&PRET£RS

Islamic history bestows upon the austere and resolute second

caliph, Omar (634-644), the most illustrious mantle at its dis-

posal, making him the greatest successor of Muhammad. A
patrician, he had served his native Mecca in the capacity of a

high administrator of justice charged with the settlement of

differences arising between the Qurayshites and other Arabs or

strangers. An inveterate Moslem baiter, he set cut one day to

slay Muhammad but, allegedly upon hearing a chapter of the

' Third edidoo. Cairo 1925.
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Koran recited at hj$ sister’s home, he succumbed to the raptu-

rous wisdom and truth of the inspired verses and experiencing

a sudden conversion prostrated himself before Allah, dropping
the naked sword drawn in his hand. Thus in the grim, dark days
of its bitter agony, when its adherents were fleeing to Christian

Abyssinia and Ae Prophet himself, persecuted by his own
kinsmen, the Qurayshites, was groping in distress, Islam won
the support of a stately personage, the equal of whom is not

frequently met with in the annals of its growth.
Thereafter, when the tide had long turnetl in Islam^s favor

and the conquest of the Fertile Crescent, Persia, Egypt, and
North Africa, was in progress, Omar adiicvcd the reputation

of a model ruler, aUfaruq, that is, divider of right and wrong.
His was a consummate piety, blended with the qualities of a
born organiser, In all his undertakings he unceasingly strove to

emulate the .tVHnjb (practice) of the Master. Wlien Jabala

—

last of the Syrian Ghassanid kings—smashed the nose of a ple-

beian who had stepped on his cloak in the course of performing
a pilgrimage rite, righteously indignant Omar ordered the

arrogant prince to make amends, for Islam has leveled down all

believers, be they rulers or beggars, And in 637 while riding

triumphantly through the streets of Jerusalem, attended by So*
phronius, its patriarch, Omar was invited to perform his devo-
tions in the Church of the Resurrection; but he declined, choos-
ing instead to pray at the steps of the church of Constantine,
lest subsequent Moslem generations should invoke his example
to violate Christian immunities.

The first Moslem ruler to be styled omtV al^uminin (com-
mander of the faithful), Omar, with fanatical jealousy, watched
over the right of the poor folk to live. His nocturnal tours of
inspection in the streets of the capital were carried out incognito
that he might ascertain for himself the extent of wretchedness
and squalor among his people. A number of constitutional

measures, eloquent of statesmanship and fair play, are to his

credit, including: (i) the establishment of a cadre of Moslem
Arabs, showing the names, according to their tribes, of those
who received a stipend from the slate treasury

;
(a) the promul*
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gation of & statute reflating the status of Christians and Jews,

who, though forbidden residence in Peninsular Arabia, were

to be governed under the terms of a special “covenant'* giving

them title to protection and toleration in return for submission

and tax-payment; (3) the official institution of a Moslem calen-

dar starting with the lunar year in which the flight (hegira)

took place.

Omar’s noble character and fidelity to Muhammad are illus-

trated in a terse statement ascribed to him by the renowned

historian al-Tabari (838-923) in which the second caliph re-

fers to the privileged function of the Arabs in Islam, and then

proceeds to draw a categorical distinction: . . we have not

gained superiority in the world . . . save through Muhammad
. , , if foreigners bring good works and we bring none . . . they

shall be nearer to Muhammad on the Day of Resurrection than

we/'

The spate of religioua enthusiasm ordinarily released in Is-

lamic circles upon the mention of All's name leaves small doubt

in anyone's mind that at least in matters spiritual he ranks sec-

ond only to Muhammad. And yet the ascent of the man to

greatness was largely posthumous, his prestige having suffered

eclipse prior to the clarification of events surrounding his mor-

tal life. At any rate, one can scarcely visualize a solid national

block behind AU while he yet lived. A hundred years had to

elapse before he actually retrieved his position and in the eyes

of a formidable segment of Islam attained permanent standing

as the Prophet's vicar by divine will and foreordination. There-

after, AH became to his partisans (Shiah) a blessed martyr, a

sinless and Infallible figure, even an incarnation of God in the

opinion of the extremists among them. But the All of Shiite

faith is something more than a historical figure glorified in and

after death. He sums up and symbolizes in himself the political

objectives and religious ideals of a broad section of the Moslem

world-

Ali (d. 660 ,
the cousin and son-in-law of Muhammad who

was preceded only by Khadijah in endorsing Islam and yielding

to its heaven-bom call, was possessed of a profoundly religious
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nature, little inclined to worldly matters. The stabbing to death
of Caliph Uiliman (644-656) so outraged his kinsmen that

they broke out jn revolt against AI5, the itew caliph. The deci-

sive battle of Siffin (657) settled the political fate of AU,
though for a few years he retained a shaky control exercised

from al-Kufah In Iraq. His assassination was perpetrated by a
member of the notorious, ultra-theocratic faction known as

Kliarijites (outgocrs), who for a long lime inflicted heavy
damage on the central authority in a feverish assault upon any
Islamic government which did not conform to the enigmatic

slogan : there is no other arbitration save tiiat of Allah.

According to ibn-Ishaq, earliest biographer of Muhammad,
the Prophet once addressed Ali thus: “Art thou not content,

0 A li, to be in a relation to me equivalent to that which existed

between Aaron and Moses A later historian represents the

Prophet once as taking hold of Ali by the hand and announc-
ing: “Am I not dearer to the believers than their lives . . . who-
soever acknowledges me as lord will acknowledge Ali also. .

.

It is the Shiite contention that by these and similar directions

the Prophet specified that All was to be his successor. Thus the

personality of Ali is of immense meaning in its bearing upon
subsequent Islamic developments. It is the watershed, the great
divide between Sunnite and Shiite Islam. The Sunnites con-
ceived of the theocratic state as an earthly dominion, headed by
a caliph (successor of Muhammad) or Imam (leader) who
falls heir only to the secular, temporal office of Muhammad,
since the Prophet of Allah, c^led to his sacerdotal task by di-

vine hat, could bequeath his charismatic mantle to nobody. Be-
neath the Shiite insistence on a legitimate Imam, an Incarnation
of the Divine, some critics detect the longing of the Iranian
soul for the manifestation of God in human flesh, in contrast
to which they observe the consistent revolt of the characteris-
tically Arab-Semite who eagerly dung to the humanity of the
Prophet and caliphs, repudiating any suggestion of apotheosis.

Shiite theology proceeds from the assumption of All's divine
appointment, as voiced by Muhammad, and argues to the in-

controvertible conclusion that the rule of the three caliphs pre-
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ceding him is null and void. Then it construes tlie unalterable

proposition that the Imamate (pontificate, according to the

Shiite view) of Islam belongs to legitimate Imams (pontiffs),

who are AU and his sons, al-Hasan and al-Husayn. This elabo-

rately constructed dogma of the Imamate, embossed by fold

upon fold of Shiite doctrine and tradition, is the heart of a

movement which, starting as a despised minority, succeeded at

last in working itself into the affection of many. By appealing

to multitudes of malcontents, in many generations and widely

separated areas, and to the dispossessed and oppressed groups

of society, as well as to alien, non-Arab elements conscious of

their proud heritage, the partisans of Ali acquired through the

years the marks of a colossal schismatic organization, aloof

from the main Sunnite body and constituting an autonomous

entity within Islam.

The primary concern of the propounders and expounders,

who came after the formative era of Muliammad, Omar and

Ali, centered for centuries upon the basic structure and doc-

trinal groundwork of Islam. Their seemingly interminable mis-

sion was to wrestle with i, the Koran, its text and exegesis;

2. the 5'MnndA (practice, custom) of Muhammad and his com-

panions as adduced from tradition; and 3. the Fiqh (wisdom,

jurisprudence), mainly evolved from the Koran and Sunnah

and fashioned in keeping with the political and cultural situ-

ation, under the impact of external influences and by reason

and experience, into law (shar, shariah).

Insofar as modern scholarship is able to ascertain, It was

Caliph Uthman (644-656) who, out of the several cornpeting

codices of the Koran, designated as an authorized version the

one then in use at Medina. No definitive text made its appear-

ance, however, till about three centuries later when a standard

reading was offered in 933. Almost concurrently with this, the

distinguished historian al-Tabari (83^^-920) compressed the

Islamic thought of three hundred years into his prodigious

Tafsir, commentary on the Koran, to which he brought the re-

sultt of his assiduous studies in history, jurisprudence, and reli-

gion. The rationalist al-Zamakhshari (1074-1143), an ad-
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herent of a free-thinking school, employed his aUKaskshaf {ex-
positor) to rid the Koran of determinism, anthropomorphism,
and supernaturalism. These highly esteemed commentaries, and
others, are surpassed by the work of al-Baydawi (d. 1286)
wliich still exercises a leading role in shaping Moslem belief by
the favor it enjoys with the classes of scholars and theologians
who find its interpretation of the holy book most reliable.

Tliough most of tlie exegetes were Persians, they were all

of the Sunnite persuasion. The Sunnite-Shiite exegctical line of
demarcation soon emerged. It hinged on the principles adopted
as an approach to the subject In its simplest manifestation the
cleavage here rested on whether tattnl (interpretation) was to
be made synonymous with tafsir (exegesis), following the

Koran and the Tradition, as the Sunnites maintained, or to be
turned into an allegorical exposition, capable of wringing from
the text far-reaching implications concealed from the casual
reader, in the Shiite style. Tliere was In addition the open door
of ijtihad—a uniquely Shiite phenomenon—a free appeal to
spiritual and intellectual standards, presupposing a mandate
from God whereby the learned commentator might seek to
discover and enunciate novel forms of religious truth, though
in conformity with an intimate understanding of the Koran and
Tradition, In the upshot the Shiites drifted further apart from
the Sunnites on this issue also, developing their own commen-
taries, led by ibn-Babawayh (d. P91/2) and culminating in the
determinative exegesis of Tabarsi (d. 1153).

Medina, the capital city of Muhammad and his Immediate
successors, with its wealth of spiritual lore and prophetic asso-
ciations, provided the setting for the new science of Tradition,
which soon degenerated into a collector’s art Traditionalists

assembled the sayings of Muhammad and his friends in accord-
ance with a specific technique. Every single tradition consisted
of two parts, the wvwd—a chain of narrators, concluding in the
name of the highest authority who heard the saying from the
lips of the Master or one of his associates—and the main, the
utterance as delivered. Political leaning, theological bias, per-
sonal dereliction, or rank, dishonesty militated against the mam-
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tenance of high standards in the narrator’s art, virtually making

the field of Tradition a free-for-all.

Critical care was eventually taken to insure the relative genu-

ineness of Tradition- The first impressive compilation was that

of al-Bukliari (d. 870) a Persian Sunnite who traveled exten-

sively in Arabia, Syria, Iraq, and Egypt as well as Persia, His

countryman, Muslim (d. 874) is responsible for a similar col-

lection under the same title. The four subsequent collections

which were yet to appear never quite attained the distinction

of the first two.

The formation of four schools of jurisprudence, on good

terms with each other, within the framework of orthodox Is-

lam, significantly took place during an epoch when the fortress

of orthodoxy was being assailed, Of the schools, the Hanafite

is the oldest, the most liberal, powerful, and widespread, claim-

ing the adherence of about one half of the Sunnite population

of the world, and prevailing numerically in the territories of

the former Ottoman Empire, Central Asia, and India. Its

founder, abu-Hanifah (700-767), advocated in the adjudica-

tion of cases the employment of analogical deduction, but sanc-

tioned at the same time recourse to “preference/’ in certain in-

stances, in order to secure equity. The extreme right wing of

orthodoxy vras occupied by the Hanbalites, a school committed

to the defense of the fundamental faith apinst the sinister in-

roads of free-thinkers and heretics. Except for a few adherents

in parts of Africa, this school might well have disappeared save

for the Wahhabi revival of the mid-eighteenth century in the

heart of Arabia. The Mali kite school, too, owed its origin to a

conservative revulsion against liberalism though never going to

Hanbalite lengths. Today it prevails in Eastern Arabia, North

Africa, the Sudan, and Upper Egypt. Cairo boasts the tomb

of al-Shafii (d. 820), founder of a fourth school; and al-Azhar

University is the repository of Shafiile teaching and its dis-

seminator in the world of Islam. Bom in Ghaszah, Palestine,

al-Shafii was of Qurayshite origin but he spent his life in Iraq

and Egypt. His rite is dominant in Lower Egypt, southern and

western Arabia, East Africa, Indonesia, the coastal regions of
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India, and PaJcstinc. TheologrcaJly it is kno\vn as a tolerant,
moderate school, accepiinf the speculation with caution, In all
these schools the defense of the Moslem faith was undertaken
apinst here^, represented primarily by tlie Shiites, and ration-
alism, of which the Mutaailites were the chief exponents. It is
to these two movements that we now turn.
The keystone of the Shiite arch is the martyrdom of al-Husayn (680) under ruthless Umayyadswortls. Iiilhcslictldiiip

of Ins innocent blood the passion motif, which luvl bwii lost to
Islam since tlie breatlxtaking- victories suhsw]uciit to llu* hcpira,
was restored to a position of cultic sipiificance, reinforced by
an emphatic Wief in an cpipliany of the Divine in the person
ot tht Imam. Muhammad had committed his folk lt> the Koran
as Gods uncreated revelation, containing in itself all neassary
mediatorial functions and exploding once for all the idea that
a ^rsonal mediator between God and man is needed. IJui Shiite
belief takes a somewhat different view of the subject Noliiiffwe stormy careers of the Imams in general, the kiss of violentdwh having visited them all, one is able to discern the rcJijrio-
historic importance behind the double-edged Shiite dogma of
the now-concealcd, later-to-return Imam. J3otIi concepts are
present m the case of the twelfth Imam, Muhamma<l al-
Muntazar (the expected), who disappeared in 878 at a cave inbamarp, Iraq, He has withdrawn, allegedly, from the visible
wor d but his return as Malidi to reign in splcn<lor prior to thewrlds consummation is patiently awaited by his Persian, and
other devotees, who meantime recognize the Shah of Iran asviur of the Hidden Imam, and the ranking interpreters of the
faith (muftahds) as his spokesmen.
The triple comem of the Sunnite confession is (i) God, the

Une; (2) the Koran, uncreated from eternity i and (t) Mu-
ToVen,

iJtiite theology appends a primary arlicie, belief in (4) the
leptiinate Imam, bearer of divine being, as the proper guide torelipou, truth the mediator between God and man, fn Cltlr
words, the light of divine beneficence that once shone throughAdam, then through Muhammad, as all true Moslems belief
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U now made to sltine also through the holy family. Within the
Shiite organization three forms of dissent occur: (i) the ex-
treme form, in which the epiphany assumes the proportions of
an absolute incarnation. The mortal Imam is swaibwcd up in

an apotheosis, as a result of which the name of Allah is apt to
be obscured; (2) the liberal form which reduces the manifes-
tation of God in the Imam merely to a divine sponsorship; and

(3) the mediating form according to which the Imams, though
mortal, were created from a preexistent light Subject to mortal
needs and functions, theirs is, nevertheless, an immaculacy and
a perfection that set them above ordinary men. Escliewing the
deification of Imams in any way, the Twelvers declare them to
be after the Prophet Muliammad, yet superior to all other
prophets and to angels.

Next to the Shiite heresy in significance was the grand ra-
tionalist school which gave birth to a speculative development.
Known as Mutazllites (scceders), its representatives forsook
the theological arena and sought a neutrality of their own mak-
ing. Occupying a position midway between belief and skepti-
cism, they followed an independent course based upon the ac-
ceptance of man^s free will. Though owing its earliest inception
to those political currents for which the death of All formed
the great watershed, the Mutasilite movement gradually trans-
formed itself into a formidable bastion of Islamic religious
thought. On the major issue of the caliphate, it held the opinion
that the problem in essence was one of expediency, and modern
Turkey, with the silent approbation of most Moslems today,
seems to have accepted this view when it discarded the callphal
institution. Even more disillusioning to the pious folk was the
Mutaailite conception of religion as a body of doctrines, ignor-
ing thereby the value of the zeal and fervor ty which men live,

and taking little stock in the nonconceptual approach to truth.
Above all, these rationalists are reproached for their failure
clearly to see that in the domain of religious knowledge, com-
plete independence of thought is ever to be precluded. Orthodox
Islam could not forgive their assault upon the centrality of the
Koran in the field of sacred learning,
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The Mutaiilite system harked back to the learned divine al-

Hasan al-Basri (d. 728), though iw formal founder was his

pupil Wasil ibn-Ata (d. 748) who formulated the doctrine of

free will, arguing with the aid of Koranic proof texts against

fatalistic predestinarianism. He also flung off the belief in God's

attributes—Wisdom, Power, Knowledge, etc.—on the ground

that It constituted a flagrant denial of His unity. The molders

of Mutaailite thinking, many of whom were recent converts to

Islam, brought to their task the insights of their former connec-

tion with Judaism, Christianity, and paganism. And the xin-

aasimilated elements In the newly acquired empire of Islam left

an indelible mark upon the emergent rationalism. Among the

several Influences which determined the course of Mutasilite

thought were those of the eclectic Persian school of Jundl-

shapur, with its Zorcaatrlan, Greek, and Aramaic strands
;
the

logic of Aristotle; and certain patterns of the still raging Chris*

tological controversies in Christendom.

Under the Abbasid Caliph al-Mamun {S13-833), whose
enlightened policy was marred only by his attempt to impose

freedom of thought by caliphal decree, the burning theological

issue of the day stemmed from the difficulty encountered with

Islam’s theory of Revelation. The question was whether or not

the abomination of Koranic blbllolatry existed under the the-

ological system of Islam. The conservatives were pledged to the

doctrine that declared the Koran to be tlie uncreated Word of

God, coexistent with Him from eternity. On the opposite side,

the Mutaailites rejected any doctrine of the deification of the

Book. They appealed to intelligence and reason, and, with an
undeniable intellectual honesty, argued for a theory of Revela-

tion that retained the exercise of understanding, admitting

simultaneously that the Koran is God's work, created through

the inspired instrumentality of Muhammad. A familiar theme
of the Mutazilites affirms that the just God created all things at

one time but His divine power did not extend to the realm of
accidents, which result from human action. For His acation,

He does what is best, but the Almighty has nothing to do with

man's evil deeds.
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The Orthodox reaction was as immediate as it was forth-

right. It was spearheaded at last by abu-al-Hasen al-Ashari

(d. 935/6) of Baghdad- A native of Basrah, he had started life

L a^pil of the MuUzilite school, acquiring the rhetorical tech-

niques and scholarly competence of its disputatious doctors.

Then he executed an about-face, and In a public recanUtion dis-

avowed all allegiance to the Mutazilite school, adopting a

strictly orthodox platform with the sanguine determination to

wage theological war against his former masters In a fight to

the finish. Predestination he accepted, limiting free will to the

scope of acquisition, that is, man is free only to acquire what

God assigns to him. He accepted the uncreatedness of the

Koran and its anthropomorphisms ''without asking why” (bth

Aayfa), In him one encounters the final triumph of the Arab

clerical spirit over the foreign, critical, and heretical tendmcjes

which had threatened to destroy Islamic theology. He instituted

a new dialectic (kalcm), receptive to Greek reason but thor-

oughly grounded in Koranic thought and primarily poised to

strike at the stronghold of heresy. The Asharite system of the-

ology is the most orthodox in Islam and remams popular to

the present day- In revolt against the Aristotelian idea that the

universe is fixed, the Asharites advan(^ an atomic theory of

creation whereby the energy of God is in perpetual action, vita-

lizing the very particles or atoms of all created objects which

therefore live and move and have their being by the constant

flow of divine life. It is noteworthy that Moses Maimonides

(ffl II

3

5-1 204), whose is the most radiant intellect in that

effervescent Jewry which belongs to Islamic civiliption, repn^

duces this selfsame atomic theory of creation in his philosophi-

cal classic, Gm(U of the PerpUxed.
. .

The ever-widening breach between the Ashantes and the Mu-

tazilites, nevertheless, led to a synthesis personified in the apos-

tolic" role of al-Ghazzali (d. ilii). He is the distinguish^

Persian scholar who relinquished a dignified professorship in

Baghdad in order to check the rebel sigh within himself. A man

of striking sincerity and unbounded knowledge, he plunged into

a protracted mystical experience, emerging a chastened and
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nobl«r man, With his confusion mastered, he brought his
religio-ethical findings together in a series of weighty composi-
tions which stand alone in Islamic theology and firmly establish

the primacy of religious thought. A mystic at heart, he recog-
nized the value of emotion in worship and found in the Sufi
(Islamic mystical) path a vehicle for religion. He rejected
metaphysics and poured contempt on religious doctrines tluit

did not bring the seeker into living contact with Scripture and
lead to regenerative results. The concept that doubt is the begin-
ning of knowledge already had been proposed by the MufaKilkc
al-Nassam (d. 845). and al-Gliazzali in Ins Rcvivi/icolioji of
Ihg Scitnees of Religion now gave it further amplification
within the pale of orthodoxy. That leads him to his primary
affirmation that religious knowledge must inevitably and invari-
ably depend upon Kevelation.

The full spiritual insights of al-Ghazaali are too tremendous
and comprehensive to be given here. He brought about a resto-
ration of Islam's finest qualities of faith. Into the theological
blood stream he introduced an intellectual transfusion, and to
the Islamic spirit he joined a meaningful mysticism, He re-
minded his contemporaries of the supreme importance of ethics

8$ the index of religious vitality resorting to the simple demon-
stration that there is an inseparable relation between man’s
thought and action, his religious idealism and mundane life, and
his faith in God and outlook on human society. To scholarship
in general he addressed tlie findings of his researches in epis-
temology, summed up in a work entitled "Incoherence of the
Philosophers," where he showed that a man might gain the
whole realm of human knowledge and yet lose his own soul. To
educators he preached the insufficiency of a rationalist material-
ist system that left out character building and moral discipline,
With every means at his disposal he sought to rescue the Mos-
lem soul from the grip of traditionalism, and to rehabiliute a
religious heritage that had fallen on evil days-

Although al-Ghazzali’s message was directed to Islam, it

proved somewhat contagious in the medieval world of the Medi-
terranean basin- Europe as well as the Near East felt the impact
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of his teaching. Even as late as the seventeenth cenWt7, echoes

of his voice are heard in the reflections of Blaise Pascal. And

in his discourses on the Christian doctrine and vision of God,

as in other phases of his Theologica, Thomas Aquinas

{ca. 1225-fa. 1274) parallels al-Gharzali. Maimonides, an un-

conscious intenncdiary between al-Ghazzali and European

Christianity, had drawn his understanding of Peripatetic

thought from the Moslem thinker. Wherever, in al-Ghazzali's

numerous works, the pilgrimage of the penitent soul in its quest

after the truth is portrayed, the depths of the human tragedy

are plumbed in a manner that is sure to strike a responsive

chord in the hearts of men both within and without the confines

of Islam.

The defeat of the Mutazilite school seems to have been total.

In fact the abiding impact of aUGhazrali tended in the long run

to restore the Asharite fervor of yesteryear, though, as the

generations passed, his lofty conception of personal religion

and his profound mystical idealism faded. By the time one

reaches ibn-Khaldun (1332-1406), the first sociological his*

tori an, indeed the greatest until the nineteenth century, Islamic

theology has forfeited its patrimony of religious vitality by an

undue concern with the scholastic disciplines, which had once

served a higher purpose in combating the early heretics, but

were really too decrepit now to keep abreast of the times, One

thing had been accomplished nonetheless: the overthrow of

Greek philosophy, in particular Aristotelian ism, with its vaunted

excellence. In a chapter headed “The Abolition of Philosophy

and the Discrediting of Its Professors,'' ibn-Khaldun's Pro-

legomena repudiates Greek thought as a broken reed unfit for

the defense and adequate accommodation of religion :
“.

. . cer-

tain wise individuals of mankind pretend that both the physical

and metaphysical realms can be grasped ... by the mental facul-

ties These are the so^alled philosophers, the singular phi-

losopher being Greek lover of wisdom. ... The foremost au-

thority in this domain ... is Aristotle the Macedonian ... a

pupil of Plato and a teacher of Alexander. He is reputed to be

the First Teacher, that is, teacher of logic which he was the first
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seriously to cultivate. . - . Now the canons of the Greek ancients>

translated into Arabic under the Abbasid Caliphs, have since

been perused by many of our brethren, some, whom God led

astray [Averrocs, ibn-Sina, and al'Farahi, for example] even

professed them. . , . Know, however, tJiat the basic contention

of the philosophers Is untenable in all its implications. Insofar

as it attributes all existent forms to the first Intellect, by whose

agency it proposes to ascend unto the self-existent God, it fails

to take cognizance of tlie multiple gradations of God’s creation

that lie beyond the reach and ken of the mind. Nay, the realm

of existence is far too complex to be thus encompassed. . . . God

alone doth guide men to righteousness and truth. He leads on to

Himself. If God had not guided us to the light we would never

have been enlightened.”

Sir Muhammad Iqbal of Lahore, leading modern poet of

Moslem India and one of its notable luminaries, recalls Flint’s

unforgettable sentence on ibn-Khaldun: “Plato, Aristotle, Au-

gustine were not his peers, and all others were unworthy of

being mentioned along with him.” In substance he seeks to re-

late ibn-Khaldun to Islamic theology and world culture, offering

four important observations: (i) Only a Moslem like ibn-

Khaldun could conceive of history as a continuous, inevitable

creative movement in time, not one whose path is already de-

termined. (2) For the source of this conception ibn-Khaldun

is ultimately indebted to the Koran whose “alternation of day

and night” is a symbol of reality which “appears in fresh glory

every moment.” (3) As a powerful exponent of this conception

of time and history, ibn-Khaldun’s primary contribution to

Islamic theology lay in his identification of the Islamic genius

with a revolt against the hegemony of Greek thought which

made time either unreal (Plato, Zeno) or cyclic (Heraclitus,

the Stoics). (4) The anti-classical spirit of modern culture not

only coincides with the genius of Islam, it stems from it.

Ibn-Khaldun probably sympathized with al-Gharzali for he

too cast off the shackles of speculative philosophy. Taking stock

of the forces that make history he looked not only without but

also within. Religion, as it manifests itself in behavior, he drew
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into the orbit of man’s social life. And though hi$ orthodoxy

remained untainted, he was a true philosopher. His philosophy

of history bore no great resemblance to Hegel’s theodicy.

Steeped in Koranic doctrine, its prevailing affirmation was that

things are what they are by God’s Providence, though he but

faintly flashed the vision of a divine purpose, gradually dis-

cernible in the contours of history as the mists lift Above

everything else, ibn-Khaldun conceived of history as sodology,

a term first used by the French philosopher of positivism, Au-

guste Comte (179^1857) who, however, was not the first to

define its scope and meaning.

Having in his own lifetime belield the last convulsions of

eight Islamic centuries, crowded with momentous transforma-

tions, and having been the eye-witness in northwest Africa and

the Near East to startling happenings, ibn-Khaldun acquired

the necessary historical perspective to compose a monumental

work of interpretation. He began therefore to assemble the phe-

nomena of Islamic history under general principles and to pro-

pose, perhaps for the first time in world literature, a compre-

hensive philosophy of history embracing the whole mass of

relevant facts, yielding a reasonable explanation of the laws that

govern progress and revealing a plausible goal. Hence his uni-

versal stature as an Eastern Montesquieu, and the foremost cul-

ture historian of the Moslem peoples. Nowhere before this great

Tunisian had the conception of history as a special science ap-

peared, embracing all the known phenomena of life. He treated

the different forms of human society, ranging from the condi-

tions of savagery, nomadism, and tribalism, down to agricul-

tural, cattle-breeding, and urban society. Diffierencea in mores

and social order he explained on the basis of physical environ-

ment, habitat, climate, soil, and diet. He proposed the law of

causality In its manifold connotations, and depicted its relevance

to human society in the domains of science, art, and religion.

His views on >var and slavery were strikingly in advance of

Aristotle's. Deprecating the antisocial nature of absolute au-

thority and blind obedience, he observed that if some did not

command as masters and others obey as slaves war would be
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impossible. Yet he did not definitely come out against either

war or slavery.

With tlxc recognized novelty of his ideas, ibn-Khaldun man-
aged to retain an enviable position as a primarily Moslem
thinker, and a strict theologian at that. His law of natural cau-

sality should not be mistaken for a new determinism or pessi-

tnism. His highest ambition did not go beyond the attempt to

evolve a political theory in terms of Islam, and to build a phi-

losophy of history that rested on a solid theological foundation.

The reconciliation of tlie ideal demands of Islam with the facts

of history formed one of his deepest concerns. Nor did lie ever

lose sight of tliat central theme, to which he invariably returned,

namely, that history is wliat it is because of man’s chronic trans-

gression of the divine law. It Is man's blind dedance of the Al-

mighty, tlierefore, that brings woe upon himself and the race,

and involves him in tlie tragic cycle of rise and fall of civilisa-

tion, Instead, God intends that the mutual association of men
should be a means of grace and happiness.

With this necessarily condensed appreciation of ibn-Kha!-

dun’s thought our analysis of Islam's founders and classical in-

terpreters reaches its logical end. Due consideration must now
be given to the propagation of Islam and its contemporary sense

of mission.

SXPANStON ot ISLAM

The stage is geography in general, all the known continents

on earth; the time is history, after the seventh century of the

Christian era
;
the dramatis personae are a multiplicity of the

races of man, Arab, Persian, Turk, Indo-European, Mongol,
Negro, Hindu, Malayan, and Indonesian—brown and black,

yellow and white—colors of every shade and hue; the title role

goes to the Arab, but the leading character is better symbolized

ever and anon by Islam herself; the thrilling story 1$ cast in the

forms of diverse tongues and nationalities, Syrian, Persian,

Hindustani, Urdu, Javanese, Malay, Chinese, Tartar, Hausa,

Turkish, and of course, always the sacred Arabic. If this four-

dimensional scope of Islam, in space, time, race, and tongue,
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means anything: it is that the religion of Allah has played a

dynamically ‘'liumanistic” role in the corporate life of the

world.

Neither time nor space, neither tongtie nor race has seriously

impeded or impaired the onward sweep of this faith. With a

startling ease of movement, the transfer of cultural and moral

values proceeds in one gigantic swing from Peninsular Arabia

to thy Iberian Peninsula. Eastward, the intangible wares of

Arabia flood that otlier great Peninsula—the subcontinent of

India—liomc by wave upon wave of doughty settlers, confident

in the knowledge that they have come to stay. Thus in widely

separated regions, and under the stimuli of varying factors,

Islam captured the imagination of men and succeeded in im-

planting itself beyond the influence of society’s ebb and flow. It

erected lasting monuments ever resisting the onrush of the

centuries.

Invaded in a.d, 71 i, the Iberian Peninsula was almost imme-

diately overrun, witli the exception of the Cantabrian and Pyre-

nean highlands. The two most effective forms of intimacy be-

tween peoples, war and peace, provided the Arabs with ample

means of contact with the indigenous stocks down to the fall of

Islamic Granada in 2492. In the course of those centuries Islam

flourished within the gates of European civilization and entered

into the makings of Western culture. And while Oirislendom

experienced an age of comparative darkness, the stars of Bagh-

dad, Damascus, Cairo, Seville, Toledo, and Cordova glittered.

From the ninth to the eleventh century, the major civilization

of the world was Islamic. The last word on science, art, politics,

culture, and refinement proceeded from Islamic sources. Is-

lamic Spain gave the world a galaxy of philosophers, astron>

mers, mathematicians, mystics, poets, and historians. Arabic

and Romance were both spoken by the inhabitants regardless of

race or creed, the former among the cultured, the latter by the

masses. Salvador Dc Madariaga in a brilliant volume titled

Sp<nn writes that the mighty and refined caliph of Cordova

must have looked down on the petty warring kingdoms of
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Northern Spain much as the President of the French Republic

looks down upon the Moroccan tribesmen.

About the same year that the conquest of Spain was initiated

(71 1 ), the Arab conquerors, long enamored of Uxe wealth of

India, launched an attack upon her, led by the intrepid general

of the Umayyads, Muhammad ibn-al-Qasim. But the Islamisa-

tion of India did not mature till after the tenth century when a

Turkish warrior, Mahmud of Ghasnah (999-1030), whose

father had originally been a slave, rose to the occasion, achiev-

ing a fame that belongs to the greatest figures in Islamic his-

tory. In a series of raids he ravaged India, acquiring permanent

foothold in Lahore. The short-lived Gliainid dynasty was over-

thrown by fierce Afghan highlanders from the region of Ghor

in the western portion of modern Afghanistan, who subse-

quently were subdued by a succession of Islamic powers known

collectively as the Sultanate of Delhi (1206-1526).

Islam attained its highest peak in India under the Mogul dy-

nasty (i525-*i857), founded by the energetic and cultured

Babar, in whose veins Bowed tlie blood of the Mongol Chingiz

Khan, mingled with that of Tamerlane the Turk. At the Indian

metropolis of Agra, once the Mogul capital city, Emperor Sliah

Jahan erected the Taj Mahal (distinguished abode) as a mauso-

leum in honor of his favorite wife, Mumtaz-i-Mabal (d. 1631),

mother of fourteen children. The Moguls lost their power upon

the death of Aurangzib in 1707, although the semblance of sov-

ereignty did ding to their representatives till 1857, the last three

emperors having been pensioners of the British crown. Under

Akbar (1556-1605), whose prestige with the Hindus was en-

hanced by his high regard for their religion, the Mogul Empire

extended over northern and central India, as well as the Afghan

Urritories about Kabul and Qandahar. But even though the

Moguls are solely credited with giving Islam its golden prime in

India, the Arab traders, ever since the eighth century, had made

the preaching of Islam in the heart-shaped peninsula their spe-

cial concern, beginning at the Malabar Coast and penetrating

inland. In the early nineteenth century an Islamic revival in

Bengal owed its primary inspiration to the appeals of Wahhabi
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reformers, followed in a few decades by an independent large-

scale spiritual awakening within Indian Ulam.

The naturalization of Islam in India haa not been easy. It

has been hampered by the country’s rich and noble heritage, by

the firmly established brahmanical priestly institutions, and by

the stratified social structure. The acceptability of Arabia’s reli-

gion was made contingent upon its being Hinduized. Neverthe-

less, India is no exception to tlie rule that the national character

of any people undergoes a transformation when the Crescent

appears on the horizon. Nowlxere does the formative power of

Islam seem more effective than in its mediatorial function be-

tween different races and cultures, banishing the boundaries and

barriers that hold men apart. In a more profound sense Islam

has turned the eye of the Hindu from caste rigidity to a demo-

cratic ideal rooted In submission to the Almighty. In the field of

religion it has sought to switch off that deep concern with im«

personal Being, on which Hindu thought has dwelt so long, and

it has drawn attention instead to the significance of the human

soul in the sight of God. Thus it has discredited world flight

and breathed a new spirit of comfort and reality into the phi-

losophies of India. To this the noted German thinker and

founder of the School of Wisdom at Darmstadt, Hermann

Keyserling (1880-1943), in Thi Tratvt Diary cf a W/ffW-
pher, bears testimony : "Even the faces of the faithful, who be-

long unmistakably to the blood of the Hindus, betray the self-

conscioua, calmly superior expression which characterizes the

Moslem everywhere. . . . How right are Englishmen in regard-

ing and treating the Islamic element in India as the decisive

onel . . . Islam is an expression, among others, of the western

spirit. . .

The constitutive role of Islam on a world-wide scale is

brought to light by the brilliant insight of Arnold J, Toynbee.

One is reminded thatthe Hellenic civilization is in a parent-child

relation to Christendom in its Western and Eastern branches.

Between the vanished Hellenic civilization and the modem
Giristian arise the intermediary phenomena of the Roman Em-

*Vol. X, New York, 1925, pp. 203, 213.
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pire, the Christian Church, and wandering peoples. Likewise

Islamic civilization h an heir to an antique parent, the Syriac,

which became resplendent in the time of fGng ^lomon and

Hiram of Tyre. It also branched out into the affiliated Arabic

and Persic civilizations. And between the current Islamic and
the ancient Syriac appear the intermediaries of the Baghdad-

centered Abbasid Empire, the Islamic **church,” and the wan-
dering peoples. In the Arabic-Persic complex one sees not

only the Sunnlte-Shiite sister groupings, but also the Arab and
non-Arab peoples within Islam. Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Iraq,

Syria, Palestine, Horth Africa, the Sudan, and al-Yaman fall

into the Arab sphere. In the non-Arab orbit arc Turkey, Iran,

Afghanistan, Turkestan, Moslem India, Malaya, and Indonesia.

An outer ring of non-Arab Moslems is constituted by Moslem
Negro Africa, Moslem Russia, and China as well as by isolated,

though not always inconsiderable, communities in Europe, the

Philippines, Japan, and the Americas. All in all this is a world

of some two hundred and seventy-five millions. Moreover, the

persistent, world-wide character of Islam manifests itself on the

political, ethical, and religious fronts.

Though Ottoman Turkey declined in the seventeenth and

subsequent centuries, her impressive period, extending from
before the conquest of Constantinople in 1453, and for more
than a century thereafter, was not easily forgotten in Europe,

The Ottoman civil, military, and religious administration cen-

tered in a school, connected with the royal palace, where sur-

prisingly modern curricula and techniques were in use. At the

outset of the nineteenth century, following a long lethargy,

Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839) Constantinople and Mu-
hammad All ( 1805-1849) of Cairo were typical Moslem rulers

wide awake to the sore needs of Islamic society. Tlierefore tliey

instituted many reforms and created a disposition in favor

of Western technology and initiative, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan
(1817-1888) founded Aligarh College in India, into whose
charter he wrote: “Modem science and oriental learning are not

mutually exclusive and Muslims must make an effort to com-
bine them.”
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All these trends were translated into action, despite the tragic

fall of the Ottoman Empire. On the field of battle a brilliant

record was set for Islam by Turkey in 1919, when Ataturk won
among his people the sobriquet “Victor of the Dardanelles’'

tlirough his victory over the British-French fleets and forces,

as well as wlxen he prosecuted to a successful conclusion the

war against Greece (1919-1922).

In the political-military arena the publicized transformation

of Turkey is symptomatic of what is in store for all Islam. The
gain# of the KemaUst revolution (tnAi/a^) remain untarnished

by the stolid neutrality of Turkey in World War II- The dis-

reputability of a decrepit Turkey has now been erased by the

modem offspring of those who were strong enough to conquer

Constantinople in the fifteenth century. By all means at their

command* the makers of modern Turkey have sought to keep

fresh the achievements of their ancestors who in their prime

beat at the very gates of Vienna, heart of Europe. Those same

Turks, who in 1943 asked the United Notions for larger lend-

lease deliveries as a condition for joining the Allies against the

Axis, were aware that :n the sixteenth century their forebears

had scored victory after victory because theirs was the strongest

military macliine of the time.

CONTEMPORARY IdtAUIC MISSION

In its seif-respect, self-maintenance, smd realistic zeal, in its

fight for solidarity against racist and Marxist ideologies, in its

thirst for mastery over tlie common Western philosophies, in

its vigorous denunciation of imperialism and exploitation, in

its bold revindication of the Koranic faith against the incur-

sions of critics and the peaceful competition of other religions,

as in the preaching of its own message to a wayward, bleeding

humanity, Islam faces the modern world with a peculiar sense

of mission. Not confused and not tom apart by a mass of the-

ological subtleties, nor buried beneath a heavy burden of dogma,

this sense of mission draws its strength from a complete con-

viction of the relevance of Islam. It assumes the consonance of
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the Islamic faith with the spirit of the times. And it reproduces

its passionate, historic claims as the product of a dear contem-

plation of power and truth,

Only through such an approach is it possible for one to com-

prehend the amazing tenacity and robust steadfastness of Islam,

for instance in the aiien soil of the Far East, Save for the over-

whelmingly Moslem majority of the Netherlands Indies, Islam

in the Pacific area consists in a set of minority groups, consid-

erable numerically though some are, dispersed among otluir reli-

gions, ill Qiina, the Philippines, Malaya, and India. As a rule

these scattered Moslem communities have experienced the usual

tribulations which foreign elements defying assimilation en-

counter in any land. Even in the modern era, the Mosiems of

China, for example, have not been left alone. About twenty mil-

lion strong, they had already received the doctrines of two

twentieth-century revolutions—the far-away Turkish and

nearer home, the Chinese-^hen upon them burst the Russian

Communist tide, desecrating their mosques and hoiding their

religious beliefs in contempt. The Moslem Mutual Progress

Association, founded in ipn with the backing of an active

press, and later also tlie radio, aided the Moslems to withstand

these ravages. The doors of constructive citizenship in China,

opened to all races and creeds under the revolutionary regime

(ipia- ) of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, founder of modem China, led

subsequently, through the enlightened policies of Chiang Kai-

shek, to the improved status of Moslems. The Generalissimo

translated his good will toward Islam into action in the appoint-

ment Co key positions In the government of Moslem leaders of

the caliber of General Pai Tsung Hsi of Kweilin. Their sense

of national mission has been twice demonstrated by China's

Moslems in recent decades
:

( i ) in their unflinching resistance

to the Commintern and eager expression of loyalty to tlie Kuo-
mintang; (a) in their outright rejection of Japan's repeated

offers they consistently withheld support of the discredited

East Asia Co-Prosperity Plan.

To the Philippine Moslems belong;8 the distinction of living

in the midst of the one officially Christian country of a deh-
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nitdy non-Christian, non-Mcsl«ra, part of th« world. Their im-

pressive settlements in Mindanao and Sulu form the only big

Moslem community ever to come under the American

Their name "Moros/’ that is, Moors, they owe to the Spaniards

with whom they struggled for some three hundred years, a

sequel, as it were, to the sevcn-centuries-long war of the Iberian

Peninsula between tlxe followers of Muhammad and Christ.

Hardly to be reckoned as sympathiaers with the vagaries of

modern nationalism, the Moros^-a minority of half a million-

view tlie prospect of Filipini ration with pronounced apprehen-

sion. An aggressive element in the life of the archipelago, they

are not likely to surrender their local autonomy witliout a slow-

down. The introduction of Islam into Mindanao in a-o. 1475 ^

via Johor in Malaya, ushered in literacy and the caliphal forms

of political and constitutional government. The Arabic alphabet

was applied to local dialects. The Koran and other Islamic texts

were translated into the vernacular. But tlie relative harmony

between the Moros and Filipinos has been made possible

tlirough American vigilance entailing Army action, since Ad-

miral George Dewey took Manila in Among the several

United States ranking officers who distinguished themselves in

the pacification of the Moros, the name of General Jolui J.

Pershing is the most illustrious.

The influx of Chinese and Indian nationals into British-ruled

Malaya was accelerated by the exploitation of the tin mines and

rubber plantations. The indigenous Moslems finally discovered

themselves a minority in their own homeland. NationaUsm,

with its concomitant religious and cultural awakening, was the

sole refuge of the native stock, already chafing under alien

tutelage. Their Sunnite Islam had been imported from India at

a time when Persian was in the ascendancy as a language of let-

ters. Contemporary reformers in Malaya are determined to rid

their faith of heretical, mystical, and magical accretion. In this

endeavor they naturally look to Egypt and Arabia for inspira-

tion. The Malayan staUs normally send one of the largest an-

nual pilgrim contingents to aJ-Hijaz, some 30,000. Accorded a

free hand in their respective domains by the British authorities,
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the sulutis of both Federated and Un federated states have
given their sanction to certain changes In the Islamic law of
the land. In 1933, ibn-Ahmad al-Hadi, a Malayo-Arab jurist,

pupil of the late Muhammad Abduh of Egypt, reached the

somewhat radical conclusion, though not without social impli-

cation, that interest from banks, stocks, and cooperative bonds

is lawful.

Fifty-eight times the size and nine times the population of
Holland, the Netherlands Indies has from the early seventeenth

century down to the latter lialf of the nineteenth been exploited

in unjust fashion. Toward the end of tins period the Nether-
lands Government started to rethink its Moslem policy. A group
of Leiden professors, among whom were Snouck Hurgronje
and C. Van Volicnhoven, formulated a new approach to the

Indies problem, with the recommendation that it be left free

from state interference. It was based, in the main, upon a pro-

found understanding of Islam. Sarikat Islam and Muhammadi-
yah are the two outstanding Islamic organizations in the In-

dies. The latter, still the most inhuential Moslem society, was
founded at Djokjakorta, Java, in 1912. In order to check the

rising power of Christian missions, it bestirred itself to nation-

wide endeavor after 2923, making a strong impression upon
the lower middle class of Java and Sumatra. Toleration of the

Muhammad [yah group by the Indies government is explained

on the ground that it is less subversive than the out and out

secular nationalists. Sarikat Islam founded four years before

its sister organization, has had a more definitely nationalist his-

tory. The leading plank in its platform was intended to thwart
the ever-growing menace of the Chinese middleman. It was
transformed, however, into a veritable political party, willing to

do business with the communists. It acquired an anti-capitalist

complexion throughout the archipelago. In the long run it lias

been considerably weakened by the obvious incompatibility be-

tween Islam and the Marxist philosophy.

In the Pakistan movement of India, a special contemporary
type of Islamic nationalism, manifesting features of reli-

gious mission, is evident The demand for an independent Mos-
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Icm state, uniting the PanJab, Northwest Frontier Province,

Kashmir, Sind, and Baluchistan, was first given definitive form

in 1933 by C. Rahmat AH. The same leader declared in 1942,

“we must do all we can to recover our lost position in the world

by saving our people from the serfdom of 'Indianism/ . .

Any suggestion that the movement carries implications of a

military design on a large scale is dismissed by the spokesmen

of Pakistan. Sirdar Iqbal Ali Shah wrote in 1940 that Islam

identified itself with the British war aims. He gave emphasis

to the view that Islam’s political morality derives its principles

from the Prophet’s last sermon in which the lives and property

of all people are held inviolable.

The credo of Islam’s new nationalism may be understood in

the following summary of a poem by the sociologist Ziya Gdk

Alp (1876-1924), inieilectual father of modern Turkey: “In

order to create a really effective political unity of Islam, all

Moslem countries must first become independent, and then in

their totality they should range themselves under the caliph, Is

such a thing possible at the present moment P If not today, one

must wait. ... In the international world the weak find no

sympathy; power alone deserves respect.” Having cited with

approval ZIya’s words, Sir Muhammad Iqbal, seer of India’s

contemporary Islam, adds this comment : “These lines clearly

indicate the trend of modem Islam. For the present every Mos-

lem nation must sink into her own deep self, temporarily, focus

her vision on herself alone, until all are strong and powerful, to

form a living family of republics. A true and living unity is

truly manifested in a multiplidty of free independent units

whose racial rivalries are adjusted and harmonized by the uni-

fying bond of a common spiritual aspiration.”

That Indian Moslems, who support the Pakistan movement,

are inspired by this principle is self-evident. On March 33,

1943, Muhammad Ali JInnah {1876- ), president of the AU-

India Muslim League, issued from Delhi a message in which

he said : "Never before in the history of the world has a nation

rallied round a common ideal in such a short time as the MuS'

Hms have done in this vast subcontinent Never before has a
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nation, miscalled a minority, asserted itself so quickly. . . .

Three years ago Pakistan was a resolution. Today it is an arti-

cle of faith, a matter of life and death with Muslim India. It is

not mere sentiment ... It is really the justice of our cause . .

.

and our birthright to self-determination, by which today we are

proud to stand and for which we are willing to die. We have

embodied our goal in the famous Lahore Resolution ... as the

only solution of the political problem of India. . . . We . . . must
rely mainly on our natural potentialities, our own Internal soli-

darity and cur own united will to face the future ” In achieving

her national Independence—especially after Great Britain’s de-

termined effort toward that end began early in 1946—India felt

the impact of political Islam on a grand scale. This Impact,

channeled through the Pakistan movement, assumed interna-

tional significance, becoming a major concern of world states-

men in the highest level.

Beginning with Russia’s expansion in Transcaucasia, early

in the nineteenth century, and ending with Italy’s annexation of

Tripoli (1911), a number of assaults on the doddering Otto-

man Empire led to Islam’s political and spiritual retreat. Irri-

tated by the Mandate system and other imperialist designs, the

Zionist impasse, and the alleged violation of pledges, the Mos-

lems of Western Asia and North Africa responded with a

marked passivity to the Allied cause in the Second World War.

But those who went so far as to read in this passivity the death

warrant of Islam made too hasty a judgment. For meanwhile

a leaven of entirely different forces was also at work, preparing

the Moslem mind for a better and stronger future. Among these

mention may be made of the stimulating occupation of Egypt

by Napoleon (1798-1801) ;
the cultural, moral and spiritual re-

freshment due to the labors of Christian missionaries in the

Near East, India, the Netherlands Indies, and elsewhere; the

literary and scientific radiation from fed of enlightenment in

Egypt, Syria, India, and Syro-American communities; the inner

revivification of Islam in several forms, especially the Wah-
habi Arabian; the vitalizing example of Turkey in her ambi-

tious and bold onward stride; and the rise of the rationalist-
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nationalist school of thought in Egypt, but even more remarka-

bly in India. To the ntw imaginative mentality may be ascribed

numerous developments in recent years such as the call issued

by al-Shaykh al-Zinjani of Iran, with the concurrence of the

chancellor of al-Ashar, for a congress to reconcile the standing

differences between the two historic divisions of Islam—the

Sunnite and Shiite. And in Soviet Russia, where Bolshevist

legislation had been prejudicial to Islam, aI*Mufti Abd-al-

Rahman Rasulcv, nevertheless, could call upon his Moslem co-

religionists in 1941 to support the national effort against the

Nati invaders. In 1944, for the first time since the Red Revolu-

tion, Russia was represented by a contingent of Soviet Moslems

at the annual pilgrimage to Mecca.

Islam’s sense of mission is manifest in its readiness to see

the world as a whole and in its prescriptions for the promotion

of the religious life. Al-Shaykh Muhammad al-Maraghi (d.

1945) of al-Azhar sent a mesage to the meetings of the World

Congress of Faiths held in London, July 3-17, 193^. 'vhich

reads in part : “The appeal for the development of the common

religious consciousness should be preceded by the establishment

of fellowship between the heads of religions themselves. They

... are more capable of understanding that the menace threat-

ening humanity does not arise from the differences between reli-

gions, but through atheism and . . . materialism. ... It is de-

plorable that followers of religions should mobilize their forces

to attack one another. . . . This has weakened them before their

common foe. ... I now propose ... (a) Creation of a body to

cleanse religious consciousness of hatred ... by I. preaching in

each religion a human trend based on its own stan^rds; 2. as-

sembling all religious ideals . , . kindness , . . love . . 3 *

gious propaganda to be based on pure reason, love of truth . . .

avoiding . . . unscrupulous means . . . and confining it to the

proclamation of the beauties of some particular religion. The

function of this body is to settle . . . differences . . . arising

from the aggression of propagandists, (b) Creation of a body

. , , to strengthen the religious consciousness particularly among

the intellectual classes. This body should support the position
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of religion m regard to scientific investigation and free thought

This support must necessarily depend on . .
.
proof . . . and the

avoidance of coercive and misleading measures as well as reli-

ance on arbitrary spiritual authority.”

Beneath the surface of its contemporary program of world

mission, Islam shows the signs of real enlightenment, promising

progress in new directions. Often suppressed and denied self-

expression, the liberals include a dynamic though small faction

of men and women who harbor no illusions as regards the in-

adequacy of the old Law to cope with the needs of modern

society, or to Inspire a generation groping for democratic insti-

tutions and striving for fuller participation In the councils of

the nations. In the Middle East, Moslem Arabs have <lcmon-

strated, under tlie Arab League, their ability to create, together

with their Christian countrymen, an entirely secular, political

front Even more startling and revolutionary is the call for

social and legislative reforms, sharpening the break witli the

conventional theocratic pattern which has hitherto restricted

groups and individuals to moral, cultural, and spiritual cate-

gories bequeathed by a long dead past, making little allowance

in practice for personal judgment and initiative. What is cru-

cially at stake, therefore, amounts to nothing less than the very

meaning and soul of religious liberty. For It is becoming in-

creasingly clear that no religion, claiming a divine mandate to

serve the purpose of God for mankind, can long endure unless

it leaves man’s conscience absolutely free to choose the kind of

spiritual worship and religious affiliation which best agrees with

his inmost understanding of the eternal truth.
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Judaism
ABRAHAM A- NEUMAN

Jin>A2SU IS the religion professed by a small people, the Jewish

people, who numbered no more than sixteen million souls at

the lenith of their numerical growth before World War II

and are now reduced to about ten or eleven million through tlic

maniacal fury of a clique which set out to destroy the religinn

and the people, root and branch. They numbered less than n

million in the days of tlicir nationhood, wlien according to tra-

dition David composed Psalms and Solomon wrote epigrams

and parables of wisdom; and probably not more than four to

five million when their political fate as a nation was sealed in the

year 70 and they set out upon their historic career as a global

people with a religion and a Bible to live by and to defend, if

need be, even unto death. At the height of the Middle Ages,

during the thirteenth century, when Judaism had reached its

full rabbinic development and was exerting a great influence

upon the emerging European civilization, the Jewish popular

tion in Europe did not much exceed one million souls.

This people, one of the smallest and oldest historic nations
now scattered over the globe—out of the depth of its Own ex-

perience, attained to a lofty and unique vision of God, man, and

the universe, and translated that vision into a program of living.

That vision and that way of life constitute the philosophy and
the precepts of Judaism.

The relationship between the people and the religion is unique

in Judaism : for the religion is inconceivable without a continu-

ous, living Jewish people. By the normal process of religious

conversion Judaism can absorb and assimilate individuals and

even nations within its fold, and it has indeed done $0. But
were the Jews of the world to disappear, their religion would
inevitably disappear with them. Other peoples who had no his-

toric connection with the Jewish past could under such circum-

stances become heir to the universal teachings of Judaism
;
but
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the precepts, ceremonials, and observances in which these prin-

ciples are incorporated and which make up the body o£ Judaism

would have no relevancy for those whose ancestors did not *'go

out of the land of Egypt," and who were not bom to the tradi-

tion that their fathers stood at the foot of Sinai and that they

and their descendants were forever to be a kingdom of priests

and a holy nation.

The indissoluble bond between the people and religion is a
basic part of Judaism. Judaism was not given full grown to

the Jewish people as was Christianity to the pagan nations.

To its adherents, the Jewish religion in essence is not tlie distil-

lation of the tears and sorrows of others, freely given them by

an act of divine grace or acquired through the mysteries of

faith. Slowly and painfully over the course of many centuries

it was beaten out of the historic experiences of the nation, il-

lumined by the vision of its prophets and sages. The prophets

of Israel, profound mystics, who ertvisaged God the Infinite,

who perceived that His Spirit filled the universe, and who spoke

in His Name with the warmth, intimacy, and conviction of per-

sonal revelation, were not detached individualists or universal-

ists. They were essentially national heroes of the Jewish reli-

gious genius. The problems, sins, failures, and sorrows of their

people were the surting-point of their spiritual brooding. How-
ever universal and far-reaching the resulting prophetic vision

may have been, its light was focused upon Israel and, through

Israel, its rays were diffused round the world.

Secondary only to the people was the relationship of the land

to the religion during the early stages of its development. In

the Abraham covenant, the promise of the land follows closely

upon the choice of Abraham's descendants as "a blessing to

all the families of the earth." The possession of the Promised

Land was not merely a national goal
;

it was not only the ve-

hicle of a divine covenant and an instrument by which God's

pleasure or displeasure with the people was manifested; it was

the medium for a system of agricultural and land legislation

which gave meaning to the ethical character of the religion.

Rooted in the land are the Biblical laws for relief from the
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curse of poverty, precepts to prevent land concentration in the

hands of the few, provisions for a program of social justice.

Even after the forcible separation of the Jewish people from
their land, the skies and the soil of Palestine, the rain and the

dew, the trees and the fruit of the Holy Land have continued

to be mirrored in the prayers and festive days of the Jewish
religion to this day.

Judaism therefore appears under two aspects: the universal

and the national. As a system of religious thought it is trans>

cendent and universal. As a religious cult, it is characterized by
historic associations and even geographic coloring. Its ethical

principles embrace all mankind; its religious disciplinebinds only

its adherents. Through its own votaries In the Graeco-Eoman
world and later more effectively through its daughter religions,

Christianity and Islam, it won the pagan world over to the

Hebrew God of justice, mercy, and holiness. But even when
tlie world was the prize at staltt, Judaism would not surrender

Its distinctive historic ties. It could not abandon its religious

system of law, rite, and ceremony any more than it could com*
promise with its conception of pure monotheism.

It may well be Said that Judaism views theology through the

eyes of history in contrast to Christianity, for instance, in

which theology is primary and history is secondary, Basing it-

self on the record of the Pentateuch, the Prophets, and the oral

tradition, Judaism beheld the gradual and manifold manifesta-

tion of God’s Being and His active Will revealed variously in

its history, in the forces of nature, in prophetic utterances, and
in a program of divinely inspired legislation. In the drama thus

unfolded historically, the Jewish people was the chief instru-

ment of the divine revelation. Having revealed Himself through

the instrumentality of Israel he was called the God of Israel,

as formerly he was called the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

But the God of Israel was the Father of mankind, the Creator

of the universe, the Source of all life and the Ruler of all His
creatures. He was clothed in Holiness. His chief raiments were

Justice, Love, Truth, and Mercy. These attributes of God were
manifested in the historic experiences of the people and were
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revealed :n their divine light to His prophets- They were chan-

neled into human life as an activating force for conduct through
the Law, written and oral. The Law, therefore, has an exalted

place in Judaism. No distinction divides so-called ceremonial or

ritual laws from ethical precepts, as both drew their sanction

from the living God. However detailed any part of the Law
may be, it speaks the language of the universal God. “Blessed

art Thou, Oh Lord our God, king of the Universe” is the intro-

ductory invocation to the performance of all religious precepts

in Judaism.

In this conception, Israel is the custodian of a reli^on the

essence of which belongs to the world. It lays no claim to a

monopoly or the exclusive possession of God’s truth. Esther

does it proclaim itself to be the God-appointed trustee of reli-

gion in the interest of all mankind. This is the meaning which
Judaism gave to the verse : “And ye shall be unto me a kingdom
of priests and a holy nation.” As the priests served their people

in the Temple of God, so must Israel serve mankind in the

Kingdom of God on earth. As the priests, serving in the Tem-
ple, observed a priestly code to fit them for their special func-

tions, so must the Jews observe a special code, the Torah, writ-

ten and oral, to ht, or sanctify, themselves for their world

ministration.

The attitude of Judaism toward other religions is therefore

unique and distinctive, following therein too a historic pattern.

The stern religious discipline of the Law, which grew out of

the very history of Israel, was requisite for this priestly people,

but not for the general redemption of mankind. Indeed, accord-

ing to rabbinic tradition, God made a covenant with the human
race which long preceded the covenant with Israel, and in that

early covenant was laid the basis for a universal faith of man-
kind The foundations, or principles, of this early universal

religion were described as the “Laws of the children of Noah ”

These religious ''Laws,” or ethical principles, were elementary

in character but not different in kind from the advanced

religious-ethical principles which Israel was destined to develop

under prophetic tutelage. They were the embryonic stage in the
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evoludon of that religion which Judaism envisaged as the uJti-

mate faith of mankind. Undoubtedly, the rabbis reconstructed

imaginatively the "Laws of the children of Noah" with an eye

to paganism. Their purpose was to construct a program to lead

the nations away from the glaring moral and religious delin-

quencies of paganism. The nations were therefore bidden to

abandon idolatry and blasphemy. Incest, murder, theft, cruelty

to animals, as practiced in the eating of limbs torn from living

animals, are the negative precepts of the moral law, The cove-

nant tc administer justice is the seventh and final commandment
of the universal faith. On these minimal conditions, so the

rabbis taught, the moral order of the world could be sustained

and human well-being maintained. But it was the function of

the priestly people to lead the nations to nobler heights of moral

and religious perfection. How was this to be accomplished?

Judaism never developed a religious army of missionaries. The
driving impulse of an exclusive gospel, which would be the sole

key to salvation, was utterly lacking. For salvation was open to

all who honored even the minimum standards of the universal

faith. The formal conversion to Judaism of the nations of the

world was not part of the divine program. Rather was it the

function of the priestly people by its life and Its work to estab-

lish moral and religious standards which would of their own
attractive powers draw the nations to the road of moral per-

fection and closer communion with God.
This ideal relationship between Israel and the nations, be-

tween Judaism and other faiths was not an isolated concept lim-

ited to one period in the evolution of Judaism. It pervades the

entire course of Jewish history, In glowing and poetic meta-
phor, the prophets pictured the fulfillment of the vision "in the

end of days." The rabbis, in turn, gave voice to this hope in

homily and legend. Through prayer, chant, and song, the Syna-
gogue kept this faith and hope active in the hearts of the people

from generation to generation down to our own days.

In the Jewish dream for the future of humanity, Christianity

and Islam play a divine role. Notwithstanding the inhospitable

spiritual atmosphere of the Middle Ages, Judaism, although
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oppressed by its own daughter religions, recognised its spiritual

kinship with them. It regarded these dynamic conquering faiths

as carriers of divine truth to the nations of the world. Without
deviating from its uncompromising monotheism and its conse-

quent opposition to the trinitarian conception of God, the divine

nature of Christ, the worship accorded to saints and images,

and other Christological features of the Church, Judaism freely

acknowledged the divine mission of Christisjuty, and equally

that of Islam, whose theism was pure and unblemished. Accord-
ing to Jewish teacliing, tliey were unconsciously-—but by God’s

design—Israel’s apostles to the heathen nations. They were the

active agents spreading the basic truths which God revealed to

Israel, in forms which were more readily assimilable to the na-

tions because of their pagan background. The very elements in

Christianity which separated it from the mother religion—the

conception of God in human form, the priest as an intermediary

between God and man, the profusion of images with super-

natural attributes, the worship of saints, the dogma of mys-
teries or sacraments, were interpreted as pedagogical means for

drawing pagan multitudes to the true who revealed Him-
self to Israel as the One God, the Creator of the Universe, the

Father who created man in His Image, who inspired him to a

life of holiness, through compassion, love, and justice. Precisely

during tlie period of medieval scholasticism, when Christian

dogma was being crystallized in rigid concepts, Jewish philoscn

phers interpreted sympathetically, as means to an end, Christian

teachings which were unacceptable to them but which were

effective psychologically In bringing about the mass conversion

of heathen nations to Christianity. This enlightened attitude im-

pressed itself also on Jewish canon law.

With the rise of Christianity and Islam, therefore, Judaism,

in its own view, was not superseded. It remained more than ever

“a light to the nations." Unwillingly, Christianity and Islam

were profoundly influenced for good the continued existence

of Juaaism. Cliristianity in its expansion from a Jerusalem sect

to a world religion absorbed foreign pagan elements which

needed purification. Judaism preserved the vision of God in its
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purest Hebraic fonn. Furthermore, the g:reater the expansion

of a religion and the greater its secular power, the greater be-

comes the temptation toward worldliness, toward more power
and wealth, and finally to the use of force in the defense of its

institutions. Thus, inevitably, the worldly success of a religion,

be it the Church or Mosque or Synagogue, is bound to carry

with it dangerous germs of spiritual decay. Because Judaism

during the past two thousand years lias been dissociated from

worldly power, it has carried a moral admonition of great his-

toric import for the religions of mankind, Its defiance of

worldly power, its loyalty to the God of Israel, its saerifieial

devotion to religious truth, could not help but excite the imagi-

nation of mystics and daring religious spirits in their inde-

pendent search for God in their own conscience and in the

words of the Hebrew Scriptures. Above all, the defiant exist-

ence of Judaism as a protesting, or a Protestant religion, was

a challenge for freedom of conscience, the most prized posses-

sion of free men throughout the world.

Viewed from a historic perspective, therefore, it can be seen

that the ideal role which Israel cast for Itself in the human
drama that was mirrored in its own soul was reflected realis-

tically In the course of human events. Whatever new interpre-

tation Jewish religious thinkers may give to individual Biblical

and rabbinical concepts and however they may view the entire

development and evolution of the Jewish religion as a result of

critical historical methods, there is fair unanimi^ among all

schools of Jewish thought as to the broad aspects of the historic

role of Judaism in the religious evolution of mankind. That

Judaism is still in the vanguard of the march of the human
spirit, that the world must yet rise to the cosmic ethical concept

of God upheld by Judaism, that the ancient faith contains

within itself the seed of unlimited development that may prove

as great a blessing to mankind in the future as in the past is

the conviction which inspires its adherents today as In years

gone by.
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Because the source o£ the Jewish religion js to t>e found not

in abstract dogma but in the historic experiences and insights

of the Jewish people, its outlook upon the world of nations and

other faiths is warmly realistic. By the same token, the idea-

tional contents of the Jewish religion—its vision of God, and

the ritual through which its relation to Him is expressed; its

teachings of justice and holiness
;
its ideals of love and brcUier-

hood which will pave the way to the happier world of the fu-

ture—are to be explained introspect!vely in terms of historic ex-

perience, not by the artifices of prefabricated theology.

It is necessary to bear this in mind if one is to resolve the

seeming paradox presented by Judaism in its theological as-

pects, On the one hand, every aspect of Jewish religious life is

charged with the consciousness of OocI from the prayer at dawn
to the prayer when the eyes close in sleep. Every detail of life

1$ related through Jewish law to its divine origin and sanction.

Through prayer, precept, and religious discipline, God’s imma*

nence is impressed upon the Jewish consciousness in multitudi-

nous ways even In the prose of daily living. In the spiritual

beauty of the Sabbath and the holidays, in the study of the

Torah and m mystic prayer, the religiously sensitive person

may soar to heights of religious ecstasy. The Talmud like the

Pentateuch is not only a book of law but also a fountain of

religious thought and inspiration, Such a religion is manifestly

rich in the essence of theology
;
and yet it is singularly lacking

in formal theology, in the systematic presentation of Its the«

ologlcal principles. Some writers have indeed sought to read

formal philosophy and theology Into the thoughts of the Biblical

prophets. But such anachronism can hardly be taken seriously.

In the m«n, modern writers on Jewish theology wonder at the

surprising dearth of Jewish works on theology. Viewed in the

light of historic perspective, however, the reason for the paucity

is not far to se^. The rigid formalism of thought which the

very term su^sts is alien to Judaism. The Jewish people did

not learn to know God through either syllogism or dogma. They
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happened upon God. As a sensitive child who awakens to the

mysteries and wonders of nature, so were the early spirits in

Israel in their awareness of God. Their God-perception was the

result of intuition rather than reason and it unfolded as a psy-

chological process.

With the race as with the child, there comes a period of self-

consciousness. Growth and experience ipradually widen the

horizon of understanding and cause deeper penetration into the

mysteries which are at first felt with childlike intuition, Thus

stage by stage the vision of God expanded as the historic hori-

zon of Israel widened. The tribal deity of its early history be-

came the God of the nations. He became One and there was

none other. In turn, Israel, conscious of the burden of its own
religious genius, was committed to a fateful destiny as “a king-

dom of priests and a holy nation/' As God revealed His pur-

poses through the extraordinary experiences of the nation and

its prophets, Hts attributes became manifest to them. He was
seen to be the Creator of the Universe, the Father of man, ilie

universal Ruler and Judge. He revealed Himself merciful, long-

suffering, and compassionate, but also under the aspects of

truth and justice, so that nations as well as individuals are held

accountable by these standards. This was natural theology.

To the ancient Hebrews, then, the knowlec^ of God was not

a matter of transmitted knowledge to be classified or codified,

but a growing awareness of His Being through growth and

experience, a spiritual sensitivity which eluded definition. To
know God in the Biblical sense did not mean Intellectual percep-

tion or cognition, but a soul-stirring emotional reaction due to

the impact of His Will on the human being- The knowledge of

God thus understood and thus acquired obviously does not fall

into the convenleot metaphysical categories so dear to the heart

of a theologian.

Israel’s feeling toward nature and man was part of Its God-
perception, a mystic, intuitive awareness. Thus as the nation

through its prophets became increasingly God-conscious, the

world itself was spiritualized, for it was filled with His pres-

ence. Its forces were visibly the instrument of His Will. As
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man was led to probe deeper into his soul, he discovered within

himself the image of God in whose form he was created. He
discovered that he was bom noble and free, with the power to

emulate God Himself through the practice of holiness. At an

early stage in their history, a divine law was given to the people

through the medium of Moses, the greatest of all prophets, to

guide them in the paths of social righteousness and personal

holiness.

A scries of prophets, seers, and sages, unparalleled in the

history of any other nation, followed one upon another. Na*

tional life took on dramatic, tra^c aspects. The nation pros-

pered, sinned, repented. God-consdous prophets stirred the

souls of their people with searing tongue and flaming eloquence.

Conquering nations trampled over the little country. Exile fol-

lowed and then religious regeneration. The process continued

during the Second Commonwealth and thereafter in the lands

of the Diaspora. Every age, every new experience was trans-

muted into deeper religious values. One can thus witness the rise

of angelology, the stirring of Messianic hope, the dawn of the

belief in the hereafter. Tliere was no pause in the process of

growth and development as Judaism passed from the prophetic

to the rabbinic period, from Palestine to the Diaspora. Nor was

there any disposition within Judaism itself to halt the free and

manifold expression of the God-consdousness in the storm-

tossed souls of the people during their historic transitions and

forced migrations. Only when Judaism was challenged by a sec-

tarian revolt from within or when it was forced by conflict with

other religions or civilisations to clarify its own religious con-

ceptions did Jewish teachers formulate their positon on the spe-

eifle issues under challenge.

Mountains of theology have been reared on Bible founda-

tions but it would be difficult to point to any avowed formula-

tions of a metaphysical doctrine in the Bible, save “Hear, Oh
Israel, the Lord Is our God, the Lord is One,’* which Indeed has

become the cornerstone of Jewish metaphysics. This proclama-

tion of monotheism, originally an affirmation directed against

polytheism, remained to challenge the dualism of the Persians
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and stands to this day a protest ag:ain8t trinitarianism or any
conception which beclouds the pure prophetic vision of God as

the One and Only Being. Simultaneously with the rise of Cliris-

tianity there are to be found in Judaism some traces of creedal

doctrines as recorded in an early Mishna. These affirm the

Jewish belief in resurrection, in dmne revelation of the written

and oral Law, and in the guiding control of Providence; and
thdr creedal nature is indicated through the denial of a sh?re

in the world to come to those who negate these beliefs. Obvi-
ously, those were lingering issues of the old controversies be-

tween the Pharisees and tlxe Sadducees. Strangely enough, early

Christianity and the New Testament, which produced such

grave political and social strains bctvwn the new sect and the

mother religion, were not sufficiently provocative on the intel-

lectual plane to force the rabbis to formulate a creed in opposi-

tion to the new tenets of faith.

Talmudic literature is replete with discussions and opinions

on theological themes and doctrines. Flashes of thought and
brilliant comments illumine a wide range of subjects that come
under the heading of theology : God, His Kin^om, the Elec-

tion of Israel, Revelation, Prophecy, the Law, Holiness, Sin,

Forgiveness, the Messianic Hope. But nowhere in the Talmud
and its cognate literature was any attempt made to reduce these

thoughts to a formal system, the prevailing feeling being, as it

would seem, that “the true health of a religion is to have a the-

o!c^ without being aware of it.” The characteristic talmudic

teaching concerning God, like that of the Bible, is derived from
experiencing God. It is of necessity direct, simple, personal.

Formalism is alien to its essentially intuitive, warm, mystical

nature.

It was under Moslem influence and later in opposition to

Christian scholasticism that Judaism was led to systematize its

own views according to an established pattern which would
readily reveal its points of agreement and disagreement in rela-

tion to the dominant rival faiths, Beginning with the ninth cen-

tury there was a continuous development of philosophic-

theologic literature within Judaism till Spinoza broke out of
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the bounds of relig^ion into the area of pure philosophic specula*

tion. Within these centuries lies the period of classic Jewish

philosophy which, like contemporary Moslem thought and later

Christian scholasticism, was primarily theological in content. It

was a period of stirring theological ferment within Judaism.

The basic beliefs of religion were subjected to rigorous critical

analysis and opposing views and tenets were held by many writ-

ers. Parallel to the rational theology of the philosophic schools

there was a deep undercurrent of mystic speculation which

found its Bible in the Zohar (a mystical commentary on the

Pentateuch) and its ultimate development and locale in the

Holy Land in Safed during the sixteenth century. As the mys-

tics eschewed transparency of thought, ^'systematic” theology

must be sought in the writings of the rationalist schools.

These were the problems which agitated the minds of the

Jewish thinkers during that classic period; What were the

proofs of the existence of God? Wlut is the nature of His Be-

ing and what are His attributes? In what sense is the Infinite

one when there can be no plurality ? Wherein lay the act of Cre-

adon: was it creatio ex nilnlo or did matter coexist eternally

witli the Creator ? Are miracles reconcilable wiA the laws which

God implanted in nature? Has God withdrawn from the uni-

verse He created or does Providence still control the world?

Is Providence general or collective only or does it reach out to

the individual?

Most of these problems were basically philosophic questions

and they were resolved according to the established thought

patterns of Aristotelianism or Neoplatonism. But, as can be

seen, they were also intermingled with theological issues which

were rooted in the Hebraic thought of the Bible and the Tal-

mud. Thus the Jewish philosophers struggled with the problem

of divine revelation which was complicated by the anthropo-

morphic passages in the Bible. What were the means of divine

communication with man? Wherein was the revelation on Sinai

unique and how did it determine the role of Israel among the

nations? In particular, they stressed the prophetic primacy of

Moses, the father and greatest of all prophets. Hence the prob-
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Jem : WJiat h prophecy and what are the criteria for gradations

in prophecy?

With Moses' prophetic primacy was bound up the Law of

Moses—the Pentateucli—cr, more comprehensively, the Torah.
TJie word of God, revealed through Moses, was divine and im-

mutable. A number of philosophiotheologic problems followed

in its wake. Is retribution, or reward and punishment, of this

earth or aJso in the hereafter? What is tJte hereafter and what
is the nature of the divine retribution deferred to the hereafter?

Reward and punishment implied free will, How tlien was this

to be reconciled with God’s omniscience? Was resurrection of
tins world or in the world to come? Wlien is the longed-for

Messiah to come? How is the true Messiah to be known? Is he
mundane or supernatural?

It is readily apparent that the problems, though related to

Hebrew thought and scriptures, did not flow naturally and
spontaneously out of the current of Jewish religious conscious-

ness. Many of the terms of reference belong to another realm

of thought, the world of Greek thought which was resurrected

by Islamic and Jewish thinkers and subsequently opened up by
them to Christian scholastics as well. Most of the problems and
some of the solutions too were common to all three religions.

Even those peculiar to Judaism alone were formulated in re-

action to the postulates of the other faiths to which Judaism
was opposed.

Out of this literature there developed characteristic theologi-

cal attitudes and tenets in Judaism rather than an authoritative

system of Jewish theology, The latter was precluded
;
for with-

out an authoritarian Synagogue or Synod, the writings of no
author carried autliority beyond the force of their own logic.

More important fundamentally, the sovereignty of reason, or
the duty to think, was not only sanctioned but was regarded as
a divine mandate in Jewish religious thinking, When there ex-

ists such wide latitude of mental freedom regimentation of
thought is impossible.

But regimentation of thought, or dogma, was part of the

mental equipment of the age. Ineffectual attempts were there-
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fore made also by some Jewish philosophers to formulate a

series of cardinal beliefs in Judaism to which in their opinion

every Jew had to subscribe or “have no share in the world to

come.” The nearest approach to an almost universally accepted

creed in Judaism was that projected by the famous Jewish phi-

losopher, Moses ben Maimon, or Malmonides, in the latter part

of the twelfth century, as an appendix to his commentary on

the Mishna of Sanhedrin. It consists of the following thirteen

articles of faith
:
(i )

Belief in tlie existence of God; (2) in His

Unity; (3) in His incorporeality
; (4) in the eternity of God;

(5) belief that worship is due to Him alone; (6) belief in

prophecy; (7) belief that Moses was the greatest of all proph-

ets; (8) that the Torah {the written and oral Law) was re-

vealed to Moses on Sinai; {9) that it is immutable; (10) that

God is omniscient; (ii) belief in reward and punishment in

this world and in life hereafter
; { 12 ) belief in the coming of

the Messiah; (13) in resurrection of the dead. This creed was

later formulated as a credo, every article commencing, “I be-

lieve.” It was also versified, set to music, and admitted to the

prayer book. It allegedly inspired a Christian poet to exclaim:

“Behold, the Jews sing philosophy and chant theology.”

The Synagogue, however, admitted these articles of belief

into the prayer book not because they were the creed. Rather

may it be said that they became the creed because they ctystal-

lized beliefs already held by the people. But though the Syna-

gogue for this reason sympathetically assimilated their contents

in the prayers, it was not as dogma but as religious themes that

they found such ready acceptance.

Judaism never furnished fertile soil for a dogmatic interpre-

tation of the articles of faith. The concept that there is saving

power in holding to a doctrine as dogma is foreign to Judaism.

“Thou shalt believe” is a precept unknown in the Jewish reli-

gion. At most a dogma in Judusm is to be defined as a funda-

mental doctrine essential to the nature of Judaism. The attack

upon the creedal character of the thirteen principles of faith

came from many quarters. Some argued against any kind of

differentiation among reli^us principles and precepts. Accord-
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ing to them all the religious precepts, which traditionally num-

bered six hundred and thirteen, were equally sacred- Others

preferred making their own selection in tJie garden of faith,

Critical philosophers expanded or reduced the number of essen-

tial principles according to their own more or less arbitrary

reasoning, till Moses Mendelssohn toward the end of the eight-

eenth century, at the dawn of modem Jewish history, made the

startling declaration that Judaism was a reli^on without

dogma; in other words, it was a social religion with law as the

primary cohesive principle.

Most penetrating of all was the criticism directed at the very

heart of Maimonides’ formulation by one of the keenest and

most original Jewish philosophers of the Middle Ages, Hasdai

Crescas, who has been characterized as a forerunner of Spi-

noza. Of keen analytical mind, he pointed out tliat Malmoniclcs

tended to confuse important doctrine with cardinal dogma.

The former are more than thirteen in number, actually sixteen

according to Crescas. Of dogmas Judaism knows only seven,

he claimed. But far more important was Crescas’ difference

from Maimonides in the fundamental approach to religion. To
Maimonides, religion, in essence, was metaphysics. Its truths

were the fruit of the intellect. To Crescas, religion Bowed from

the heart. Without impugning the sovereign right of reason,

he argued that piety was not the product of speculation but the

child of love. Goodness was an emotional qt^ty not an intel-

lectual abstraction. The indispensable essentials of religion

therefore could not be cast into metaphysical propositions.

Thus Crescas sot^ht to direct the trend of Jewish thought

away from the artifidal circle into which it had been drawn by

the centripetal influences of medieval Moslem thinking into the

original orbit of the intuitive, emotional religion of prophetic-

rabbinic Judaism.

In this general attitude, Crescas did not stand alone. He had

both predecessors and successors. But no substitute formula

ever succeeded in obtainmg universal assent. Maimonides’ credo

was not displaced from the prayer book, nor from Jewish rdi-

gious consciousness. It remained a noble affirmation of basic
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fundamental truths which Judaism upholds in contrast to Chri^
tianity and Islam. But at no time did it e:cercise the curb of

dogmatism. Within the general compass of a universe created

by a personal God and a moral law to rule the children of man
whom He created in His image, the human mind was free to

explore the mysteries of relipon and to follow the explorations

of the soul in its search for the Infinite. Throughout the ages,

therefore, it has been possible for Judaism to adapt itself the-

ologically to the dianging currents of religious thought and

mystic movements whctlicr these influences came from without

or were impelled from within by the dynamics of Jewish history.

Tlie Italian Renaissance was reflected not alone in Hebrew
works on rhetoric Hkc the Nofet Zufim but in the religious emo-
tionaJism of the younger Abravanel's Dialogties of Lovf. The
shattering experience of the Spanish expulsion in 1492 inspired

the most heroic figure of the period, Isaac Abravanel, to pro-

claim tire near advent of Messianic salvation and to build his

theology In a series of impressive works round this central

theme. The Cabala which held sway for centuries and which

ultimately found lodgment in the mystic movement known as

Hasidism, or Saintliness, was in its earliest stages a reaction

against rationalism which failed the people in the hour of

despair, and in its later aspect was part of a social-religious

revolution. In the nineteenth century there developed In some

Talmudic academic circles a significant religious Unitney

known as Musar (Ethical Discipline) which fostered classes

for religious self-cultivation through ascetic and ethical prac-

tices, bearing in some aspects a faint resemblance to the Oxford

movement,

In all these developments, the basic tenets of Maimonides’

articles of faith were not consciously challenged or denied.

Some of them were circumvented, or by-passed, as other reli-

gious concepts forced their way to the center of Jewish con-

sciousness. A fundamental change and departure was inaugu-

rated with the rise of the Reform movement in Judaism. A
product of nineteenth century rationalism, its attitude to reli-

gion is that of the advanced critical-historical school It has
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disavowed the belief in resurrection and the traditional view of

divine revelation, and has otherwise interpreted freely Jewish

doctrines that in the opinion of its votaries were not in accord

with modern thought. Although this apparent break with a long

tradition reaches to the very roots of Judaism and has naturally

aroused violent opposition and heated controversy, its leading

exponents have always maintained that their position was in

harmony with the genius of the Jewish religion and its evolu-

tionary process. Even in the ranks of Conservative Judaism,

often called traditional or historical Judaism, there is such wide

difference of opinion on basic theological tenets that it has not

been possible in fifty years to formulate a theology acceptable

even to this school alone. Indeed out of its ranks ^re has re-

cently emerged a new movement, Reconstructionlsm, which,

from a theological viewpoint, in its concepts of God, revelation,

Providence, and every other basic religious idea, holds the most

advanced revolutionary position in Judaism. Orthodox Juda-

ism maintains the strictly traditional viewpoint, while in Pales-

tine there has been a marked revival of cabalistic mysticism.

Despite these wide divergences of thought, there has been no

schism, no attempt at forced reconciliation, and a broad unity

of faith has been maintained by the thread of historic conti-

nuity and by the fact that these various modes of religion basic-

ally express the religious consciousness of one people, the

people with whom the life of Judaism is coexistent Thus it

was in the days of the Pharisees and the Sadducees, in the op-

posing schools of Shammai and Hillel, in the differences among
the academies of Palestine and Babylon, in the varying attitudes

of mystics and rationalists, in the conflicts at certain periods

between the Karaites (who disavowed the Oral Law) and the

rest of the Jewish people, in the conflict between the HaHdim,
the sect of mystic saints, and the traditional Talmudists, in the

internal conflicts with the Enlightened Modernists, the Maski-

lim in the nineteenth century ghettos of Eastern Europe, and in

the present day divisions of Orthodox, Conservative, and Re-

form Judaism, Only when a religious group cut itself off from

the b(^y of Catholic Israel or set itself up in place of historic
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Israel, was it disowned and regarded outside the pale of

Judaism.

From the foregoing it is clear that Judaism h infinitely rich

in religious values and responsive to the varied moods of indi-

vidual souls. Tl:e selection by various thinkers of what consti-

tutes the fundamental doctrines of Judaism makes it evident

too that these doctrines do not negate one another. Far from it.

The selection has been primarily a question of emphasis. With

every fresh wave of tJiougUt that would dominate a generation,

a shifting of emplusis in religious values would cause some

doctrines to recede to the background and others to assert their

primacy.

Ill

Among the doctrines that held a relatively fixed position in

the center of Jewish consciousness was the belief in the coming

of the Messiah. This doctrine reaches deep into the roots of the

Jewish past and extends far into the future, for it is tied up

with Israel’s ^on of the ultimate establishment of the king-

dom of God on earth. As may be expected from its ancient and

complicated history, the Messianic ideal is not a clear-cut dry

catechismic formula. It voices the varied contradictory moods

of a religiously sensitive people, the yearning and aspirations

of a religious community that has plumbed the deptha of despair

and soared to the heights of hope and Joy. It is rich in poetic

sentiment, lore and legend; it is imbued with the pathos of suf-

fering, and exultant in the faith of the final triumph of Israel,

humanity, and the God of Zion,

Although the New Testament concept of the Christ was pat-

terned verbally and figuratively upon the older prophecies of

the Hebrew prophets, the consequent deductions of Judaism

and Christianity are totally at variance and irreconcilable.

The differences are not merely of tense but of consequence.

Because the advent of the Messiah is to inaugurate the triumph

of God's kingdom on earth, his coming according to Judaism

is of necessity an event of the future, not of the past, with its

record of wars, violence, greed, and evil, The eyes of the Jew-
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ish community were always upon “the end of days.” They could

not possibly have en4urcd their trials and ordeals, if they had

not been buoyed up by an unfaltering faith that a new order

of peace and justice will prevail “in the end of days” under the

niiership of God and His anointed.

That the Messiah was to be a descendant of the house of

David not only seemed vouched for by Scripture but it also re-

sponded to the mood of a nation that identiiUd the purpose of

its very existence with being the carrier of tlie divine promise

to mankind, and who envisioned itself in the vanguard of the

universal procession to God in Zion. That the Messiah was to

be without claim to deification was never questioned at any

stage in the complicated development of the Jewish Messianic

ideal. The nature of the Messiah was differently conceived at

various stages in the evolution of the ideaL For unlike the Mes-

sianic phenomenon in Christianity which was a startling and

completely new revelation to the great masses who were won
over to ie new faith—literally a fait accompli—in Judaism

the Messianic ideal was throughout the centuries in a process of

flux, following the ebb and flow of national experience and re-

sponding to the spiritual needs of the nation as it passed from

one crisis to another. In the prophetic vision of Isaiah when the

house of David still occupied the throne in Judea the Messiali

was idealized as a future scion of the royal house, a wise, just,

and good king upon whom rested “the spirit of the Law, the

spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of knowledge

and of the fear of the Lord.” In his reign, surpassing peace and

justice would prevail even among animals of prey. “They shall

not hunt nor destroy in all My holy mountains; for the earth

shall be full of the Imowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover

the sea.” Not the personality of the King Messiah was stressed

but the era of human brotherhood and peace which would be

inaugurated in his reign. In the famous peace-prophecy of

Isaiah and Micah all mention of the Messiah is omitted and the

rule of God alone fills the framework of that Messianic picture

“in the end of days,” As political doom and exile darkened the

horizon, the brooding spirits of prophet and psalmist depicted
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the Messiah as a conqueror over the hosts of evil who must be
vanquished before lasting peace can come to Israel and man-
kind. When the nation groaned under the trampling tyranny
of Rome, the longed-for Messiah was lifted into the reaim of
the miraculous and was seen through the dim light of apocalyp-
tic vision.

From tliat stage the ideal soars into the realm of mystery.
The Messianic age as preceded by violent physical and moral
stru^les, the birth-throes of the Messianic age. Elijah, the

harbinger of glad tidii^, returns from Heaven to bring inner
peace to tlie heart of the people and to effect reconcUiatioo with
God. It becomes more and more difficult to follow the course of
the Messiali to come, But certain characteristics stand out
boldly: the reunion of Israel in the Holy Land, victory over all

hostile powers ranged against God, and an era of supreme hap-
piness, peace, and good will among all men.

Needless to say, those ideals did not always float aloft purely
as visions of dreamers and apocalyptic visionaries. Claimants to
the Messiahship rose and fell. Bar Kokba, “the son of the star”
who waged war with superhuman powers against the hosts of
Emperor Hadrian, was acknowledged as the Messiah even by
the immortal Rabbi Akiba. The soil of Jewish history is strewn
with fallen Messiahs, In bitter disillusionment, some stray rab-

binic voices could be heard despairing of a personal Messiah
but still believing in the Messianic age, when God Himself
would redeem Israel and be acknowledged by all men as sover-
eign ruler of the world.

Cutting through the fog of mysticism, Maimonides in his
twelfth article of faith dealing with the belief in the coming
of the Messiah uttered the following conviction: The Messiah
will issue from the house of David. He will excel all rulers in
history in the exercise of justice and peace. . . . Notwithstand-
ing the majesty and wisdom of the Messiah, he must be re-

garded as a mortal being and one who restored the Davidic dy-
nasty. He will die and leave a son as his successor, who will in

turn die and leave the throne to his heir. Nor will there be any
material change in the system of nature and human life

j
accord-
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ingly Isaiah’s picture of the living together of lamb and wolf

cannot be taken literally We are only to believe in the

coining of Elijah as a messenger of peace and the forerunner

of the Messiah, and also in the great decUivc battle with the

hosts of heathendom embodied in Gog and Magog, through

whose defeat the dominion of the Messiah will be permanently

established. . . . The Messianic kingdom itself Is to bring the

Jewish nation its political independence, but not the subjection

of the heathen nations. The Messianic era will not be merely

one of material prosperity and sensual pleasure, but of general

affluence and peace, enabling the Jewish people to devote their

lives without care or anxiety to the study of the Torah and uni-

versal wisdom, so that by tlieir teachings they may lead all man-

kind to the knowledge of God and make them also share in the

bliss of the world to come.

Noble as was tliis teaching of Maimonides, its very clarity

detracted from the force of its popular appeal. The strength of

the Messianic ideal in Judaism lies in the mystic power of its

vision to respond to many moods. Its moral texture is a blend

of many hues. When the nation found itself chained and tor-

tured in the web of cruel circumstance the vision of the Messiah

to come held forth the promise of liberation. To individual

sensitive souls, wearied and frustrated by pitiless struggle with

the crushing forces of this material world, it was the rainbow

at the end of the road, Above all, to the collective Jewish people

carrying the message of God, human brotherhood, universal

peace and justice as their historic destiny but meeting with af-

fiiction, persecution, and frustration, the vision of the Messiah

was a mystic light under which their suffering was suffused

with a hab of glory. The Messiah was the symbol of national

redemption. The restoration of Israel’s nationhood in Palestine

was to be not only a moral vindication of Israel through a po-

litical medium. It was to be a vindication of the reign of (bd

in Zion whose light was to illumine the darkest crevices of the

earth and whose influence was to uniw all the nations in uni-

versal brotherhood under the Fatherhood of God.

Such a vision was necessarily compounded of many elements
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prophecy, history, poetry, legend, apocalyptic hopes. It drew
vitality not from the intellect but from the soul. It flourished

not in the topsoil of the mind but in the deep, moist earth of
mystic faith. It did not grow bare and upright as a poplar, but
as a tree with “sinuous trunk, boughs exquisitely wreathed.”
At times, the personal Messiah was apotheosized as the collec-

tive personality of Israel, “the suffering people.” Often his sym-
bolic personality silently receded to tlte bacl^round and in his

place stood forth the ideal of tJie Messianic age with God as the

Judge and Ruler. Such a vision filled the soul of the prophets
of old. It inspired medieval Jewish saints who gloried m mar-
tyrdom. It is this matured vision which upholds and in turn is

upheld by countless modern Jews who no longer look for the

Messiah in human form but look forward all the more eagerly
to the more natural redemption associated with the Messianic
era. Whatever form the Messianic ideal assumes, however, it is

in any event an embryo in the womb of time.

Although the state of the world is far from the Messianic
goal, it is a hopeful sign that two corollaries of the Jewish Mes-
sianic ideal have impressed themselves upon the advanced reli-

gious thinking of our age. They have far-reaching implications

for the role which religion is destined to play in the future of
oi^anized society. One concerns human nature, and the other is

the concept of this world as the theater of the religious drama
of mankind. Judaism never wavered in its espousal of these
ideals and it may well take heart as this influence is makir^ it-

self increasingly manifest in the religious conscience of our
time.

The Jewish Messianic idea whether idealized in a millennial

era or incarnated in a human personality implies the concept of
human perfectibility, According to Jewish teaching, man must
perfect his own nature to prepare the way for the MessiaK For
the function of the Messiah is not to redeem a race which is

incapable of redeeming itself. On the contrary, he is the symbol
and the triumph of man's self-redemption. The Messiah is the

climax of man’s ascent to moral perfection. He is the denoue-
ment in the human drama of history.
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IV

There were Utetmg periods in the early centuries of the

common era when the story of the fall of Adam cast the shadow

of original sin upon Jewish thought- In later cabalistic doc-

trine, this concept was reflected obliquely in the theory of ulti-

mate human redemption through the restoration of the original

soul of Adam. But, on the whole, Judaism did not allow the

spell of original sin, this unhappy concept of human nature,

permanently to affect its outlook. That man, born in the divine

image, was capable through his own endowments to reach

heights of infinite self-development remained a basic concept of

the Jewish religion. Those who accepted the Biblical narrative

literally and the philosophers who treated it allegorically met on

common ground in this regard. Neither party tolerated the idea

o£ original sin. They both viewed the Biblical qjisode in the

Garden of Eden as depicting a passing phase in the hopeful

development of the human race. Not only was man endowed

with divine possibilities, but he was assigned a supreme role in

the completion of the work of creation- The cultivation of na-

ture, the harnessing of natural forces, the building of dviliaa-

tion, and above all the fulfillment of man's moral potcntialides

were incumbent upon man, and within his grasp to achieve.

Viewed in this light, every advance in science, in government,

in the organization of social justice helps to complete the pro-

gram of creation and brings nearer the advent of the Messiah.

The organization of the society of nations for the assurance of

international peace, tlie recognition of the right of all peace-

loving nations to share in the natural resources with which God

has dotted the world, the safeguarding of the individual in reli-

gious and political freedom and equal economic opportunity

—

the translation of these ideas into actuality will, in the language

of Judaism, hasten the footsteps of the Messiah.

As this faith in man, boro pure as a child of God, is the

antithesis of original sin, so is tiie cosmic optimism of Judaism

in contrast to the other-worldliness which has dominated Chris-

tian thought throughout the centuries. At the heart of Judaism
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is the vision of God’s kingdom on earth. Not in the world to

come but on this earth in the hearts o£ living men and nations
is the divine kingdom of justice and righteousness to be estab-

lished. When religion views life as fleeting, the world transi-

tory, and salvation Is referred to life beyond the grave, man is

deprived of the great religious incentive to struggle with the

social forces of evil and to establish on earth a moral order of
justice and truth. Jewish thinkers too were at times profoundly
affected by this mood and their reactions left an indelible mark
upon Judaism. Indeed, no religion can wholly escape the di-

lemma raised by such an influence. But the reli^ous genius of
Judaism, cast in the robust mold of the Hebrew Bible, suaess-
fully averted the paralyzing influence of the ascetic’s surrender
of this world.

From the opening chapter in Genesis, through the thunderous
pages of the Prophets, the agcniaing experiences of the Psalm-
ists, and the calm wisdom of the sage literature

;
in the contem-

plation of the rabbis, matured in the academies of Palesdne and
Babylon, and throughout a long history of courageous martyr-
dom, the Jewish religious outlook upon the world has been one
of energizii^ optimism. “God saw all that He had made and
behold, it was very good,” is not only the summation of the
Biblical narrative of creation

r it is the consistent viewpoint of
Judaism In many of its historic manifestations. In varied
forms, the conviction appears and reappears in Jewish literature

that a world created God must necessarily partake of the

nature of the Creator. Not even evil, suffering, and sin are shut
out of this consideration ; for they too serve a purpose toward
a moral end. They are a goad to man’s upward struggle toward
moral perfection- Far from shunning this world, Jewish teach-

ing made it the central stage of the human drama conceived
by God.

In the Hebrew Bible—Pentateuch, Prophets, and Hagio-
grapha—the notion of a hereafter, in so far as it exists at all,

is a vague, dim vision without any power of motivation. Hu-
man life is bounded by earth, sky, and sea, which are the handi-
work of God and are moved by His wiU. Within this frame-
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work amidst the powers of nature through thunder and light-

ning, rain and drought, and in the still small voice of conscience

God speaks to the heart of man. The physical powers of nature

are harnessed to the moral laws of religion. The divine com-

mandments given to man are reinforced by the operations of

the laws of nature. Divine retribution, reward and punishment,

blessings and curses are visible in the physical manifestations

of rain and drought, fertility and sterility, riclies and poverty,

freedom and bondage, peace and war. Man's religious h^s and

fears, his joys and sorrows before God, his dreams and visions

of the future were centered in the world of nature and in his

social relations with man and society. ‘To walk before God in

the land of the living" expressed the highest yearning of the

religious soul. . .

The earthly concentration of religious hopes and aspirations

did not exclude the belief in a shadowy existence after death

in the nether world (Hebrew, sksol). This was a univei^I be-

lief in the entire ancient world; and the Hebrew shared it with

the Babylonians and Egyptians. But neither law-giver nor

prophet was much concerned with the shadowy world after

death. The goal of their task was to elevate the life of indi-

viduals and nations for this world to the end that “the earth

shall be fuU of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover

the sea.”
, .

Maturity and experience cut deeply into the moral optimism

of the Bible. After the Jewish people experienced exile, restora-

tion, and finally subjection and bitter persecution, the pious

Saints, predecessors of the Pharisees, many of whom cheerfully

gave thdr lives for their religion, had to look beyond this world

for the vindication of God’s justice. Belief in a future world

and in a life hereafter where justice is meted out for good and

evil deeds committed in this world then assumed overwhelming

importance. It was one of the great issues which the Pharisees

maintained against the Sadducees and on which they scored the

final triumph indicated in the dictum of the Mishna that he

who denies the belief in resurrection of the dead “shall have

no share in the world to come” (Sanhed. 10 : i). The New
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Testament in this instance not only followed but intensified the

Pharisaic teaching, so that in the Christian tradition the fate

of the individual soul in the future world became the prime

consideration; the social fabric of society was of secondary

importance ; and renunciation of the world was the ideal of the

holy man. Asceticism, monasticism, celibacy, and the denial of

the flesh are only a few of the most significant signs of the

surrender of this world in favor of the world to come.

Judaism emplmtically rejected this attitude of the renuncia-

tion of society and the world. Judaism embraced two worlds,

this world and the world to come. The nature of the hereafter,

the character of its subdivisions of Paradise and Hell, the tim-

ing of the resurrection of the dead, the state of the soul in im-
mortality—all these formed subjects of Intense speculation and
theorizing among the Jewish philosophers and mystics. The
relative importance attached to the two spheres varied with the

mood of the individual and the generation. But at no time did

Judaism surrender its profound concern with tlie affairs of men
and nations in this world. For it is in the hearts of men and
in the lives of nations that the kingdom of God is to be estab-

lished on earth. The Messianic kingdom will not rest on super-

natural foundations in a supernatural world but on a moral
order of Justice, peace, brotherhood, and truth. It required

heroic courage for a people generally disowned by the world
to retain su<^ faith in the future of mankind. But Judaism
never wavered in its belief in the ultimate triumph of God’s
will on earth. As crucified humanity in our time struggles to

lift the clouds of war and turns yearningly to the distant hori-

zon for the dawn of lasting peace, the Synagogue prays more
fervently than ever

:

We therefore hope in thee, Oh Lord our God, that we may
speedily behold the glory of ^y might . , . when the world will

be perfected under the kingdom of the Almighty, and all the

children of flesh will call upon thy name, when thou wilt turn
unto thyself all the wicked of the earth. Let all the inhabitants

of the world perceive and know that unto thee every knee must
bow, every tongue must swear. Before thee, Oh Lord our God,
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let them bow and faJI; and unto thy florious name let them

give honor; let them all accept the yoke of thy kingdom, and

do thou reign over them speedily, and for ever and ever.

To keep before the world and the Jewish people in particular

the vision of the kingdom of God on earth and to prepare the

Jewish people for moral leadership in the Messianic era, Juda-

ism does not place reliance wholly on emotional inspiration.

Prophetic utterances, moral exhortations, picturesque homilies,

and parables were Incorporated in tlic prayers and the daily

speech of the people. They stirred thought currents ajid set the

pattern of religious idealism. But to carry out the lofty purposes

of the Kingdom, a special vehicle, unique and distinctive of the

Jewish religion, was created. This vehicle is a social organism,

the Torah, the Law of Judaism. It served the double purpose of

advancing the progress of tlie Kingdom and saving the King-

dom for this world. Torah, or Law, in Judaism was both an
institution and a faith. It is a theological concept and a legal

constitution. Both notions are complementary and interrelated.

The Torah is the constitution of a people whose ideal of govern-

ment is the kingdom of God.

V

A proper understanding of the term Torah is the indispen-

sable key to a compreliension of Judaism, The fatal miscon-

struction of the nature of Judaism so prevalent in the writings

of non-Jewish historians and theologians is due in great meas-

ure to a failure to grasp the subtle connotations of this pro-

foundly spiritual concept. Torah, which literally means a teach-

ing, is used in so many senses and in so many gradations that

one may easily be led to confuse the part for the whole, the

word for the spirit, the literary content for the poetic soul itself.

For Torah denotes variously the Pentateuch, the whole of
Scripture, the revealed Word, written and oral, wisdom in its

most elevated and spiritual sense, and also the entire content of
religious thought and feeling as it is expressed in the literature

and experience of the ages. Still more loftily, the Rabbis de-
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scribe the Torah as the premundane plan which existed, as it

were, in the mind of God in accordance with which He called

the world into being and by which it is governed.

With love and poetic flight of imagination, the Eabbis mys-

tically personified the Torah and invested it with romantic,

supranatural character. The Torah was the heavenly bride

wedded to Israel at the revebtion on Sinai. Nature interrupted

its course, the ang;ds refrained from chantii^ the song of glory,

“Holy, Holy, Holy," as heaven and earth witnessed the union

of Israel and the Torah, The Torah came down from heaven

endowed with humility, righteousness, and uprightness. In her

arc to be found “peace, strength, life, light, bliss, happiness, joy,

and freedom.”

Changing the mood of poetic metaphor, the Rabbis exalted

the Torah as the manifestation to mankind of God's will.

“Whosoever labors in the Torah for its own sake, merits many
things ... he is called friend, beloved, a lover of God, a lover

of mankind; it clothes him in meekness and reverence, and fits

him to become righteous, jmous, and upright ; it keeps him far

from sin, brings him toward the side of virtue, and gives him

sovereignty and dominion and discerning judgment. To him the

secrets of the Torah are revealed; he becomes a never failing

fountain, he grows modest and long suffering, forgives insults,

and is exalted above all things.”

This decription of Torah is barely suggestive of the riches of

thought and the joyous love which filled the Jewish conscious-

nes of Torah. But it may at least serve as a background for

that aspect of Torah with which we are immediately concerned i

Torah as the Law of Judaism. To enter into the spirit of the

Law, to appreciate its mystic hold upon the Jewish mind for

thousands of years, to see it in its ultimate relation to the king-

dom of God, it must be viewed not merely as Jurisprudence,

d<^ma, or canon law but as the crystallization in human terms

and social forms of an ideal drawn from the fountain of mystic

faith on the heights of theology.

At the core of Torah are the laws of the Pentateuch. This

was the base on which was reared the structure of Jewish law
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in all its branches. Like the laws of the Pentateuch which cover
not only the duties of man toward God but also toward man
and society, the system of rabbinic law that evolved out of the
basic law of the Bible embraces all possible human relationships,

personal, social, national, and international, Many of the laws
are prohibitive: Thou shalt not The greater number are af-
firmative commandments: Thou shalt. The positive laws, or
commandments, regulate the personal life of the individual, his
property, his social conduct; they define his duties toward the
state and the cult and his ethical obligations. There is no aspect
of tlie life of a nation or a country which is overlooked. The
farm, the flocks, the home, the wages of the worker, tlie very
garments of a man are subjects of legislation in the Pentateuch
and correspondingly in the more comprehensive and mature de-
velopment of rabbinic law.

In Jewish doctrine these laws are looked upon not as ordinary
legislative enactments. They are divine decrees; they are the
laws of God’s kingdom. As the Rabbis put it: God said, '‘You
have received my kingdom in love, receive now my decrees.”
Because they are divine in nature, the potentiality of these laws
IS infinite. There is no limit to their study or comprehension.
Transcendent wisdom, truth, and justice are hidden in the Law,
and it is the supreme duty of the faithful to immerse himself
in its study day and night. In its ultimate and perfect develop-
ment the Torah could be regarded as the law or constitution of
the kingdom of God on earth.

Translated into modem terms, the Torah is a system of law
which was applied by divinely inspired teachers to the condi-
tions under which the Jewish people were living. As the condi-
tions changed from time to time, some of the laws became obso-
lete and others had to be modified. But these laws embodied
indestructible principles of justice and truth which can give rise
to ever new concepts and social institutions as mankind is

striving t<^ard a new and better world. This was the spirit of
the aphorism of the famed Rabbi Simeon son of Gamaliel:
"The world rests on three pillars: truth, justice, and peace.”
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The potential values and ideals still to be derived from the Law
constitute the dynamic element in the Law, or Torah.

The laws of Judaism fall naturally into several categories.

There are those which relate to the cult and the ritual. They
are interspersed in the Five Books of Moses and considerably

elaborated in the Talmudic and later rabbinic literature. They
were intended primarily for the adherents of the Jewish reli-

^on. Their function is disciplinary, to train the priest-people

through a special regimen of life for their historic role of

moral-religious leadership. The otlier laws touching the g:eneral

life of the people socially, politically and economically, and
constituting general Jewish jurisprudence, are also based on

the Pentateuch but by their very nature kept closer pace with

the inherent evolution of Jewisli life and the changes imposed

from without by the peculiar political fate of the Jewish people.

Both branches of Jewish law influenced the historical develop-

ment of Western civilization. It is a matter of great moment
as to what extent the potentiai ideals Imbedded in the entire

Law of Judaism, or Torah, will be permitted to develop and to

influence the future course of civilization.

As previously indicated, Judaism makes no distinction be-

tween the sanctity of religious law, so-called, and the general

law covering human relationships. All law Is sacred in Judaism.

The laws of mine and thine, the laws safeguarding honest

weights and measurements, profits and wages, the laws protect-

ing the weak, the underprivileged, the stranger in the land, have

the same degree of sanctity as the laws regulating the duties

between man and God. In a society that recognizes the rulcrship

of God there is no phase of human life whether of the indi-

vidual or the group which is outside the sphere of religion. All

the infinite threads of human life are woven into one harmoni-

ous pattern. The laws which Judaism has in the past developed

in theory and in practice are like a blurred mirror which reflects

the ided Torah, the hoped-for pattern of society in the golden

age of the Messianic era. The laws of the Torah are to the ideal

Torah what the mechanism of a dock is to the eternity of time.
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The Torah is reflected in the institutions of Judaism: the

Synagogue and its auxiliaries, the Sabbath, the Festivals and
Holy Days and the Jaws of d^Jy religious living. In their
growth and development is manifested the ever widening hori-
zon of the Torah and the social vision which permeates the reli-

gion of Judaism. This vision is held steadfastly in view not
only in the laws of man's relationship with his fellow man, but
also in those touching man's approach to God in prayer and
worship.

Worship as it was practiced in the Temple of old through
animal sacrifices at the hands of priests and Levites vanished
completely with the destruction of the Temple and the fail of
Jerusalem and tlie Jewisli State in the year 70 c.b. The Syna-
gogue replaced the Temple, and prayer took the place of sacri-
fices. Child of the Babylonian exile and mother of the Church
and the Mosque, the Synagogue was from its very origin and
Arougbout its long history a socializing and democratizing
institution. Its character is indicated by the various names
under which it was designated in Hebrew : the House of Prayer,
the House of Study, and the House of Assembly, Wlicther the
Synagegue had Us Origin, as some scholars think, in early Pales-
tine prayer-meetings dating back to the days of the First Tem-
ple or v^hether, as others hold, it was organized originally as a
meeting-house for social purposes during the days of tlie Baby-
lonian Exile and gradually incorporated the other features, it is

clear that when the Synagogue emerges into the full light of
history, whether in Palestine or in the Diaspora, before and
after the destruction of the Second Temple, it had the three fea-
tures of prayer, study of Torah, and public assembly, each re-
acting upon the others.

Prayer is the most intensely personal expression of the hu-
man soul. But just as in the Psalms, so in the general prayers
of the Synagogue, the individual worshiper immerses his indi-
viduality in the collective soul of Israel. No mediator is per-
mitted to stand between the worshiper and Him to whom wor-
ship is directed. But granting some exceptions of prayers of an
individual character, the chief prayers are designed for the indi-
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vidual i$ a member of a human brotherhood, or the household

of Israel.

As the Jew bows in prayer before the Lord God, King of the

Universe, and pours out hig heart before “the God of our Fath-

ers, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob” he no loiter stands

before his Maker as a naked soul but as a sodal personaliry with

hallowed memories. The contents of the prayers are cast in the

collective plural. The worshiper in the Synagogue prays not for

himself alone but for the common welfare. Petition, in general,

is but a small part of the Synagogue prayers. Adoration, praise,

and thanksgiving form the major theme of tlxc Hebrew prayers

and all living creatures are invoked to raise their voice in songs

and hymns of glory, Although prayers may be recited in the

home and when **thou walkest by the way^' it is believed that

they find greater merit when uttered in unison with other wo>
shipers. Some themes, such as the Kaddish, the exalted prayer

for the coming of the Kingdom of God, are to be recited only

when there is a quorum of at least ten male worshipers assem-

bled. Through these and other subtle psychological suggestions,

the Synagogue utilized the mystic power of prayer to foster the

feeling of social responsibility and community conscience.

Of immense social consequence was the incorporation of

study as a function of the Synagogue and as an integral part

of the religious service itself. The Synagogue made of the

Torah '‘an inheritance of the congregation of Jacob.” What

Ezra began so brilliantly, the Synagogue caxried on, Ezra in-

augurated a momentous spiritual revolution by bringing the

Torah to tlxe people. The Synagogue housed the Torah and

made it tlie spiritual possession of the nation. Knowledge of the

Torah made the people free from priestly domination. No
priestly tyranny was possible as long as the Law was the sub-

ject of popular study and understanding. Furthermore, the dif-

fusion of the Torah among the masses paved the way for the

success of the revolutionary Pharisees whose innovations were

fought so obstinately by the entrenched priesthood and aristoc-

racy. The Church Father Jerome left eloquent testimony of the
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role of the later SyTiagog:ue of his time in fostering devotion to
learning among the Jewish populace.

Without interruption, for two thousand years, the Syria-
gogue continued to be a storehouse of learning as well as a
fountain of prayer. Piety rooted in ignorance was discounte-
nanced. One of the most popular aphorisms of the Ethics of the
Fathers reads : "A boor cannot be God-fearing nor an igno-
ramus a saint.” This attitude of the Synagogue, this program
of spreading knowledge and cultivating learning as an act of
piety, encouraged religious independence and discouraged many
of the antisocial evils to which religion is liable under the ex-
cesses of religious emotionalism. It invested Jewish personality
with an intellectual cast and a high social conscience which re-
flected the vision and ideals of the Torah.
The synagogue was not only a place of prayer and study. It

was the locale in wliich all public life was centered, For fifteen
hundred years, from the early Middle Ages to the dawn of the
modern era, the democratising influence of the synagogue radi-
ated in all directions, poiitical, social and philanthropic. Here
political meetings were held during the long centuries that pre-
ceded Jewisli emancipation when Jewish communities were self-

contained miniature republics. In the councils of these com-
munes which met on synage^ue premises democratic principles
were pursued in the name and under the sanction of the Torah-
Justice was administered by rabbinical courts in the synagogue
prednets, Any aggrieved person could demand a hearing and if
necessary interrupt the synagogue service till he was assured
that his cause would be heard. The synagogue preached and
practiced charity, It tended to the needs of the poor and de-
pendent. It housed the stranger and wayfarer in its auxiliary
buildings. It fostered a wide range of philanthropic institutions.
Two centuries before the dawn of Christianity, the Synagogue
taught, in the words of Simon the Just, that benevolence and
worship were the pillars upon which human society rested. How
fitting and characteristic therefore was the following selection
from the Mishna which was incorporated in the prayer book
and redted by the worshipers as a prologue to the morning de-
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votions : “These are the things the fruits of which a man enjoys

in this world, while the stock remains for him for the world to

come: namely, honoring father and mother, the practice of
charity, timely attendance at the house of study morning and
evening, hospitality to wayfarers, visiting the sick, dowering
the bride, attending the dead to the grave, devotion in prayer,

and making peace between man and his fellow; but the study

of the Law is equal to them all.”

With the transition to secularism tliat is so characteristic of

the modern era the Synagogue no longer holds sway to the same
degree. The institutions which it created—philanthropic, social,

and educational—arc no longer housetl within synagogue pre-

cincts nor can they be said to be under its direct control- But
their moral relation to the Synagogue is unbroken. They draw
their life and light from its moral sanction and social vision.

Tlic prime motivating force within these institutions emanates

consciously and subconsciously from the traditional ethical

teachings of the Synagogue.

VI

Of all the institutions with which the Jewish religion en-

riched the spiritual life of mankind, the Sabbath is preeminent.

It commences traditionally witli tlie setting of the sun on Friday

and concludes with the appearance of the stars the following

evening. Notwithstanding its primitive Babylonian origin, the

Sabbath is a true creation of the Jewish religious genius. Juda-

ism endowed the S^bath richly with the poetry of custom and
ceremony and deepened the spiritual significance of the day

through song, prayer, and precept. At no time was the Jewish

Sabbath merely a day of bodily rest. As a covenant between

man and the Creator, its purpose was to release man from labor

and worldly cares for the sake of moral cultivation and a deeper

understanding of his own spiritual personality. Thus the Sab-

bath not only suffused Jewish life with light and rejoicing, but

it also e^:e^ted a far-reaching and beneficent influence on human
dvilization itself.
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The Sabbath hold$ a place of central importance in the

Torah : that is to say, Torah as identified with the written and

oral law of Judaism and Torah as the ultimate Idealized law of

the kingdom of God. Its centrality in the Pentateuch is of

course indicated by its inclusion in the Decalog:ue : ‘'Remember

the Sabbath day to keep it holy.” its deep religious symbolism

is in full consonance with the high place it occupies. For it is

not merely a day for the cessation of work. It is a testimony of

the Creator and creation itself : "Wherefore the Lord blessed

the Sabbath day and hallowed it.” Its holiness extends even to

the slave in the household and the stranger, who arc thereby

endowed by the Sabbath with a dignity akin to that of the free-

man and the native. This note is stressed in Deuteronomy where

the socializing, emancipating influence of the Sabbath is empha-

sized: “And thou shalt remember that thou wast a servant in

the land of Egypt and the Lord thy God brought thee out

thence. . , . therefore the Lord thy God commanded thee to keep

the Sabbath.”

The vagueness of the wide-sweeping prohibition “Thou shalt

not do any manner of work” opened wide the door of religious

controversy. Its meaning was heatedly debated among the Sad-

ducees and Pharisees, and it remained a subject of sectarian

contention throughout the as illustrated by the sect of the

Karaites who have survived to this day. The Pitarisaic rabbis

undertook to define the meaning of ‘Vork” and, using the anal-

ogy of the work done for the tabernacle, divided it into thirty-

nine categories, such as sowing, reaping, spinning, wea^ng,
kneading, writing, and analogous forms of labor. Against the

background of Sadducean teaching, this was a liberal interpre-

tation on the part of the Pharisees who consistently sought to

free religion from the chains of literalism while retaining the

essence of the Law under precise definition. The victorious

Rabbis safeguarded their conception of the Sabbath through
numerous precepts which they derived from Biblical interpreta-

tions and legal inventiveness. These constitute a considerable

portion of the written and the oral Torah. Two Urge tractates

of the Talmud were devoted to the Sabbath and its laws.
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The elaborate framework of the Sabbath which the Pharisees

thus constructed, however, did not meet with favor in anti-

nomian circles amoii^ whom are to be counted the writers of

of the Synoptic Gospels; so that the Jewish Sabbath has been

a target of sarcasm and irony as well as a cause for complete

and utter misunderstanding. Instead of a “gift of heaven,”

partisan theologians pictured It as a burdensome day of reprea-

sion, gloom, and sorrow. Because the prohibition of work was
defined in such minute legal detail, those who were strang;er8 to

the inner warmtJi and spiritual beauty of the Sabbath conceived

of it in negative terms as a legalistic Instrument of repression—

a grave injustice to one of the noblest creations of the religious

spirit

To the exilic prophet (Isaiah 56, 58) the Sabbath Is coupled

with justice and righteousness. It is a bond of union between

His people and the alien that hath joined himself to the Lord-

It is an everlasting memorial, a covenant, and a delight From
a Pharisee, who was one of the younger contemporaries of the

Apostles, the Sabbath evoked these words : “Through the love

with which Thou, Oh Lord our God, lovest Thy people Israel,

and the mercy which Thou hast shown to the children o£ Thy
covenant, Thou hast given unto us in love this great and holy

seventh day.” The same sentiment is echoed in song, prayer,

and hymn composed over many centuries by Hebrew poets in

many parts of the world. In the synagogue, the congregation

ushers in the Sabbath by chanting

;

“Come, my beloved, to meet the Sabbath bride. . . . Though
last in creation, yet it was first in the design Divine . . . Awake I

awake ! tliy light is come, arise and shine forth t Awake I awake I

chant a hymn! for the glory of the Lord is revealed upon

thee. . .
.”

At home the Sabbath 1$ introduced at sundown with the kin-

dling of lights; the children are blessed with Biblical blessings;

the wife is praised with the recital of the classic chapter of

Proverbs (31 r 10-31) ;
and the Sabbath is welcomed with the

ministering angels of peace

:
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Peace be with you, ministering; ang;el8,

Angels of tlie Most High,

Coming from the King who rules o’er kings,

The Holy One, blessed be Hcs . -

.

Bless me in peace, ministering angels,

Angels of the Most High,

Coming from the King who rules o'er kings,

The Holy One, blessed be He.

Every feature of the Sabbath is lighted with hope and joy,

even the very meal with its special food and delicacies and the

table songs touching God’s love, the banishment of worldly

cares, the soothing of all sorrows. The Sabbath brings a new
soul in its wake, such was the popular belief. Those who probed

more deeply sensed in the Sabbath a foretaste, or symbol, of

the Messianic bUss of universal peace and brotherhood-

Like the Sabbath, the Festivals of Judaism tended further to

spiritualize human life and blended nature and history in a di’

vine pattern. Seasonal festivals associated with nature’s mani-
festations of spring, summer, and fall took on new meaning as

they were correlated with dramatic historic events in the life of
Israel. Primitive celebrations were thus raised to the level of

Holy Days impregnated with deep religious aspiration. Some of

the earlier stages in the religious evolution of the festivals are

delineated in the Bible record. But much of the poetry and the

spiritualising effect of the holidays was developed later in tlie

Talmudic and medieval periods, As the Church from the very

beginning cut itself loose from historic Israel, it remained in-

different to the spiritual content of the Holidays which were so

intimately associated with the history of the Jewish people. It

15 true that the Church retained some of the holidays by name
in the Christian calendar. But the names took on a new and
strange meaning that bad little or no relevancy to their original

character. The Biblical holidays remained the spiritual treasures

of Judaism and it was through the Jewish people and its litera-

ture that thdr mfluence radiated throughout the world.

First in time and season is the spring festival of Passover.
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From its e&rliest b^immgs to this day, th« holiday was sur>

rounded with picturesque ceremonies, and ^«ervances which
g;rew out of historic memories and stirred the religious imagina-

tion. Many of the customs are traceable to pastoral and agri-

cultural celebrations of spiing. But even in the earliest Bible

records, they are associated with the springtime of Israel's na-

tionhood and the reli^ous epic depicting the triumph of free-

dom through a covenant between God and man.
The Passover observances celebrated in our time are among

the oldest religious ^rmliols consciously preserved in the mem-
ory of man. Feast of Unleavened Bread is the Bible designa-

tion for the Passover holiday- To this day, the eating of un-

leavened bread to the exclu^on of that whi^ contains any form
of leaven is one of the conspicuous features of the Passover

celebration. Over the great span of time, the mastah, or un-

leavened bread, has stood for one symbol : the hasty flight of

Israel from Egypt—the redemption wrought by God in lead-

ing Israel out of bond^e into freedom : more pointedly, human
freedom under the covenant of God. More than a thousand

years later, when the Jews lost their freedom to the Romans,
they expressed their undying hope by designatir^ Passover

‘*th€ Se^n of our Liberation.”

In the days of the temple, the Paschal lamb, slaughtered in

every household, on the fourteenth day of Nisan, inaugurated

the festival in the evening when it was eaten with great cere-

mony amidst song and psalmody. Aisong the small dwindling

sect of Samaritans in Palestine, the sacniice of the Iamb is still

practiced, so that their Passover celebration annually attracts

many curious, interested onlo<^ers. In Jewish observance, how-
ever, the Paschal lamb sacrifice was abandoned with the de-

struction of the Temple and the consequent abolition of all ani-

mal sacrifices. But with the disappearance of the sacrifice, the

name of Passover which formerly had been attached to the

sacrifice came to designate the holiday itself. The transference

of the name was not an arbitrary act
;
the meanii^ of the sym-

bol itself had grown and expanded. In the Bible the Paschal

sacrifice the sprinkling of the blood commemorated the act
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Of (^d who caused the ang^l of death to “pass over" the homes
of the Israelites. What was more fitting than to attach the name
^assover to the holiday itself which perennially commemorated

xi“
S:reat«r and continuous miracle of Jewish survival since

the dark ages that followed the burning of the Temple and the
destruction of the Jewisli state ?

In ancient days, the inauguration of the holiday celebration
centered ^nd the family hearth when the Paschal Iamb was
Mtai amidst symbolic accompaniments. To this day, the most
distinctive future of the Passover celebration is the family
ceremony—tile Seder ritual—which is enacted on Passover eve
around the dinner table with the festive candle lights, the sanc-UhaUon wme, and tlxe ornamental platter containing the sym-
bolic food Items: three massot, bitter herbs, parsley, other
accessories, and the shank bone as a reminder of the Paschal
Iamb. TU Seder ceremony is a pageant: partly drama, partly
riluaJ- Legend and history are woven into its composition.
1 here are diaJectc discussions for the learned, fun and humor
for the children. The youngest child is encouraged to ask the
four set questions concerning the nature of the ritual, where-
upon the head of the family, the ciiief celebrant, commences to
narrate : Once upon a time we were slaves unlo Pharaoh in

the Lord our God brought us forth from there
with a mighty hand and outstretched arm." The recital of the
stOTy, loosely woven together from Bible passages and later
rabbimc compositions, is complemented by the chanting of
psalms- The festive food is served, grace is said, and the se^ice
IS concluded with chants, psalms, and songs. Throughout the
ceremony, questions are encouraged, the symbolic objects are
pointed to and explained, so that the Seder ceremony may aptiv
be described as a demonstration of spiritual peda^
The eduatjon conveyed tlirough the Passover holiday had

enduring effect upon the soul of the Jewish people. Redemption,
freedom, undying hope for the future of mankind b^me
aeepiy ingrained ideals commanding Jewish allegiance. JewishaagM came to speak mystically of a millennial Passover that
wiJI complete the histone Passover of the past. In the days to
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come, the promise of Passover will be fulfilled in the national
redemption of the land of Israel and in an em of universal
brotherhood, justice, and peace that will embrace all His crea-
Wres. This universal spirit was painted with poetic fantasy in
Jewish legend in the scene at the crossing of the Red Sea On
tlic day of the drowning of the Egyptians, the angels in heaven
wished to sing the song of glory to God as is their wont. But
God silenced them, "My creatures are drowning in the waters*
would ye sing before me on such a day r' The Passover pageantm the Seder ritual opens with the prologue : "Let all who arc
hungry enter and eat with us ; let all who are in need come and
celebrate the Passover.” This may well be tlie call of Passover
to all the nations and faiths of mankind. It is the everlasting
cry for freedom, unity, and brotherhood, This too is symbolized
in the midst of the Seder service when the door is dramatically
opened for Elijah, the invisible, to enter, Elijah the prophet of
glad tidings, the harbinger of the Messiah.
The complement to Passover is the succeeding holiday

known as the Feast of Weeks, or Festival of the First Fruits!
This holiday was the subject of protracted controversy between
the revolutionary Pharisees and the die-hard Sadducees. While
the controversy ostensibly centered around the day from which
the count of seven weeks is to be made (Lev. 33 r 15), there is

little doubt that a strong contributory factor in the agiution
was the fundamental change which had been wrought not long
before in the very nature of the holiday itself.

In the Bible, the Feast of Weeks was wholly an agricultural
festival with little or no historic association. It marked the com-
pletion of the wheat harvest, the beginning of which was sig-
nalized during Passover by an offering in the Temple of a sheaf
of barley, the Omer, On the Feast of Weeks, which was seven
weeks after Passover the harvest was completed and the farmer
this time brought to the temple some of the first ripened fruits
and two loaves of wheat flour from the new crop. This was on
the fiftieth day after the Omer was offered in the Temple. There
was much rejoicing connected with the celebration and always
the sodal-ethical motif was emphasized that rejoiemg before
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the Lord meant that the means to share in the joy must be given
to all, without regard to class or station,

Under the influence of Pharisaic teaching, and especially
after tlie destruction of the Temple, the concept of the Feast of
Weeks^ completely transformed. It became the Festival of
the Giving of the Law, a holiday commemorating the Reveia-
twn of God on Sinai and the giving of the Ten Commandments.
This interpretation was readily harmonized with the Bible ac-
count of the Theophany and may indeed have followed an age
of long oral tradition. The Festivals of Passover and Weeks
were linked in ritual union to proclaim a new truth : freedom
from bondage is not an end in itself but a means to spiritual
emancipation. Thus rabbinic Judaism converted an agricultural
feast into a spiritual harvest. A Palestine festival became a uni-
versal symbol. To this day, the holiday is the occasion of Is-
rael’s perennial dedication to the Torah, God’s covenant with
mankind. The Book of Ruth with its setting in a wheat harvest
scene is read on this festival—an idyl of love and loyalty which
transcends the bounds of country and nation, presaging the
birth of David, the ancestor of the Messiah.
The Feast of Tabernacles, “the Season of our Rejoicing,”

completes the Biblical cycle of holidays, or pilgrimages. This
was the major harvest festival in autumn at the dose of the In-
gathering season when the people flocked to the Temple in Jeru-
salem to give thanks and to rejoice before the Lord, Rustic
booths, or tabernacles, were set up for seven days and from them
the holiday derived its name. The harvest festival was given
spiritual connotation in the Bible by associating these pilgrim-
age booths with God's care of the children of Israel who also
dwelt in boo^ as He guided and protected them during the
forty years in the wilderness. Public processions with “the
fruits of the goodly trees,” palm branches, myrtle twigs, and
willows of the brook gave festive color to the general celebra-
tion. Great solemnity was attached to a special procession from
the silver pool at the foot of the temple mount to the altar in
the Temple. Great was the joy at this ceremony of water-
drawmg for the Ubation which was offered on the altar in sym-
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bolic prayer for the hoped-for autumn rains. Always a note
of spiritual aspiration permeated the ceremonies; the libation of
water was accompanied by the chant: '‘With joy shall ye draw
water out of the wells of salvation.”

Nature's profusion was paralleled at the altar by numerous
sacrifices, seventy bullocks in all, which led the Rabbis later to
offer tills significant interpretation: that the Jewish people of-
fered those seventy sacrifices on the altar of God in behalf of
the seventy nations winch comprised all the peoples of the
world. The universal idealism suggested in this rabbinic thought
evidently harmonized with an old tradition of the later proph-
ets. For it was Zeeharjah who prophesied that the day would
come when the nations would go up to Jerusalem from year
to year to worship God and to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.
When the Temple was destroyed and the people were up-

rooted from the land, the Feast of Tabernacles, like the other
holidays, had to be adjusted to the new conditions. The cere-
monials of the sacrificial cult could no longer be observed; the
festive features of the harvest holiday lost much of their sig-
nificance as the people were forcibly detached from the be-
loved land in ever increasing measure. AH the more did the
holiday take on symbolic spiritual characteristics in the new
orientation of Judaism under the aegis of the Rabbis whose reli-

gious genius proved them worthy successors of the Biblical
prophets.

The booth is now the central symbol of the holiday. This is

an improvised frail structure like a rustic cabin. It has no roof
but a thatched covering of leafy branches and twigs, sufficient

as a protection against the sun while allowing the stars to shine
through at night. It is customary to decorate the interior with
fruits and vegetables as a reminder of the harvest in Palestine.
In these booths the faithful are supposed to eat their meals
during the seven days of the festival and also to sle^ therein.
It is a religious duty for every family to have its own booth
but as this is not practical nowadays, especially in urban com-
munities, the booth is usually set up near the synagogue prem-
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is«s to which the congregation repair for a hrief repast after the
regular morning and evening service in the synagogue.

Ethical religious symbolism guides the detailed rules laid
for this quaint construction : the frailty of life, the shelter

of God's wings, Messianic hope, the stars of faith that pierce
through the darkness that besets the life of individuals and na-
tions. Likewise "the goodly fruit”—the Btrog, or citron—and
the consisting of the palm branches, the myrtle twigs,
and the willows of the brook which were featured so promi-
nently in the Biblical observances of the festival are endowed
With mystical thoughts and are retained as a Biblical precept
and a remembrance of Palestine, They are blessed in the home;
and in the synagogue, as in the Temple of old, they are waved in
concert in all directions, and carried in procession around the
altar, symbolizing God’s presence in all points of the world’s
compass. Mysticism and joyousness were blended in the spirit
of this festival, and this mc>od reached a climax on the seventh
day known as Hoshana Rabbah when the refrain Hoskana, or
Hoiannay/as the recurrent theme in the processional service, A
similar mood of solemn prayer when the soul is uplifted with
joy and exultation in the Law is continued on the day follow-
ing, the Eighth Day of Solemn Assembly. In the communities
outside of Palestine, where an extra day is traditionally added
to the holiday, the ninth day is known and celebrated exuber-
antly as the Day of Rejoicing in the Law.
The Festivals of Judaism are thus history reincarnated and

theolc^ in action. This theology is a dramatic living history,
not abstract dogma. The voice of God which speaks in the
rhythm of nature, the poetry of the stars and skies in Palestine
the music of its hills and valleys—these living themes of Israel’s
prophets and psalmists—are captured in the picturesque symbo- '

hsm of the festivals. And as with the prophets and ancient
bards, they inspire visions of universal truth and holiness, Na-
ture is blended with moral philosophy and theology is scented
with the fragrance of earth and soil, fitting it for habitation in
the heart of man,
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VXI

In contrast to the luxuriant associations of the festival qrcle
is the chaste atmosphere surrounding the holy days of New
Year and the Day of Atonement. On those days, Judaism stands
at the highest peaJc of religious vision. The kingdom of God
is clearly visible on the horizon. It is seen peopled with all races
of mankind. It is filled with righteousness, holiness, justice and
g:oodness. To cause the Kingdom to descend upon the earth, to
cause it to penetrate the individual soul and also to make it co-
extensive with the wliole world is the object of prolonged
prayer, penitence, and fasting during those holy days.

In the Pentateuch, the first day of Tishri, which is the New
Year Day is called simply the Day of the Blowing of the Trum-
pet. What occasioned the trumpet blowing is not indicated in
the Bible- But the Pharisees and the early Babbis filled the gap
with deep religious thought. According to their tradition the
first day of the seventh month (Tishri) was the day of creation
the day when time began. It was truly the New Year Day. The
blasts of the She far in three groupings proclaimed three divine
mani festations : God the King of the world

; God the Judge who
on New Year passes in review the actions and designs of men
and nations for reward or punishment; God the Ruler of his-
tory who once revealed Himself to Israel on Sinai through the
shout of the trumpet and who will again blow the trumpet on
Judgment Day to gather all men and nations under the rule of
the Messiah.

This three-fold theme is developed in many prayers. They
are intoned in chants which are among the oldest music in Jew-
ish ti^ition and create a feeling of profound solemnity. The
combined effect is designed to make man feel vividly the ma-
jesty of God; to stir within him the feeling of repentance and
a resolve to put himself in harmony with the Judge on high;
and as an Israelite to prepare himself for God's ultimate re-
demption of mankind with Israel leading the nations to the God
of Zion.

It is characteristic of Judaism that the day of judgment is
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not deferred to the hereafter but is efFeaive at the beginning

of every year in this living world. It may also be regarded as

significant that the Jewish New Year is made to coincide with

the autumn season when nature is about to be denuded and to

enter the decline of winter. It is then that the trumpet blasts

blow to proclaim the God of life and the coming of the day

when His rule will bring hope, light, and redemption to all who
walk in darkness, bowed down and stricken.

The New Year Day marks but the beginning of the Ten
Penitential Days which are considered a special time of grace

"to seek tlie Lord while He may be found." The culmination is

reached on the tenth day of Tishri, ilie Day of Atonement, the

Day of the Lord, great and fearsome- On New Year Day, ac-

cording to a poetic rabbinic conception, the actions and thoughts

of every living being pass before the Divine Judge and arc

recorded for judgment in the Book of Life. On the Day of

Atonement, after man has been led to the path of penitence, the

judgment Is rendered; the fate of men and nations is decreed;

and the verdict is "sealed.” Atonement rather than judgment is

the dominant note of the holy day, for the contrite heart has

repented and sin is mercifully forgiven. Thus it becomes a day

of salvation; a day of moral regeneration; or as the Rabbis

expressed it : "On the Day of Atonement, I will create you a

new creation,”

The growth of this religious concept from the time of the

Bible through the Pharisaic-Talmudic period into the days of

rabbinic Judaism reflects the widening horizon of the Torah
vision vouchsafed the priestly people. In the Pentateuch the

theme of human sin and atonement by divine grace is delineated

in clear, bold outline. The Day of Atonement is a day for the

afBiction of the soul when all the people are bidden to fast-^

from sundown to sundown—and the high priest offers solemn

atonement aacriflee: for himself and his household, for the

priests, and for all Israel. The priest, the altar, and the sacri-

fices were the media through which atonement reached the na-

tion, and the eyes and the hearts of the people were upon the

high priest throughout the solemn day. Even when the entire
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system of priest, Temple, and animal offerings ceased to exist

after 70 c.e,, the ancient Atonement service was reproduced id

the form of a dramatic recital in the Synage^e liturgy of the

day. Nevertheless a revolutionary advance in religious concep-

tion came about inevitably with the vanishing of the sacrificial

cult. The mediation of the priest between God and man was
gone forever. Mortal man appears before God on the Day of
Atonement to confess his sins, to repent with contrite heart,

and to receive divine forgiveness without the benefit of priest,

altar, and sacrifice. Said Rabbi Altiba; *'Happy are ye Israel*

itesi Before whom do ye cleanse yourselves and who cleanses

you from sin? Yonr father in Heaven.”
In the rabbinic conception, confession must precede repent-

ance. According to Maimonides, “Repentance means that the

sinner gives up the sin, removing it from his mind, and deter-

mining in hid heart not to repeat the evil action again.” Confes-

sion furthermore must be expressed in words. Even an offense

committed against a human being is not expiated by mere resti-

tution but must be accomplished by confession to the injured

person : how much the more when the offense is against God.

But the spoken confession is addressed to Him alone. It must be

accomplislied with a feeling of shame. “To him who commits
a transgression and afterwards is ashamed of it, all his sins are

forgiven,”

Prominent in the liturgy of the Atonement Day, therefore, is

the rite of confession. It is a recurrent feature of the Service

from sundown to sundown. It is recited with moving lips but

inaudibly by the individual and repeated with the congregation

in unison. The sins cited in the confession are intended to cover

every possible transgression to which the human being is liable,

but significantly enough ritual sins are almost entirely omitted.

The stress is wholly on ethical sins.

The Day of Atonement cannot, however, even with repent-

ance and confession absolve violations committed against a

fellow man. Restitution and reconciliation are necessary con-

comitants of moral regeneration. On this subject, rabbinic judg-

ment is emphatic: “Matters between thee and God are forgiven;
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matters between thee and thy fellow man are not foffjven till

thou hast appeased thy neighbor.**

To bring into bold relief the ethical demands of atonement,

the axxhitecis of the Synagogue lituigy selected the immortal

utterance of the exilic prophet as the prophetic reading for the

Atonement Day.

Cry aloud, spare not,

Lift up thy voice like a trumpet,

And declare unto My people their transgression,

And to the house of Jacob their sins, . ,

.

Is not this the fast that I have chosen ?

To loose the fetters of wickedness,

To undo the bands of the yoke,

To let the oppressed go free,

And that ye break every )roke ?

Is it not to deal thy bfe^ to the hungry,

And that thou bring the poor that are cast out to thy house ?

When thou seest the naked, that thou cover him,

And that thou hide not thyself from thine own flesh ?

Then shall thy light break forth as the momii^,
And thy healing ^all spring forth speedily.

Xs the Day of Atonement nears the climax in the hour of

twilight, the call to repentance reaching out to distant heathen

nations is echoed ringingly in the Synagogue from the book of
Jonah. Great and universal is the power of human repentance

from whatever source. ascends to the very throne of God,”
say the Rabbis. Wth mounting intensity the theme of the

Atonement Day is developed in hopeful prayer and majestic

chants as the sun sets and the last rays come over tlie tree tops

till the Service is finally concludedwith the fervent proclamation
of God's Unity and Sovereignty, and the seven-fold rallying

cry, "The Lord He is God.” With dramatic fitness, the fast is

concluded with the blowing of the notes of the ancient trumpet
blast.

The philosophic and ethical principles of the Jewish religion

which are thus poetically portrayed in the institutions of Juda-
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i$m—in the Sabbath, the holidays and holy days—are developed

and expounded in the rabbinic literature. Each of these forms

the theme of one or more tractates of the Mighna and the

Talmud where the laws and principles pertaining to the subject

are fully elaborated. While the Talmud deals primarily with the

laws prescribed for the observance of these religious institu-

tions, its pages are illuminated with ethical comments and brU>

liant interpretations that bring to light the eternal religious

values embodied in tlicse observances. These mystic aspects of

religion are especially elucidated with dashes of wit and wisdom
in the Midrash, a quaint literature that is supplementary to the

Talmud and is mostly contemporaneous with it. It consists of

loose collections of homilies, legends, ethical discourses, para*

bles, and pithy sayings, The Talmud and the Midrash are thus

mutually complementary. They are two faces of tlie one medal.

Even so minor a holiday as Purim is treated in a special trac*

tate of the Talmud and a corresponding homiletic Midrash

based on the Scroll of Esther. This festive day, the fourteenth

of Adar, a month before Passover, commemorating the de*

liverance of the Jews from the plot of Haman is celebrated as

a day of popular rejoicing with plays and games, the exchange

of gifts, and the giving of bounties to the poor. Underneath

the merry-making, however, is the sober realisation that Ha-
man’s plotting never ceases and that deliverance from such de-

signs and persecutions is both a saddening and inspiring fea-

ture of Jewish history.

On the other hand, Hanuccah, the eight day Festival of

Dedication, or as Josephus called it, the Festival of Lights, com-
mencing on the twenty-fifth day of Kislev (fo. December) and

commemorating the victory of Judas Maccabeus over the hosts

of Syrians as narrated in the Books of the Maccabees, is

glossed over in rabbinic literature; the military victory is ig-

nored; and the triumph of war is replaced by an imaginative

talc of a small cruse of pure Temple oil that burned miracu-

lously for eight days during the rededication of the Temple,

whence arose the custom to kindle lights for the eight days of

Hanuccah. Modem historians have been at pains to explain
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this apparently studied rebu5 to the great heroes of the Macca-

bean revolt who saved Judaism by their marvelous exploits on

the battlefield- But the Rabbis left little doubt as to their reli-

gious motivation. For they turned to the bock of Zechariah to

furnish the prophetic commentary, the Haftarah, on the Sab-

bath of Hanuccah: “Not by might, nor by power, but by My
spirit, saith the Lord of hosts."

The distinctiveness of the Jewish reli^on is not confined to

its sacred calendar or its religious-historic Institutions. The na-

ture of Judaism is equally revealed in tlte daily religious prac-

tices, in tile ethical studies prescribed for everyday living, in the

laws of social justice, and in the emulation of holiness which is

the heart of the Jewish religious system. Rabbinic law is co-

extensive with life itself, Talmudic law, known under the name

of Halakah, draws its inspiration as well as its etymological

origin from the phrase “to walk in the ways of God" Every

phase of life and every human relationship is treated from this

standpoint in Judaism, both in its sacred literature and in the

detailed system of law and practice.

Only a fleeting view of the duties that circumscribe the life of

the religious Jew can be conveyed within the compass of this

chapter. Jewish piety begins and concludes the day with prayer.

“I accept upon myself the fulfillment of the commandment:

‘Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself/
" is a preliminary to

the morning devotions. And the last words recited before the

eyes close in sleep are

:

I place my soul within His palm,

Before I sleep as when I awake,

And though my body I forsake,

Rest in the Lord in fearless calm.

On the threshold of the Jewish home, in an encased bit of

parchment known as the Mesusah is inscribed Israel’s creed of

faith, “Hear, Oh Israel, the Lord is our God, the Lord is One"

;

also the following verses : “And thou shalt love thy God with

all thy heart, with all thy soul and with all thy might.” What-

ever possible talismanic association the Mesusah may have had,
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Maimonides voiced iu true meaning in Judaism: “Every time

one enters or leaves the house, he meets the name of God in*

scribed on the door post, recalling to him His love and thereby

teaching him that there is nothing true and enduring but the

recognition of the Creator. Tlien he will walk in tlie paths of

uprightness.”

Within the home, the feeling of spiritual dedication is accen-

tuated through many precepts and religious practices. Food is

treated as a symbol of God’s providence. Tlierefore, to express

gratitude to God, the recital of blessings are punctiliously pre-

scribed before aJid after partaking of food. It is a popular Jew-

ish concept tliat the table where food is eaten partakes of the

sanctity of the altar of ancient days. The laws separating

**clcan” and “unclean” beasts, fowl and fish, permitting the one

and forbidding the otJier species to be eaten, are the foundation

of the elaborate dietary laws which under Talmudic and rab-

binic development became one of the most distinguishing marks

of personal and home life in traditional Judaism. The ration-

alist view that those laws were devised as hygienic measures

cannot be maintained seriously. In the Bible, they are clearly

part of the code of holiness: “I am the Lord your God, who
have set you apart from the peoples. Ye shall therefore separate

between the clean beast and the unclean, and between the un-

clean fowl and the dean. . . - And ye shall be holy unto Me; for

I the Lord your God am holy, and have set you apart from the

peoples that ye should be Mine.” The ideal of “separation” for

the sake of holiness was immeasurably strengthened under the

influence of the Pharisees in their heroic struggle to preserve

Judaism against the attacks of Hellenism and the antinomian-

ism of the Christian sects of the limes. To the Talmudic rabbis,

therefore, the sole purpose of these laws which separated the

Jews was moral purification and voluntary submission to the

will of “our Father in heaven.” They were part of the moral

disdpline of a priestly people whose eyes were upon the king-

dom of God. Morally and physically the need for this spiritual

discipline was accentuated during the Middle Ages both as a
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protest and « a shield of protection, Such was undoubtedly the
concept of the rabbinic jurists and moralists; and the Jewish
borne of today where these laws are still observed bears testi-

mony to this Jewish concept of the ages.
The distinctiveness of Judaism, however, is not to be sought

solely in the visible and mystical symbols of religion but even
more so in the laws governing the moral and ethical conduct of
the individual and those regulating the economic, social, and
political relations in organised society. This conception of the
function of religion takes on special significance in those days
when the eyes and hearts of the nations are set upon croaiiiig a
new world in which peace sliall be secured through justice, 'Jlic

Hebrew Bible, or Torah, is not a testament, old or new. Tlie
Torah fundamentally signifies Law, the law as the will of God,
the law that is to prepare individuals, nations, and society for

^ rule of God. Unli^ the New Testament, the Hebrew Bible
is not primarily concerned with the salvation of the individual
soul in the hereafter but treats men and nations as units of
a society that acknowledges God as king. Its laws are the
crystallization of a lofty conception of God, man, and the uni-
verse. Hence they are not limi^ to the national boundaries of
one people alone, but extend to other nations and to relations
between nations in war and in peace. Basic to tlicsc laws is the
concept of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man
arid their corollaries touching the dignity of man and the in-
alienable quality of his rights under a universal law of justice
and righteousness. The Mosaic law consequently is a program
of life and a code of law. It was actually the constitution of the
Jewish State in Palestine under the Second Commonwealth.
Fifteen hundred years later, in a totally different environment
It was recognized in a limited degree as basic law in the Puriun
commonwealths set up in Colonial America. Having in muid
the universal principles underlying the laws of the Bible, Philo,
the Hdlenistic-Jewish philosopher at the beginning of the com-
mon era declared: "As God Himself pervadeth all the universe,
so hath our law passed through the world."
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VIII

From the historic viewpoint, the Mosaic law was only one

step in the evolution of the Torah. This also accords somewhat
obliquely with the fixed tradition that prophecy succeeded the

Mosaic revelation, which in turn was followed by the teachings

of the Pliarisees and the interpretation of the later Rabbis, the

fatJicrs of rabbinic Judaism. Thus interpreted, the laws of the

Torah arc the distillation of a growing, expanding vision of the

interrelations of God, man, and society. It is the vision back of

tlic law which is greater than the law itself, and this vision has

constituted tlxc religious genius of the Jewish people through-

out the ages. It is a living, continuous function which makes

itself manifest in the harmonious development of the Jewish

spirit over a period of three thousand years. As in the Bible, so

in the Talmud, Jewish law was expanded to embrace the totality

of human life under tliose aspects winch society then assumed:

religion, etliics, morality; and also the government of society:

civil, political, and ecclesiastical.

By liberal Interpretation of the Biblical law and by new l^s-
latlve enactments, the Rabbis implemented the social and demo-
cratic ideals inherent In the Bible. Law was sovereign and uni-

versal. Equal justice for all was its paramount aim. The dignity

of tlie human being was not left as a theme for moral preach-

ment but was safeguarded by laws protecting the inherent

rights of the individual and the minority. The rights of prop-

erty were rect^nized but subordinated to the interests of so-

ciety. Labor was protected and commerce was regulated. Slav-

ery wras not abolished but substantially humanised through laws

guaranteeing even the heathen slaves fundamental human rights,

which if violated resulted in emancipation, The status of

women, and children during minority, was revolutionised. The
laws regulating marriage, dower-rights, and divorce were liber-

alized to protect the wife and mother from the handicaps of the

older codes.

Nor did the living law cease with the dose of the Tabnud

at the end of the fifth century, On the contrary, the post Tal-
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mudlc Rabbis—the Geonim who later succeeded the Talmudic
Rabbis in Babylon and were acknowledged as spiritual heads of
world Judaism as well as the European Rabbis from the tenth
century onward—continued to develop new principles of law
and created moral institutions in order to make the Biblical-

Talmudic law keep pace with life. Political and social conditions

in the Middle Ages were not as favorable toward a natural

evolution of the Jewish system of life as they bad been in Pales-

tine and Babylon, respectively, in earlier epoclrs. The imple-
mcntatJoit of Jewish ideals and principles of justice was greatly
hampered by arbitrary govcnimc(UaI restrictions and the hos-
tility of the populace and the Church. Nevertheless, throughout
the Middle Ages, when the Jewish communities were generally
granted a measure of autonomy, the Rabbis heroically applied

their own standards of law amidst all the complicated relations

of the feudal order, auning consistently to emulate the eternal

pattern of a society formed *'on truth, justice and peace/'

The rise of national states in European countries from the

thirteenth to tlie end of the fifteenth century cauaed a drastic

reversal of the status of the Jews and Judaism. It was precisely

in the centuries of the Renaissance and of the exploration of new
world frontiers to which the Jews had contributed so heavily

that they experienced the misfortunes of wholesale expulsions

or segregation into ghettos. This turn in the historic fortunes
of the Jewish people brought about temporarily at least a spir-

itual metamorphosis. The people that had so richly gjven of its

spirit to the world experienced the bitterness of worldly dis-

iUusionment. The need for solace and inner compensation gave
a strong impetus to the intensive cultivation of the Cabala
and the sway of mystic forces in Judaism. Were it not for the
moral restraints and the discipline of Jewish religious law, and
in particular the robust intellectual vigor with which Talmudic
studies disciplined the Jewish mind, Judaism might have fallen

into the pitfall of antinomianism and the extravagances of un-
restrained mystic orgies. As it was, a forced abortive Mes-
sianism in the seventeenth century caused much havoc, but the
impetuous current of mysticism was finally restrained and chan-
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nded withm the bounds of Judaism. Nevertheless, the growth

and expansion of Jewish law was retarded. After a dynamic

course of thousands of years, the law of Judaism became rela-

tively static during the dark ghetto days of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, Within the ghetto the old-time exponents

of Talmudic erudition clashed with the new movement of mys-

tic saintliness (Hasidism), Between the ghetto and the outer

world, all lines of vital communication were disrupted.

Out of this state of isolation Judaism was forcibly brought

back to the center of the world's arena by the political and spir-

itual storm of the French Revolution and its sequels in the

nineteenth century. The physical and mental walls of the ghetto

were broken down in all West-European countries. Judaism as

a religion was compelled overnight to meet the challenge of his-

tory, science, and philosophy with which Christianity had had to

contend, none too successfully, over the course of several centu-

ries while Judaism was living a sheltered existence in the ghetto-

In the meantime, political surgery was applied to prune off vital

limbs from the Jewish "tree of life.” For political emancipation

which conferred citizenship upon the Jews necessarily involved

on their part the surrender of the so-called mundane laws of a

civil, political, constitutional character which in the Jewish con-

ception emanated from the will of God. They were the means

for implementing the ideals of social justice, righteousness, and

holiness in human society. Indeed, it was these laws which were

directly related to the vision of the Kingdom of God, But their

exercise would be inconsistent with citizenship and the law of

the land. This was in great measure true even in reactionary

Russia with its unhappy Pale of Settlement. As a result of thia

dilemma, a process of spiritual self-curtailment was set in mo-
tion- Judaism as an over-all program of living gave way to a

more limited regimen of piety, spiritual devotion, worship,

ritual law, and ceremonialism. The Torah as a law governing

the totality of life became more of a theolc^cal concept than a

living reality,

But this revolutionary course in reverse was not destined to

stop midstream. Too many diverse currents, political, cultural,
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spiritual, had been set in motion. The sudden transition from
the medieval ghetto to the modem aty produced a feeling of

giddiness rather than stability. The lure of Western culture

proved intoxicating to the descendants of those who had once

been its masters and teachers, but from which they had been

rudely separated by the European disciples. The advent of his-

torical criticism, the application of critical methods to the study

of ancient texts, the skeptical attitude toward tradition, the

effects of which were so disturbing to the established Qiristian

religions, proved even more revolutionary in their effects on

Judaism.

Added to this was the confusion brought about by the inter-

play of political aims upon religious ideals. In the hearts of the

emancipated children of the ghetto there burned a passion for

political, social, and civic equality. To share in the cultural and

civic life of their fellow citizens and to gain their esteem reli-

giously and civically was a permanent goal, especially in Ger-

many, strong enough to override in many quarters the Biblical-

Talxnudlc aim to keep the Jewish people “separate” through

precepts and commandments in order to make them a “kingdom
of priests and a holy nation.”

Out of this spiritual ferment, new religious parties arose, the

most radical of which was that of Inform Judaism. This

branch of Judaism, which developed principally in Germany
and in the United States, represents a complete revision of the

philosophy of Jewish history; a modernistic interpretation of

religion according to the accepted historical, critical standards

of comparative religion; and a break with tradition in its atti-

tude to Jewish law in general and especially in relation to the

binding authority of the Bible and the Talmud in matters cere-

monial and ritual, which it categorically denies.

Accepting tlie basic principle that the Messianic ideal is to be

the ultimate fulfillment of Judaism and the end-all of Jewish
history. Reform Judaism accentuates the principle of the his-

toric mission of Israel as the priest of humanity and the cham-
pion of God's tmih; it is the historic function of the Jewish
people to lead mankind through the ages until the kingdom of
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God is established on earth and the highest ideals of a united

humanity are realized through the universal knowledge of God
and the love of man. Identifying the Jewish nation with the

suffering servant of the Lord, depicted in Deutcro-Isaiah, Re-

form Judaism accepted the belief “that Israel, the suffering

Messiah of the centuries, shall at the end of days become the

triumphant Messiah of the nations.'’

These affirmations are, as we have seen, part of the religious

consciousness of the Jews throughout the ages- What was novel

and striking were the negative implications deduced from the

concq)t of the Messianic ideal. Not only was the belief in the

personal Messiah formally negated but the entire concept of

Jewish history and tlie destiny of the Jewish people was re-

versed. The loss of th«r country and the dispersion of the Jews
in exile was not divine retribution for the sins of the people.

On the contrary, it was a blessing for it opened to the exiles the

gateway to the world and the fulfillment of their Messianic mis-

sion. The restoration of the Jewish people to the Holy Land
which was vouchsafed them in Biblical prophecy and was cher-

ished in the Messianic dream of the ages was decried as con-

trary to the philosophy of Reform Judaism and all allusions to

such a hope were excised from the new liturgy. To stress the

common bond with their countrymen, the vernacular was sub-

stituted for Hebrew as the chief language of prayer and the

study of Hebrew was either eliminated or subordinated to a

minor place in the religious curriculum. Wliatever savored of

social segregation or emphasized ritual distinctiveness, such as

the dietary laws and numerous otlier observances, was opposed

on doctrinal grounds and by the denial of supernatural au-

thority to ceremonial law in the Bible and later sacred litera-

ture. The Torah thus lost its realistic meaning as the law of

Judaism and retained only its symbolic significance as the divine

vision which spurs man on to the ultimate goal of God’s king-

dom on earth.

Reform Judaism was not at any time a spiritual revolt against

moral or religious abuse. It was a movement of so-called en-

lightenment and in its Initiai stages was supported by brilliant
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Jewish scholars whose works created a Htcrary-historical renais-

sance in Jewish scholarship and g;ave rise to what has since been

called the Science of Judaism. But these scholars, in the main,

came to feel that Reform Judaism violated historic truth by its

one-sided trend toward universalism and away from the na-

tional, Hebraic character of the Jewish people and its religion.

From these ranks therefore grew another school of thought

that laid stress on historical continuity and the evolutionary

cliaracter of Judaism. Thus arose the liistorical or traditional

brancli of Judaism, known in America as Conservative Juda-

ism. Sharing with all religious elements iu Jewry the belief iu

the Messianic goal of Judaism, the conservative branch, in con-

trast to Reform Judaism, emphasizes tlxe distinctive PIcTjraic

contribution which the Jewish religion is destined to make to

the world and the need for preserving the Jewish people as a

separate and distinct element consecrated by divine command-

ments through ceremonies and ritual to be a unique nation
—

“a

kingdom of priests and a holy nation.” Hebrew is not only re-

tained as the language of prayer, but is also highly valued as a

national bond of union, as a vehicle in which the Jewish soul

is revealed historically, and as an instrument for preserving

the living Hebraic consciousness. Conservative Judaism docs

not seem committed to a literal interpretation of the Sinaitic

revelation, but it does acknowledge the authority of the Bible

and the Talmud and deals reverentially with the customs and

ceremonies that developed during the later centuries. The Torah
is revered as a program of living as well as an idealized concept

of divine wisdom. Particular stress is laid on home ceremonies,

the observance of the dietary laws, the Sabbath, and the holy

days according to the traditional laws and customs. The hope

for the restoration of Israel to the ancient soil is vividly re-

tained as a divine promise and a living idea!. With Its realiza-

tion are bound up national salvation and the condition preceding

Messianic fuIHlIment.

The principles of Conservative Judaism have not been so

categorically formulated as those of Reform Judaism partly

because of an instinctive historic reluctance on the part of
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many of its rabbinical leaders to multiply religious parties in

Israel. The lines of demarcation between Conservative Judaism

and Orthodoxy, whose adherents form the third and numeri-

cally the largest part of Jewry, are no! sharply delineated. The

chief theological distinction of Orthodox Judaism is its ad-

herence to the principle of literal revelation and its denial of the

principle of historic evolution as applied to the theory and prac-

tice of religion. It has been point^ out significantly that the

appellation Orthodoxy as applied to Judaism is not only etymo-

logically alien but is also theologically foreign to the historic

character of Judaism which has always been hospitable to dif-

ference of thought within the bounds of the traditional faith.

The term Orthodox was borrowed from the vocabulary of

Christian theology to offset the equally foreign name of

Reform.

The three religious parties, Orthodox, Conservative, and Re-

form, constitute what has been felicitously called catholic Juda-

ism. Wide as are some of their differences in belief and practice

they are not separatist sects but differing members of one reli-

gion, They arc united not only by kinship and history and the

bonds of a common destiny but also by a deep abiding faith in

religious principles which they hold to be immortal and which

they cherish for tlie happiness of humanity.

Common to tliem all is the belief that Israel has a divine and

prophetic role to play in the concert of nations and in the prog-

ress of united humanity toward an era of universal justice and

peace. The millennial vision abides eternally in the Torah and

illumines the hope of all its children. The creative religious

genius which has produced the world's greatest prophets and

has given the greater part of mankind its religion and ethics

still holds great promise for endless generations to come who

will build the foundations of "a new heaven and a new earth,”

Whatever interpretations a religious party or individual may

give to this Jewish Messianic faith, its essence is spiritually

alive with optimistic faith in God and the future of mankind.

Therein lies the strength and the unity of Judaism.
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IX

Noble but futile attempts have been made to define in precise

terms the future function of the Jewish people in the religious

drama of mankind. There are those who see Israel’s destiny to

be the spiritual mediator between the East and the West. How-
ever, the hand of Providence is firm without drawing blue-

prints. Of certain things there is surety. If there is to be security

and peace among natiojis, this teaching of Judaism must be
token to heart: that religion must deal with natiojis, not only
with individuals; with international law and ethics, not merely
with personal salvation and beliefs. A world hungering for

peace must recognize the religious axiom of Jewish teaching
tliat the foundation of peace is justice. The tragedy of war and
crime vindicate the Jewish conception that the religion of love

must also be a religion of law.

Judaism does not however merely seek vindication of its his-

toric teachings. It looks to greater spiritual fruition in the fu-

ture. The restoration of Jews to their ancestral home in our
day and the rebuilding in Palestine of a national home for the

genius of the Jewish people may usher in a new epoch of proph-
etic creation comparable to that of the Second Commonwealth
that saved Judaism and ended by giving birth to Christianity.

Holding firmly to the past the Seers of Israel fix their vision,

like the prophets of old, upon the end of days when many
peoples shall go up and say

:

Come ye and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord,
To the house of the God of Jacob

;

And He will teach us of his ways.

And we will walk in His paths.

For out of Zion shall go forth the Law,
And the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.
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Eastern Orthodoxy
JOSEPH L. HROMADKA

In 1853, one of the leading Russian philosophers, A, S. Khom-
yakov, complained, in a reply to I-aurentie*s pamphlet on tlie

Eastern Church, of the total lack of knowledge and understand-

ing In Western Europe in regard to Russia and Eastern Ortho-

doxy. The situation has changed. The Ecumenical movemctit

brought, in the era between the two wars, Eastern and Western

Christianity into a close cooperation. Tlie representatives of the

East and West honestly tri<^ to understand one another in the

deepest motifs of their faith and confession, Tlie method of

controversy and polemics was replaced by the method of atten-

tive listening and good will. There was a genuine desire to dig

deeply into the common ground of Christian tradition and to

discover, behind the old-time formulas and petrified prejudices,

the burning lava of common faith and hope. We have learned

to understand and respect one another more adequately than

ever before. Even Eastern Orthodoxy became a living factor

in the world-wide community of Cliristians. It is no exaggera-

tion if we say that the active participation of Eastern Christians

in religious, theological, and philosophical discussions has been

one of the unprecedented aspects of the post-war era of the

Christian Churclv This alone makes our effort to understand

the Eastern Church urgent and essential.

The rapidly dianging political and cultural situation in the

East of Europe is another reason for our growing interest in

the nature of the Eastern Church. The area of the Soviet Union
belongs, historically, to the orbit of Orthodox Christianity.

Kiev and Moscow received the Gospel from Bysantium. In the

devotional life as well as in theology and church policy, the

Christian heritage of the Russian, Ukrainian, White Russian,

and Caucasian people has been rooted in the spiritual, moral,
and intellectual tradition of the ancient Church of Egypt, Syria,

Asia Minor, Greece, and Constantinople, Now, the Church in
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the Soviet Union underwent a stupendous trial and ordeal in

the years after the collapse of the czardom, and the October

Revolution of 1917. A distant observer knew next to nothing

about what was then going on in Russian Christianity. Was it

an agony of death or a new beginning? How should one under-

stand the Soviet Revolution in its antichurch drive? And, fur-

thermore, how should one understand the reorganisation and

the restoration of the Eastern Orthodox Church in Russia, in

tlie years of 1942-1945? Have we to do with an irrepressible

regeneration and growth, a powerful rcemergcnce of Russian

Christianity or with a shrewd, tactical move on the part of

the Soviet Government? Is the Russian Church going to play

an essential role in the spiritual destiny of tlxe Soviet people, or

is she just a faithful relic from the past which can be tolerated

because she is doomed anyway? All these questions bear on our

understanding both of our times and of the way the Eastern

Church may exert her influence in the clays to come. Yet we

can hardly answer them unless we have some notion of the main

spiritual and historical issues of Eastern Orthodoxy in general.

TKB KaKS OT TK£ CHURCB

The names of the Eastern Church vary in different official

and unofficial documents: "The Orthodox Catholic and Apos-

tolic Church of the East,” "The Orthodox Eastern Church,”

*'The Eastern Church," "The Orthodox Church.” In recent

times, the theologians of the East have spoken simply of "Orth-

odoxy” or of the "Orthodox Church.” The term "Orthodoxy"

means to them more than right dogma or doctrine; it means

the totality of right worship, right confession, and the undis-

rupted continuity of hierarchy and sacramental communion

originating in the apostolic (iurch and going down to the

present. The word "Eastern” does not designate any local or

geographic boundary of the Church, It indicates the glorious

memory of Second ^me, Constantinople, which in the mind of

Eastern Christians succeeded the Rome of St Peter and St.

Paul, and became the mother of Orthodoxy and apostolic tradi-

tion, After 381 the bishop of Constantinople was granted an
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honor second only to the bishop of Rome, and the Eastern
Church has never questioned the primacy of honor due to the

Roman bishop. However, the head of the Roman Church for-

feited his privileges and honors by violating the dogmatic tra-

dition and by claiming a jurisdictional and doctrinal supremacy
which contradicts, in the judgment of Eastern Christians, the

very spirit and^ freedom of the apostolic Church. Tlie primacy
of the bishop of Constantinople is purely historical and sym-
bolic without any jurisdictional implications.

After the fall of Constantinople in 1453, the Russian Ortho-
dox Church became increasingly aware of her actual leadership

within the area of Eastern Christianity. Her intellectual repre-

sentatives developed a philosophy of history in which Moscow
appeared as Thir^ Rome, being a legitimate heir both of Rome
and Constantinople. 'Two Romes have fallen and gone, the

Western and Eastern; destiny has determined for Moscow tlie

position of the Third Rome; there will never be a fourth." a
Russian monk, Philotheus, proclaimed soon after the fall of
Constantinople.

The Church of the East firmly believes that she has been the

only truthful heir of the apostles since the West, in botli its

Roman and Protestant branches, had increasingly corrupted the

very nature of the Church of Christ, The Roman Church was
infiltrated with the legal and political spirit of ancient Rome.
She is, in many ways, the continuation of the Roman Empire.
Her hierarchy ceased to be a pure mystical vehicle and channel
of the grace of Christ, and adopted a claim of government and
compulsion: her sacramental means of grace were transformed
into tools of priestly domination; her theology succumbed to
the spirit of Greek philosophy, and instead of a humble and
silent reverence before the unfathomable mystery of Christ
tried to explain what is unexplainable. Roman legalism, im-
perialism, and rationalism were incapable of protecting them-
selves from Protestant humanism and subjectivism. In the
judgment of Eastern Christians it was the Roman Church that
separated herself—way back in ancient times—from the One
Apostolic Church. It was the bishops of Rome that had set
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themselves above the mystical fellowship of faith, and followed

their particular interests and deigns—against the prtndple of

consultation and common decision. The West also introduced

a word “filioque” (meanir^ the procession of the Holy Spirit

“from the Son”) witho\jt the consent of the Eastern brothers.

The spirit of Protestant individualism is a laical reflection of

Roman particularism. The Protestants carried the process a

step further by declaring that every Christian stood above the

whole of the Churdi and became a law to himself. The Western

European disintegration and attmiaation of life are the climac-

tic stages of the process which started with the particularistic

revolt of the Roman Church.

Tlius the categories “Orthodox” arxl ^'Eastern” express the

belief o! the Eastern Christian that only the Church of the East

is the authentic continuation of the Apostolic and Catholic body

of the Incarnate Christ.

OftOAHIZATlOK

The Eastern Church claims to be Catholic, universal, but ob-

jects to any centralized, canonical, jurisdictional authority. His-

torians have explained the absence of a central supreme au-

thority in the Eutem Church on the ground of a quite specific

historical situation. Whereas in the West the Catholic Church

was, for centuries after the fall of the Roman Empire, the only

integrating and unifying force both in religion and civilization,

the Eastern Church had had little to say in the realrn of secular,

cultural, and political life. Her external unity, security, and

freedom depended on political factors, primarily on the Em-
pire of Byzantium. After the imperial court of the Roman Em-
pire was transferred from Rome to Constantinople, in the

fourth century, the bishop of the new capital reflected, in many
ways, the glamour and splendor of the emperor. His s^ritual,

moral, and doctrinal authori^ never equaled that of the Roman
bishop. He never was in a position to assume a centralizing

power or political and cultural influence such as the Roman
bishop had assumed. Philosophers of history, again, have

pointed to a spedfle atmosphere of the Eastern area as respon-
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sible for the nature of Eastern hierarchy and authority. The
spirit of the Roman West was active, pragmatic, legal, political;

the spirit of the East more speculative, mystical, and passive.

Even the function of hierardiy was of sacramental, mystical

character, There was no need of, and request for, a canonical

authority and legal discipline. The unity of the Churdi mani-
fested itself in the unity of liturgical and sacramental life, not

in obedience to some visible hierarclilcal oBce.
AJI these historical circumstances had witliout question con*

tributcd to the absence in the Eastern Church of any central

and organizational unity. However, tlie theologians of
the East rightly emphasize the spiritual and theological motives

of this fact : Tlie Church as the body of the Incarnate Word of
God is a mystical, sacramental fellowship, and exists beyond all

legal forms and jurisdictional categories. Ecclesiastical organi-

zation, external administration is not at all formed iure divino

{by the divine law), as the Roman Church maintains of the

papal universal episcopacy and infallibility, but merely on the

ground of external necessity or expediency. Instead of the di-

vine law we can speak merely of the ecclesiastical law, more
often just of historical reasons. In this way were established, in

the old church, several patriarchates; Constantinople, Alexand-
ria, Antioch, Jerusalem, and later church units within newly or*

ganized national states. Strictly speaking, each diocese, with the

bishop as its head, is entirely independent and self-governing,

reflecting in itself the very nature and totality of the Church,
just as a drop of water conuins the nature and essence of the

whole ocean. But some organization and coordination is in-

evitable. The old patriarchates as the remnants of the old, glori-

ous Church, and the new units established within national, po-
litical areas (Russia, Rumania, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, etc.) are
called autocephalous (independent) Churches. They are linked
together by the consensus of the seven ecumenical councils

(325^87), by one Creed (the Nicene) and by the same sacra-
ments. The hierarchy of each autocephalous church recognizes
the validity of the hierarchy of all other churches. The primacy
of honor accorded to the Patriarch of Constantinople has no
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do|:mat 5c or jurisdictional nature. It involves the privilege to

prodaim the definition of ecumenical councils, and to be a sym-
bolic representative of the unity of the Church,

NATURE Of THE CHURCH

The final separation of the Eastern and Western Church

came about in 1054. The Patriardi of Constantinople, Michael

Cerularius, closed down Latin churdies in his city and also, in>

directly, in Bulgaria. The Roman bishop, Leo IX, condemned,

in 1053, aJiy crittci.sm of the West by the Eastern Church, re-

iterated the principle of the jurisdictional supremacy of the

Apostolic See (i'wmwo Scdcs a ttjmtiie iudicatur), proclaimed

in SC$ by Nicolas I, and on July 16, 1054, anathematized the

Patriarch of Constantinople. Althougli he cautiously drew a
dividing Une between the Patriarch and the Eastern Church,
his act sealed the separation for all time. The Church of the

East Identified herself with the Patriarch.

The officially discussed points of dissension between the

West and the East were of minor nature. They had gone back

into the days of the patristic era: fasting on Saturday, celibacy

of priests, separation of confirmatbn from baptism, the article

of “filioque,’' all these innovations of the Western church were
frowned upon by the East, but would not have resulted in the

final and conclusive division had it not been for some more
relevant issues. The essential reasons behind the disruption were
undefined, inarticulate, often intangible—and still they proved

to be the ground on which the Eastern Church has grown Into

a unique historical form of Christianity. Let us examine some
of the primary aspects of Eastern Orthodoxy.

Eastern theology has not defined any doctrine of the Church.

Retrospectively, her theologians argue that a definite doctrine

of the Church Is impossible just as a definition of life itself

would make no sense. The Church of Christ is the original, pri-

mary reality preceding any human thought and action; the light

which enables us to see
;
the truth which mediates any know!-

edg:e of what is true and right; the love which brings us in
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touch with ouf fellow men and filU us with human understand-

ing and compassion. The Church as the primordial reality re-

sists any dogmatic definition; the real being exists beyond hu-

man abstractions and categories. Unless we share in it, and find

ourselves part and pared o£ the mystical fellowship embracing

all the members of die body of Christ we are incapable of under-

standing and apprehending the Church. It is senseless to start

from a definition or a dogma of the Church. What is essential

is to be bom in a mystical, mysterious way—in the womb of

the Church—and to be continually nourished by lier heavenly

food. The Church is a living oi^;anism of the God-man in which

aU our knowledge, salvation, love, joy, and blessing ori^natc,

grow, and fulfil! tJieir purpose. The Church exists before the

individual Christians both logically (if it is permissible to use

this word) and historically
;
it exists in us not as an institution

or a soda! phenomenon, but as a new life, as a spiritual cer-

tainty, as a living experience—undefinable and unexplainable

;

it exists independently of its historical origin; or, in other

words, what historians describe as its origin is only a visible

reflection of the divine mystery hidden behind all historical

events.

The theolo^ans of the East like to speak of the Church as the

continuation of Christ's incarnation and of Pentecost. Through

the incarnation the eternal Son of God entered the realm of his-

tory and nature, broke the dividing Hne which separates the

realm of the immortal, uncreated deity from the created, sinful,

mortal, perishable world. The incarnation as the reality of the

divine regenerating life did not cease to exist within our life

and history with the resurrection and ascension of Christ; it is

present in its original, real, and life<reating nature within the

mystical, sacramental, and liturgical fellowship of all believers,

in their mystical love for one another. The life of the Church
is the life of the Incarnate Christ, the life of the Truth.

Hence we may understand some of the emphases of Eastern

Orthodoxy : First, the Church is only One, as Christ can have

only one body. It is useless to argue about the relation of the

visible and invisible Church, The Church is both, continuing in
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the Mtxity of the divine and human nature of Christ. It is a unity

of the transcendent and immanent, of God and man, of God

and creature, a bridp between beayeo and earth. Visible is the

Church in her organizational, liturgical, and mystical acts, in-

visible in the mystical presence of Christ, in the activity of the

Holy Spirit in the life of individual believers. Any personal or

sectarian self-separation contradicts or violates the very nature

of the Church. Just and unjust, sinners and saints grow in sanc-

tity and perfection only as long as they are united in mystical

love with the whole of the Church. The imment a saint despises

a sinner and separates himself in spiritual pride, he loses his

Icnowledgc and !^mllncs& As some of the modem Russian

thinkers put it : Salvation is possible only in love and unity ;
it

depends on the salvation of alL Any separation ends invariably

in bankruptcy and death. We are saved in unity, we sin in

separation.

Second, the Church has the final norm and criterion of truth

in herself. There is no higher authority beyond the Church since

the Church Is the primary reality, the source and fountain of all

redemptive knowledge and life. Not even Christ should be un-

derstood and looked upon as authority to which the Church is

subordinated. The Church is the Incarnate Christ, His life is

her life ;
there is no (hviding line between His God-manhood on

the one hand and the Church on the other. Christ docs not live

and act outside the Church. After His incarnation, the Church

is the only mode of His existence. The Christ outside the

Church, the Christ of modern rationalism or moralism is an

artifidal construction, without life and without power. An ap-

peal to Christ ^inst the Qturdi contradicts the very reality

of the heavenly life. The same is true of the authority of the

Holy Scriptures. The Bible of the OW and New Testament has

no normative validity outride the ChuTxh. It is the Church that

created the canon, not vi« versa- The Scripture certainly is the

eternal revelation of God, and has its unique value. Neverthe-

less, it is only a part of the living tradition of the Church. The

Church lived prior to the creation of the Bible, in prayer,

liturgy, contemplation, adoration, and love. The Scripture is
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the work of the Church as the mystical whole; without the

Church, the Bible as a norm seemingly superior to the Church
withers away, Without the Church it Is like a brandi cut off

from the living tree, Only in fellowship with the Church, in a

direct and spontaneous conununion of prayer and love can an

individual Christian understand the very truth and meaning of

the proplietic and apostolic writings. The criterion of truth, the

ultimate court of appeal, the final authority is the Church itself.

The truth of the redemptive message can be apprehended only

through the internal testimony of the Holy Spirit. But, the

Holy Spirit is active through tlie mystical union of love and

faith.

Third, strictly speaking there is no specific office or instrU'

ment of infallibility, In the Roman Church cither the Pope
alone or the Pope with the Ecumenical Council are the divinely

instituted channels of infallible authority, of tlie PoUslas magis^

ttrii. Not so in the Eastern Church, Of course, the believers

cannot live without the light of definite dogmatic formulas, li*

turgical and sacramental order. They must hear and know the

voice of truth lest they get lost and confused. The Church has

an unambiguous, vnqualiBedly valid confesaion of faith, a doc-

trine concerning God, Christ, salvation, and eternal life. The
seven Ecumenical councils were official gatherings of the

Church acting, speaking, and denning the Creed under the guid-

ance of the Holy Spirit. Historically or empirically, these coun-

cils of all bishops represented the Church and have been inter-

preted as infallible spokesmen of the whole Church. Yet, the

theologians of the East more and more energetically object to

this interpretation, and insist upon the fact that the Church as

a whole, is an organic, mystical body of all believers, and has

been the medium, instrument, and embodiment of the infallible

truth of Christ True, some doctrines and dogmas were dehned
and promulgated by the councils

;
however, it was not until the

whole Church accepted, and incorporated, them into the living

tradition that they proved to he authoritative, infallible mani-
festations of the divine Truth, The patriarchs of the East re-

plied to the letter of the Pope Pius IX In 1849 spirit:
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Only the Church as the living organisn of all bdievers, laymen

as well as bishops, can claim infallibility and protect the integ-

rity of dogma and the puri^ of the liturgy. The Church livtt

the truth, has the truth
;
an individual believer can have a real

knowledge of it not by memorizing and accepting the formally

promulgated doctrine but by living in communion with the body

of the Church,

Here we can understand tlic meaning of the word so often

used by Russian theoli^ans in regard to tlie Church : Sober-

nest (ecumenicity, catholicity). It cx]>rcases the idea that the

conscience and consciousness of the Church is super-personal

;

truth is revealed, not to the individual mind, not to a particubr

office or group of believers (e.g. council, tlie bishop of Rome
or of Constantinople), but to the unity in love of ^e Church.

The claim of exclusive dogmatic or doctrinal authority by

clergy, episcopacy, or the Pope amounts to an arrogant, heretic,

disruptive sel f-$eparation from the Oiurch.

Hence the conviction that the Church can grow and expand

solely in a spiritual way. She has no right and means to force

anybody to join her and to accept her truth. She invites into

unity and fellowship but without judging or condemning the

recakitrinL The Church rejects any legal form, order and disci*

pline-*the law and legal power are at variance with the nature

of the Church. The Eastern Church claims to be hierarchic, but

not hierocratic, her authority bdng spiritual and mystical, not

legal and juris^ctional.

BASTSaK 7A1TH, LlTURCY, AKD SACRAKBNTS

The core in the mteliectual, devotional, and practical life of

the Eastern Church is faith in the resurrection of the Incarnate

Christ All historical forms of Christianity have based thdr the-

ology and confession on the Incamation of Christ, but none of

them has to the same extent made it the central pillar of faith

and liturgy. One need only compare the Eastern lltu^y with the

Roman mass or with the Protestant (Lutheran or Calvinistic)

worship in order to realize the specihe nature of the Eastern

jubilant and triumphant faith. Through the Incarnate Christ
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God entered the world of death and corruption and unveiled the

mystery of His love and goodness. The separation between

and His creation ceased to exist and the unity of the Cre-

ator and Lord with the realm of His creation was restored.

Some Eastern theologians say that the original process of cre-

ation, thwarted by human rebellion and sin, has been more than

restored; it has perfected. God as all-embracing love and

self-humiliating sacrifice has made His relation to the world

and humanity more intimate. At the moment of the creation,

God stayed beyond the world. God as the absolute did not enter

the realm of the relative which had been called forth out of

nothing, However, through the incarnation He not only over-

whelmed the kingdom of death and evil but opened the in-

exhaustible fountain of His eternal redemptive goodness attd

destroyed all the barriers between Him and the created world.

Incarnation Is more than the restoration of the world as it was

before the fall. It is the initiation of the never ceasing mystical

and sacramental transformation of the whole cosmos.

The Eastern Church confesses the human and the divine na-

ture of Christ but interprets Christ as the God-man in perfect

ontological unity. Some of her theologians and philosophers are

more critical of Israeli Stic transcendentalism than of Monophy-

sitism and monism which stress the absorption by the eternal

Logos of the human nature in Jesus Christ The tremendous

emphasis upon the bodily resurrection of Christ In the common
worship of the Church is the reaffirmation of the mystery of

the God-man, of the miracle of the Incarnation. The risen

Christ confirms the defeat of sin. death, and evil. All the de-

parted have been liberated from the abyss of perdition. With an

indescribable joy the Eastern Christian prodaims the victory

of Easter morning. From the days of the ancient world lan-

guishing in skeptical despair and agonising pessimism, down to

the present misery and ^os, the resurrection of the God-man
has been the only source of hope and comfort. Christian joy

has its source in the real event of the incarnation and resurrec-

tion, not in abstract monotheistic doctrines. The resurrection

and glorification of the whole man in soul and body, the vic-
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tory over death, i$, the Eastern Christian asserts, the basic and

central message of the apostolic, and of any authentic, church.

Death and hell have forever lost all power and horror. The
God-man is the head of the whole humanity, past, present, and
coming, in Him is potentially realized the eternal purpose of the

world, the destiny of humanity, the restoration of the corrupted

life, and the everlasting Kingdom of lore.

The incarnation and resurrection of the God-man, His mys-
tical and sacramental presence, is the meaning of the public

worship, of tlie holy Utui^. The Uturgiol service is not only a

commemoration of Christ; it does not consist only in the

preaching of the prophetic and apostolic witness. The meaning

of tlie liturgy is that tlie event commemorated really happens in

the service and in the life of the assembled Christians. During

the Eucharistic service not Only are the holy ^fts consecrated,

but the whole mystery of the Incarnation is renewed from the

angelic Ave Maria and Bethlehero to Calvary and the Mount
of Olives, from the Nativity to the Ascension. The holy drama
of the liturgy extends from the Messianic prophecies to the vic-

tory of the Incarnate Lord and the miracle of Pentecost. The
same Christ whom the disciples met Is present, the same drama

of salvation and new life that we read about in the Gospel nar-

ratives is going on. The liturgy is a manifestation, creation, and

reafltrmation of the mystical unity of Christ with His Church.

It nourishes the believers with supernatural gifts and unites

them with the unseen realm of Eternal Life, Grace and Truth.

The mystery of liturgy is the channel of incorruptible divine

gifts, of Christ’s victorious life within this world of sin, death,

and perdition. **Yesterday I was buried with Thee, oh Christ;

with Thee today I rise from the dead”—these words of joy

and jubilant assurance mean the real presence of the divine cre-

ative Life. The Saviour Himself abides—in a sacramental,

mysterious way—in the heart of a Christian and manifests His

power in all his acts.

The same is true of sacraments. As a matter of fact, the

liturgy and sacraments form one o^anic indivisible unity. The

Eastern Church interprets sacraments as divine mysteries. A
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Western Christian may miss in the Eastern understanding of

sacraments the motif of the divine Covenant, the pledge of

allegiance to the heavenly Lord, However, the sacramental life

of Eastern Christians fits perfectly into the general fabric of

the spiritual tradition of the East. Sacraments are external

vehicles of the unfathomable and mysterious presence of the

Holy Spirit, of His healing, life-regenerating power, Tlie indi-

vidual Christian is integrated into tlie mystical body of Christ

and made a direct participant in the life of Eternity and incor-

ruptibility. As some theologians put it, Christ’s connection with

the world, since His ascension, is realized sacramentally, espe-

cially through His real presence in the Eucharist, until He
comes again at the end of human history. Christ's gloriiied

body, wholly divinized through its union with the divine nature

in the one person of the Logos (Word), embraces, through the

mysterious activity of the Holy Spirit in sacraments, all mem-
bers of the Chur^ and, furthermore, all the created Cosmos.

In the sacraments, the incarnation and Pentecost are ever pres*

ent and ever active, thanks to the apostolic succession of the

hierarchy. Although the Holy Spirit is not confined only to the

sacraments and liturgy—"The wind bloweth where it listeth,

and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it

Cometh, and whither it goeth"—nevertheless the church has an

immediate, axiomatic certainty of their efficacy: in the sacra-

ments the Holy Spirit is conferred upon believers, and the body

of Christ lives, through them, in the heart and body of indi-

vidual Christians.

The Eastern Church has officially accepted seven sacraments

:

baptism, chrismation (confirmation), penance (second bap-

tism), eucharist, Holy orders, marriage, and Unction of the

sick. However, the sacramental power of the church extends

beyond these most important manifestations of the Incarnation

and the Holy Spirit. There are special forms of blessing (e.g.

holy water, bread, a church building, cemetery, consecration of

icons, crosses) which do not differ qualitativdy from the seven

sacraments. There is no strict dividing line between sacraments

and sacramentalia, since the whole life in the Church has a
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sacramental nature. Whatever comes into touch with the Church
becomes linked to the process of incarnation and divinisation.

Any personal act of faith and love, compassion and service has

Invisible roots in the sacramental reality of the Church.

THEOU>GY AND PaiLOSOFHY

Eastern Christianity has produced a definite system of

thought and world-view. Its mystical and sacramental structure

has been integrated and fortified theologically and philosophi-

cally; that is to say, its clcvotiona), personal, and corporate life

is not just a mass of ritual acts and rules without coherence

and deeper meaning. As wc have pointed out it is the very na-

ture of the church that manifests itself in a definite conception

of hierarchy, liturgy, and sacraments. However, Eastern the-

ology goes still further : The Church is rooted in a specific inter-

relation between the world and God. The Church of the East

has not been so mechanically ritualistic and traditionalistic as

to exclude any theolo^cal interest in the deeper meaning and

presuppositions of the sacramental communion between God,

the earthly Church, and human nature.

There may exist communities and groups in the East which

have degenerated Into dull and deadening ritualistic cults. But

it is not true of the main body of the Eastern Church. As a

matter of fact, she has been, for almost a century, an arena of

significant intellectual activity. Confronted with the elaborate

systems of Western theology and philosophy, and under the

diallenge of Western antireligious and anti-Christian tenden-

cies, thinkers of the East have made a magnificent effort to

interpret adequately the essential and unique fundamentals of

what they regard as the true meaning of the Gospel and the

Church. They go back to the early centuries of the Christian

era, study the writings and liturgies of St. Athanasius, St. John

Chrysostom, St. Basil the Great, St Gregory of Nariana, St.

Ignatius of Antioch, St. Gregory of Nyssa, St. Cyrill of Alex-

andria, St John of Damascus, and many other representatives

of the Eastern Church, in order to penetrate into the very depth

of her thought, and to interpret it as adequately as possible. It
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been precisely in the modern era, in the days of profound

crisis of the Eastern Church, that its intellectual leaders have
distinguished themselves by valuable contributions to Christian
thought. They have also challenged the self-complacency of
Western Christianity, both Catholic and Protestant, The names
of A. S. Khomyakov, V. Solovyov, F. M. Dostoyevski, P,
Florenski, the late Metropolitan of Kiev Antonius, S. B\tlga-

kov, N. Berdyaev, S. Tsankov, tl:e Metropolitan of Thyatira
Germanos, and many others, bear witness to the fact that the
Church of the East represents much more than a museum of
antique rites, institutions, and conventions. It may so happen
that some insights of Eastern Christianity will bring an indis-

pensable corrective to Western thought and a remedy for the
ailing soul of Western spiritual life and civilization.

Eastern theology, more than any other historical form of
Christianity, seeks to understand and interpret the common
principle uniting God with the world, The theology of the
Reformation hsis stressed the dividing line between God and
the creation; Western Catholic thought has coordinated God
and the world, revelation and reason, faith and rational knowl-
edge. Eastern thought lias accentuated the hidden ground of the
incarnation and salvation. How could the Eternal Word of God
become flesh? How is the reality of the God-man possible? It

is true, indeed, that God created the world and, as the Creator,
is qualitatively different from the world. And yet, the world as
the divinely created reality must have an invisible, hidden con-
nection with God

;
there must be some principle which links the

world to God and Alls up the gap between Him and the creation.
Thc incarnation of Christ, and the activity of the Holy Spirit
in the world are ontologically and theologically impossible un-
less there exists ''something^' that unites the creaturely world
and the world of the Triune God. This unifying principle is

continuously under the shadow of sin, death, and corruption.
Especially the sinister reality of death manifests the presence of
the chaotic, disintegrating, destructive forces in our midst, in
the world in general, and in our individual lives in particular.
Nevertheless, the world has never ceased to be the creation of
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God, to abide in God, and to reflect His wisdom and glory. Tbe

end of Christ’s incarnation is to raise the human race, and the

whole cosmos, to the glory of the original life and incorrupti-

bility before the fall, and, furthermore, to a state of full dlvioi-

aation (theosis) . This is possible if the created world in general

and human nature in particular arc ontologically linked with

the nature of God, If they partake of the divine life.

Some Intern theologians and philosophers (primarily Rus-

sian) set up a whole system of sophiology in or^r to point out

in all details how God in His acts of creation used His wisdom

(Sophia) as a ‘^between ” a link between Himself and the cre-

ated world. This wisdom is neither exclusively divine nor exclu-

sively crcaturcly. It is God’s nature revealing itself. Manhood

—

the highest manifestation of the created Viwld^s the created

form of the divine wisdom. Tbe incarnation of Christ was,

then, not an arbitrary act of the divine power or ^nipotence ;

he was not a Dfus tx mackxna; the incarnation had its ground

in the essential confonnity between the divine and human na-

ture in Christ, in the Wisdom which is both divine and crea-

turcly. The GM-Manhood of Christ, e.g. the union of His two

natures, is rooted in their original ontological interrelation

;

and this conformity is understandable if we interpret the two

natures of Girlst as the two forms of the one Wisdom of God

—the one form in God, the other in creation.

The salvation of the human race and of the whole cosmos

can be interpreted as a state of full divinization ('’God shall be

all in all"). It is a result of the incarnation, it is the work of

the grace of God; and yet, it cannot be without some ontol^-

cal ground as well. Our human nature cannot be saved unless it

has the capacity prerequisite to receive such a gift The same is

true of Pentecost. The transforming power of the Holy Spirit

presupposes the ontological link between His divine nature and

the realm of creation. Pentecost is the penetration of the crea-

ture by Wisdom, the ttnion of the divine and created Wisdom
in the power of the Sprit Let me quote S. Bulgakov ; “In the

Incarnation, created Sophia, earthly manhood receives, in the

Logos, the personal Wisdotn of God. At the descent of the
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Spirit the same human nature receives the personal Spirit of
Wisdom.”*

In the same manner the Eastern theologians interpret the

ontological background of the eucharislic change taking place

in the elements of bread and wine. The change is real ; the mira-
cle of the incarnation has its continuation in the eucharistic

presence of Christ in the world. And this continuation is pos-
sible and understandable because Christ has forged in His own
body a link with the whole world of "flesh,” and because His
Manhood is in a real, ontological manner related to His divine

nature.

Not all Eastern theologians and hierarchs have accepted the

doctrine of the divine Wisdom (Sophia), Some of them have
raised serious objections to Bulgakov's or Florenskies sophiol-
ogy as a dangerous innovation pregnant with potential heresies.

However, it may be stated that Eastern theology and philosophy
have laid a much stronger emphasis upon the conformity and
^sympathetic” interrelation between Gc^ and creation than any
of the main historical forms of the Christian West. Over and
over again, the West has interpreted some aspects of the East-
ern Church as the heritage of Platonic dualism or as a Mono-
physitic tendency which had never died out in the East But tJie

Eastern thinkers defend themselves by insisting upon having
preserv^ the genuine spirit of the Apostolic Church. And the

authentic Gospel, they say, Is based upon the real reunion of
God and the world in the incarnate Christ, upon the real (not
only symbolic or moral) presence of the Holy Spirit in the
Church, and upon the real victory of the God-man over the
powers of death, clxaos, and sin. The real presence of the God-
man in the Church, the liturgy, and sacraments, and his trans-
forming, regenerating power in the whole realm of creation is

beyond our rational and moral categories. It defies any theologi-
cal explanation. It is a divine mystery and a divine reality; it

is an unceasing process of divine creativity, not only restoring
what was broken by the fall of Adam, but also, as we have
pointed out, producing a new life and bringing God and the

* Tkt Wisdom of Cod, p. 158 f

.
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world into a perfect communion of self-sacrificing love. It is

such a communion as had never existed, not even in Paradise.

But though we are unable to explain and interpret it with ade-

quate formulas and categories, we maj say—the Eastern think-

ers insist—that a philosophy of an ontological and sympathetic

interrelation betNveen God and His creation reflects much more
adequately the gospel of the God-man than any of the Western

sch(^s of thought

Purthcrmore. they insist also that this way of theological or

philosophical thinking bys the ground for the creation of a

genuine Christian civilization. The Roman Christian tradition

failed, in the end, to integrate all the areas of human life, of

nature, history, and persortal conscience, and to open the divine

source of the all-embracing, dynamic, transforming, divine,

self-sacrificing love. It separated the realm of nature from the

realm of grace, the earth from heaven, reason from mystery—
and instead of creating a spiritual ba^is for the spontaneous

growth of a genuine Christian civilization, the Latin Church

has tried to unify humanity by the use of external power, by

organization and legal authority. It killed freedom and spon-

taneity. Protestant churches hare gone beyond the Latin Church

in separating the majestic God from the fallen, corrupted, sinful

creation. They have interpreted salvation In excluaivdy spiritual

terms, and by bringing the Individual soul Into an Isolated rela-

tion to God they have destroyed the mystical body of Christ

and de-divinized the whole realm of what we call secular civili-

zation. Individualistic experience of salvation has produced the

spirit of egotism and gradual disintegration of m^em society

under which we suffer at the present time in an unprecedented

way. It is here that the failure of Protestantism is most ap-

parent. It has restored freedom of Individual conscience and

faith but undermined the ground on which a real fellowship of

love and sympathy can thrive, and cut off the area of civiliza-

tion from the divine creativity. The end can be only the atomiza-

tion and self-destruction of secularized, egocentric humanity.

The Eastern Qiurdi, as the thinkers of the East maintain,

offers a healing remedy for our ailing dvilization. In her living
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tradition we are offered a powerful spiritual freedom and ^u*
ine Christian creativity. In the sacramental communion with the

Church man is free from the destructive forces of self-love and

self-isolation, Engrafted into the body of the Incarnate Christ,

he becomes a fruit-bearing branch of the mystical Kingdom of

God. Whatever he does in science or philosophy, in social or

political activity, in literature and art, in family and personal

life all reflects the invisible realm of Christ and prepares for

His second coming and ultimate victory.

PSACTICAt P12TY AND MORAL LIFE

The Western observer has often failed to understand and ap-

preciate the ethical stamina and resilience of the Eastern

Church. He has missed in her life not only intellectual clarity

and spiritual vitality but also practical dynamism. The religion

of Eastern orthodoxy amounts, he says, to a bleak mixture of

rites, cults, and mysteries
;
the dogma of the East degenerated

into unintelligible formulas of yore, and the life of Eastern

Christians into a passive, dumb observance of traditional cus-

toms and sacred habits; the Christian East has contributed little

to a living spiritual culture or to social or political progress.

However, an adequate understanding of the practical life of

Eastern Christians is for us, people of the West, as difficult as

our insight into their thought and philosophy. Only from a his-

torical perspective can we possibly be just and fair in our Judg-

ment. Let us not forget that the area of the Near East and the

Balkans was for centuries held under the pressure of Islam,

and thus crippled both in its free spiritual growth and in spon-

taneous ethical vigor. The vast spaces of Russia have had to

su^er imtold privations and handicaps under the Mongolian

expansion and to defend themselves against the conquests of

the Teutonic Rittfr-Ordtn (religious order of knighthood) to

a certain extent also of the Polish and Lithuanian armies. For

centuries, the Eastern Church was cut off from the vital stream

of the free Christian civilisation. Under foreign domination

and under a continuous threat of foreign invasions, the people
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of the Christian East dung to the visible fonns of devotional

life and to the sacred formulas of faith in order to preserve for

future generations the "uocomipted’* heritage of ^ apostolic

and patristic church.

Besides corporate sacramental and liturgical piety the spiritu*

ally minded individuals developed a rigid discipline of monastic

life—in seclusion, contemplation, and silence. The monastic

tradition of Egypt and Byzantium, rooted both in the old

Church and In Neoplatonic mysticism, expressed itself with

such an ascetic virtuosity as we scarcely find anywhere In the

history of Christianity. This rigid and static form of other-

worldly asceticism contradicted sometimes the very nature of

the cheerful, wurkUtransforming message of the Incarnate and

Risen Christ. It was a religion of hatred of the world : God had

cursed the world; everything in the world must perish; God
and the world are opposites; Christianity ts a religion of fear,

not of love, a religion of self-mortification ; it negates any joyof

life, any love of humanity. A Russian thinker, K. N. I^eontyev

(1831-2802), made a tremendous effort to justify philosophi-

cally this form of Orthodoxy as a reli^on of static, motionless,

joyless, loveless asceticism.

However, the practical expressions of Eastern Orthodoxy

have been much richer and more vital. The church used to be

—

in the days of the greatest national and political agony—the

only rallying point, the only refuge, shelter, and comfort for

the people of Greece, Serbia. Bulgaria, Rumania, and Russia.

She was a guardlaci of national identity and a spiritual mother.

The heroic struggle for national freedom and political self-

determination was inspired by her silent presence. In many

ways we may say that the Eastern Church has been the main

history-building factor m the national destiny of the peoples

of her spiritual heritage.

The <^urch of the East produced, in the days of her greatest

trial, a type of practical fervor which is unique in the history

of Christianity. The sacramental and and liturgical piety never

absorbed or overcame a naive, simple, almost childlike devotion

to the humble, poor, and self-sacri^ng Son of Man in Whom
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love and sympathy had reached the deepest abyss of human suf-
fering. Humility, simplicity, and poverty in loving service, toil,

and self-denial were—in the minds of Eastern Christians—re-

garded as a genuine expression of the human communion with
Christ. Especially Russian Christians and thinkers would speak
of the "kenotic” ("self•emptying'’) spirit of Eastern Ortho-
doxy, referring to St. Paul’s interpretation of the incantation j

The Son of Glory and Majesty stripped himself of all heavenly
splendor, "emptied" Himself, assumed the form of a servant,

became poor, entered the life of labor, toil, humiliation, and
sacrifice—and did it in silence, patience, endurance, and un-
qualified obedience.

The historians of Russia point to the "kenotic" spirit of
Orthodox monks as the foremost civilizing agency of early
Russian history, and of the national revolt against the Mongols.
Monks, of high theological education, like Sergius of Radonesh
would form small groups of "kenotic" Christians in order to
clear forests and swamps, to struggle against unfriendly ele-

ments of nature, to conquer the wilderness, to explore unknown
spaces of the north and the east, to build wooden churches and
to provide spiritual and physical care for the scattered, lost,

toiling, and frustrated families. All this was done In a spirit of
childlike Joy and obedience, with love for nature, with an assur-
ance that the Lord of Glory was present with them in the form
of a servant, poor, and still rich, crucified and still victorious,
humble in His suffering and still an unceasing help in the strug-
gle against foreign domination.

When, in the nineteenth century, the Russian Intelligentsia,

revolting against the official neglect of the common people in
villages and hamlets, undertook a plan to go to the people, to
the most ignorant and poverty-stricken peasants, to teach them
better ways of living, to educate them, and to alleviate their
burden of misery, historians and sociologists of Russia used to
relate this pioneering, missionary activity to the old spirit of
"kenotic" Orthodoxy.

Furthermore, the tremendous humanitarian impulse on the
part of the modern Russian intelligentsia advocating a collecti-
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vistic of^niution of nationai life in which all claas differences

would dissolve in the spirit of mutuality and solidarity can

hardly be understood without the heritage of Orthodox Chris-

tianity always linking individual salvation to tlie salvation of

all. "We perish individually, but we are saved collectively."

Christ came In poverty and weakness, stripped of glory and

power in order to help all who are weak, poor, downtrodden,

and oppressed. Can there be a better remedy for any misery

than a fellowship of brotltcrly love, humiliQr, and dmpUcity?

A Western observer of l^stcm European events can hardly

realise to what extent even the present Soviet sodal and political

structure reflects tltc spiritiutl and national tra<lition of Russian

Orthodoxy. It certainly is misleading to interpret tl>e Russian

revolution and its results exclusively as a fruit of Marxian

ideology. The Ideas of Marxian socialism were unquestionably

a powerful weapon in the revolt against the old political, social,

and ecclesiastical "theocracy" of esarist Russia. Without

Marxism, Russian Communism Is as unexplainable as the Great

Revolution of 1 789 without the philosophy of French Enlighten-

ment. However, very soon after the liquidation of the old order

and the Civil War, in the period of constructive organisation

of the Soviet system, many of the old spiritual and national ele-

ments of Russian history began to reemerge and sh^ the life

of the people liberated from the shackles of the old regime. At

the present moment we clearly see the contribution, often intan-

gible and undeflnable, offered by "kenotic" Orthodoxy to the

national community. Its emphasis upon self-sacrifice, simplicity,

and poverty, its deep compassion for wretched human beings,

was in the background of the revolutionary movement of the

Russian intelligentsia. And the emphasis upon the organic unity

between persorud life and the mystical body of Christ has fos-

tered the collectivistic tendency of the Soviet order. What we

call Russian Sovietism is unexplainable without Russian

Orthodoxy.

After September. 1943, the Russian Church commenced

restoration In a full measure. First, the Patriardi of Moscow

was elected, then the national apparatus of the Church was re-
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Stored, religious instruction of children permitted, theological

schools reopened, and religious propaganda admitted.

The whole area of Eastern Orthodoxy is undergoing an un-

precedented transformation of social and political life. None of
us can make any predictions as to the future structure of this

part of the world and the leadership of the Eastern Church. We
do not know very much about her present spiritual vigor, intel-

lectual and moral stamina. What we do know is that, in the

days to come, the peoples of the Eastern Orthodox heritage will

come closer to the rest of the world than ever in history and
that they will exert an influence surpassing tliat of any era of
their past. An adequate understanding of tlicir spiritual Irakli-

tion is essential for any post-war planning as well as for any
cultural cooperation between the Western world and Eastern
civilization.
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As nearly as critical scholarship has determined the date, it

would seem to have been in the early summer of the year we
now call 27 A.i>. that Jesus of Nazareth ‘'came into Galilee,

preaching; the gospel of the kingdom of God'* (Mark i: 14).

The ''kingdom/' in the first account that Jesus gave of it, was

pictured as a fulfillment and a promise: *The time Is fulfilled,

and the kingdom of God is at lund"
;
and two conditions were

imposed on all who sought to share in it : '*Repent and believe”

(Mark i : 15). For the first six months of His preaching, Jesus

stressed the first condition only—repentance, change of heart,

moral renewal, personal perfection. "Come, follow me” (Mat*

thew 4 : 19), He said. "Blessed arc the poor in spirit ... the

meek ... the merdful ... the pure of heart ... the peace-

makers . . . they who suffer persecution for justice's sake, for

theirs is the kingdom of heaven” (Matt. 5: 3-10).

Only later did Jesus enunciate what we would now call the

great paradox of Christianity: “He who loses his life for my
sake will find If' (Matt ifi: 24). For some, the kingdom be-

came a special call, beyortd the ordinary power of human nature

to accept A young man who had been faithful to all the Com-

mandments of the old Law wanted to “gain eternal life.” He
was invited to sell all he had, and ^ve to the poor, and be con-

tent with “treasure in heaven,” and come follow Jesus. "But

his face fell at the saying, and he went away sad” (Mark xo:

32). For others, the kingdom would be a call not merely to pov-

erty but to the more difficult renunciation mvohred in volun-

tary celibacy. “There are eunuchs who have made themselves so

for the kingdom of heaven’s sake. Let him accept it who can”

(Matt. 19: 12).

But before Jesus fully revealed His Way as a Way of the

Cross, He began to speak of a second main aspect of His king-

dom. It was a gospel of Truth, a faith, a mystery to be known;
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not merely a call to the will but a challenge to the mind. ‘To
you,’* Jesus said to His followers, "is given to know the mys-
tery of the kingdom of God" (Mark 4 : n ), And Just as His
Way led up to higher and higher peaks of moral and super-

human perfection, so His Truth reached down to deeper and
deeper levels of spiritual and supernatural mystery. Jesus asked

His foUowen to believe in things that would not happen until

the end of the world when, for example, there would appear

"the sign of the Son of Man in heaven , , . and they will see

the Son of Man coming upon the clouds of licavcn with great

power and majesty; and ... his angels . . .will gather his elect

. . . from tlie uttermost parts of tlic earth to tlic uttermost parts

of heaven” (Matt 24: 30, 31, with Mark 13: 27). He spoke

more mysteriously still when he saidj "He who cuts my flesh

and drinks my blood abides in me and I in him" (John d
:
56).

Many of Jesus’ disciples, when they lieard this, coniplained,

saying! "This is a hard saying, Who can listen to it?” And, like

the young man who "went away sad,” some of them "turned

back and no longer went about with" Jesus (John 6: 66).

In spite of these defections, the number of those who walked
in the Way and accepted the Truth of Jesus continued to in-

crease; and the kingdom began to show itself, in Its third aspect,

as a community, an organized society of men and women living

the way and the truth. The kingdom was thus not only a code
and a creed but a Church. Jesus, in fact, constituted a rudi-

mentary hierarchy,Twelve men were chosen and commissioned
with special powers; and seventy-two were sent to preach in His
name. When one of the Twelve, Simon, openly confessed his

full faith in Jesus as the promised Messiah, saying ‘Thou art

the Christ, the Son of the living God,’' Jesus appointed him to
a very special position in the hierarchy of the kingdom

;

"Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-Jona, for flesh and blood has
not revealed this to thee, but my Father in heaven. And I say to
thee that thou art Peter [Kephei] and upon this rock {kephe In

Aramaic, the language which Jesus spoke] I will build my
Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it, And
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I will give to thee the keys of the Idngdom of heaves; and what-

soever thou shalt bind on earth shall be hound In heaven, and

whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven’’

(Matt- 16; 17-19).

In many things that Jesus said and did, He implied a fourth

and more mysterious aspect of His kingdeen. He did not ask

men to consent to follow His way by their unaided will, but

‘'with God/* by means of Divine help or grace. '‘With men this

is impossible, but with Cc4 all things arc possible" (Matt. 19

:

ao-a6). Nor did He ask cnen to assent to His truth by an un-

aidctl act of their minds. Peter’s faith, for example, had not

been possible to "flesh and blood”
;
it had been an illumination

communicated by the "Father in heaven.” So, too, membership

in Jesus' Church was a matter not only of voluntary enrollment,

but of Divine inspiration. "No one can come to me," said Jesus,

"unless he Is enabled to do so by my Father" (John 6: 66).

Thus the kingdom Implied more than a code, a creed, and a

community; it meant communion with God, a ccmraunication

of Divine Life.

Deeper and more mysterious still was a fifth aspect of the

kingdom. Jesus not only identified Himself vdth His "king-

dom," as code and creed and community: "I am the way and

the truth and the life" (John 14: 6); He identified Himself

with God: "Before Abndiaia was, I am (John 8; 58). ... I

and the Father are one (John 10: 30). ... I am rn the Father

and the Father in me. ... All things that the Father has are

mine. ... I came forth from the Father" (John 16: 15, 28).

Just before His ascension Into heaven, He spoke words which

are without parallel In the whole history of religitxir

"All povw in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go,

therefore, and make dUdpks of all nations, baptizing them in

the name of the Father and of the Son, and of ^e Holy Spirit,

teaching them to observe all that 1 have commanded you : and

behold, I am with you all days, even to the consummation of

the world" (Matt. 28: i8-ao).
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TSE BODY OF CHRIST

In these last words there is implied still another and, for our
present purpose, a most important aspect of the kingdom. Jesus

had made it dear that His Church—the community of His fol-

lowers in communion with God through Him—would continue

after His death in historical existence until the end of time: “I

will ask the Fatlier and he will send you another Advocate to

dwell with you for ever, the Spirit of truth whom the world
cannot receive, because it neither sees him nor knows him. But
you shall know him, because he will dwell with you and be in

you. I will not leave you orphans” {John 14: 16, 17),

Jesus indicated that the Holy Spirit would reveal to the

Apostles truths that had not been expressly declared by Jesus

himself : *'Many things yet I have to say to you, but you cannot

bear them now. But when he, the Spirit of truth, has come, he

will teach you all truth ... and the things that are to come he

will declare to you” (John 16: ia-14).

Besides promising this continuity and authority, Jesus as-

sured His future follcsvers of a Divinely communicated oneness

both with themselves and with God:
"Holy Father, keep in thy name those whom thou hast given

me, that they may be on« even as we are. . . . Yet not for these

only do I pray, but for those also who through their word are

to believe in me, that all may be one, even as thou Father, in

me and I in thee
;
that they also may be one In us, that the world

may know that thou has sent me ... I in them and thou in

mej that they may be perfected in unity ... in order that the

love with wWch thou hast loved me may be in them” (John 17:
I, n, 12,^0,31,33).

After Jesus was crucified, rose from the dead, and ascended
into heaven, the fact of a visible, historical, constitutional

Church made up of weak and sinning human beings, ruling and
being ruled according to His Way, teaching and being taught
according to His Truth, living a social life of prayer, worship,

love, sacrifice according to the communication of His Life, and
claiming to be in a real, if "mystical,” sense His very Body is

attested by the writings of the Apostles and first converts.
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The greatest of the early converts was Saul of Tarsus. Re-

named Paul, and given the high authority of an Apostle, he
keeps repeating in his writings the ideas that Christ is God, that
the Church is Christ, that all men everywhere are called to
communion with Christ and God throi^h the Church:

“As tlie body is one and has many members and all the mem-
bers of the body, many as they are. formw body, so also is

it with Christ For in one Spirit we vrerc aU baptised into one
body, whether Jews or Gentiles, whether slaves or free; and we
were all given to drink of one Spirit For the body is not one
member, but many. . . . God has set the members ... in the
body of Qirlst <1 Cor. la: XMy) There is neither Jew
nor Greek; there is neither slave nor freeman; there is neither
male nor female. For you are all one in Christ Jesus (Galatians

3 : 28}. ... By revelation was made known to me ... the mys-
tery of Christ ... that the Gentiles are joint heirs, and fedow-
members of the same body, and joint partakers of the promise
in Christ Jesus through the gospel ... that through the Church
there may be made Imown ... the manifold wisdom of God
according to the eternal purpose which he accomplished in

Christ Jesus our Lord ... to be strengthened with power
through his Spirit unto the progress of the inner man; and to
have Christ dwelling through faith in your hearts, so that being
rooted and grounded in love, you may be able to conprehend
. , . Christ's love which surpasses knowledge, in order that you
may be filltd unto all the fulness of God. ... I therefore exhort
you to walk . . . careful to preserve the unity of the Spirit in

the bond of peace : one body and one Spirit . . . one Lord, one
faith, one baptism

;
one God and Father of all, who is above all,

and throughout all and in us all” (^hesians 3 : 3-4. 6).

CATHOLIC KBLIGIOUS EXPEftlSKCB

Jesus once said, "The kingdom of God Is withia" (Luke 17 r

2j). Looked at simply as a personal, reli^ous experience. Ro-
man Catholicism is the Cttisdousness of membership in a so-

ciety that, for a Catholic, Integrates in a single Uvii^ whole aQ
the aspects of the '^kingdom of God” and the **Body of Christ''
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to which aJiusion has just been made. The Catholic is conscious,

first, of what seems to him a communication of Divine power,

an "inspiration,” in virtue of which he feels able, "with God,”

to “repent," to answer a call upon his conscience to follow,

however falteringly, a way of life, a moral code, that seems to

him transcendent. The code Is transcendent in the sense that

neither he nor the society to which he belongs had any part in

formulating its basic principles. The Catholic conscience is thus

conceived as a pjidepost pointing to an objective rule of life,

rather than as a subjective categorical imperative establishing

a rule of life from within, In this sense, his conscience is not

the law, but a light by which tlxe law may be more easily

discerned.

The Catholic is conscious, secondly, of what seems to him a

communication of Divine light, an "illumination," in virtue of

which he finds himself able, beyond the power of “flesh ami

bbc*d,” of natural insight, to “believe," to answer a challenge

to his intelligence, to assent, however difficult the comprehen-

sion, to an objective body of truth, a religious creed, that ap-

pears to him to be a Divine Rcvclation.

The Catholic is conscious, thirdly, of communion or fellow-

ship with all those others who openly accept the same Way and

Truth as communicated to them by the living authority of a

visible society that seems to them to have a life that is like the

life of Jesus Christ, both human and Divine. Tlie Catholic's

sense of communion with God and of communication from

God is seldom without some direct relation to his communion

with others in the Church, and especially with the ministers of

the Sacraments and of the Sacrifice of the Mass. While the

conditions for membership in the Church are the same as the

conditions laid down by Jesus for membership in the “king-

dom,” namely to “repent" and “believe," the Church itself, like

the "kingdom,” reveals itself to him as a fulfillment and a

promise.

The Church “fulfills” all that was adumbrated in the Law

and the Prophets—and, above all, the ideal of Israel as a com-

munity of members united one with another and all with God,
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a ‘'vineyard” of Yahweh

; “My Loved One had a vineyard on
a fertile hill. . . . The vineyard of Yahweh of hosts is the house

of Israel, and the men of Judah are His cherished plantations”

(Isdias 5 r 2, 7 ). More than a fuUiflnicnt, the kii^d^ seems to

a Catholic to be a promise. The life of Grace (to use the lan-

guage of Iheolc^) is, for him, a foretaste of the life of Glory;

the Church on earth, a prefiguring of the eternal and indefecti-

ble union of souls with the ultimate source of all being and
trutli, of all goodness and beauty and, therefore, of all (and
much more tlian all) that we mean by haj^iness.

Tlie Catholic is grateful that after many experiments irt over-

intcriorising and overexteriorising Christian life, the Church
has "fulfincd” many implications in the Scriptural record in her

balanced sacramental system of baptism, confirmation, corifes-

si on, cucharist, matrimony, orders, and extreme unction, in

which outward symbols and inward grace meet and mate and
generate the most lasting of the Catholic's religious experiences.

The Catholic is, above all, grateful for that sacramental and,

therefore, real Presence which is the occasion of his most fer-

vent prayen and warmest comdations, (he center of his su«

preme act of communal worship in the Sacrifice of the Mass,

the main source of his growth in holiness.

The Catholic is grateful, too, for that extension of the sacra-

mental spirit whereby the treasures of all the arts—K)f building,

carving, painting, music, singing, writing, preaching—have

been allowed to lift on the wings of feeling and fancy, espe-

cially in the splendid and dramatic liturgy of the Church, the

convictions of the Creed and the obligations of the Christian

Code. He is grateful, too, for the Catholic "devotions”—to the

Sacred Heart of Jesus (symbol of His love both for the Father

and for us), to the Virgin Mother. Mary (in whose w«nb the

Eternal Word was made flesh), to the S^nts (who like ten

thousand different syllables spell out the full lexicon of Chris-

tian love), to the Holy Pbees (where He, or even she or th^,

once lived and loved and died). All these, like the cement that

binds the bricks together, like the bridge that Unis the distant
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banks, are found, in Catholic experience, to aid and not to

hinder communion of his soul with God.

The Catholic is only too aware of the human side of the

Church, as he is aware of the human nature of Jesus—of His

hunger and thirst (Matt. 4:2; John 19 : 28), His need of rest

and sleep (John 4: 6; Matt. 8: 24), His groans, and tears, and

love and sorrow (John xi
: 33, 35 , 37 ), the '‘scandal” (Mark

14: 27) of His weakness. The Catholic remeinbcrs that Jesus

said there would be "weeds among the wheat” (Matt. 13 : 24-

30). He knows that many in high places in his Church have

beu moved by greed to betray Jesus as Judas diet And some, in

folly, have drawn the sword as Peter did—as though the king-

dom could be defended or extended by tlxc use of force. Datuc‘s

Inferno is a sublime confession of the Catholic's shame in the

presence of a long history of all too frequent lust and pride. Vet

above the din of all this scandal, the Catholic is conscious, espe-

cially after confession and Holy Communion, of a Voice that

speaks to him, as Jesus spoke to the Twelve; "Do you also wish

to go away?” 5
and he feels, he does not quite know how, the

strength to answer as Peter answered s "Lord, to whom shall we

go? Thou hast the word of everlasting life” (John 6 : 68-70).

THS CATHOLIC CBUKCE

Correlative to Catholicism as a persona! experience of a Call

to "repent” and a Command to "believe" is an objective, his-

torical fact, the institutional Catholic Church. This Community

seems to every thoughtful Catholic to be a "fulfillment,” in vir-

tue of direct and unbroken historical succession, permanent and

exclusive Divine commission, and present indwelling of the

Spirit of Truth, of the society founded by Jesus Christ, and

which He had in mind when He said : "Upon this rock I will

build my Church,” and again when He gave the commission,

"Go ... and make disciples of all nations ... I am with you all

days," and, again, when He prayed for a Divinely given unity

“for those who through their words are to believe in me, that

all may be one, even as thou Father in me and I in thee, that

they also may be one in us," and, above all, when He prayed for
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a Divinely infused life of agap€, of tove^ charity, supernatural
grace, “that the love with which thou hart loved me may be in
tkeiH, as I in them.”

The warrants for these claims are often summarized in the
official title of the Roman Church as “One, Holy, Catholic and
Apostolic.” Historical and geographical identity, externally and
juridically manifested by profession of the same faith as de-
fined in the great Councils, participation in the same worship,
communion in the same bloodless sacrifice of the Mass, observ-
ance of the same bws under the primacy of a single visible

head, the Pope, is only made possible, the Catholic thinks, be-
cause of a “divinely given unity by which all men of every race
are united to Christ in the bond of brotherhood ... a fellow-

ship in charity” (Encyclical, Ccrf<mt The Holiness
of tlie Church, as revealed outwardly in an unbroken series of
martyrs and other saints in every age and clime. Is considered

by a Catholic to be an effect of the fact that “the Spirit of our
Redeemer . . . until the end of time penetrates every part of the

Church's being and is active within ” *

$0, also, the Cath^icity of the Church, visible in the diocesan,

parochial, miKlonary organizations throughout the world, is re-

garded by a Catholic as a fulfillment of the divinely ^ven com-
mission to “make disciples of all nations . . . teaching them to
observe all that I have commanded you.” The Apostolicity,

visible in the direct and unbroken succession of 262 Bishops of
Rome, is a guaranty for a Catholic of the more invisible reali-

ties of succession to Apostolic doctrine and to the Apostolic

power of conferring orders.

The most recent authoritative statement of the Church’s

conception of her nature and claims is to be found in the Ency-
clical Letter, Corporis liysHei, cited above. The “One, Holy,
Catholic, Aportolic, Roman ^urch” * is identified with the

“mystic^” Body, as described by St Paul, and with “the society

' Encyclical, Corporis Hystiei. It was published in in the official

Acto Apostolisoi Stdis, Jdy ao, 1943.

* From the English transladoo. Kew York: America Press. Page 9.
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established by the Redeemer of the human race,” * in which
alone His Way and Truth and Life can still be fully found.

It is the main contention of the Encyclical that the visible, ju-

ridical organisation that has developed in history and now in-

cludes over 380,000,000 members can no more be separated

from the invisible, supernatural indwelling of the Holy Spirit

than any other living body can be separated from its soul, or
than the manhood in Jesus Christ can be separated from His
Godhead:

"There can be no real opposition or con diet between the in-

visible mission of the Holy Spirit and the Juridical commission
of the Ruler and Teacher received from Christ. Like body and
soul in us, they complement and perfect each other, and have
their source in our one Redeemer, who not only said "Receive

ye the Holy Spirit," but also clearly commanded, "As the

Fatlier hath sent me, so I send you": &nd again : "He that hear*

eth you heareth me.”

'

The visible Church, "constituted by the coalescence of struc-

turally united parts," has been "commissioned by the Divine
Redeemer" to continue "Christ’s apostolate as teacher, king,

priest."* As the "mystical" Body of Christ, the Church is a
"fellowship in charity" with a "divinely given unity by which
all men of every race are united to Christ in a bond of brother-

hood/’* and she is "endowed with the fullest communication
of the Holy Spirit."*

While the Pope Is the visible Head of the historical Church,
in the sense of the visible reprsentative, the Vicar, of Christ,

there is, of course, only one Head of the "mystical" Body,
namely, Jesus Christ. It is He "who grants the light of faith

to believers , . . who imparts the supernatural gifts of knowl-
edge, understanding and wisdom to pastors and teachers and
above all to His Vicar on earth- ... It is He who, though un-
seen, presides at the Church’s Councils and guides them. . . .

‘Page 4-

•Page 29.

•Page 10,

’Psge 6.

•Page IS.
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When the Sacramcntt of the Church are administered by ex-
ternal rites, it is He who produces their effects in souls.” •

TBfe Way

It has been the experience of the Catholic Church that, in

the ever-changing complexities of historical life, the normal
Christian conscience needs to have the general Gospel formula-
tion of Christ’s Way supplemented by one of three means. It

was liy Divine inspiration that St Peter abrogated the ancient

dietary regulations (Acts lo). It was by means of an official

ruling of tlic Cliurcli leaders t\at the question of drcumcision

was settled (Acts 15). Most cases of couscience must be settled

by api>rove<l spiritual directors; and of such direction tliere has
been a long history. The fourth century, for example, was a
golden age of mord theology. It gave the Church su^ masters

as Gregory of Nyssa (d. 395). St Ambrose of Milan (d. 397),
St John Chrysostom (d. 407).

It was the merit of die Sc^lastic theologians to make a syn-

thesis of the rational ethics of Aristotle and die Will of God
as revealed in the Scriptures. Moral responsibility was con-

ceived as an objective and inalienable attribute of a created hu-

man nature intriii.sicalty related to truth and goodness and,

therefore, to the Ultimate Truth and Supreme Goodness of

God. The ought in conscience U as objective, real, and meas-

urable as the murf In physical gravity.

The greatest of the Scholastics was St Thomas Aquinas

(1225-1374). Looked at theologically, the second part of his

.Tumma Thtoloffica is a systematic commentary on Christ's two
fundamental commandments concerning God and our neighbor

( Matt 22

:

37'~4C') • Lo<^ed at philosophically. It is an attempt

to consider human virtues and vkes under the aspect of the

Aristotelian concept of habits (i n qq. 49-89 ; n n qq. 47-170)

.

But, of course, in treating of God’% I^w and still more of <^'s
Grace (l 11 qq. 90-1 14) and of the theological virtues of Faith,

Hope, and Charity (a n qq. i*-4d) the theolo^cal element is

completely predominant

•Page 24.
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A typical manual of contemporary moral theology in use

among American Catholics is the Compendium Theologiae

Moralis (in Latin) by Timothy Barrett, S. J. (1862-1935).

Based on the work which Luigi Sabctti (1839-1898) had de-

veloped from that of the Frenchman, Jean Pierre Gury (i8oi-

1866), each of the thirty-two editions was adapted to changing

conditions, Gur/s work was itself a skillful modem ization of

the ninth edition of the work of the Italian, St. Alplionsus de

Liguori (1696-1787) which, in turn, was largely inspired by

the Medulla Theohgiae Morris of the German Jesuit, Herman
Busenbaum (1600-1688); and Biisenlwum acknowledges his

indebtcdn«s to the Spanish commentators on St. Tliomas,

Francisco Suaret (1548-16x7), and Juan de Lugo (15^,1-

1660). The combination of fbced principles, historical experi-

ence, and corporate prudence with a keen perception of con-

temporary and local conditions has eliminated from Catholic

''casuistry" the elements of personal improvisation, national

prejudice, and ephemeral fashion.

Particularly since Leo XIII (1878-1903), the P^s have

given an example of moral leadership in the domestic, eduo
tional, social, economic, political, and international crises which

have tormented the world in the last three generations. The
paganization of love and marriage, revealed in divorce, com-
panionate marriage, free love, artificial "eugenic" practices, pri-

vate abortion, public sterilization, juvenile delinquency, porno-

graphic art was faced in two notable Encyclicals, the Arcanum
of Leo XIII (1880) and the CasH Connubii of Pius XI
(1930). So, too, with the problem of education, Leo XII I’s

Inecrutobtli (1878) and the Divirn iUius Magistri (1931) of

Pius XI accuse secular education of a lack of realism, Pius XI
Insists that education must look to "man whole and entire, soul

united (0 body in unity of nature, with all bis faculties natural

and supernatural such as right reason and revelation show him
to be, man, therefore, fallen from his original estate, but re-

deemed by Christ.” While approving "a gradually more active

cooperation on the part of the child” and the t^nishment of

"tyranny and violence from the classroom,” the Pope condemns
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the Rou&seaujstic and experuuental systems which tend to make
the child “the slave of his own blind pride and disorderly in-
clinations.” The educated Christian who "thinks, judges, and
acts constantly and consistently in accordance with right reason
illumined by the supernatural light of the example and teaching
of Christ" is not called upon to “renounce the activities of this

earthly life” nor, still kss, to “stunt his natural faculties.”

The social and economic Encyclicals, Rent%n Novorum
(1891) and Qucdragtsimo Anno (193 1) face tire fact that a
“small numl)cr of very rich men have been able to lay upon
tlic teeming mosses of the laboring poor a yoke little better than
slavery itself.” Pius XI warned the world both of “economic
imperialism" and of the “no less noxious and detestable inter-

nationalism or international imperialism in financial ai^airs.

which liolds that where a man's fortune is, there is his country.”

He feared both the atheism and “statism” of Communism; but
praised that mitigated Socialism whose tenets could be recon-

ciled with Christian principles.

In the great political debate of the modem world, the Ency-
clical of Leo XIII, JmmortaU Dei <1885), insisted on the sim-

ple truths that are the sufficient answer to the naturalistic

liberal theory of the State ar^ to contemporary totalitarian

practice, namely, that the origin of society is in human nature,

that the author of human nature ia God, and that, therefore, all

public authority is from God and for tlw people’s welfare. The
world today undersUnds better than it did in 1885 that “it is a
public crime to act as though there were no God”

;
and the world

today, after sad experience of the totalitarian tyranny over
souls, is more ready to agree that “it ts to the Church that God
has assigned the charge of seeing to, and legislating for, all

that concerns religion." On the general question of the relations

of Church and State, Leo repeated the Gospel and traditional

teaching of the Catholic Church : “Each authority in its kind

is supreme. Each has fixed limits within which it is contained.

. . . Whatever . . . belongs ... to the salvation of souls or the

worship of God is subject to the power of the Church. . . .

Whatever is to be ranged under the civil and political order is
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rightly subject to the civil authority.'’ It was in this Encyclical,

too« that the Pope pleaded, in the language of St Augustine,

for the principle of practical religious toleration r “Man cannot

believe otherwise tlian of hia own free will,”

Especially on the question of war and peace has the modem
Papacy offered to the whole world an example of moral leader-

ship. As far back as 1SS9, in an address to the College of Car-

dinals errurew), Leo XIII warned that “nothing is so

important today as to ward off from Europe the danger of

war,” While allowing that it “is lawful to use force in defense

of one's rights,” he insisted that “for States as for individuals,

concord chiefly rests upon justice and charity,” two virtues of

which the Church, by the command of God, is “the parent and
the guardian." While the First World War was at its height

and still indecisive, Pope Benedict XV, in a diplomatic note,

DU U dibut (August z, 1917), proposed seven of a just

and lasting peace”: the primacy of the moral force of right,

reciprocal diminution of armaments, establishment of arbitra-

tion, true freedom and common enjoyment of the seas, com-
plete and reciprocal condonation of damage done, reciprocal

restitution of territories occupied, settlement of territorial ques-

tions, ^'taking account ... of the aspirations of the peoples and
. . . coordinating particular interests with the general weal of

the great human society.”

Duringthe Second World War, Plus XII proposed ten Peace

Points which attracted much attention. The Five Points pro-

posed in a Christmas Eve address (Qutsto g\ornc) in 1939
dealt with peace in the international sphere

;
the Five Points pro-

posed in 1942 dealt with national peace. In both cases there is a
synthesis of realism and idealism, of contemporary facts and
unchanging principles. In both cases the ultimate appeal is to

the sovereignty of God and, under God, to a sense of moral
responsibility rather than to treaty-made or national positive

law. In both cases, the Pope starts from the most commonly
accepted of all contemporary agreements, namely, that “all na-
tions great or small, powerful or weak'’ have a right “to life

and independence” in the international community, and that all
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persons have malienablc rights la the national Community-
While the independence of nations must be guaranteed by some
such practical method as progressive disarmament and Juridical

international organization, the freedom of the individual calls

for the reconstruction of an economic system in which families

can find stable security.

All men of good will, and still more, all men of religious

convictions, un<lcr the common menace of world chaos have
felt an increasing need for some kind of colbboration. The
mo<lcm Papacy has been sensitive to this need. In his first public

utterance, Pope Pius XII spoke sympathetically of **those out-

side the enclosures of the Catholic Aurch." Again in the En-
cyclical, Ppntifieatuf ("On the Unity of the Human
^icty*’), he spoke of "those who, though not belonging to

the visible body of the Catholic Church, have given noble and
sincere expression to their appreciation of all that unites them
to us in love for the Person of Christ or belief in God. . . . The
. . . trials of the present hour . . . make all believers in God and
in Christ share the consciousness of a common threat from a
common danger.”

In a Christmas allocution In 1940, the Pope offered his pray-

ers in union "with all those who recognize in Christ their Lord
and Saviour." In 194X, he sp^ of "a universal undertaking

for the common good, which requires the collaboration of all

Christendom in the religious and moral aspects of the recon-

struction of the social order." In 1942, he tagged "all who are

united ... by the bond of faith in God ... to unite and col-

laborate toward renewal of society in s^rit and in truth."

The Papal initiative in welcoming the collaboration of all

Oiristians in the reestablishment of political reason and eco-

nomic justice as the norms both for national and international

life has been seconded by the Catholic episcopate and laity

throughout the world. In England, under the vibrant leader-

ship of the late Cardinal Hinsley. the Catholic Sword of the

Spirit movement has worked In dose collaboration with its

counterpart in the Anglican and Free Church communities, the

Religion and Life movement. On May 28, 1942, there was is-
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sutd a notable Joint Statement on Christian cooperation at a
meeting of Church leaders sponsored by the two movements,
It spoke of the “compelling obligation ... to maintain the Chris-

tian tradition and to act together . . , in the handling of social,

economic and dvic problems.'' The field of cooperation was
defined as the “broad lines of social and international policy";
and the hope was expressed that the two movements would
“work through parallel action in the religious, and joint action

in the soda! and international field."

In Australia, in June, 1943, a joint statement was issued by
the Catliolic and Anglican Ardibishops of Sydney. It noted
that “all who profess the Christian faith—without compromis-
ing their own doctrines-—possess in the virtue of love or charity

common ground on which all Christians should adhere." These
principles included general ideas of the sovereignty of God the

Creator, the dignity and the duty of the created human indi-

vidual, the obligation to obey “God’s law imprinted in the na-
ture of man" and “God's positive law in the Commandments
and in the Scriptures faithfully and continuously interpreted

by the Christian Church,"

In Canada, a joint meeting held in Toronto, June, 1943, pro-

posed tliat a "Believers’ Bloc" should be present at any future

Peace Conference. In our own country, October 7, 1943, there
was issued a statement on a just peace, consisting of seven
points accepted by a very wide representation of Catholics,

Protestants, and Jews, The points included the statement that

"States and international society are subject to the sovereignty

of God and to the moral law’’ and proclaimed the rights of
“the human person as the image of God," of “all peoples, large

and small," of “ethnic, religious and cultural minorities," and
the necessity of “the organisation of international institutions,"

of "international economic collaboration,” and of the "equi-

librium and social order of the individual State."

These gestures of Christian charity and these expressions of
social hope leave unaltered the dogmatic and liturgical isolation

of the Catholic Church. Collaboration in social renewal does
not imply complete community of faith nor communication in
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the sacramental means of supernatural rmovation, cemmuni-
eatio t« sacrU. While the basic assumptioa of the Protestant
movements in the direction of the “Reunion of Christendom”
is that the unity of the Church is an ideal still to be readted by
collective collaboration and Individual compromise, the Catholic
position is that Christian unity is a faa settled once and for
all by the substantially iireformable constitution established for
His Church by Jesus Oirist. The juridical successors of the
Apostles, tile Bishops, under the primacy of the successor of
Peter, constitute in the Catholic view a perpetual center of unity
which no pcrijiheral dismemberment of the faithful can affect.

Unity of government cannot derive from a bargain between tlie

sheep but only from appointment by the Shepherd. Reunion, in
this view, must take the forni of a return of the sheep to the
fold (John to: t-l6;2i: 15-17).

TB* TBUTH

In the first recorded Christian sermon after the coming of
the Holy Spirit, St. Peter did not merely expose the faith; he
arp»«f—from prophecy, “miracles and wonders and signs”
wrought by Jesus—the historical fact of the resurrection and
the visible effect of the outpouring of the Spirit He ended with
a logical conclusion: “Thare/ore, let all the house of Israel

know most assuredly that God has made both Lord and Christ
tliis Jesus whom you crucified" (Acts a: 14-^6). The same
argumentative form of exposition appears in the first recorded
sermon of St. Paul. This, too, leads to the logical conclusion:
“Be it known ih^rtfort to you, brethren, that through him for*

giveness of sins Is prodairned to you” (Acts 13: x6^a).
St. Paul was a master theologian. It is an easy task to build

up from his Epistles a complete theological system dealing with
the Father, the Redeemer, the work of Redemption, the chan-
nels of Redemption—Faith, Sacraments, the Oiurch; with the

fruits of Redemption—morality, asceticisni, Christian perfec-
tion; with the “last things"—^th, the Parous^ or Day of
the Lord, the Hereafter.
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The general character of Christian theology, up to the end

of the third century, has been sketched in a remarkable series

of chapters in Die Mission und Aush’eitung des Christenlwns,

by the Liberal Protestant scholar, Adolf von Hamack.“ The
most general characteristic “native to the preaching of Chris-

tianity from the very first*’ was, in Harnack*s view, “unity and
variety,” that is to say, the characteristic of “Western Catholi-

cism, when surveyed as a whole ... a comple/no cpposito-

runu" Both dogmatic and moral theology, a “crucial message

of faith and of ethical requirements,*' “ were involved. “Grace
never displaced recompense.” ” Christian theology was likewise

both ascetical and mystical; “If the early Christians always

looked out for the proofs of the Spirit and of power, they did

so from the standpoint of their moral and religious energy.'*

. . . The Catholic doctrine of praeeepia and consilia prevailed

almost from the first within the Gentile church."

Hamack notes, too, a characteristic insistence on both reason

and authority. St. Paul, he observes, “endeavored to reason cut

everything, and in the last resort it is never a question with him
of any sacrifice of the intellect."

^ There was always a double

appeal to “the authority of the letter of Scripture . . . together

with that of the Chur^”; and both the authority cf the Bible

and the Church were buttressed “by means of rational

arguments."'*

The earliest Christian theology was likewise a sacramental

theology: “for although Christian worship is to be a worship
in spirit and in truth, these sacraments are sacred transactions

which operate on life, containing the forgiveness of sins, knowl-
edge and eternal life ... the symbols do actually convey to the

Translated and edited by James Mofiatt, The Srpension of Chri>
iianity m the First Three Centuries, voL i. New York: 1904.

Pages 108, XQ^
”Page 105.

”Paye ii6.

a* Page 258.

“Page syx.

“Page 277-

Pages 277, 278.
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«cul all they sifnify ... to talk of bread and wine as ... the
body and blood of Christ . . . was <)iute intelligible to that age,
, . . The two most sublime spiritualists of the church, namely
John and Origen ... the great gnostic thec^^gians . . . were all

sacramental theologians The sentence of the later School-
men, Saeramenta eoiUxiunf gretiam, is as old as the Gentile
church, and even older.” **

In brief, Hamack concludes, “Christianity is a revelation
which is to be believed, an authority which is to be obeyed, tbe
rational religion which may be understood and proved, the reli-

gion of the mysteries or the sacraments, the religion of
transccndcixtalism.*’

Of course, almost from the beginning there were heretics-

The Gnostics like Satuminus, Basilides, Carpocrattt, and Va-
lentinus wanted the “transcendentalism” without the "sacra-
ments.” Montanists like Priscilla, Uaximilla and, later, Tertul-
lian put more trust in personal piety and "prophetic insight"
than in the public "authority wHch is to be obeyed." Others
like Sabcllius, Qeomenes and, later, Arius doubted the dogma
of the Trinity.

In the fourth century, some of the highest ranking leaders In

the Church accepted the Arian heresy. Even when a Council of
the Oiurch held at Nicaea in the year 325 defined the dogma
in the clear, philosophical words, "One Jesus Christ, the

Son of God, begotten of the Father, only begotten, that is, of
the substance (ouria) of the Father; God of God, l4ght of
light; very God of very God; begotten not made; being one
substance (homocurios) with the Father/' doubts remained;
and fierce intellectual battles filled the next fifty years. Moder-
ate and mediocre men, tempted to put peace above orthodoxy,
proposed a mitigated divinity for Christ—>He was not of the

same substance as the Father, but He was like the Father ; not
homodiStAS but Aomotourior.

In this crisis, a man of extraordinary moral, intellectual, and
supernatural endowment, Athanasius of Alexandria (d. 373),

^ Pages aS6, sB?.
*• PageW
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realized that the battle was not about words like genomenos
(created) and gtnnom&nos (begotten), ^ujwowwwjand homo-
ousios, but for the soul of Christendom and the destiny of the

world. He realized that if Christ is merely a creature and not

also the Creator of the world, Christianity is a man-made reli-

gion, the Church an ethico-political debating dub, and Christian
life a pious emotion. Supported by Pope Julius (337-352 ).

Athanasius won; and eight years after his death, the Council
of Constantinople in 381 reaffirmed the definition of Nicaca.

Meanwhile a second difficulty arose. As the heretical Arians
had attacked the Divinity of Christ in the name of Scriptural

simplicity, $0 the schismatic Donatists opposed the juridical au-

thority of the Church in the name of personal holiness. But
again a man of extraordinary spiritual and Intellectual gifts

came to the defense of orthodoxy- The writings of St. Augus-
tine (d. 430) have left a deep imprint on every aspect of Chris-
tian doctrine, discipline, and devotion. He is perhaps best

known for his insistence on the dogma of the necessity of
grace; but his witness is likewise important on the juridical

primacy of Papal authority. 'Those who do not love the unity

of the Church," he wrote, "cannot have the Love (caritattm)

of God; that is to say, only in the Catholic Churcli is the Holy
Spirit received." “ The essential unity of the Church is in this

possession of the Holy Spirit and, therefore, in a spiritual

bond; but this spiritual bond must be implemented in a juridical

organization with a visible head, since In case of doubt there
must be a court of last appeal in the Apostolic Seer "si opus
fuerit ad Sedem ApostoHcam scribere ut . . . communi omnium
auctofitate . . . firmetur" (Epist. 250). The Pope is the Bishop
of the primal see

—
"in qua semper ApostoUcae Cathedrae viguit

principatus” (Epist. 43).
To complete the picture of a full dogmatic Catholicism, a

third decision was necessary. It had to be made clear that since
the juridical unity of the visible Church was willed by a Divine
Founder, such a juridical organization is as inseparably one
with the life of the Holy Spirit as the human nature of the son

** De Baptismo, 121, xvi.
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of Mary of Nazareth waa inseparably one with the Divine Life
of the Word.
The victory over the divisive spirit of the heresy of Nestor-

ious of Constantinople was largely the work of Cyril of Alex-
andria (d. 444), who was »mniissiooed by Pope Celestine In

430 to threaten Ncstorius with excommunication. Cyril kept
insisting on the ideas that wlxen the “Word became flesh/' one
"Godhood and manhood consrituted one Lord Jesus Christ by
an ineffable concurrence imo unity”; that tlw "body that tasted
death was God's very own”; that the motlier who bore Jesus
Qtrist was literally the Mother of God (theotokos). And this

doctrine was defined in the Council in Effliesus in 431. Only
when this was dear could it be fully grasped that, however
human the juridical organisation of the Church might be, the

Church was as ‘‘mystically” one with Christ as Christ was
"hypostatically” one with the Divine Word. Cyril has nowhere
better expres^ the closeness of the communim of the mem-
bers of the Church with God than in his Comtmntary cn th4
Gospel of St. /ohu (Patrologia Graeea, vol. Lxxrv)

;

"When we receive the Sfurit we become sharers and partakers
of the divine nature (col. 545)- ... He joins our many distinct

spirits into unity and somehow makes them one in a spiritual

unity ... the unity of (he Spirit in the bond of peace, one body
and one Spirit . . . one I-ord, one faith, one baptism. And truly

if the one Spirit abides In all of us, then the one Father of all

will be God within us, and through His Son He will bring into

unity one with the other and with Himself thoee who participate

of the Spirit (561). . . . The bond of our union with God the

Father is Christ; as man He unites us with Himself, and as
God He unites us to God. . . . For when we reedve within us,

corporeally and spiritually, the true Son who is substantially

united with the Father, we have the glory of participating and
communicating in the divine nature” (563).
When Cyril of Alexandria died (a.d. 444), the Catholic dog-

matic system had, as It were, readied its majority. The great

unities were dearly grasped by the whole mass of the faithful

;

the unity of three distinct Persons in one, unique Divine Na-
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ture

;
the *Tiypostatic" unity of two natures, human and Divine,

in the single Person of Christ; the “mystical" unity of Christ
as Head with His Body, the Church; the juridical unity of the

multilingual Church under the visible primacy of Papal
authority.

At the moment of Cyril's death that authority was in the

hands of Pope Leo the Great (a.o, 44CH-461). Leo's authority
was openly accepted in an imperial constitution bearing the
names of both the Eastern and Western emperors; and when
six hundred bishops, nearly all Easterners, met at the Council
of Chalcedon in 451, there was no hesitation in accepting the
delegate of Pope Leo, as the President of the Council, an<l no
doubt In any mind that a dogmatic letter which Leo load ad-
dressed to the Patriarch of Constantinople was authoritative

for the whole Church: ''This is the faith of tlie Fathers- This
is the faith of the Apostles. So we all believe. . . . Through X^,
Peter has spoken" (Mansi, Concili<mm . . - CoUtetio, vol, 6,

col gyi).

All subsequent Popes have claimed the dogmatic authority
which Leo exercised; but not all Bishops have imitated the

Fathers of Chalcedon. Six centuries later, in 1054, almost all

the Bishops of the East withdrew their allegiance; and before
five centuries more had passed, the Protestant Revolt was tri-

umphant In many of the northern nations of Europe. The
Councils of ConsUntinople II (553), which confirmed the first

four Councils; of Constantinople III (680-681), which con-
demned the heresy of Monothelitism

;
and of Nicaea II (787),

which condemned the Iconoclasts arc still accepted by both
Roman and Orthodox Churches as Ecumenical; while the
Lateran Councils of 1123, 1139, 1179, 1215 and subsequent
Councils are not accepted by the East, although Eastern Patri-
archs attended the Councils of Lyons in 1245 and 1274, the
Council of Vienne 13x1-1313, and the Florentine sessions of
the Council of Basle in 1439.

It fell to the thirteenth century to present a systematic expo-
sition of the whole of the dogmatic tradition as defined in the
great Councils. The genius capable of achieving this task was
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found In Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274). Inspired by the Pau-
line conception that the invisible God can be known from visi-
ble creation (Romans r : 20), St Thomas argues from the
movement, causality, contingwce, imperfections, and order of
created beings to the existence of an uncreated principle of
being, to a Being whose essence it is to exist, to a Being whose
proper name is '1 AM** (Exodus 3 : *3) » to a God who is one
and true and good, infinite, etemat, and Immutable (Sumwa
TbeolofrUa 1, qq. 1-13). The analysis of the Divine Life of
Wisdom, Love, and Power

(<iq. 14-26) prepares for the Tho-
mistic speculations on tlto dogma of the Trinity (qq. 27-43).
pie ''Word/' tl>e Log^s, the Second Person is thought of as
“conceived'* by tlic I'aiher somewhat as a concept, an idea, is

conceived by the human intelligence
;
only, of course, the Divine

Word cannot be a fleeting, acddental phenomenon that happtnt,
but must be an Eternal, Suhsistent Person who if. The Holy
Spirit is thought of as “proceeding** somewhat like the move-
ment of human love; only the procession is eternal, and what
proceeds is suhsistent Love, a Person.

The Third Part of the Summa deals with Christ, the Way by
which men may reach Beatitude in God. St Thomas deals with
all the issues raised in the discussions which led to the definitions
of Nicaea, Ephesus, and Chalcedon, but with a firmer philo*
sophical grasp than was revealed in the earlier debates. He takes
up, first, the nature of the union of the “Word" and the "flesh,**

(III, q. a) and then, point by point, the Divine Person (q. 3),
the assumed human nature (qq. 4r-6), the endowments of the
human nature of Christ in the order of Grace (qq. 7-8) and of
knowledge (qq. I

and finally the mysterious consequences
of this union in regard to such matters as Christ's priesthood
(q. 22) and His role as Mediator (q. 26).

St. Thomas next examines is light of these theological

ideas, the Gospel story of Christ’s birth of the Virgin Mary (qq.
27-34) and His early life {35-39) ;

His public life of teaching
and miracles (40-^5); His passion and death (4^52); His
resurrection, ascension, and seat at the right band of the Father

(53-59)*
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Not only in Himself is Christ the Way, but also In the Sacra-

ments He instituted (6^83). It was while writing the section

on the Blessed Sacrament that the “angelic" Doctor died.

treatment of Penance was sketched but never completed.

There has been some clarification of Catholic doctrine since

the time of St. Thomas. It was the special task of the Council of

Trent (1545-1563) to deal with the dogmatic difficulties raised

by the Reformers in regard to Original Sin (Session v), Justi-

fication (vi), the Sacraments (vii) and especially the reality

of the Presence in the Eucharist (xin), and the Sacrifice of

the Mass (xxin). In the Vatican Council (1869-1870) the

wider issues of modern rationalism had to be met (Session ixx)

;

and in the face of the multiplication of Christian sects, the Pri-

macy of Papal Jurisdiction and the Infallibility of the Pope’s

official teaching authority were clearly defined (iv). One other

dogmatic decision was reached in the nineteenth century,

namely the definition by Pius IX (1848-1878) of the Immacu-

late Conception of the Virgin Mary, that is to say, her exemp-

tion from original sin. On this matter, the opinion of St.

Thomas was rejected.

Other less ofi^ial modifications of Thcmistic Scholasticism

were suggested during the sixteenth-century intellectual rcvircs-

cence associated with the Counter-Reformation, Of this move-

ment the Jesuits, Francisco Suarez and Luis Molina (1535-

x6oi) are outstanding illustrations. Suarez’s Mttnphysicai Dir-

putaHons, published in 1597* has been called a “climax of six-

teen centuries of Christian philosophical speculation/* and his

works on the Soul {Dt Anma) and on Laws {Dg Legibus) are

marked by an emphasis on personal consciousness and indi-

vidual existential reality that adapted them to the new needs

of modern psychological, scientific, and political inquiry. Mo-
lina's work on the Harmony of Fm Will and Gract {Libgrx

Urbitrii cum Graticu donis . . . Concordia) emphasised, even

more than St. Thomas, the freedom of the human will,

Scholasticism dominates Catholic thinking today. It is marked

by a complete emancipation from all those forms of Neopla-

tonic necessitarianism, which St, 'Thomas so vigorously contra-
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dieted in his battle with Avcfroism. In the Averroistic system
man has no more responsibility for culture and civiliiation than
God has for creation. By accepting the idea of a world created
by the fw act of the Creator, St. Thomas could interpret per-
sonal existence and human history in terms of progress and
purpose, human and Divine. And by analyzing human intelli-

gence and the Revelation of Redemption, he saw the human
person to be the highest value in visible creation. God freely

chose to create active and free causes. And such a Creator of
such a human nature freely chose a way, a supernatural means,
by which human nature could reach a destiny higher than it

can understand.

St. Thomas not only rescued man from the slavery of Aver-
roistic and Avicennian necessity; he also saved the autonomy
of human philosophy by rendering to human reason what be-

longs to reason and to Divirw Revelation what It due to Reve-
lation. St. Thomas brought an optimism into his attitude to
human intelligence that has made modem Catholic thinking im-
mune from every form of philosophical and theological pessi-

mism. This optimism was finally canonized by the Vatican
Council in the formal definition of the native power of the

human reason to reach a certain (if incomplete) knowledge of
God even antecedently to Revelation.

It must be insisted, on the other hand, that man, nature, rea-

son are created man, created nature, created reason, owing their

being and all their endowments to God; and therefore modem
Catholic thought has been equally immune from the ultra-

optimism of Renaissance humanism, eighteenth-century ration-

alism, and contemporary positivism. Catholic philosophy accepts

the power of reason to reach the universal and necessary truth

of first principles and the power of conscience to reach ^e uni-

versal and morally necessary obligations of the natural law.

Another aspect of Thomistic thinking is Important in relation

to contemporary totaliUrianism. St Thomas insisted that the

soul of man has a life of its own and not a life that is only

for the body, and still less only for society. It is this fact,

rooted in the unique character of the human intellect, that
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makes a human being a person and gives him a dignity higher

than anything else in nature. This intellect, in turn, is the root

of human free >viil and therefore of moral responsibility. This

conviction of human responsibility has made Catholic thinking

impervious to the simplihcations of modern materialism. It has

also given to the Catholic intellectual system a basis for the

defense of law and liberty, progress and democracy, against

tyranny and license, which it is difficult to find in any of the

totalist or liberal systems which have emerged since the dis-

integration of the medieval philosophical syntlicsis.

. . . AND THE UFE
While "repentance” and ‘'belief,” the Way and the Truth, a

Code and a Creed, moral and dogmatic theology have formed
the banb and given direction to the current of Catholic life,

the stream itself has been a confiuence of "fulfillment” and
"promise,” of "age and grace” (or, as the Authorised Version
has it, "stature and favor with God"), of historical develop-

ment and metahistorical life. The Catholic Church is a visible

community in invisible communion with God.

As a visible Community of ordinary men and women, the

Church has had an historical life like any other community;
and she bears today the marks of all the crises she has had to

face.

The world in which Jesus first preached the kingdom was a
world of Roman civilization, Greek culture, and Hebrew reli-

gion; and even today the Codex of Canon Law, the manuals of
Scholastic philosophy and parts of the Catholic liturgy are im-
pregnated with those ancient influences. It was possible for

Hobbes In the seventeenth century to see in the Popes the

"ghosls” of the Roman Emperors; for Paul Elmer More to see

in the theology of ChaJcedon the fulfillment of Hellenic phi-

losophy; and today no one can take up a missal or a breviary
without feeling the continuity of the worship and prayer of the
Church with that of the Synagogue. Catholics are, as Pius XII
once said, ‘'spiritual Semites.” Rejecting the view that a hypo-
theticaUy "pure” Christianity has been “contaminated” by Hel-
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lenjsm, Latinism, and Mosaism, Catholics hold that an Apos-
tolic Chrisiianity has organically "grown,” as its Founder grew,
in "wisdom and age and grace,” sophia^ heUkia and ehcHs
(Luke 2; $2). Catholics recall the parable of the mustard seed
(Matt. 13: 31-32) 5 and what our l^rd said of being "with”
the Chur^ until the "consummation of the world” (Matt 28

:

20).

The Barbarian invasions, coming after centuries of Roman
persecutions, after many intellectual, moral, and spiritual crises,

after the hardly less menacing years of imperial favor, over-
taxed the hiunan energies of the Church. Nevertheless, in the

end, the "Barlarians” contributed enormously to Christian life,

to those elements of vigorous feeling and fan^ which seem to

a Catholic to be as genuinely human and, therefore, as blessed

by God as intelligence, conscience, and taste. The humanism of
the twelfth-century Renaissance h^ about it a certain Teutonic
roughness mingled with Celtic softness that contrasts sharply

with the neo-classical humanism of the fifteenth century. Yet
Catholics recogniae in Walther von der Vogelweide and in tlie

creator of Parzival, Wolfram von Eschenback, In Hildebert

of Lavanlin and John of Salisbury, in $t Bernard and Hugh
of St Victor, in Abelard and Heloise, as much as in Marsllio

Ficino and Pico della Mirandola, Nicholas of Cuss and Conrad
Celtes, Thomas More and Reginald Pole, Raphael and Michel-
angelo, the children of the same teeming wmb. When the

temper of the times moved from humanism and romance to

Scliolasticism and constitutionalism, the Chureh was fearful

only of exaggerations. Medieval Catholic culture at its best was
represented in the author of the Vita Nuevo and the Divino

Cemmedia, the Cenvivie and the Monorchia, the afiirmer of all

the values, material, mental, and mystical, of art, philosophy,

and religion
;
the defender of all the fimdamental institutions

—

home, school, State, and Church
;
the Integralist who refused to

put asunder what God has joined together—reason and Revels*

tion, nature and Grace, conscience and Law; and what any bal-

anced human being can hold together—ardor and order, love

and learning, personal ri^ts and community dudes.
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Medieval Christendom was the creation of the Catholic

Church. Like every other age, it had its tragically human side,

its Feudal violences, and its social tensions. The history of the

Inquisition tells of ghastly episodes of ruthless cruelty. There

were moods of "Augustinian" pessimism that may have over-

valued physical asceticism and for a long time undervalued the

secular purposes of political and economic life. Nevertheless,

the Renaissance illusion of the 'Dark'* ages has been all but

dissipated In one of the most recent of M. G. Cohen’s brilliant

and erudite works, La Grande Claris du Moyen-Age,^'' he has

summed up the conclusion of all recent research: ’'Tlie only

darkness about the Middle Ages is in our ignorance of them."

There could have been no lack of the love of truth and beauty

and goodness in an age that produced the cathedrals, the univer-

sities, the saints of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. And
when bishops could remind kinp that they were "under the law

and God," and when a monk could remind the Pope that he

must rule by reason and not by will, tliere was little danger of

totalitarian tyranny. Most of tlie modern movement^-nominal-
ism, Renaissance humanism, Protestantism, classicism, ration-

alism, materialism, and Anally totalitarianism—have seemed to

a Catholic to be apostasies from the hard duty of mental, moral,

religious, and social integration. It was not Occam’s interest in

the visible, concrete individual that was wrong; but his denial

of the equally real, though invisible, universal nature. It was not

the affirmations of humanism but only its denial of the super-

natural that proved a danger. Even Protestantism, the Catholic

holda, has involved a sacrihee of the fact of wholeness for the

feeling of holiness, of human nature in the name of Divine

Grace and Omnipotence, of Christendom in the name of nation-

alism and, ultimately, of the Church in the name of the State.

The Church has often enough proved that she has no con-

tempt for the classics, for reason, for matter, for the nation,

and the State; but she has been suspicious of a classicism, a
rationalism, a materialism, a nationalism, and a StatUm that

misunderstood either human emotion, or Divine Revelation, or

“New York: 1943.
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Spiritual reality, or human brotherhood, or inalienable personal
rights. And she will oppose in the future, as she has done in
the past, any such partial interpretations of human life.

And yet her ov/n real life is not that of a human, historical
community that is being “fulfilled” in time; it is a life “hidden
with Christ in God,” that “promise” of Eternal Life which is

sanctifying grace, that communion of the soul with God, which
is the purpose of all the rest. In her rdipous Orders and Con-
gregations—Benedictine, CamaWolese, Carthusian, Cstercian,
Carmelite, Trinitarian, Franciscan, Dominican, Ursuline, Jes-
uit, not to mention the more modern foundations her full life

of community and communion is most perfectly realized. Even
today prodi^cs of missionary and educational effort are being
wrought by men and women who have joyously renounced
the pleasures and prizes of ordinary life for the “hundredfold”
of spiritual peace and the promise of eternal life (Bdatt. rp:
29).

Mot all the monks and nuns have been saints
;
and not all the

Catholic saints have been integral humanists. But the average
Catliollc la inclined to feel that if. after all these centuries of
worship in spirit and truth, of contemplation and meditation,

of adoration, thanksgiving, petition, and self^oblation to God,
human nature still shows every evidence of the wounds of ori^-
nal sin. tlicn no “world of tomorrow” is likely to be a heaven
on earth. The Catholic Church lives for the present; but she
does not stand still In the light of her history and in the force

of her holiness she moves ever onward In b^e—but like a ship

on a wide ocean, guided by visible stars to ports, human and
Divine, that are still unseen.
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Protestantism

JOHN ALEXANDER MACKAY

It ts an impressive, albeit unhappy, fact that the Christian reli-

gion, the most influential and aggressive of the great religions

of mankind, has been represented for the past four hundred
years by three separate traditions, Eastern Orthodoxy, Roman
Catholicism, and Protestantism. These tradittotis, while they
all derive from a common source and are one in essential Qiris-
lian loyalties, differ from one another in very important
respects.

Tlie Cliristian tradition which took liistorica! form most re-

cently is known by the general name of Protestantism. In its

Institutional expression, Protestantism U the youngest of the
three Christian traditions- To be more specific, it is that Chris-
tian tradition which owes its ecdesUstical fonn. its confes-
sional position, its spiritual attitude to the attempt made in tlie

sixteenth century to give a more adequate expression to Chris-
tianity tlian that which was current at the time. The historic

endeavor to restore the Christian relipon to its native, pristine

glory, is commonly called the Protestant Reformation. This
revolutionary movement in the field of religion became the
source of a diversified expression of Christianity. Because of
its variegated character, Protestantism as a phenomenon in
history is difficult to d^ne. *Tf we are thinking of a purely
historical definition of Protestantism,” says Ernst Troeltsch,
”we soon recognize that for Protestantism as a whole, It can-
not be immediately formulated.” Prom the viewpoint of its

inner religious spirit, however, as distinguished from that of
its outer diversified expression, Protestantism can be readily

defined.

Some important facts should be held in mind as we undertake
this study. While Protestantism emerged in history at a given
time and under special dreumstances, its ideas and spirit were
not a creation of the sixteenth cestury. For these it claims high
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antiquity. It was the contention of the Protestant Reformers

and continues to be the contention of their successors, that the

religious emphases that began to be made in that century were

not discoveries of new truth, but rather recoveries of ancient

truth. The Reformers did not regard themseJves as discoverers

but as restorers. They did not think of their work as opening

up new paths, but as reopening old paths, great highways of

troth, which in the course of Christian history had been aban-

doned or grown over. Their emphasis from tlie beginning was

positive, not negative.

The term ^'Protestant,” it is true, suggests, at first thouglit, a

negative attitude. It has been interpreted as an attitude of pure

dissent from a positive position. Nothing could be more vmtruc,

historically and etymologically, to the famous ''Pretest” which

was presented at the Diet of Spires in 1529, and which gave its

name to the new religious movement. The German princes and

the representatives of the fourteen free cities which had em-

braced the principles of the religious reform did not "protest”

against ideas; they appeared in the role of "protestants” because

a curb had been pla^d upon the free propagation of truths

which were decidedly positive in character. Etymologically,

moreover, "protest” means dissent only in a secondary sense.

The essence of the word is to "state as a witness," to "aver,"

"to make solemn affirmation.” As we engage, therefore, in the

study of what Protestantism is, it is well tliat our minds be

disabused of the idea that what will engage our attention is a

negative dissent from a positive position, The genius of Prot-

estant Christianity is affirmation, not negation.

We begin with a description of Protestantism from the view-

point of history. Within the perspective of the last four centu-

ries, Protestantism has expressed itself in two main religious

types. These may be called (A) Classical Protestantism, (B)

Radical Protestantism. By Classical Protestantism we mean the

great chuichly systems, which, while they revolted against what
Christianity had become, retained a catholic sense of the

Church. Classical, or churchly Protestantism, has been repre-
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senied by the Lutheran, the Reformed, and the Anglican
Churches. Radical Protestantism i$ the word used to designate

the so-caJlcd "sect'' phenomenon in Protestant history. It em-
braces religious groups and schools of reli^ous thought which
were formed around some particular emphasis to the right or
to the left, which the members of the group felt to be expressive

of the essential core of Christianity.

CUSSSICAL PKOTfiSTAKTISM

Classical Protustantism, toward whidi, it may be remarked,
Frot(.*Ktantism os a whole is steadily moving at the present time,

disctivers certain common characteristics of a basic kind. Its

leaders, the l^fonners of the sixteenth century, proclaimed to

the world that the Reform movement was not a schism from
the Qiureh, but a schism in the Church. They claimed to be

heirs of the full Biblical and Patristic heritage of the Christian

Church. They were not sectarians. They viewed themselves as

men whom God had commissioned to fight His battles and the

battles of His Church in a degenerate time. Against the author*

ity of tlie Papal Sec, which in the medieval period had come to

claim plenary jurisdiction over all Christendom, they made tlieir

appeal to Jesus Christ Himself, and to the "next free General

Council of Holy Christendom." Qassical Protestantism ap*

pealed to origins against developments in Christian histoty. It

proclaimed a once-for-allness in the redemptive activity of God.
both with respect to what He did for men, and with respect to

what He said to men regarding their relati^ship to Him. It

affirmed that Christianity Is primarily an individual relation of

the soul to God, founded upon the once*for*all redemptive act

which God wrought in Christ, and maintained by the abiding

presence of the Holy Spirit in the Christian heart It made its

appeal from a religious hierarchy to Christ, from tradition to

the Bible, from an ecclesiastical system to the living fellowship

which the Spirit created at Pentecost

I. Lutk€ranism. Barliest among the general expressions of

Classical Protestantism is Lutheraoism. By Lutheranism is
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meant that particular Christian emphasis and those particular

churches which owe their orifin to the activity, spirit, and em-

phasis of Martin Luther. Lutheran churches are found chiefly

in Germany, the Scandinavian countries, and the United States.

Following: their founder, they have been profoundly concerned

throughout their history about two main things : the life of the

soul, and the worship of the Sanctuary. Luther’s agonizing con-

cern about the problem of personal sin, his dramatic release

from its fetters through the Biblical truth of justification by

faith, his religious subjectivity and love of song, have left their

imprint upon the Lutlieran tradition.

it is the supreme function of the Church, according to the

Lutheran view, to see to it that the Word of God is truly

preached, and that the Sacraments are rightly administered. In

the Lutheran communion, questions of polity and order have

always been secondary to a concern for the preaching of the

Word and the administration of the Sacraments. The individual

lay Christian fulfills his function when he bears witness to God

by a holy life and discliarges his secular duty with a sense of

religious vocation. The glory of Lutheranism lies in the spir-

itual inwardness it has created in its adherents. Its emphasis

upon faith, liberty, and brotherly love gave rise to some of the

finest expressions of Christian piety, both individual and corpo-

rate. Bach, the prince of musicians, was a child of the Lutheran

tradition.

The Church has not been regarded by Lutherans as responsi-

ble for the secular order, They have consistentiy maintained

that the attempt should not be made to apply the law of love to

the realm of politics. Because of sin, the political order does not

and cannot operate in accordance with the laws of God's King-

dom. In consequence of this attitude, there has grown up in

Lutheranism what must be regarded as an unhappy detachment

of the Church from secular society. The latter has been allowed

to develop according to its own laws. The Church has not felt

itself responsible to dictate to rulers or to influence state policy.

It has demanded only that it be left entirely free to preach the

Word and to administer the Sacraments, and that all its mem-
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bers shall enjoy freedom to pursue Iheif relifiotas Ufc in tran-
quillity and peace.

While the accusation is utterly false that to Luther belongs
the main responsibility for Addf Hitler and German Nazism,
it is true that the traditiouU detachment of Lutheranism from
public affairs in Germany made it easier for society and the
state in that country to pry themselves loose from Christian
direction- It Is, therefore, an exceedingly important fact in con-
temporary Protestant history tliat the great Lutheran Commu-
nion, l)oth in Europe and the Umled States, is beginning to re-
value its social responsibility.

2, Calvinism. Sc^d in historical order, and ffrst in the order
of its influence mid the number of its adherents in the Prot-
estant work! of today, is Calvinism or. as it is also called, Ke-
formed Christianity,

Reformed Christianity originated in the work of John Cal-
vin, whose passion was to reform existing Oiristianlty so that
it might resemble original Christianity. Calvin, a Frenchman,
and the only man of his time who was the peer of Erasmus as a
Humanist, passed through a profound religious experience, as
a result of which, in the wor^ of his follower, Beaa, '’he re-

nounced all other studies and devoted himself to God." By
means of his theological writings, especially Th€ Ji^tUuUs of
tht Chrisiian Religion, and his activities as a preacher, lecturer,

and church organizer in Geneva, where he settled upon his exile

from France, Calvin became one of the most revolutionary fig-

ures in religious and secular annals. More than any other man
in his time, he saved Europe from disaster. While the passion
of Luther, the former monk, was the soul and its salvation, the
passion of Calvin, the former humanist layman, was truth and
a doctrine of God. He was a God-intoxicat^ man. Feeling him-
self to be heir to the whole Christian tradition, as expressed in

the Bible and the great Fathers of the Church. Calvin became
the architect of the most massive and potent system of theology
in the history of Protestaniisra, the Protestant counterpart of
the great of Thomas Aquinas. Yet. slgnihcantly enough,
as demonstrating Cahrin's sense of continui^ with the Qiris-
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tian past, The Hititutes, his theological masterpiece, is essen-

tially an extended commentary upon the Apostles* Creed. This

fact reveals how closely linked C^vin felt himself to be to the

historic Christian faith. He became at the same time the archi-

tect of an ecclesiastical structure which was destined to exer-

cise a profound influence upon the political history of Europe

and the Western world,

Reformed theology, following Calvin, makes several impor-

tant emphases. Religion does not exist primarily for jwrsonal

happiness or for public utility; it exists for the worship and

service of God. It serves man best when it puts God first. Tlic

source of Christian doctrine is Holy Scripture aloitc, which is

"the infallible rule of faith and practice." The criterion by

which a doctrinal position must be judged is the influence it

exercises upon life, for "truth is in order to goodness." Pure

doctrine must express itself in pure living on the part of all who
profess it. In the words of that compendium of Calvinistic doc-

trine, the Westminster Shorter Catechism, "Man’s chief end is

to glorify God and to enjoy him for ever.” The Christian who

lives thus, develops in his life an asceticism of a very special

character, an asceticism-in-the-world, which leads him to live

the life of God in full contact with the secular order, Tliis atti-

tude determined the attitude of Calvinists toward work and

public office. Calvin’s crest, a flaming heart in an open hand,

the oblation of personality in its wholeness to the living God
for sacrificial service, constitutes the genius of the Reformed

view of life. Its representation in art Is Rembrandt’s famous

picture, "The Syndics."

Reformed Christianity has a high doctrine of the Church

and of the Church's responsibility for the secular order. The
Church, in Calvin's words, is "the foundation of the world."

It is "the holy community which in its life must demonstrate

that God has created the world in order that it may be the the-

ater of his glory." In its visible expression the Christian Church

is made up of whole multitude, dispersed all over the

world, who profess to worship one God and Jesus Christ, who
are initiated into his faith by baptism, who testify their unity
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m true doctrine and character by a participation of the sacred

supper, who consent to the word of the Lord, and preserve the

ministry which Christ has instituted for the purpose of preach^

ing it." ^ The government of the Church U in the hands of a
presbytery, which i$ made up equally of ministers and laymen,
ministers who are "teaching elders," and laymen who are

"ruling ciders.” For Calvin, schism U the worst of all evils

which can affect the Qxurch. “Whoever departs from the

Church,” he said, “denies God and Jesus Christ” To the end
of his (lays Calvin longed for the reunion of Cliristendom. His
consistently ecumenical spirit liad been reborn, as we shall see

later in this study, in a rcbirtli of Church and ecumenical con-

sciousness in the Prntestant world of our time.

TJic Church, however, does not fulfill its full mission In the

world as the instrument of God's glory when it is merely con-

cerned about preaching the Word, administering the Sacra-

ments, producing Christian piety, and carrying on its own insti-

tutional life. It has also a mission to the community. Reformed
Christianity has profoundly influenced cultural, political, and
social life In every country where it has been a dominant influ-

ence. In Scotland, John Knox, Calvin's great disciple, estab-

lished a sdiool alongside every Church. At the time of the

Amcricati Civil War, tlie Presb)^ian Church led all the Chris-

tian Oxurchci in the number of colleges it had founded from
the Atlantic to the Pacifle. It is also worthy of note that in the

American Revolution the only clergyman who signed the Decla-

ration of Independence was John Witherspoon, the Presby-

terian President of the College of New Jersey, now Princeton

University, and that the first ecdesiasticat body to hail the new
order was the Presbytery of Hanover in Vi^nia. It is equally

notable as a fact of contemporary history, that Fascism has

not appeared In any country in which Reformed Christianity

was the dominant expression of religious life. The man whose
influence inspired the organizatiem of the Confessicmal Church

in Germany was Karl Barth, the famous Reformed theo-

* InttiUUfs, Tf, 17.
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logjsm who dared Hitler, and sounded the return to Biblical

Christianity,

Calvinistic influence in thoi^ht is found historically not only

in the Presbyterian or Reformed family of churches, but also

in the Anglican, the Congregational, and the Baptist churches-

The ecclesiastical influence of Calvinism is found in those

churches whose polity has been based upon Presbytery, which

in the Reformed system takes the place of the hierarchy in

Episcopal churches- Reformed churches arc widely scattered

throughout the world, and constitute together tlic largest single

body of Protestant Qiristians.

3. Anfflicanism. Tl^e Anglican Church is the Church of Eng-

land, which since the reign of Henry VIII has been the Estab-

lished Church of that country. Taking historical form as a

separate ecclesiastical entity, following a quarrel bctwccix Henry

Vni and the Pope, the Anglican Church owes its specific chaf

acter and spirit not to anything associated with the notorious

English monarch or his reign but to great men like Richard

Hooker and Jeremy Taylor who, in the reign of Elisabeth, be-

came the creators of Anglicanism as we know it.

The Anglican Church lias always aspired to be, as T. S. Eliot

has expressed it, “a mean between Papacy and Presbytery."

This is true not only in an ecclesiastical seme but also in a doc-

trinal sense. Anglicanism has had, from the beginning of its

separate existence, an intense sense of the Church and of its

own continuity with the Church of the Apostles. This sense of

the Church, "the Church of Christ which was from the begin-

ning, is, and continues until the end,” to quote the words of

Richard Hooker in the second book of his Lows of EccUsiosti*

cal Polity, has determined the spirit and attitude of Anglican-

ism throughout its history. Regarding the Church as an exten-

sion of the Incarnation, and its own role as that of mediating

between the churches of the Reformation, and the great hier-

archical churches whose andent seats were at Rome and Con-

stantinople, the Church of England has followed a via msdia.

It has been, as one has put it, "a Catholic Church with prophetic

elements." Its genius has not been to revolutionize but to per-
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meate. It has sought to keep within iU pale all those who pro-
fess loyalty to the Church, however different their empliasea
may be upon spedhe issues not relating to the basic Anglican
allegiance. While being Calviaistic in its essential doctrine, as
this is expressed in the Thirty-Nine Articles, considerations of
polity and liturgy rather than considerations of doctrine, have
generally speaking, determined Anglican history and decisions.
Viewing Anglicanism within the general framework of Prot-
estant doctrine and life, it might be remarked that in its the-

ology, especially in recent times, it has laid great stress upon
reason as a necessary su|>i>lcmcnt to faith. A certain asceticism
and an emphasis upon the moral responsibility of the Christian
to exercise scif-discipllne have been marks of Anglican piety.

Some further facts regarding Anglicanism are worthy of
note. In full communion with the Qiurch of England, arc tlie

Episcopal Church of Scotland and the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the United States of America. From time to time,

all churches belonging to the Anglican family, meet in conclave
at Lambeth, England, at an ecdesiasticaJ gathering presided

over by the Archbishop of Canterbury. At this gathering deci-

sions are made for the guidance of the Anglican Church and its

affiliated communions. Within Anglicanism are found, at a
matter of fact, three main groups of churchmen all of whom
are equally devoted to the Chumht the Evangelist, or Low
Churchmen, who stress the Gospel and the great principles of
the Reformation; the AngloCatholica, or High Churchmen,
who stress the Catholic dement in the Anglican tradition, the
importance of Apostolic Succession and the Real Presence in

the Eucharist; the Modem Churchmen, doctrinal radicals,

whose passion it is to come to terms with secular culture as rep-

resented by philosophy and science. In recent years the Church
of England, particularly under the leadership of the late la-

mented Archbishop of Canterbury, William Temple, has givai
outstanding leadership in the new Ecumenical Movement and
in the approach of the Church to social questions. The compre-
hensive character and mediating genius of Anglicanism appear
in the fact that, apart from the Roman Catholic Church, the
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Protestant Episcopal Church in the United Stales was the only

Christian cotnjnunion which remained undivided at the dose o£
the American Civil War.

RADICAL PROTESTANTISM

By Radical Protestantism we mean those Christian groups or

schools of religious thought which broke away little by little

from the churchly systems of Protestantism described above, or

which originated independently of these. Such groups, which
have varied greatly In siae and importance, Jiave constituted the

‘'stepchildren of the Reformation." On tlie one hand, they

have been nonconformist in character; on the other hand, by
stressing elements in the Christian religion of vital importance

for the Body of Christ, they have been not infrequently the

very "salt" of Christianity. The influence of the "sect" and the

"sect" phenomenon in the history of Protestant Christianity,

especially in the United States, has been of a very decisive and
transforming character. At the same time it was the spectacle

presented by the manifold diversity of Protestant communions,
of which tliere are more than two hundred and flfty in the

United States alone, that led the French Catholic Churchman,
Bossuet, to write his famous fiistory of the yariaiions of
Prottstaniism. In Radical Protestantism are two main types:

the Evangelical, and the Humanist.

The Evangelical type of Radical Protestantism embraces all

those Protestant groups, denominations Or churclies, which
maintain a separate existence within the Protestant family
through a sincere desire to bear witness to that kind of Chris-
tian fellowship or to that form of life or doctrine which, in the

judgment of the members, conforms most closely with the Will
of God as revealed in Holy Scripture. Their passion has been
to grasp and express in both doctrine and life the inmost mean-
ing of Christian discipleship. Under the inspiration of this pas-
sion, there have appeared periodically in Protestant history,
churches of "gathered" or committed Christians. The "gath-
ered" church is a church whose members are what they are not
because of family connections or for conventional reasons, but
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because of their personaJ commitment to Jesus Christ and to
that for which the fellowship stands. The religion of the “gath-
ered” church has been marked by a certain primitivism in a
double sense. It has been elemental religion, that kind of reli-

gion, which, in the words of William James, is an “acute feveri’

and not a “dull habit." It has, at the same time, represented a
desire to have daily life conform to the most primitive Chris-
tian pattern. In the sphere of morals, the lives of those belong-
ing to the “gathered” church have been marked by a severe,

oftentimes legalistic, rigorism. Tlicir sense of the Church
in the classical meaning of that term lias been slight For them
the Oiurch is essentially a voluntary association.

Protestant Christians of this type have played a very decisive

part in religious and politica! history since the Reformation.
They have been used by God to keep alive certain essential ele-

ments of Christian faith and practice. In the political realm,
they have played an important part, as did Roger Williams, for

example, in leading the state to grant complete religious free-

dom to all citizens. They have been traditional champions of
the rights of man. The British Labor party drew its chief sup-
port at first from the ranks of religious Nonconformism.
Most rcprcMntativc and important among the Evangelical

expressions of Radical Protestantism have been the Baptists,

the Congregationalists, the Methodists, and the Quakers.
The Baptists, who are the successors of the Anabaptists of

pre-Reformation times, have stood for the necessity of personal

religious commitment as the prerequisite for Christian baptism.

They constitute the largest body of Protestant Christians in

the United States and have been marked, especially b the South,

by great evangelistic fervor.

The Congregationalists owe thdr separate existence to a
polity which makes the individual congregation the ultimate

ecclesiastical unit. Congregationalism, traditionally Calvinistlc

in its theology, exercised a decisive influence on the religious

life of New England in colonial days and gave birth to the uni-

versities of Harvard and Yale. Today Congregationalists are

among the chief supporters of the ecumenical movement, and a
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considerable number of the leading theological minds in Amer-
ica belong to the Congregational communion. In their polity

Baptists are also congregationalists.

Methodism originated under John and Charles Wesley a$ a
movement within Anglicanism to secure that all who called

themselves Christians should take their calling seriously and
live holy or sanctified lives. Methodists constitute a large and
influential group in world Protestantism. More interested in

life than in doctrine, Methodists have frequently taken the lead

in the initiation of social reform. The largest single ecclesiasti-

cal body in Protestantism is the Metlwdist Church of the

United States.

Tlie Quakers, or the Society of Friends, liavc stood since the

days of George Fox, the founder of the Society, for the reality

of the inner light in the Christian soul as a source of spiritual

insight and a guide to daily living. Members of the Society of
Friends both in the Old World and the New have been marked
traditionally by a profound human passion and social concern.
In time of war they have been pacifists who devoted themselves
unstint ingly to alleviating auflering,

In the world of today all four of these denominations, which
began as ''gathered” churches with an intense "sect” conscious-
neas, manifest the same inclusiveness in their membership tliat

marks the Protestant Churches of the classical tradition.

Thi Humanist typi of Padical Protestantism lias been su-
premely concerned with the relation of the Christian and the
Church to secular society. One of its major passions has been
to vindicate Christianity to "men of taste" and to accommodate
it to Reason and the most approved cultural categories. Its rep-
resentatives have generally been individuals, or groups of indi-
vidwis, drawn from many churches rather than whole religious
bodies in the ecclesiastical sense. Turning from Revelation as
the supreme guide of thought, men of this type espoused Rea-
son as the ultimate source of truth. Maintaining that the highest
role of religion is to be the soul of culture, they have aimed to
fit Christianity into the prevailing cultural pattern. Their ulti-

mate criterion of religious truth has not been the Christian
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revelation but some discovery of science or some philosophical
principle or value. For Protestants of this "modernist" type, the
Christian Church has been little more than a sociological insti-
tution. It has been to them one of the forces, perchance the
highest, "among the various spiritual and cultural forces which
are working in the same general direction of the ultimate good,”
Some would even suggest that the Church is simply “a volun-
tary association for providing services on Sunday for that sec-

tion of the community which chooses to take advantage of
them."

This lughly seculariaed expression of Radical Protestantism
represents the most extreme aberration from the central Chris-
tian tradition for which essential Protestantism has stood and
continues to stand. Within the Protestant world of today the

influence and prestige of this secularized variety of the Prot-
estant spirit are very markedly oo the wane. It is important,
however, that we take this viewpoint into account in order to
obuin a dear conception of the historical range of Protestant
opinion. In this way we shall be prepared for a basic study of
the eternal core of Protestantism, ac^ of the new and striking

developments in the Protestant world which constitute one of
the chief religious phenomena of the twentieth century.

DOCtfilKAL SMPHASE5

Prom historical description we pass to theological interpreta-

tion. It will be our endeavor m this section to express the soul

of Protestant Christianity. Amid and beneath all the diverse
manifestations of Protestantism in history, we discover certain

major emphases which ti^fether constitute the inmost core of
Protestant faith and life.

Tht Authority of the BtbU. Protestantism emerged
in history with the alHrmation that the Bible, the Scriptures of
the Old and New Testaments, rather than Tradition or the

Church, constitutes the supreme authority in all questions relat-

ing to Christian faith and practice. This affirmation was di-

rected against the authority of the Roman Catholic Church,
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particuUrly the Papacy, which had vested in itself the authority
formerly exercised by Ae Ecumenical Councils. The Protestant
Reformers proclaim^ that authoritative knowledge of God and
His will is derived from a study of Holy Scripture. The Bible,

which in the medieval Church had existed only in a Latin ver-
sion, was now translated from the original Hebrew and Greek
into the several languages of the West It soon began to be
studied not only by churchmen and scholars but also by the
common people. The presupposition that underlay the transla-
tion of the Scriptures into the vernacular tongues of Europe,
and later of the whole world, was and continues to be, that the
Holy Spirit, under wliose inspiration the writers of the sacred
Record had done their work, would lead humble souJs to a sav-
ing knowledge of God. Tradition, which had come to be re-

garded as coequal in autitorlty with the Bible as a source of our
knowledge of God, and the Church, which had become the
proximate rule of faith and the supreme interpreter of Revela-
tion, were now studied and judged in the light of the Bible.

The restoration of the Bible to the supreme place of religious
authority which it had occupied in the early Church has had
far-reaching implications for Protesttnt thought and life. One
implication touches the meaning of Divine Revelation. The
classical Christian affirmation Is that God has spoken. The eter-
nal silence has been broken, The inscrutable mystery has been
unveiled. There Is a word from the Lord, Truth exists. This
truth is redemptive truth. It has taken the form of great re-
demptive deeds wrought by God in behalf of man, and of lumi-
nous prophetic words which interpreted those deeds and made
clear to man the nature and will of God for his salvation. The
record of those deeds and words we have in the Bible. The core
of the Bible and the due to its undersUnding is the Gospel,
The Gospel is the Good News of what God has already done
for man in Christ, and is ready to do for any person who be-
lieves the record concerning Jesus Christ, the Saviour. They
only, however, rea% understand the Bible and attain a knowl-
edge of God and His redemptive will who come to the study of
Holy Scripture not because of intellectual curiosity but throi^h
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a deep concern to discover authoritative answers to the agoniz-
ing questions about God, sin, and destiny,

Biblical truth i$ moreover personal truth. Being a book about
redemption, the Bible is supremely interested in answering the
quest of a person who comes to it with the query, “What must
1 do to be saved?’' This question is answered in the form of an
encounter between God and the earnest reader in such wise that
the ccjiturifs arc telescoped, and a redemptive encounter takes
place again. Not only so : from the hour of the great encounter
onward, it is in and through the Bilile that the Christian soul
holds communion with God. Through the Bible also, the will
of God is revealed to the Christian for his bcltavior in the con-
crete process of living- The BIhle is, therefore, not only the su-
preme source of our knowledge of God and the supreme the-
ater where God and man meet; it is also the chief medium of
our communion with God and the chief guide in the nrooer con-
duct of life.

Aa regards an understanding of Biblical truth, the Bible is

to be Interpreted In terms of categories which are native to it-

self. Being a book about redemption, that i$ to say, about the
supernatural disclosure of God to men as a redeeming God, the
Bible cannot be understood in terms of any categories and
forms of thought which are alien to the basic presupposition
that God revealed himself in a redemptive manner in the life

of Israel, Basic for a true understanding of the Bible is the
recognition, for example, that one of its central categories is

that of a “covenant" between God and his people whereby He
promises to bless them and they promise to do His Will. More-
over, being a bock about redemption, the Bible is authoritative
only in its own particular sphere. As a document with a history,
it is to be studied and investigated with the most rigorous his-

torical and scientific criteria- Under such scrutiny, a flood of
light has been thrown upon the origin of the Biblical records,
as also upon the elements that entered into Israel's religion. The
important thing about the Bible is, however, that whereas the

human, often all too human, elements are abundantly present,

God used lowly and unworthy people and religious elements cf
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a plebeian and even exotic character, to communicate himself
and his purf*osc to men. His self-communication moved pro-
gressively from the early origins of Israers history through the
great prophets of Israel and Judah, took personal and absolute
form in Jesus Christ, and was perfected in the Apostolic era
of the Spirit. Revelation as a whole is bound together by the
central reality of the Redeemer, so that tliere is a sense in which
one can call the Bible a book about Jesus Christ. It is in the
measure in which He becomes known in his saving power tliat

the Bible becomes truly understood. While it is not true that
the Bible is the "religion of Protestants " as has sometimes been
said, it is true that the Bible produced the Protestant Reforma-
tion and has inspired and determined the Protestant expression
of the Christian religion.

The centrality given to the Bible in Protestant faith and ex-
pcrience exerted a profound influence upon those forms of cul-
tural development which are Protestant in tlteir inspiration.
Popular interest in the Bible gave a great Impulse to public edu-
cation. Literacy was promoted in order that men might learn
to read the Scriptures. Where tlie Bible has been diffused, tJie

common people have become literate, while culture in every
sphere has been transfigured. In many instances the Bible itself
was the first bock to be translated into the language of a people.
In o^er instances, a particular translation of the Bible gave
classical expression to the language in which it appeared, The
great figures, episodes, and teachings of the Book have entered
as a creative force into the main stream of many a literature. It
is a striking and symbolical fact that Rembrandt and Bach, two
of the greatest masters In the history of art, one in painting,
the other in music, were Protestants, and that their greatest cre-
ations were directly inspired by the text of Holy Scripture
Both men were profound students of the Bible whose inner
meaning they succeeded in interpreting in a way that no other
artists have ever done,

TU Unffi^diaiffd Lordship of Jfsut Ckrist The centrality
of Christ in Christian thought and experience, and the unmedi-
ated character of relations between him and the souls of men.
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IS a basic Protestant emphasis. Jesus Christ doe not submit to
controjor patronage even by the Church, as the Grand Inquisi-
tor in Dostoevski’s famous legend thought he should. He main-
tains himself in sovereign freedom, using the Church as the
agent of his will, but brinpng it into judg^t when it becomes
presumptuous and assumes prerogatives which Christ has never
relinquished. A fourfold affirmation makes up the Protestant
insight into the meaning and sigmScance of Jesus Christ and
his relations witli men.

I. Salvation U ohtaiiud thronoh faith in Jesui Christ. The
doctrine of Jusllficaiion by Faith lias been called the formal
priiici[)lc of I’fotcslantism. Ita meajiing is this: Man is saved,
not by ethical striving or achievement, but by the joyous accept-
ance of God’s gift of salvation. Good works do not save men*
they arc the fruits of men who are saved. God offers to man
tile complete redemption wlxich was wrought out for him in the
life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ To the reality of
this redemption, man gives his assent, acquiescing in the fact
that he owes salvation not to his own goodness, but to the good-
ness of Another, By an act of consent or commitment, he gives
himself to tliat Other, the living Christ, with whom he identi-
fies lumsdf in thought and in life. In this view of faith there
arc, accordingly, two demenU: one, the dement of assent by
which the mind grasps and acquiesces in what God has done for
men in QirisC; the other, that of consent or commitment,
whereby a man identifies himself wholly with Christ in thought
and in life. In saving faith, therefore, there is assent to a propo-
sition, and consent to a Person.

Believers in Christ, whoever they may be, enter upon a life
of unique privilege and responsibility. They arc constituted
"priests." As such they have full right or access to God through
Christ at all times. It is their corresponding responsibili^ to
live lives of utter dedication to God. in the secular as well as in
the religious sphere. The doctrine of the "Universal priesthood
of believers" is a basic Protestant affirmation.

2, Jisus Christ is tks savereiffn Lord of tks Church and of
the World. While affirming that Jesus Christ founded a Qiurch
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which is his Body, and that outside this Church there is no sal-

vation, Protestantism affirms that Jesus Christ has not abdi-

cated. He continues to direct affairs in the Church and in the

world, As the Lord of the Church, he can bring and does bring

the Church into judgment. That being so, a Oiurch tliat bears

the Christian name may so far depart from the mind of Christ

in faith and practice, as virtually to become apostate and to be,

in the words directed by the Lord of the Church to one of the

churches in the Apocalypse, *'spewed out" of His mouth. It

means also that there may be times when an individual Chris-

tian may have to appeal to Jesus Oirist i^inst the Oiurch.

Tills is the significance of the famous words of Pascal when he

said: "If my letters are condemned in Rome, what I condemn
in them is condemned in heaven; to Thy tribunal, Oh Lord
Jesus, I appeal/’ That was the profoundly Protestant affirma-

tion of a great Roman Catholic saint. It was in the spirit of that

affirmation that the Protestant Reformers made their appeal to

Jesus Christ himself against those who carried on the affairs

of the Church in Hia name.

Jesus Christ should be equally sovereign in the affairs of the

state. It is never legitimate for Protestants to make any pact

with, or derive special advantages from, a form of government
whose principles run counter to the truths of the Christian reli-

gion, or which cliallenges the right of the Church to proclaim

God’s truth and to live in accordance with Hia will.

A third affirmation is this. The concrcU figure of Jesus

Christ os He appears in Ike Gospels, is the normative standard
for human life. Whenever, as has frequently happened in Ro-
man, Orthodox, and Protestant circles, the way of life and
thought which was characteristic of the historical figure of
Jesus is not taken seriously, the quality of Christian living im-
mediately declines. The so-called "Back to Jesus" movement,
and that of the "Quest of the historical Jesus," which were
Protestant in their inspiration, despite all great limitations

attaching to this approach, gave to the Christian Church the

concrete living figure of Jesus in a form in which the Church
had never possessed Him before. That Figure, divested of the
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dements that bdonged merely to His own a^e, sets before each

succcediT^ feneration of men a concrete and authoritative

standard of human behavior. While it is true that Lives of

Christ have been rather autobiographies of their authors than

bic^aphies of Jesus, they do enshrine the etemaJ truth that the

most important thing that any man can do is to face tlie Man
and to order his life in accordance with the life of Christ.

4. The fourth affirmation regarding Jesus Christ is: tht

Risen Christ is the pcrcHnial source of strength for oeHon.

Protestant piety has stressed the reality of communion with the

living Christ, not only on the part of great saints but also on
the of simple l>dievcrs; not only in the sacrament of the

Lor<l's Supper but amid tlic routine of daily living. "'Lo I am
with you always, even unto the end of the world" said Christ.

TI1CSC are the words which David Uvingstone called the *'word$

of a gentleman." A sense of comradeship with the living Christ,

to whom one can go at all times for forgiveness and cleansing,

for sympathy and for strength, has been one of the chief marks

and sources of inspiration of Protestant Christian personality.

Because of the overwhelming fact of Christ as the ever present

and living Lord. Protestant Christians have not been aware of

any necessity to have recourse to the Virgin Mother or to the

saints as special intercessors. Having the living Lord himself,

they have felt the need of no other. This Chri$to*eentric char-

acter of religious experience amid the routine of daily living

and in all the great crises of life has been a characteristic of

Protestant Christianity.

The Witnessing Responsibility of the Church. The supreme

function of the Qiristian Church is. in the Protestant vievr. to

bear witness to God. The Church exists to witness to the C^s-

pel, the Good News of human salavation in and through Jesus

Christ. Whenever the Church, as the "Body of Christ," thinks

arid acts as if it were an end in itself, or engages in activities

in which the reality of the Gospel does not hold a central posi-

tion, it fails to fulSll its primary function.

Witness must be borne to the Gospel by word and by life.

The centrally of preaching, of proclaiming the Gospel by word.
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has been one of the chief characteristics of Protestant Chris-

tianity. Ideally speahing;, the Gospel must be proclaimed with

passionate conviction: with conviction because It is true, with

passion because it is important and because obedience to It is

urgfent. It must be proclaimed aUo with unmistakable clarity in

the language of every people. Oarity in the proclamation of the

Gospel involves a thorough knowledge of the Bible where such

knowledge is obtained; personal experience of the power of

the Gospel; an adequate Geological system in which the Gospel

is central. The form of speech used in proclamation must be

such as to convey the significance of the Good News in the most
compelling form. The heart of man and the culture of the time

must be assiduously studied in order that communication may
take place in such a way as to be challenging and luminous.

It is for the Church also to bear witness to the Gospel by life.

No witness will be more effective than that of personal piety, of

spiritual inwardness, of victorious living, on the part of those

who profess the name of Jesus Christ. But witness must be

borne no less by a deep human or social passion. If men are to

take seriously the presentation of the Good News about God,

goodness must validate the presence of truth; good works must
prove the reality of faith, However, personal ethical behavior

and Christian philanthropy are not enough. The Christian

Church must proclaim God's righteousness for all human rela-

tionships. and must throw its weight at all times upon the side

of righteousness.

Everything which the Church does in bearing witness to the

Gospel by word and by life must have as its principal aim that

individuals and communities may respond to the call of God, In

order to exist truly, the Church, in accordance with the inner

meaning of the term ‘'exist,” most “set out/' “sally forth,”

along the highways of life, bearing witness before all men, in

every circumstance and in every age, to the Good News that

God has given a definite and final answer to the agonising prob-
lems of man's life.
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COKT£M?OftARy &EVEL0P1CBNTS

We have now cocne to the most important part of this study,

a consideration of the developments that are taking; place in

Protestant Cliristianity in our time. For Protestantism, let It be

emphasized, has not yet reached its religious majority, nor dis*

d^arged its full historical mission. It is stiU in process of be>

coming; its heyday is not behind it. but before it. The complete

meaning of wliat happened at the Reformation four hundred

years ago lus still to be expressed in life and doctrine and eede-

sicstical organization. Other things, too. must happen which

did not enter into the thought of the Reformers.

Tlmt Protestant Christianity is crossing (he threshold of a

new era in its history is abundantly dear. It is rediscovering its

soul. Protestant Churches arc becoming increasingly aware of

tltc greatness of their heritage from the past The glory of the

Gospel and its implications for the world have captivated afresh

the Protestant imagination. A sense of contemporary mission

is deepening. Contact has been established with the Eastern

Onho^x Church. The Roman Catholic doctrine of the Church

and the bearing of its pretensions upon the future of Christian

unity, is being studied afresh, and from a fresh point of view.

Tile expansion of Evangelical Christianity into every repre*

senative area of the world and the coming, in consequence, of

a world-wide Evangelical community, has given a new sense

of ecumenicity. The global character of contemporary prob-

lems, the physical unity of the world and its tragic spiritual dis-

unity, constitute a new challenge to Evtngelicat action. The

connection between human welfare and the religion prevalent

In a given country has come up (or new study. The devastating

effects of religious ruonopdy and the suppression of religious

freedom in large areas of the world, not only in countries where

non-Christian religions have prevailed but even in others where

the dominant religion has been Christian, have made a profound

impression upon the Protestant mind. At the same time, there

is much sober relfection upon the fact that the nations which

proved victorious in the recent world struggle and which will
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have to assume a major responsibility for the world of tomor-

row, are nations whose reli^ous background has been predomi-

nantly Protestant or Orthodox.

Four major developments have been taking place in Prot-

estantism in recent years which will have a far-reaching influ-

ence upon the history of Christianity and the future of human
civilization, Let us state what these are and pass on to consider

each one of them in turn. First: The meaning of tlie historic

Christian faith is being grasped afresh. Second: The reality

of the Holy Catholic Church, tlie Una Sancla^ and Its implica-

tions for the Christian community and the family of nations,

has caught the Protestant imagination, Third: A reawakened
sense of responsibility for the secular order inspires a pa.ssion

for a new Cerpw Chrislianum. Fourth: The formulation of

an ecumenical Geology, made necessary by tlie world-wide ex-

pansion of Evangelical Christianity and the new problems of

culture and civilizationjs being initiated by Protestant thinkers.

Thi Rtdiscovtry of Christian Orthodoxy. After a somber

period during which it appeared as if Protestant theology was
to succumb completely to a liberalism whose assumptions were

derived from Reason rather than from Revelation, a powerful

reaction has set in. The way was prepared for a renaissance of

orthodoxy by the study of certain thinkers who had been largely

passed by, The discussions of Pascal and Kierkegaard on the

nature of Truth and of Christian truth in particular; the devas-

tating critique of man and human nature by Dostoevski and
Nietzsche disposed men’s minds to take seriously the realism

of the Bible. God became greater and more transcendent
;
man

became meaner and more problematical. The religious romanti-
cism which had immersed God in nature and divinized man re-

ceived a shattering blow when in 1918 Karl Barth, a Swiss
country pastor, published a commentary on Paul’s Letter to

the Romans. The number of allusions to Kierkegaard, Dos-
toevski and Nietzsche, in this epoch-making book show how
those thinkers had prepared the soul of Barth to listen with
fresh understanding to the powerful voice of Paul as he spoke
again to Western religion and culture. Once more the trans-
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cendence of God became real in the places of Protestant
theology; the Word of God became potent and authoritative

once again; the gulf between God and roan, between sin and
righteousness, between truth and falsehood, between perdition

and salvation, became apparent
;
while the Bible as the written

Word, and Jesus Christ as the personal Word of God, took
on new meaning. The tremendous fact was brought home to
thinkers that when God speaks, tlie content of His word is not
information to satisfy man's curiosity but a command that sum*
mons him to obctlience. The miicr meaning of religion, as a
total response of human personality to God, became clear. The
impossibility of undcrstatiding tlic Bible without taking up the

adventurous attitude whiclt the Bible demands, also became
manifest. Itxistcinial theology, that is, theology grounded upon
man's total response to God, as against religious romanticism
which rooted Christianity in pure feeling, and Protestant sch>
lasticism which reduced it to the mere acceptance of theolo^cal
formulas and the Biblical letter, had arrived. While so-called

Barthianism has few adherents in its original form, and Karl
Barth himself refuses to be known as a Barthian, the diffused
influence of this German Swiss thcol^an and of his com-
patriot Emil Brunner has led to a rebirtlt of Protestant ortho-

doxy. Tliat influence may be traced in many thinkers, both

Protestant and Roman (^tholic, who differ from these two
theologians in many respects.

The appearance of a theolo^cal commentary on a book of
the Bible, as distinguished from a merely critied and historical

discussion, was soon followed by a new interest in theology it-

self. In the Protestant world, theology in general, and sys-

tematic theol^y in particubr, had largely fallen into disrepute.

Not doctrine but life was the prevailing slogan. The content of

theology was determined largely \ry psychol^y or sociology,

by philosophy or the history of religion. Now the Bible and the

Bible alone became the supreme source of theology, as it had
been in the Protestant tradition when it first bro^ upon the

world. A new Biblicism was bom which, while eager to do the

fullest justice to the authenticated results of literary and his-
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torical criticism as applied to the Biblical records, was still pre*

pared to afhrm with intellectutal conviction and passionate faith

tlut the Bible was the Word of God to man. The Record of

God's Self-disclosure in redemptive deed and prophetic word,

in the person and work of Jesus Christ, in the coming of the

Holy Spirit and the creation of the Christian Church, was

where God and man supremely met. In the theological construc-

tion now undertaken of the doctrine of the person of Christ

were blended the Jesus of history and the Christ of Paul, the

Word become flesh of the Fourth Gospel and the King of

Kings and Lord of Lords of tlie Apocalypse. The Old Testa-

ment soon began to be studied with fresh eyes not as a mere
preface to, but as an integral part of, the Christian revelation.

Fresh attention was given to the writings of Luther and Calvin

and the other great Reformers of the sixteenth century. As a

result of this study it was discovered that some of the greatest

insights of those great men had been lost or dimmed in the

Protestant theology of the succeeding period, When the while

light of Revelation was turned upon the study of man and the

human scene, it became evident that man was chiefly dlstin*

guished from the animals not only by his rationality, but also,

and very especially, by his "capacity for self-deception.” His

characteristic sin was no longer lust, but rebellious pride. His
supreme sin, to which he was constantly subject, was to substi-

tute himself or something else for God, his Maker, Thus, in

the higher spheres of Protestant theology, a new Christian real-

ism was bom. It was also proclaimed once more that the glory

of the Christian preacher was to be a ‘'servant of the Word.”
In the period between the two wars, and under the double

inspiration of the reborn interest in Christian orthodoxy and
the growing desire for Christian understanding and unity, two
great gatherings were convened. The object of the one was to

crystallire Christian truth for the churches which professed it

One of the chief objects of the other was to deflne the Chris-

tian message in relation to the non-Christian reli^ons. The first

of these gatherings, called the Conference on Faith and Order,
was held at Lausanne, Switzerland, in 1927, The second, an
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cnJ2rg:ed mectin|' of the International Missionary Council, as-

sembled for two weeks on the Mount of Olives at Easter time,

1928, to consider the relation of Christianity to the non-

Christian religions and the world of our time. Out of the Jem*

saJem gathering, and under the inspiration of what bad taken

place at Lausanne the year before, there came forth, in the form

of a message, one of the great documents of contemporary

Oiristianity. In the intervening two decades the Jerusalem mes-

sage has exercised a wide and consolidating influence upon

Protestant tliought throughout the world. To make clear wlmt

is believed in the higher circles of Protestant leadership today

»

we can do no better than to quote part of this document The

cimirman of the commission which drafted the message was the

Archbishop of Canterbury, WiUiam Temple. The message reads

in part : “Our message is Jesus Christ. He is the revelation of

what God is and of what man through Him may become. In

Him we come face to face with the Ultimate Reality of the

universe; He makes known to us God as our Father, perfect

and infinite in love and in righteousr>ess ; for in Him we hnd

God incarnate, the final yet ever-unfolding, revelation of the

God in whom we live and move and have our being.

*'We hold that through all that happens, in light and in dark-

ness, God is working, ruling and over-ruling. Jesus Christ, in

His life and through His death and resurrection, has disclosed

to us the Father, the Supreme Reality, as almighty Love, recon-

ciling the world to Himself by the Cross, suffering with men

in their stru^Ie against sin and evil, bearing with them and

for them the burden of sin, forgiving them as they, with for-

giveness in their own hearts, turn to Him in repentance and

faith, and creating humanity anew for an ever-growing, ever-

enlarging, everlasting life.

“The vision of God in Christ brings and deepens the sense of

sin and guilt. We are not worthy of His love; we have by our

own fault opposed His holy will Yet that same vision which

brings the sense of guilt brings also the assurance of pardon,

if only we yield ourselves in faith to the spirit of Christ so that

His redeeming love may avail to reconcile us to God.
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"We re-affirm that God, as Jesus Christ has revealed Him,

re^^uires all His children, in all circumstances, at all times, and
in all human relationships, to Hve in love and righteousness for

His glory. By the resurrection of Christ and the gift of the

Holy Spirit God offers H:s own power to men that they may
be fellow workers with Him, and urges them on to a life of

adventure and self-sacriffce in preparation for the coming of

His Kingdom in its fullness. . . .

"Christianity is not a Western religion, nor Is it yet effect-

ively accepted by the Western world as a whole. Oirist belongs

to the peoples of Africa and Asia as much as to the European

or American. We call all men to equal fellowship in Him. But
to come to Him is always self-surrender. We must not come in

the pride of national heritage or religious tradition; he who
would enter the Kingdom of God must become as a little child,

though in that Kingdom are all the treasures of man’s aspira-

tions, consecrated and harmonised. Just because Christ Is the

self-disclosure of the One God, all human aspirations are to-

wards Him, and yet of no human tradition is He merely the

continuation. He is the desire of all nations ; but He is always

more, and other, than they had desired before they learned of

Him." >

Tht Affirmaiicn of EvanggUeal Catholicity. A new sense of

the Church and its universality has also been bom In recent

years within the representative Protestant communions. The
Church witliin the churches becomes more and more the object

of thought and devotion. A deeper study of the New Testa-

ment, and especially the restoration of the Pauline letters and
the other Apostolic writings to their true place within the Chris-

tian revelation, has focused upon the Church the attention

which in the liberal era of Protestantism had been focused aU
most exclusively upon the Kingdom of God. The eschatologi-

cal character of the Kingdom has been grasped afresh. It is

recognised that the Christian Church is "the pillar and ground
of the truth," that it is "the Body of Christ," God’s chosen in-

’ The Jerusalem Meeting cf Ihe Iniemalicnal Missionary Council,
lotercatiooal Miuioflary Couacil, Kew York, 1928, Vol. i, pp. 402, 41 1.
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strumftnt for th« doing of HU wiU in history, which must dedi-

cate itself to the coming of His Kii^dan among men. This
Church came to birth as z fdlowshjp before it became an or-

ganization. Its birth was due not to the “consenting wills of
men,” but to the power of God, Bong the creation of the Holy
Spirit, the Church is indwelt by the Spirit and must ever strive

to maintain the unity of the Spirit

The last two decades of Protestant history have been merited

by increasing devotion upon the part of Protestant church lead-

ers to the cause of Christian unity. Tlicy are committed to the

proposition that only a united Church can fulfill the will of
Clirist as expressed in His great High Priestly prayer (St.

John 17) and discharge its true mission in the world. Christ

Himself is the center of Unity. Allegiance to Him as Divine
Saviour and Lord is tlie bond that binds together the several

Church councils tliat have been formed in recent years, such as,

for example, The Federal Council of the Churches of Christ

In America, and the World Council of Churches. A whole-

hearted recognition of Christ’s deity is the basis of the new
Christian unity that is being sought today in the Protestant

world. This does not mean, of course, that the goal proposed

is a single ecclesiastical structure made up of all the Protestant

churches in any given country, or of a world Church with a
single centralized authority. S^ously to entertain such an idea

would run counter to the mind of Christ and to the true mean-
ing and structure of the Christian Church, as these are ex-

pressed in the New Testament and in the early centuries of

Christian history. What is sought is a federated expression of

Christianity in which an increasing number of churches would
unite organically, while others would manifest a growing unity

in their doctrine, life, and practical endeavor, and in their strat-

egy with respect to the secular order.

Thus schism and division are more and more regarded as

evils by the great churches that make up the Protestant family.

These Churches, however, are not disposed to admit that the

historical division of Protestantism into a multiplicity of de-

nominations has been an unmitigated evil It is freely recog-
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nized that Protestant denonunational history has many lament-

able chapters in its annals. It is equally realized that the Spirit

of God has used the witness and work of the great Protestant

communions to set forth and to keep alive certain expressions

of Christian faith and life that wouJd otherwise have been

passed over. The ecclesiastical unity now being sought is one

in which each denomination^ having studied itself in the light

of Holy Scripture, in the light of other Christian denomina-

tions and traditions, in the light of its own history and mission,

and in the light of contemporary need, shall slough off every-

thing attaching to it which does not belong to the essence of

the Christian religion, while it brings the rest, as its particular

contribution, into the unity of the Body of Christ. An epoch-

making step has been taken in the Protestant world when divi-

sion is regarded as one of the greatest evils which can afflict the

Church of Christ. In tlte light of Christ and the developing

unity which brings the Protestant churches of the world to-

gether, schism has a hideous face. And what is the soul of

schism but that any one institutional expression of the Church
of Christ should presume to be the whole? Those Cliristians are

schismatics in the worst sense who, in spite of the New Testa-

ment record and the testimony of history, regard the particular

organisation to which they belong as Tht Church.

Coincident with a deepened apprehension of the meaning of

the Church, and an awakened passion for Christian unity, there

has grown up in the Protestant world a new concept of catho-

licity. The nineteenth century and the first decades of the

twentieth witnessed a missionary movement of the Protestant

churches unparalleled in all Christian history. As a result of
that movement, evangelical missions and national evangelical

churches are found today in every representative area of the

world Soldiers, sailors, and airmen recently serving in conti-

nental areas and in remote islands of the Pacific ocean found
that ‘The Church Was There.” In this way the new vision of
the Church, derived from a deepened study of the New Testa-
ment, has been paralleled on the plane of contemporary history

by an expanded vision of the World Church. The Ecumenical
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Church, that is to say, the Church which is coextensive with

the inhabited globe, has appeared for the hrst time m Christian

history. Its advex^t took place just at the time that civilization

was entering upoo its global era., when in a world that had
achieved unprecedented ph3rsical unity abysmal spiritual rifta

were forming and the earth was about to become devastated

by global war. There is no more striking fact in the dramatic

annals of the Christian Church than the circumstance that,

during the years preceding the outbreak of the Second World
War, great ecumenical gatherings were held in Europe and
Asia, which were attended by the representatives of all races

and of more Christian denominations than had ever come to>

gether before in all Christian history. Out of these gatherings

there emerged a sense of the living reality of the Church Uni-
versal. At Jerusalem, at Oxford, at Edinburgh, at Madras, at

Amsterdam, at Utrecht, a new concept of catholicity became
real in experience and b^an to be formulated m thought

To un^rstand the meanirxg and grasp the implications of
the new concept of catholicity which has emerged in the Prot-

estant world is to take cognizartce of the most signihcant single

phenomenon in the contemporary history of Christianity. Xn a
recent article published in the theological quarterly, T^ology
Today* and entitled "The Growing Concept of Catholicity,”

the Church historian. Dr. Kenneth Latourette of Yale Univer-

sity, compares the traditionally Roman concept of catholicity

with the emergent Protestant concept To that admirable article

of the great Church historian some rejections may be added.

Evangelical catholicity does not contine the frontiers of the

Christian Church to^ boundaries of any one Christian insti-

tution. Taking seriously tbe great dictum that comes down to

us from the Patristic era, Ubi Ckrishif tbi EccUtia, "Where
Christ is, there is the Churdi," it considers that any Christian

group that gives full allegmce to Jesus Christ in its doctrine

and bears His marks tn the life and witness of its members,

gives unmistakable evidence of the fruits of the Holy Spirit,

and so belongs to the Holy Catholic Church. Its members may

• VoL II, No. I (April, xp45), pp- 69-76.
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have to clarify their thinking and learn the way of the Lord

more perfectly, but if they give evidence of the basic Christian

loyalties in faith and practice. Christ's seal is upon them and

they belong to His Church. Evangelical catholicity, therefore,

embraces all those, whatever their name or sign, who pledge

their loyalty to Jesus Christ and manifest the fruits of the

Spirit. All such are members of the Holy Catholic Church and

are invited to form part of the ecumenical fellowship of Chris-

tian believers. They are urged to manifest their unity in Christ,

to join in giving more perfect expression in thought and life

to the Christian faith and its implications for the human situ-

ation, and to develop a common strategy in approaching the

world and its problms. The affirmation that underlies Evan-

gelical Catholicity is therefore this
:
Jesus Christ Himself, by

the faith and Hfe which He creates in those who profess to be

His disciples, ultimately determines who belong to the Holy
Catholic Church.

The coming of the Church Universal In concept and In real-

ity has given birth In Protestant circles to a new science, the

science of ecumenics. Ecumenics Is the science of the Church
Universal, its nature, functions, relations, and strategy. It cor-

responds in the religious sphere to geopolitics in the secular.

Henceforth the Christian Church in its Protestant expression

win devote increasing attention to the formulation of an ade-

quate Christian approach to the diverse problems which con-

front the Christian religion at the present time.

Reawakened Concern for the Secular Order. At the close of
the First World War, several movements appeared among the

Protestant Churches to bring the message and influence of
Christianity to bear upon the life of the world. Two of these

were the World Church Movement, which was organized in

the United States, and the Life and Work Movement, which
was International in character. The latter held a great congress
at Stockholm in 1925* Both movements did their work under
the influence of the idea that the lights of the comii^ Kingdom
of God were already flushing the contemporary horizon. The
churches 0! that time lacked a sufficiently deep insight into the
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realities of human nature and of the hvzman situation. What
was more, they lacked an adequate grasp of the mcaninf of the
Church and of the great Christian verities. U»ler the influence

of religious romanticism they felt that the transformation of
human sodeCy could be accomplished if only the Church or*

ganized itself adequately for the task ,

In the intervening years, the international situation grew
worse. Theological insight was deepened; the nature and znis*

sion of the Qiurch became clearer. At Oxford in July, 1937,
there came together representatives of the Protestant and East-
ern Orthodox churd)«. Members of the clergy and eminent
members of the laity were there. At a time when it began to

appear that a new world war was inevitable, the members of
the Church Universal assembled at Oxford, spent two weeks on
issues relating to "Church, Community, and State.” Out of that

gathering came the slogan that has since resounded around the

world : "Let the Church be the Church.”

The Oxford Conference, which grasped and formulated the

true mission of the Church in the world, faced also, and in a
constructive way. the Church's relationship to the whole secular

order. The problem of a Corput ChnsHomm became real again.

How could human society as a whde be brought under the deci-

sive influence of Christian principles and a Christian way of

living?

In the years since this decisive gathering was held, the prob-

lems of the secular order have been envisaged with great clarity,

in their social, cultural, and poUtical aspects. Protestant leaders

proclaim afresh that it is not enough to formulate ethical prin-

ciples for society, nor yet to r^enerate individuals through the

preaching of the Gospel. It is necessary, in addition, that Chris-

tians should live out in communal form the new meaning of a

true Christian life within the diverse sf^eres that make up So-
ciety. In other words, the true meaning of community must be

correctly worked out within the representative areas of social

life. As regards the cultural sphere it is pointed out that modem
culture has become largely rootless. It lades, besides, a great

luminous idea to give life meaning, direction and propulsive
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power. The great insights of the Christian religion must there-

fore be given to modern culture. The question is raised afresh

in Protestant cirdes as to the place of religion in public educa-

tion. God must come again into education; reverence must be

taught to youth. The Bible and the great sources of spiritual

renewal must be made available for popular study.

In the sphere of politics, and especially in the sphere of inter-

national relations, a dedsive influence has been exerted in die

United States by the commission entitled The Commission to

Study the Bases of a Just and Durable Peace. This commission,

sponsored by the Federal Covuicil of the Oiurchcs of Christ in

America, and under the chairmanship of a distinguished Prot-

estant layman, John Foster Dulles, who received a vision of

the Church and Its possibilities at the Oxford Conference, has

been more influential in shaping Christian public opinion in

America, and in influencing the international policy of the gov-

ernment, than any single group in recent times that has faced

the problems of peace and world order.

Now that the war is over, and the full meaning of the Ecu-

menical Church becomes more apparent, Protestant Christianity

looks forward to bringing the insights and inspiration of Chris-

tianity to bear on the secular order with a sense of responsibility

unmatched since the great schism divided the Christian Church

in the West
A Dmand for an Ecumtnical Thfology. The new orthodoxy

that takes shape in the Protestant mind, the new catholicity that

Inspires its ecclesiutical outlook, the Christian concern for the

hiunan situation in its global aspects that mark the Protestant

Churches of today combine to create a longing for an authori-

tative Ecumenical Council. This was what the JUformers of the

sixteenth century desired above anything else, *'the next free

general Council of Holy Christendom,” and of which they were

defrauded in their time by the action of the Council of Trent

in 1546. An invitation to such a council will undoubtedly be

issued in due course “to all whom it may concern.” One of the

chief tasks of the new Ecumenical Council will be the formula-

tion of an ecumenical theology. Such a theology, grounded upon
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Holy Scripture is tbe supreme source of ChristUn doctrine,
will take copixance of the light that has fallen upon the Chris-
tian revelation under the influence of the Holy Spirit from the

first century to the present. It will take account of the global

character of human life today, and of the existence and prob-
lems of a vmrld-wide Church in a global era. It will formulate
Christian truth in relation to the new heresies which have been
spawned in our time. The writer may be permitted at this point

to reproduce a statement which he recently prepared on this sub-

ject and which has appeared elsewhere.*

Taking seriously Ae presence of the Holy Spirit in the

Church and realising that there is no better ewnmentary upon
the meaniiig of both than the history of the Church, ecumenical
theology will study the Churches of the great dispersion in the

light of the Bible and of Jesus Christ Now that the Church is

coextensive with the inhabited globe, the hour has arrived to

survey afresh the whole course of Church history. Let each

Chur^ in the three great traditions, Roman, Eastern, and Prot-

estant, be studied for the witness it has borne to Christ in the

course of its life, whether m the nurture of saints, the elucida-

tion or defense of truth, or in its contrlbuflon to the effective

reign of God among men. Let it be surveyed to discover what-

ever stains of sin, or marks of shame and error, its history may
reveal. Such a study will show that no Church in history can

claim a monopoly of insight Or sainthood, of evangelical seal or

transforming power. Those thinp which God has taught the

Church through the glory and shame of the churches will pro-

vide data for an ecumenical theol^y. A theology of Revelation,

which cherishes without idolatry the historic Creeds and Con-
fessions, which studies the life history of the churches in search

of insight regarding Christ and the Church, which embraces

within its sweep God’s dealing with the new Churches In Asia,

Africa, and Oceania, can lay the foundati«t of that theology

which is needed by an Ecumenical Church in an ecumenical

world,

• ‘The TlBies Call for Theology,” Thfoiagy Today. Laocaster, VoL
II, No. X (April, 1945). PP- 7 sod 5.
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L«t the Churches of the Reformation acknowledge their

many sins and shortcomings, admitting freely that the Church

can sin and has sinned In penitence and humility, in faith and

in hope, let them prepare for the tasks that await them in the

coming time. And about one thing let them be quite dear. The

theological statement to which the Church Universal must look

forward in the years ahead must he no doctrinal syncretism or

theolj^cal dilution. It must have at the heart of it no pale,

lowest denominator formula. Never must the Church sponsor

a blanched, eviscerated, spineless statement of confessional the-

ology. It must give birth in this revolutionary, transition time,

to a full blooded, loyally Biblical, unashamedly ecumenical, and

strongly vertebrate system of Christian belief.
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^
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